
From: Ravella, Ramesh
To: Lawson, Christine
Cc: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: SELC Comments on Draft Digester General Permits
Date: Tuesday, May 17, 2022 2:48:22 PM
Attachments: image001.png

SP-DENR-ARC22051113470.pdf

Hi Christine,
 
Please review the attached document.
 
Thank you
 
Ramesh Ravella, PhD, CPM
Supervisor, Animal Feeding Operations
NC-DEQ-DWR
 
Ph: 919-707-3702
Email: Ramesh.Ravella@ncdenr.gov
 
512 N. Salisbury St
1636 Mail Service Center
Raleigh NC 27699 -1636
 

From: Strickland, Latoya <latoya.strickland@ncdenr.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2022 4:17 PM
To: Ravella, Ramesh <Ramesh.Ravella@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: Mail from 05/11/2022
 
Ramesh,
 
Please see the mail from 05/11/2022 attached for you. I have put the pathway to the extra
attachment that is to big to attached to the me email. The PDF name is Attachments 1-78 to
SELC Comments on 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000).  If
you have any questions or concerns, please let me know.
 
S:\0DWR\Section-AFOGWS\AFO Branch
 
Thanks,
 
Latoya Strickland
 
Administrative Specialist
GWRS/GWMB and AFO
Division of Water Resources
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality
(919) 707-9129
Latoya.strickland@ncdenr.gov

mailto:Ramesh.Ravella@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Christine.Lawson@ncdenr.gov
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Ramesh.Ravella@ncdenr.gov
file:////edc-nasvm01.eads.ncads.net/wr/WQ/share%20for%20dwq/0DWR/Section-AFOGWS/AFO%20Branch
mailto:Latoya.strickland@ncdenr.gov




































































































































































































































































































































































 
 
1636 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC  27699-1636
 
http://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/water-resources

 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties
 

http://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/water-resources


From: Ravella, Ramesh
To: Lawson, Christine
Cc: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: Cavanaugh Associates Comments on Digester General Permits
Date: Tuesday, May 17, 2022 2:45:56 PM
Attachments: SP-DENR-ARC22051311140.pdf

image001.png

Hi Christine,
 
Please review the attached document for comments from Cavanaugh Associates.
 
Thank you
 
Ramesh Ravella, PhD, CPM
Supervisor, Animal Feeding Operations
NC-DEQ-DWR
 
Ph: 919-707-3702
Email: Ramesh.Ravella@ncdenr.gov
 
512 N. Salisbury St
1636 Mail Service Center
Raleigh NC 27699 -1636
 

From: Strickland, Latoya <latoya.strickland@ncdenr.gov> 
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2022 2:03 PM
To: Garoma, Miressa <miressa.garoma@ncdenr.gov>
Cc: Ravella, Ramesh <Ramesh.Ravella@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: mail from 05/12/2022 – 05/13/2022
 
Good afternoon,
 
Please see the attached mail from 05/12/2022 – 05/13/2022.
 
Thanks,
 
 

Latoya Strickland
 
Administrative Specialist
Animal Feeding Operations and Groundwater Section
Division of Water Resources
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality
(919) 707-9129
Latoya.strickland@ncdenr.gov
 
 

mailto:Ramesh.Ravella@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Christine.Lawson@ncdenr.gov
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Ramesh.Ravella@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Latoya.strickland@ncdenr.gov




















1636 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC  27699-1636
 
http://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/water-resources

 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties
 

http://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/water-resources


From: Michelle Pappas
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Strongly opposed to biogas
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:00:45 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Is this the United States of America?

Where are we headed? Does no one care?

People are dying. They are sick. Their children are suffering as if we are in some Third World country. Do we have
no heart? Imagine it’s you living next to these farms or biogas plants.

Scientific commentary that I have read indicates that nearby towns could potentially be further affected in the
production of biogas. But it is unclear.

Unclear?

Can anyone please show us, WE, THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES, the evidence supporting that
emissions from the production of biogas will not further harm the environment, air quality, pollution levels? I have
read there have not been any recorded studies.

Do we not see that we need to formulate a plan with a definitive goal that will actually be met?

How is this decision being made?

Who is so selfish, insensitive, power driven and greedy for it all? Who’s getting rich? Who wins? Whichever lobby
is the strongest. Show me those dollar bills. It’s such PIG SHIT literally. It’s not about what’s best for the public.
And we ALL know it.

What happened to you, who feel that way? Why are you so greedy? Was it a trauma of sorts? Some reason to feel
fearful, unsupported, alone? A way of being brought up to think for some reason you deserve more than the next
human? No matter the demographic?

I am so very sorry. You’re removed from your heart and your connection to humanity. I believe it’s still there inside
you somewhere.

We ALL could have it ALL.

We know this. Yet we act with fear. Fill the pocket books so fat they are bursting. Hold it tight, clenched in fists.
Can’t spread it around. It’s rather baffling. And sad. I am sorry for those whose fear based greed corrupts them.

I cry for you. I cry for this world, such injustice. My tears fall over this mess of what we’ve become as a society.
And I do see a better way arising as well. Soon things will begin to change.

Please think more. So many smart humans. Someone can create a better system.

Thank you for looking into your hearts and souls. Can you dig deep? Feel what matters? You know what is right.

Thank you for your time.

A very concerned citizen

mailto:mipappas@yahoo.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Mara Frank
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Please do not issue a permit for a swine digester system
Date: Monday, May 2, 2022 11:52:26 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

I'm writing because I believe NC DEQ should *not* issue General Permit AWG400000
because biogas is NOT a way to mitigate climate change! In fact methane contributes to
warming much more than CO2. Please deny the permit and encourage hog farmers to employ
better and more environmentally-sound technologies to store and handle hog waste. Hog waste
is and has been a long-term problem for NC, and we need DEQ to help farmers protect our
groundwater and prevent hog lagoon breaches using modern methods that will protect our
communities and our environment for the long-term. There must be better liners for hog
lagoons. NC should not be in the biogas business. It's not viable -- it will exacerbate warming
of the climate.

Please deny the permit,
Mara Frank
Raleigh, NC

mailto:4mfrank@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Kurt Olson
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Comments
Date: Monday, May 2, 2022 11:49:15 PM
Attachments: Comment Letter.docx

FedEx Scan 2022-04-05_15-33-07.pdf

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Please find below comments on the DWR General Permit for anaerobic digesters on swine
farms and relevant attachments.  Thank you, Kurt Olson. 

mailto:kurt.j.olson@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov

The Law Office of Kurt J. Olson 

P.O. Box 10031 

Raleigh, North Carolina, 27605 

Tel: 919.916.7221 kurt.j.olson@gmail.com 

    

May 2, 2022 

Mr. Ramesh Ravella 

Animal Feeding Operations 

NC Division of Water Resources 

North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality 

1636 Mail Service Center Raleigh, NC 27699-1636 

 

Re:  Anerobic Digesters -- Permit Modifications

 

Dear Mr. Ravella: 

 

I am writing to you on the above referenced matter and to express both support for the initiative and a very sincere concern with what appears to be misinformation or a misunderstanding regarding the benefits of installing anerobic digesters at swine growing operations.  

Anerobic digestion has been adopted and used for many years throughout Europe and has gained a significant foothold in many states.  Significant markets have opened and are expanding for both the renewable natural gas (“RNG”) produced from swine waste and for the environmental attributes or credits that are created when that RNG is captured, formulated and used.  The RNG speaks for itself.  Its production helps with the management of swine waste, and its use displaces or offsets the use of conventional natural gas, a finite resource that contributes to the atmospheric loading of greenhouse gases, principally carbon dioxide (CO2). 

The environmental attributes connected to RNG from swine waste arise throughout the life cycle of the RNG.  They represent the fact that when all is said and done, capturing, formulating and using RNG as opposed to conventional natural gas, results in a reduction in the atmospheric load of greenhouse gases which ultimately is better for the environment.  Remember, until human interaction, conventional natural gas is sequestered far below ground where it would remain but for human interference.  The gas is extracted, most likely by fracking, and then is transported and ultimately used, generally to produce power.  Every molecule released during the life-cycle of conventional natural gas is new and every new molecule released during its extraction, transportation and use adds to the atmospheric load.  That is not the case, however, with RNG from swine waste.  At the outset, the constituents including CO2 are collected from the atmosphere by plants via photosynthesis.  Those plants or the related components are fed to swine and then excreted with the swine waste.  The waste is placed in anerobic digesters which can take the form of tank-like reactors or lagoons, which in this place and time are mostly lined and in all cases are covered.  Molecules that in the past would have escaped as “fugitive emissions” are captured and processed with other collected materials in the digesters.  The biogas produced can be used as is or as is most often the case, the biogas is further processed to meet the applicable quality standards for RNG.  It is then distributed to end users.  When that RNG is used, for example to produce electric power, the emissions contain less constituents of concern, principally carbon, than were taken out of the atmosphere via photosynthesis to begin with.  The overall process is carbon negative and this feature is critically importantly to recognize along with the other benefits of RNG.  I have attached an analysis by the Environmental Defense Fund that addresses this point, but beyond that, it is now well recognized that when RNG from animal waste is used to produce electric power, less carbon is emitted and returned to the atmosphere than is originally taken out.  The process is carbon negative, and any evaluation of the “good and bad” about biogas or RNG from swine needs to include that critical point.  Unfortunately, it often seems overlooked.   

As a matter of full disclosure, I have represented the North Carolina Pork Council (“NCPC” or “Council”) for a number of years on issues before the North Carolina Utilities Commission (“NCUC”).[footnoteRef:1]  There the Council has been most active in matters related to the swine waste set-aside which is set forth in North Carolina’s Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard (“REPS”).  See, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.8 (e).  The swine waste set-aside is a legislative mandate that requires a certain percentage of the electric power sold annually at retail in North Carolina be derived from swine waste.  The amount required escalates each year until a cap is reached that thereafter applies each ensuing year.  Electric power suppliers are required to comply with this mandate and the Council has actively participated in the process by monitoring the electric power suppliers’ progress towards compliance and by providing information and its expertise when requested.   [1:  All of the comments and views expressed in this letter are my own and are not those of the Council or any of its members and should not be attributed to the Council or its members.  As further disclosure, I have practice environmental law for 38 years, the first 15 years in Washington D.C. and the following 23 years in North Carolina.  During that time, I have worked with private parties, NGOs and government and have developed a full understanding of the policies and objectives underlying our environmental laws. ] 


It now appears that using RNG derived from swine waste to produce electric power will be the predominant means by which electric power suppliers meet the swine waste set-aside requirement in the REPS.  The progress achieved advances the objectives and goals of the REPS by expanding and diversifying the state’s indigenous renewable energy portfolio.  See, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-2(a)(10)).  In addition, the set-aside provides an impetus for growers to adopt new on-site management practices that advance the collection and management of swine waste.  The new management practices, in large part, address many of issues of concern raised by the opponents of swine production in this State.  For example, each facility using lagoons will need to cover the lagoons to capture the methane ultimately turned into RNG.  Covered lagoons capture fugitive emissions. As a consequence, the covered lagoons also reduce odor, reduce the presence of insects, reduce the spread of pathogens and reduce the likelihood of overflows during storm events.  Further, the digestate that remains in an anerobic digester after the RNG is taken out is more stable than what use to be applied to crop fields and still can be used in many beneficial applications including as nutrient rich fertilizers, organic rich compost, and soil amendments.  See, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, AgSTAR, How Does Anerobic Digestion Work.[footnoteRef:2]  These are all good things that should be supported and promoted.  While some may argue that it does not go far enough, in point of fact, it goes a pretty long way.  It is a solution with many benefits and to advocate against it as not being perfect is reminiscent of arguments against vaccines -- don’t take them because, although they will prevent you from dying, they will not prevent you from getting mild COVID symptoms.  It is sacrificing progress because in some ways, it is not perfect.   [2:  All of the references to EPA publications can be found on their website entitled AgSTAR: Biogas Recovery in the Agricultural Sector. ] 


The Discussion Requires Some Clarification.

North Carolina is well-suited to develop this RNG.  Opposition is present; however, it is based heavily on legacy issues and is riddled with misinformation that should be addressed.

First, it is argued that RNG from swine waste is dirty gas and not renewable.  In point of fact, the RNG from swine waste that is placed on the local distribution system is subject to stringent gas quality standards imposed by the local distribution companies in North Carolina.  See e.g., Appendix F to Piedmont Natural Gas Company, Inc. North Carolina Service Regulations.  At the time of distribution, the RNG is indistinguishable from any other gas on the pipeline regardless of source and in many instances may be “cleaner” due to compliance with the quality standards imposed by the local gas companies.  

Persons opposing RNG also assert that it is not “renewable” and therefore not deserving any attribution or credit associated with that status.  In point of fact, RNG is defined as a renewable energy resource.  See, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 62-133.8 (a)(8) (defining a renewable energy resource as including biomass from animal waste).  And as a practical matter, as long as hogs are raised by farmers, there will be a renewing source of swine waste.  As opposed to coal or conventional natural gas, RNG from swine waste is not finite and using that waste in a productive manner benefits everyone. 

Moreover, as noted above, the any emissions associated with RNG from swine waste are essentially part of one continuous carbon loop -- from the atmosphere, to the crops and plants, to animal feed, to animal waste, to biogas, to combustion and back to the atmosphere where the process starts over again.  Any emissions basically return what has been taken out of the atmosphere in a renewable cycle.  Nothing is being added.

Another misconception presented by those opposing RNG from swine waste is the misuse of the phrase “directed biogas” which has taken on the aura of some sinister product type.  In fact, “directed biogas” is not a product at all but rather describes the nature of a transaction.  In the typical “directed biogas” transaction, a defined volume of RNG is placed on the distribution system and nominated for use at the buyer’s facility.  The buyer thereafter takes off the equivalent amount of gas at its location.  However, because RNG placed in the distribution system is co-mingle with other natural gas from other sources, the buyer does not necessarily receive the RNG purchased but rather receives an equivalent amount of gas which is essential identical to the RNG, albeit from another source.  This is a “directed biogas” transaction.   It is supported by the idea that the RNG will be used somewhere but not necessarily by the purchaser.  Nevertheless, the benefits will accrue simply because RNG is displacing or offsetting an equivalent amount of conventional natural gas.  As noted above, the RNG is from an organic source and constantly regenerating.  It does not add atmospheric greenhouse gas when used, and is wholly renewable.  Thus, the fact it displaces conventional natural gas is considered a good thing and one reason why “directed biogas” transactions are supported and recognized. 

I appreciate this opportunity to submit these comments and am available to the extent there are questions or elaboration is required.  



Very truly yours,



									________/s/____________  	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 			   Kurt J. Olson, Esq. 
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From: Jade Dell
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] hog waste methane
Date: Monday, May 2, 2022 9:47:28 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Please, methane is worse for the environment than CO2.  And hog poop lagoons leak methane
and people who live near them are getting sick.

I know that our legislators don't care but I would  like one of them to try to live near a hog
poop lagoon and try to manage that terrible smell, the respiratory consequences and lowering
of home values.

This pig waste must not be allowed in these huge lagoons that flow into rivers during floods
and hurricanes.  It is unhealthy and sickening.

Jade Dell
Wake County, NC

mailto:jade.dell45@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Sydnie Parry
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] DEQ Comments
Date: Monday, May 2, 2022 8:48:58 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Mr. Ravella, 

I am Sydnie Parry and I work with Coastal Carolina Riverwatch. To my concern, biogas 
does nothing to improve the polluting lagoon and spray field systems that we currently have 
in place at industrial swine operations. Biogas would be dependent on these systems and 
therefore it is not a sustainable solution to these problems. Biogas is a complicated process 
with no safe or efficient methods to make it easily accessible. This means that we are 
unable to do it on a large scale. The industrial animal operations we already have are 
increasing harmful impacts on our environment and communities. CAFOs and Biogas 
projects are impairing our water sources causing contamination and air pollution to the 
surrounding areas. It is important that any DEQ permits must be strictly enforced for 
compliance. They must include strong, regular monitoring provisions for our water sources, 
frequent upkeep with appropriate measures for waste management plans, and utilization of 
environmentally superior technologies. It is our job to be mindful of the actions we take. We 
need to ensure that our motivation in providing for our community is safe, efficient, and 
ethically driven to ensure that we are making positive impacts. I urge DEQ to consider this 
as this process continues. 

Thank you, 
Sydnie Parry 

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Rebecca Drohan
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Public Comment: 2022 Digester System Permit
Date: Monday, May 2, 2022 7:58:56 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Mr. Ravella,

My name is Rebecca Drohan and I am White Oak Waterkeeper with Coastal Carolina 
Riverwatch. We are a water quality advocacy nonprofit serving waterways in Eastern NC. 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comment on the draft digester general permit. I 
have provided oral comments but would like to submit a written copy simply for the records. 

Biogas does nothing to improve the outdated lagoon and spray field system. Instead, it may 
worsen environmental impacts from existing facilities, such as further concentrating 
ammonia, which already impacts those nearby. 

Biogas projects will perpetuate the water contamination, air pollution, and degraded quality 
of life from the archaic lagoon and spray field system. Communities of color and/or low-
income are disproportionately affected by this pollution. Little has been done to protect 
these communities from health impacts and the ability to enjoy their home and 
environment.

In surface water samples, Waterkeepers and officials across the state have seen consistent 
elevated levels of bacteria surrounding CAFOs, indicating that existing regulations are 
lacking. As biogas will further entrench this pollution, these projects are not a sustainable 
solution. 

Any DEQ permitting for digesters must be stringent and compliance must be strictly 
enforced. 

At minimum permitting should include: 

Robust provisions for frequent groundwater and surface water monitoring

Utilization of environmentally superior technology, for waste disposal

Appropriate waste management plans, and 

mailto:rebeccad@coastalcarolinariverwatch.org
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


Deterrence of violations through enforcement. 

Considerations still worth mentioning include air quality impacts and environmental justice 
analysis.

It is imperative that the cumulative impacts of biogas be thoroughly evaluated in reference 
to all surrounding pollution sources. Especially those already inflicted by North Carolina’s 
existing CAFO industry.  

In addition to considering the environmental and public health impacts of biogas, measures 
to promote transparency, public engagement, and reporting, are imperative as well. 

Given that Biogas is dependent on emissions created from waste, it is not a renewable 
resource as compared to solar and wind, despite what the industry claims. 

Biogas transport pipelines spanning across multiple counties pose significant environmental 
risks as well.

In this process, please bear in mind that now is the critical time we need to be investing in 
an equitable transition to true clean energy. We must prioritize the protection of our land, 
waters, and communities over further dependence on destructive industrial systems and 
greenwashed platitudes. As it stands, this responsibility for action lies with the DEQ. Please 
consider the future of all North Carolinians as this decision-making process proceeds. 
Thank you again for this opportunity to comment.

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Drohan

--

Rebecca Drohan
White Oak Waterkeeper
919-961-3299 | RebeccaD@coastalcarolinariverwatch.org 
www.CoastalCarolinaRiverwatch.org 
700 Arendell Street, Suite 2, Morehead City, NC 28557
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From: Connor Kippe
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Comments on 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000)
Date: Monday, May 2, 2022 5:18:50 PM
Attachments: Comments on 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000) 5_2_22.pdf

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

To whomever it may concern,

I have included below Toxic Free North Carolina's comments on the proposed permit listed
above. 

All the best,

Connor Kippe

-- 
Connor G. Kippe (he/him/el)
Policy Advocate, Toxic Free NC
919.348.9104 | toxicfreenc.org
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Ramesh Ravella
Animal Feeding Operations
NC Division of Water Resources
1636 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1636
PublicCommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov


Re: Comments on 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000)


Dear Mr. Ravella,


Toxic Free North Carolina (Toxic Free NC), as an environmental health advocacy and education
organization operating statewide, submits our comments on the proposed draft permit labeled above.
While we are a party to/signed on in support of other comments also submitted on this draft permit we
would like to offer our own additional comments as well.


We all know that many studies - including those done by researchers at NCSU (Burkholder)1 - show that
bio-pollution from the hog industry has degraded the environment and harmed the health of communities
in rural eastern North Carolina2. Inequitable health from CAFO impacts include noxious odors, pathogen
transmission via surface or groundwater, and respiratory disorders among others. 3


Creating a general permit does not take into account the disparate effects on different communities. Many
of these communities may also be facing inequitable distribution of pesticide runoff, PFAS contamination,
and other environmental health stressors on top of living in areas identified as historically underserved
communities.  From USGS pesticide data we know that many pesticides are applied in large amounts in
similar areas to the positioning of these CAFOs as well.4 This portion of the state in its downstream
position also will always experience an accumulation of toxic chemicals  in its recreational waters.


The benefits of such a biogas digester system are also unclear, with the biogas likely not reducing climate
emissions but instead embedding a specific form of greenhouse gas emission, which itself will likely have
leakages of methane.


As many other organizations have suggested, we join with them in solidarity to ask that the Division of
Water Resources ( hereafter DWR) deny this permit as currently crafted. The general permit will


4 https://water.usgs.gov/nawqa/pnsp/usage/maps/compound_listing.php


3 Hribar, Carrie. Understanding Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations and Their Impact on
Communities. 2010, pp. 1–22, www.nalboh.org.
https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/ehs/docs/understanding_cafos_nalboh.pdf


2 Kravchenko, Julia, et al. “Mortality and Health Outcomes in North Carolina Communities Located in
Close Proximity to Hog Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations.” North Carolina Medical Journal, vol.
79, no. 5, North Carolina Medical Journal, Sept. 2018, pp. 278–88, doi:10.18043/NCM.79.5.278.


1 Burkholder, Jo Ann, et al. “Impacts of Waste from Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations on Water
Quality.” Environmental Health Perspectives, vol. 115, no. 2, Feb. 2007, pp. 308–12,
doi:10.1289/EHP.8839.



https://water.usgs.gov/nawqa/pnsp/usage/maps/compound_listing.php

https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/ehs/docs/understanding_cafos_nalboh.pdf





mainstream a system that currently harms historically and currently marginalized communities already
overburdened by the cumulative impacts of other environmental health factors. The increase in ammonia
from trapment of the waste will likely spillover into the communities5, adding another issue to the
communities lives - while providing little benefit in climate emission reduction or jobs to the state.


Thank you for your consideration and time,


Connor Kippe
Policy Advocate, TFNC


5https://extension.colostate.edu/topic-areas/agriculture/best-management-practices-for-reducing-ammonia
-emissions-lagoon-covers-1-631b/







From: Keith Larick
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Cc: Anne Coan
Subject: [External] Farm Digester General Permit Comments
Date: Monday, May 2, 2022 5:17:27 PM
Attachments: NCFB Digester General Permit Comments FINAL 5-2-2022.pdf

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Please see the attached comments on the Farm Digester General Permits from the North Carolina
Farm Bureau Federation.
 
Thanks,
Keith Larick
 
---------------------------------------------------
Keith Larick
Natural Resources Director
North Carolina Farm Bureau Federation
Phone: (919) 987-1257
Cell: (919) 749-5293
www.ncfb.org
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Please accept the attached comments on behalf of the NC Pork Council.
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May 2, 2022 
 


Mr. Ramesh Ravella 
Division of Water Resources 
N.C. Department of Environmental Quality 
1636 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, N.C. 27699-1636 
 


Re: Draft Swine Farm Digester General Permit 
Electronically accepted at: PublicCommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov 


Dear Mr. Ravella: 


You have received sincere and significant comment from dozens of family 
farmers and other subject matter experts with credentials in technical specialties of 
environmental protection, nutrient and manure management, and engineering. They 
have provided helpful feedback and relevant information to ensure that DEQ helps 
North Carolina pig farmers continue to meet and exceed our shared responsibilities 
as outstanding environmental stewards while not being subjected to unnecessary 
burdens or undue cost under the forthcoming permit for farms with digester systems.  


We share a common purpose of protecting the environment on and around our 
farms and in our communities. It is imperative that we have a regulatory framework 
that is reasonable and effective, not arbitrary or meaningless. You have heard 
farmers’ voices throughout this process. And you have heard from experts who know 
how farms operate and perform. These North Carolinians have shared with you their 
knowledge and wisdom. They have names: Henry Faison, Lorenda Overman, Morris 
Murphy, Reggie Strickland, Marlowe Ivey, James Lamb, Chad Herring… and so 
many more. We ask that you give the oral and written comments from these farmers 
and experts the proper weight and credence they deserve.  


Herein, we offer additional written comments on behalf of the thousands of 
family farmers, grain growers, veterinarians, nutritionists, livestock and feed 
haulers, processing plant team members and managers, equipment manufacturers 
and installers, grocers and retailers, restaurateurs, chefs and pit masters, and so 
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many other partners whose efforts produce beloved products and support more than 
44,000 good jobs in communities across North Carolina. We are deeply committed to 
ensuring a sustainable pork industry. Indeed, the taxes, fees and economic activity 
generated by the state’s profitable pork and pork processing sectors remains vital to 
the long-term success of North Carolina’s economy and well-being, particularly in 
rural regions of the state. We value environmental stewardship as an inextricable 
part of that job. 


I. Innovation and Continuous Improvement 


While no new farms have been opened since the moratorium, there have been 
significant changes and innovation in on-farm practices. A recent report by 
researchers at the University of Arkansas documented improvements in 
sustainability in the pork industry nationally and by farmers in North Carolina, who 
have demonstrated use of less water, less land and less energy in the production of 
pork products. In North Carolina, since 1980, our farmers are feeding a growing 
population while using 60.1 percent less land and 44.8 percent less water.1 


Additional on-farm progress in innovation and practices have been substantial, 
and the regulatory framework has allowed for advances that no government agency 
could on its own dictate. For example, through selective breeding, pelletizing of feed, 
proper rationing, and other animal-care measures, the amount of feed used to produce 
a pound of gain has been dramatically reduced. Just three decades ago, prior to the 
current regulatory framework, roughly four pounds of feed were necessary to produce 
one pound of animal weight gain, with the difference factoring into manure output. 
Today, roughly 2.5 pounds of feed is used to generate one pound of gain, yielding a 
greater than 30 percent improvement in feed efficiency. This has led to a 
corresponding and substantial reduction in manure output from the animal. 
Separately, farming operations have – through the use of enzymes as well as age and 
sex-specific diets – substantially reduced output of phosphorous, a necessary 
component of feed, by as much as 50 percent.2 Finally, the use of amino acids as a 
substitute for soybean meal has resulted in reductions in nitrogen in manure.   


Pork producers have long embraced innovation and improvement in farming 
practices. In North Carolina, tens of millions of dollars have been invested in 


 
1 Ben Putnam, Jacob Hickman, Prathamesh Bandekar, Marty Matlock and Greg Thoma, University of 
Arkansas, A Retrospective Assessment of the U.S. Pork Industry, 1960 to 2015.” (July 7, 2018). Accessible at 
https://bit.ly/2H1jjaa and includes feed conversion data discussed on following page. 
2 See comments submitted to DEQ on the 2019 Swine General Permit by nutritionist Dr. Vernon Felts 
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evaluating emerging manure management technologies and innovative systems, with 
field trial projects built and tested on more than a dozen farms. 


I(a). Benefits of Methane Digesters 


Renewable energy projects have been tested on swine farms in the state, and 
North Carolina producers are proud to be leading the nation in renewable 
sustainability approaches on the farm.3 Such efforts continue as more farmers are 
lining up to add methane digesters to their manure management systems to capture 
greenhouse gases and utilize the renewable biogas as a power source.4  


The benefits of methane digesters are well-documented. The North Carolina 
Clean Energy Technology Center highlighted these benefits in a March 2022 
webinar.5 Dr. Mahmoud Sharara, Assistant Professor and Extension Specialist at the 
NC State College of Biological and Agricultural Engineering, said RNG projects can 
reduce agriculture industry-based greenhouse gas emissions by capturing methane 
in an anaerobic digester.  


“We really get a win-win related to anaerobic digestion because it accomplishes 
two goals – it reduces the greenhouse gas emissions from animal agriculture or waste 
management in general, but it also creates a renewable energy source,” he said. By 
avoiding “business-as-usual” disposal pathways in projects involving the anaerobic 
digestion of manure and organic wastes, RNG can achieve negative carbon footprints. 


According to a recent report from North Carolina Agricultural and Technical 
State University, “Anaerobic digestion technology has been applied through the 
world. It has been shown to be an effective method to treat animal waste, while also 
producing biogas. This practice makes animal waste a renewable resource than can 
be used to produce energy for heat or electricity. It also contributes to the 
sustainability of livestock operations. The effluent that the anaerobic digestion 
process yields can be applied to cover crops that are grown to consume the excess 
nutrients from the previous harvest. This practice improves soil health for future 
crops and reduces the risks of nutrient loading and leaching into nearby water 
sources. The effluent can also be directly applied and incorporated into the soil.”6 


 
3 See NC Pork Report, Winter 2017, accessed at www.nxtbook.com/naylor/NCPQ/NCPQ0417/index.php#/0, and 
also see NC Pork Report, Summer 2014, accessed at www.nxtbook.com/naylor/NCPQ/NCPQ0214/index.php 
4 Steven Mufson, Washington Post, Companies launch plan to capture methane from hog manure lagoons. (Nov. 
27, 2018).  
5 nccleantech.ncsu.edu/2022/03/30/renewable-natural-gas-a-primer-on-north-carolinas-biogas-resources 
6 Nina Hollomon, Derrick J. Coble, Lagoons and the Applications of Anaerobic Digestion in Renewable Energy and 
Sustainable Agriculture. (April 26, 2022). On file at North Carolina Pork Council office. 
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Other benefits of methane digesters include lagoon covers that can reduce on-
farm odors and minimize the potential for flooding during hurricanes and other 
severe weather events.  


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s AgSTAR program, a partnership 
with the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the U.S. Department of Energy, 
highlights “odor reduction” as one of the primary benefits of biogas systems on 
livestock farms. On North Carolina farms that have installed lagoon covers, it’s 
estimated that they block 85 percent of odor from the lagoons. 


In addition, recent hurricanes (including Hurricane Matthew in 2016 and 
Hurricane Florence in 2018), raised concerns about the potential for flooding on hog 
farms. While North Carolina has closed hundreds of lagoons located in flood-prone 
areas over the past 20 years, lagoon covers provide additional protections. The covers 
keep rainwater out, helping maintain low lagoon levels and minimizing the potential 
for flooding. 


Those are among the reasons that one Democratic legislator, Rep. Billy 
Richardson, said in 2018 that North Carolina should require lagoon covers on all hog 
farms. Rep. Richardson called it the “right thing to do,” saying it would “give much 
needed relief to our environment, as well as to the folks who live next to these 
operations.” 


Liz Bowen, a senior project manager with the North Carolina Clean Energy 
Technology Center, said that North Carolina is perfect for RNG. “The gas could be 
made and used without leaving the state, which benefits the environment and helps 
expand the clean energy economy in N.C.”7  


The first North Carolina farm to generate renewable energy credits was the 
result of a partnership involving Duke Energy, Duke University and Google. When 
Loyd Ray Farms in Yadkinville began producing biogas in 2011, it was widely 
praised.  


The North Carolina Sustainable Energy Association highlighted the project as 
“an example of how one farm has turned swine waste into something that can 
positively impact the community.” A Duke Energy executive described the project as 
“a showcase for what others can do,” and a Duke University official wrote that 
digesters “help communities, farms and the environment by reducing pathogens and 
odors, keeping waste out of floodwaters and reducing greenhouse gas emissions.” 


 
7 nccleantech.ncsu.edu/2022/03/30/renewable-natural-gas-a-primer-on-north-carolinas-biogas-resources 
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Those benefits remain true today.  


The U.S. EPA’s AgSTAR program and the State of North Carolina’s Clean 
Energy Plan have both highlighted the benefits of digester systems that enable 
farmers to capture methane gases. AgSTAR is an outreach program that was 
specifically created to reduce methane emissions from livestock waste management 
operations by promoting the use of biogas recovery systems.  


The North Carolina Clean Energy Plan was prepared in response to Executive 
Order 80, signed by Gov. Roy Cooper in October 2018. The executive order calls for a 
40 percent reduction in statewide greenhouse gas emissions by 2025.  


One of the primary goals of the Clean Energy Plan is to “accelerate clean 
energy innovation, development, and deployment to create economic opportunities for 
both rural and urban areas of the state.” Biogas projects on North Carolina hog farms 
do exactly that.  


The Clean Energy Plan notes that “RNG can play an important role in reducing 
methane emissions, a potent GHG with global warming potential 25 times greater 
than carbon dioxide. Reducing methane emissions can have a larger impact on the 
environment than other carbon reduction initiatives.” 


The plan says that North Carolina ranks third in the nation with the most 
biogas potential and explains that the RNG industry “can help our state realize the 
benefits of decreased carbon emissions, improved resiliency (through alternative fuel 
supply and microgrid applications during disaster), less reliance on imported energy 
fuels or sources that are weather dependent, and economic development in the most 
impoverished areas of the state.”  


North Carolina residents have voiced strong support for renewable energy 
initiatives, including renewable natural gas. A poll of 500 registered voters across the 
state, conducted by the North Carolina Chamber in January 2021, found that 74 
percent felt that North Carolina should be doing more to encourage the development 
of renewable and alternative energy sources. 


When asked specifically about hog farms that were turning animal manure 
into renewable natural gas, voters were equally supportive. Seventy-three percent 
said they would be more willing to support farms were actively engaged in increasing 
renewable energy production. 
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Another poll, conducted in September 2021, found strong levels of support 
among residents of Duplin and Sampson County. A national research firm surveyed 
500 registered voters in those two counties to gauge their opinion on issues related to 
agriculture.  


The survey found overwhelming support for renewable natural gas projects — 
by a 6-to-1 margin, voters in Duplin and Sampson County support efforts by farmers 
to cover lagoons, capture gases and generate renewable energy.8 


 


II. Additional information related to matters of other concern 


We appreciate that a period of comment and the permitting process has 
generated a wide range of information for DWR to consider. But throughout this 
process, we have seen and heard information shared that is outlandish, false and 
distorted, much of which does not merit or require response. We do wish to address 
some matters that have surfaced in previous written or oral comments, as well as 
during the debate and passage of the 2021 NC Farm Act which directed DEQ to 
establish this digester general permit. 


II (a). Unfounded claims of health impacts 


Regrettably, some commenters have continued to raise unfounded, distorted 
claims of alleged health impacts from our swine operations. These claims continue to 
surprise and befuddle our farmers who live on their farms, drink the water from wells 
on their farms, breathe the air on their farms and have raised multiple generations 
of family on their farms. We have provided DEQ with extensive comment in the past 
about these ridiculous claims, so we do not intend to provide an in-depth examination 
of each of these claims here. But as expressed in previous comments submitted to 
DEQ, we urge the department to fully evaluate the data and methodologies used in 
any such reports that purport to establish those claims before believing such claims 
have credence. Upon examination of the methods and subsequent analysis of such 
work, you will find that they are – at best – exercises in creative writing.  


One of the more popular pieces of propaganda is an article that appeared in 
the North Carolina Medical Journal (NCMJ) in 2018. Swine industry opponents 
inaccurately describe the article as showing that confined animal feeding operations 
cause increased risk of mortality in “communities” near those animal operations. The 


 
8 www.ncpork.org/duplin-sampson-residents-are-positive-about-local-community 
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study was funded by an avowed opponent of the commercial swine industry in North 
Carolina and should be viewed in that context.9 Despite being funded by biased 
special interest, the study authors acknowledge they are unable to establish any 
causation between animal operations and mortality in surrounding communities. 
Further, and most importantly, the authors did not study “communities” around DEQ 
permitted swine operations. Instead, they merely examined mortality data from the 
Centers for Disease Control, from 2007 to 2013, at the ZIP code level in North 
Carolina and cross-reference that data with permitted swine operations. 


Dr. Andres Perez, a veterinary epidemiologist at the University of Minnesota 
who has reviewed the study, concluded that it suffers from limitations in design and 
that it represents an “ecological fallacy.”10 The study’s authors, for example, have 
previously presented on their work and described finding there is an association with 
HIV and confined animal feeding operations, for which there is no plausible biological 
foundation to suggest causation. Yet, that particular associated result was not 
reported in the NCMJ study. Perez concluded that the choice of a ZIP code level 
analysis has produced a “modifiable areal unit problem,” or MAUP, which is the name 
that, in ecological studies, is given to the limitations associated with the artificial 
increment in the number of observations (MAUP’s scale effect) and the arbitrary 
selection of boundaries (MAUP’s zoning effect). The authors did not discuss this 
potential limitation in the study.  


In addition, the study relies on a crucial choice that a ZIP code with a “high 
density” of pigs is one with greater than 215 animals per square kilometer. A square 
kilometer – like a 3-mile radius – is likely difficult to comprehend to a lay person. A 
square kilometer is equal to 247 acres of land, thus making the study one that focused 
on ZIP codes that have from about 1 to perhaps 6 pigs per acre compared with those 
ZIP codes with fewer than that.  


Perez’s review found: “It is not possible to demonstrate that hog operations 
cause any of the adverse health outcomes described in the manuscript. This limitation 
is acknowledged by the authors…a few times in the manuscript, although the 
conclusions and title, erroneously, seem to imply something different.”  


Following Perez’s initial review of the study in 2018, he determined a more in-
depth look at the methodology and conclusions from the 2018 study were warranted. 


 
9 In multiple venues (including under the “Acknowledgements” section of the report, the NCMJ authors have 
thanked Fred Stanback of Salisbury, N.C., for funding their work. Stanback is a prolific political donor and 
funder of litigation and activist groups against the N.C. swine industry. 
10 Andres Perez, University of Minnesota, Independent Assessment (of) Kravchenko et al. (Oct. 2018). 
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That more in-depth review, entitled, Importance of responsible interpretation of 
observational studies: Large hog farms unfairly blamed for mortalities in neighboring 
communities in North Carolina, was completed in early 2022, and filed for peer 
review and publishing in March 2022. In it, Perez said, “An ecological study [the type 
conducted originally in 2018 for NCMJ] would not confirm or deny exposure over time 
nor indicate causation. Hence, we emphasize the importance of responsible 
interpretation of ecological studies that concern public health, agriculture…”11 


The paper goes on to say, “A deep dive into a previous publication on 
mortalities and negative health outcomes in North Carolina residents living near hog 
CAFOs unveiled that the study approach was insufficient to assess the intended 
hypothesis of associations or support the causative assertions implied in media 
reports.” 


Advocates are misusing the report, and are ignoring its own data, and we again 
urge caution.12 


Other in-depth reviews of the studies used by opponents of animal agriculture 
have shown similar problems with how data is manipulated or cited irresponsibly. 
Dr. Annette M. O’Conner, a professor at Iowa State University, and a team of 
researchers in 2017 published a systemic review of the literature in which there were 
possible associations with animal feeding operations and health outcomes described, 
concluding that “no consistent dose response relationship between exposure and 
disease was observable.”13 


II (a1). Alleged air quality impacts 


Complainants tend to point to similar studies, where no causation is 
determined and where the actual data and methodologies must be fully understood. 
For example, complainants in public settings and public comments14 submitted to 
DEQ, have suggested that hog farms cause higher rates of asthma. They cite a study 
that purports to find an association with middle school student wheezing and farms. 
Again, the underlying data and methodology does not support the claim. The data in 


 
11 Kaushi ST Kanankege, Isaac Traynor, Andres M Perez, Importance of responsible interpretation of observational 
studies: Large hog farms unfairly blamed for mortalities in neighboring communities in North Carolina. (2022).  
12 See The Truth of the Matter - Health Claims Against Hog Farms Don’t Add Up. Accessed at 
www.ncporkreport-
digital.com/ncpq/0420_winter_2020/MobilePagedArticle.action?articleId=1648280#articleId1648280 
13 Annette O’Connor, et al, Iowa State University. Updated systematic review: associations between proximity to 
animal feeding operations and health of individuals in nearby communities. (2017). 
14 Comment letter, Re: Renewal of North Carolina State General Permits to Control Animal Waste… dated 
December 6, 2013, submitted to Christine Lawson at DEQ from Earth Justice, the Waterkeeper Alliance and 
Southern Environmental Law Center. 
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the study itself shows that students within 2 miles of a CAFO had lower reports of 
wheezing than those in a zone farther away (from 2 miles to 3 miles). Students within 
2 miles of a farm reported almost identical amounts of wheezing as the rest of the 
state. Additionally, data compiled at the state’s Center for Health Statistics and the 
N.C. Area Health Education Centers shows that incidences of asthma are not 
associated with the significant pig and hog producing counties.15 


A new study that opponents have been citing over the last year is a national 
study regarding air pollution from the agricultural sector.16 When referencing the 
paper, it is often claimed that the study, “attributes an astounding 95 premature 
deaths in Sampson County, and 83 premature deaths in Duplin County due to the 
emissions from hog operations every year.”17  


We are confused as to how anyone could make such a claim given that the 
study does not explicitly break down any findings by county in North Carolina. 
Further, the study does not separate out hog farms. Using the study’s own language, 
they, “quantify the air quality–related health damages attributable to 95 agricultural 
commodities and 67 final food products, which encompass >99% of agricultural 
production in the United States.” Further, they note that they look at, “commodities 
that span the entirety of animal production, and cropland and grassland pastures 
captured in the 2014 US Department of Agriculture (USDA) Cropland Data Layer.” 


Based on the information in the study, there is no way to know to which 
commodities they attribute these alleged deaths. We also have concerns about the 
study overall after a closer look at the authors and funding source for the work. At 
the time of writing, the lead author of the report was still working on her degree at 
the University of Minnesota and another one of the authors purports to “advocate for 
plant-based diets” on social media. Most concerning is that a major funding source 
for the work was the Wellcome Trust’s Livestock, Environment, and People-LEAP, a 
program promoting a plant-based diet and reduced meat intake, whose goal is to “test 
how changes in demand for animal-sourced food could be achieved.”18 


But, DEQ does not have to look any further than their own study to ascertain 
any air quality-related impacts of the swine industry. A couple of years ago, a 15-


 
15 See The Truth About … Hog Farms and Asthma. Accessed at http://www.ncpork.org/truth-hog-farms-asthma/ 
16Nina G. G. Domingo et al. Air quality–related health damages of food. 118 Proceedings of the National 
Academy Sciences. (May 2021). 
17 Letter sent to Sec. Elizabeth Biser from the NC Environmental Justice and Equity Board. Oct 22, 2021. 
18 www.leap.ox.ac.uk. Accessed on May 2, 2022. 
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month study of an area with numerous swine farms by DEQ’s Division of Air Quality 
concluded that the farms are not a source of concern about air quality.19 


As you are already aware, DEQ focused its study on three pollutants of 
concern: particulate matter, hydrogen sulfide and ammonia. The measurements were 
all within 0.5 miles to 2.5 miles of hog farms. DEQ’s monitors were able to detect two 
unrelated episodes of smoke from open burning in the region. But the study found no 
concern or exceedance related to hog farms, including in the measure of particulate 
matter. For hydrogen sulfide, DEQ’s data shows that 24-hour average concentrations 
were consistently, throughout the study, 10 times lower than the acceptable 
“ambient” level. For ammonia, the acceptable level was never exceeded. And, there 
were very few events with even measurable concentrations — the largest being 
attributed to burning. DEQ concluded: “The results, in total, do not constitute a 
significant air quality issue in the study area for these pollutants. Therefore, (DEQ) 
does not intend to conduct additional air quality monitoring…” 


We urge DEQ to look at their own findings and not be misled by the many 
instances where opponents attempt to misuse data and manipulate studies to line up 
with their already-drafted talking points and legal briefs. 


II (b). Unfounded claims of odor 


Swine industry opponents continue to cling to a 2004 and 2008 paper as 
justification for allegations of unbearable odor impacts of swine farms on neighbors. 
But, as we have commented previously, these analyses are severely flawed and 
tainted by the activism of the researcher.20 


 There is always some odor associated with farming. But the odor from a swine 
operation is infrequent – not constant – and is most certainly not the debilitating odor 
that opponents allege. Further, many refuse to acknowledge the well-documented 
evidence that covering lagoons or installing anaerobic digesters can diminish odor 
significantly. In fact, a recent paper speaking to the observed impacts of covering the 
lagoons on a farm in Harnett County, noted that because of capping the lagoons, 
“neighbors only occasionally smell odors.” What’s more, county officials are 


 
19 Attachment F: Final Duplin County Air Monitoring Study Report. May 4, 2020. 
deq.nc.gov/media/15651/download. 
20 See Truth of the Matter: Claims on air, odor, don’t pass the smell test. Accessed at www.ncpork.org/wp-
content/uploads/2020/05/Truth-of-the-Matter-Odor.pdf 
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developing a 1,000+-acre public park that, at its nearest point, will be only about .6 
miles away from the hog farm.21 


The September 2021 poll of 500 voters in Duplin and Sampson County also 
found that odor was not impacting their quality of life. Only 11 percent of residents 
living within two miles of a farm reported experiencing issues with odor. Among all 
respondents, 43 percent said they do not notice odor from farms, while an additional 
20 percent categorized the odor as mild, and an additional 17 percent said that odor 
was rare. Only 10 percent of the respondents considered odor to be strong.22 


 
II (c). Water Quality 


 
 Many of the commenters in recent public hearings have falsely claimed that 
digesters make water quality worse. As DEQ is well-aware, if a farmer chooses to 
cover an existing lagoon and then apply the effluent directly to growing crops, the 
concentration of nitrogen will be greater. This draft permit acknowledges that fact 
in Condition II.25 where it directs that, "If liquid effluent samples show that 
additional land will be necessary for application of nitrogen at agronomic rates, the 
Permittee will take immediate action which will require revision and/or 
recertification of the CAWMP…”  
 


We appreciate the inclusion of this condition and believe it is adequately 
protective of water quality.  
 
 Covering an existing lagoon will not be the only - or even the primary-  
method employed by swine farmers to capture methane. Most will construct new 
digesters and use the existing lagoons as secondary storage. In these cases, there 
will be no meaningful change in nitrogen. 
 
 Even more concerning than rhetoric about nutrient runoff, are those claims 
that adding methane digesters to a farm’s manure management system will result 
in groundwater contamination. These claims are not just false – they are 
irresponsible.  
 


 
21 Samantha Mosier, Guy Iverson. Butler Farms: Ecologically Modernizing CAFO Production. (2021). On file at 
NC Pork Council Office. 
22 www.ncpork.org/duplin-sampson-residents-are-positive-about-local-community 
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One commenter at a recent public hearing testified, in part, that, “No one 
drinks the water in our community” and that it is “hard to trust that groundwater 
isn't being contaminated and seeping into our wells, many of which are shallow." 


 
Another Sampson County resident has testified many times that his church 


was forced to pay for the construction of a new well and has alleged that a nearby 
hog farm was to blame. In July 2021, the NC Pork Council attempted to reach out to 
this church leader to discuss these allegations. We do not believe that a hog farm 
was the source of the nitrate contamination of the church’s well as the closest hog 
farm (including the lagoon and sprayfields) is at a lower elevation than the church. 
Nevertheless, we offered to pay for a forensic study of the shallow groundwater flow 
in and around the church, including laboratory testing of the water from the former 
well. Such a study would outline likely contributors of the nitrate contamination 
and water tests could help reveal the actual source of the nitrates. And then in the 
unlikely event that swine was identified as the source, we offered to reimburse the 
church for the cost of the new well.  


 
Unfortunately, we still have not heard back from that pastor. 
 
The most likely scenario for the groundwater issues experienced at the church 


are exactly what the previously quoted commenter said at the recent public hearing 
in Clinton: shallow well construction. 


 
This is not the first time that the swine industry has been blamed for 


contaminated wells in Sampson County. In 1995, state’s Department of Environment, 
Health, and Natural Resources (DEHNR) – now DEQ – offered free well testing to 
any citizen who shared a property line with any Intensive Livestock Operation (ILO), 
which included swine, turkey, chicken or cattle. Through the effort, 948 wells were 
tested in 50 counties. Of those, 89 wells (9.4 percent) indicated nitrate concentrations 
in excess of the drinking water standard. Sampson County – the second largest hog 
producing county in the state – had 47 of those 89 wells. 


 
NCPC retained Law Engineering and Environmental Services to study those 


results. Law Engineering focused on the 30 wells in Sampson County with the highest 
levels of nitrates.23 They were all located in or adjacent to the community of Keener, 


 
23 Law Engineering and Environmental Services; Nitrate Source Investigation Study Selected Wells in Sampson 
County, North Carolina; April 15, 1997. On file at NC Pork Council Office. 
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midway between Newton Grove and Clinton. In the study area, there were at least 
18 swine farms, 22 poultry farms, and many cultivated agricultural fields. 


  
The study data showed that domestic septic systems were cross-gradient or 


upgradient from 14 of the 30 focus wells. At least half of the wells were improperly 
constructed, without grout surface seals or with wellheads installed below ground. 
Additionally, 28 of the 30 wells were less than 50 feet deep. All 30 of the wells were 
located within 500 feet of cultivated agricultural land, 20 were cross-gradient or 
downgradient from agricultural fields where poultry litter or synthetic fertilizer was 
applied. Finally, 16 of the wells were within 1,500 feet of an existing swine operation, 
14 of which were upgradient of a swine farm. One of the wells was downgradient from 
a swine effluent application field. 


 
In addition to looking at individual well construction information and the 


topography of each nitrate-contaminated well, N.C. State University scientists 
performed stable isotope testing on 29 of the 30 wells.24 Each well tested had one or 
more of three primary sources of nitrates: synthetic fertilizers, septic system effluent, 
and naturally occurring soil organic nitrogen. Six of the wells had animal waste as a 
possible secondary source contributor.  


 
In the testing of these targeted wells, N.C. State University did not note stable 


nitrogen isotope ratios indicative of a clear correlation with animal waste.25 In other 
words, swine was not responsible for nitrate contamination in those wells where 
stable nitrogen isotope testing was performed (60% of the contaminated wells in 
Sampson County). The results of the stable nitrogen isotope analysis are provided in 
the table below. 


 
24 “Stable nitrogen isotope geochemistry is a well-established methodology for identifying and differentiating the 
sources of nitrogen to aquatic systems.” See W.J. Showers, 1997, Progress Report: Stable Nitrogen Isotopic 
Tracers of Excess Nitrogen Sources to the Neuse River Basin, Estuary, and Nearshore Waters, Department of 
Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, North Carolina State University, p. 4. 
25 Id. 
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II (d). Biogas in other states 
  
 Comparisons with biogas projects in other states has also become a very 
popular talking point with opponents. One of these is the comparisons between 
manure management systems used on swine farms in North Carolina and Missouri. 
These are not only misleading but are also inapplicable due to the substantial 
differences in climate, average farm size, animal densities, and swine housing. There 
would be no appreciable environmental benefit to NC farms by implementing these 
Missouri-style systems. 
 
 There have also been comments about the negative outcomes with biogas 
projects in Colorado and Nebraska. Again, these comparisons are ridiculous as those 
systems were not at all similar to these smaller, on-farm systems in North Carolina.  
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 Let us take a quick look at the systems that have been identified for 
comparison. The first is Heartland Biogas in La Salle, Colo. Heartland brought in 
food waste and dairy manure from off-site (no swine involved in the project). While it 
is true that there were many odor complaints from the surrounding community, 
nothing should be gleaned as relevant to the discussion about swine biogas in North 
Carolina. The new owners of Heartland Biogas acknowledged the many problems 
saying in a news article that, “the principal problem was processing food waste” and 
“not having the proper receiving and filtration processes in place.”26 
 
 The second comparison is to Big Ox Energy in Dakota City, Neb. According to 
EPA, Big Ox, “is an industrial facility that processes food waste and high-strength 
waste, along with industrial and residential wastewater to produce biogas energy.”27 
Note that there was no swine manure involved in this facility. 
 


Big Ox had multiple fines from both the state and federal government for 
repeated violations of environmental rules. Last October, they agreed to pay a $1.1 
million fine in response to these violations. It is also important to note that Big Ox is 
an enormous facility capable of producing upwards of 1.3 billion standard cubic feet 
of biogas per year. In comparison, the Optima KV project in Kenansville, NC, which 
consists of five permitted swine farms, only produces around 80,000 standard cubic 
feet of biogas annually.  


 
II (e). Environmental Justice 


Since 2014, you have received unfounded comments and characterizations 
about DEQ itself and its permitting process in the context of its obligations under 
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. We believe it is important that the record be 
clear on this matter. 


A complaint against DEQ was filed on Sept. 3, 2014, under Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 and the EPA nondiscrimination regulations. Complainants were 
the North Carolina Environmental Justice Network (NCEJN), Rural Empowerment 
Association for Community Help (REACH) and the Waterkeeper Alliance Inc. (WK). 
These groups receive funding from foundations and parties that oppose modern 
animal agriculture. Using those funds, they have engaged in a coordinated, multi-


 
26 www.greeleytribune.com/2020/08/13/once-controversial-digester-facility-near-lasalle-working-to-reopen-with-
new-ownership. Accessed May 2, 2022. 
27 www.epa.gov/ne/big-ox-energy-south-sioux-city-nebraska. Accessed May 2, 2022.  
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pronged attack on our farmers that includes the spread of false information. This 
includes the Title VI civil rights complaint. 


The underpinning of that complaint was a disparate impact study authored by 
Steve Wing and conducted only for the purpose of supporting the Title VI complaint 
against DEQ. The complaint itself was filed a mere five days after the Wing report 
was authored. It is notable that Wing was himself a complainant – he was an officer 
of the board of directors at complainant NCEJN while he authored the analysis.28 
Wing, now deceased, was also a professor at UNC-Chapel Hill. Prior to his untimely 
death, Wing openly described his work and viewpoints, underscoring many efforts to 
“support” community groups such as NCEJN, REACH and WK while working as a 
professor at a state university that he sought to distance himself from.  


Complainants and DEQ engaged in lengthy and private alternative dispute 
resolution, which was concluded on May 3, 2018, with a Final Settlement Agreement. 
In the Final Settlement Agreement, the parties affirmed that the Final Settlement 
Agreement is a full and final release of the prior complaints. The Final Settlement 
Agreement contains the provision that the Agreement “does not constitute an 
admission by DEQ or a finding of any violations of Title VI or 40 C.F.R. Part 7 in 
connection with the allegations in Complainants’ Title VI Complaints.” This 
conclusion – that there is no finding of a violation of Title VI in the permitting of 
swine operations – is correct.  


Still, it is vital that the record be clear as it relates to the allegation of 
discrimination or Title VI violations, given complainants’ continued advocacy of this 
false claim for which a settlement has been agreed. The complainants’ allegation that 
DEQ permitting of hog farms is discriminatory relies on the conclusions reached in 
the Wing analysis. The Wing analysis is deeply flawed.29 As such, neither DEQ nor 
EPA ECRCO can rely on the conclusions of the Wing analysis because it does not 
properly compare, for the purpose of determining disproportionality, the populations 
that are in proximity to hog farms in North Carolina. 


 
 
 
 


 
28 In 2014 and 2015, Wing was board secretary for complainant organization NCEJN, devoting an average of 15 
hours per week to the position, according to the organization’s IRS Form 990 for 2014 and 2015. 
29 For an in-depth analysis of Wing’s flawed study, see The Truth of the Matter: The real story behind a 
complaint against the NC pork industry. Accessed at www.ncpork.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/The-Truth-of-
the-Matter.pdf 
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II (e1). The Wing ‘study’ 


In conducting his analysis, Wing made an important first choice: That people 


living within a 3-mile radius are “impacted” by a hog farm. Wing has stated that his 


choice of that distance was “arbitrary.” Indeed, it is not based on objective evidence. 


Three miles as a radius from a single point captures a large area of more than 28 


square miles. For example, as shown at left, the Interstate 440 Beltline that encircles 


Raleigh is roughly a 3-mile radius around a point located in central Raleigh. In the 


case of hog farms in North Carolina, using a 3-mile radius includes more than 950,000 


people within that radius – almost 1 of every 10 people in North Carolina. 


Nonetheless, Wing analyzed that population of people as potentially “affected” by the 


presence of a permitted farm. His report used the 2010 Census data, with block-level 


analysis. His analysis found that, within 3 miles of a hog farm, approximately 60 


percent of the population is white non-Hispanic; approximately 28 percent of the 


population is African-American; approximately 9 percent is Hispanic; and 


approximately 3 percent to 4 percent is Native American.30 


These data did not and do not establish evidence of discrimination. Failing to 


show discrimination at a 3-mile radius of North Carolina hog farms, Wing then 


established a comparison population “study area.” 


Wing’s study area is a creation from whole cloth. 


The created “study area” does not include some 


counties in the western portion of the state. It 


excludes the five largest cities, and only the five 


largest, with a stated justification that there is “no 


agriculture” in those cities (while leaving in every 


other city in the state). Wing also removed some hog farms from the “study area,” 


such as the N.C. State University farm on Lake Wheeler Road in Raleigh and the 


swine unit at N.C. A&T State University in Greensboro. These decisions established 


 
30 See Table 3 of Wing and Johnston reports 
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an amoeba-like study area of approximately 6.5 million people to be used for 


comparison purposes.  


To complete the study, Wing then compares the population of nearly 1 million 


people within 3 miles of a hog farm as a proportion of the population of 6.5 million 


people within the created “study area” to reach a conclusion of disproportionality in 


how DEQ is permitting swine farms. It is only upon making these broad comparisons 


that Wing concluded that disproportionality is present – that is, there were a greater 


percentage of African-Americans within 3 miles of a farm than were in the created 


“study area.” The ratios at which Wing alleges disproportionality are 1.46 times for 


people of color and 1.50 for African-Americans. 


The complainants rely on comparisons of very large and diverse geographical 


areas to reach their conclusion, effectively performing a state-level comparison where 


the demographics in the central Coastal Plain area of the state are compared with 


the demographics of the Piedmont and the Atlantic coast areas. This comparison 


demonstrates little about the specific location of permitted hog farms and their 


surrounding communities. As a result, neither DEQ nor EPA ECRCO could find that 


disproportionality exists in regard to DEQ permitted swine facilities.  


The North Carolina Pork Council sought expertise in the field of disparate 


impact analysis to determine if there is an objective method for making population 


comparisons in assessing for the possibility of discrimination in a permitting process. 


Resolution Economics LLC (Resolution) and partner Dr. Paul White, who has 


previous experience with disparate impact analyses, advised NCPC that a series of 


concentric circle analyses would be an objective method.  


NCPC engaged Resolution, which then performed these analyses, also using 


the same 2010 Census data at the block level. On Dec. 7, 2017, Resolution provided a 


report to NCPC, titled “Analysis of the Demographic Characteristics of the Population 


Surrounding North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality Permitted Hog 


Farms.” NCPC provided the report to DEQ on Dec. 20, 2017. 
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Resolution performed four different concentric circle analyses of hog farms in 


North Carolina. Interior focal areas were drawn at 0.5 miles, 0.75 miles and 1 mile. 


These focal areas were then also compared with an outer ring of 0.5 to 5 miles, 0.75 


to 5 miles, 1 mile to 5 miles and 1 mile to 10 miles. Resolution reports that “this 


methodology allows for an analysis of groups that are more geographically similar to 


each other. It also ensures that the comparison groups are all explicitly within a 


certain distance of a permitted hog farm, and therefore in areas where there is an 


industry presence.” 


The result of these data analyses is summarized as showing: 


… that the representation of people of color groups 


is generally lower in the population living close to 


permitted hog farms than it is in the population living 


farther away within the same general geographic area. 


This is true for African Americans in all scenarios and for 


people of color and American Indians in the first three 


scenarios. For example, in the first scenario, African 


Americans make up 21.1% of the population living within 


0.5 miles of a permitted hog farm (the focal groups) while 


they make up 30.4% of the population living more than 0.5 


miles but less than 5 miles from a permitted hog farm (the 


comparator groups). In contrast, White non-Hispanics 


represent 61.5% of the population in the inner circles and 


57.0% of the population in the outer rings. …  


African Americans are under-represented in areas 


near the farms when compared to the White non-Hispanic 


population. In all four scenarios, the areas close to the 


farms have proportionately fewer African Americans than 


areas farther away. In three of those four scenarios, areas 
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close to the farms have proportionately more White non-


Hispanic residents than areas farther away. The exception 


is the last scenario, where the share of the population that 


is White non-Hispanic is slightly lower in the inner circle 


focal group than it is in the outer ring comparator group.  


Resolution also studied each farm in isolation and in comparison with its 


surrounding population. Resolution summarizes this analysis, noting three 


important observations: 


First, the table shows the number of farms that are 


surrounded by populations that are predominately White 


non-Hispanic. When the inner circle is defined as a 1.0 mile 


radius, there are 1,370 farms surrounded by census blocks 


that are 50% or more White non-Hispanic. In that same 


scenario there are 55 farms surrounded by census blocks 


that are 100% White non-Hispanic. In each distance 


scenario the largest group of farms is in a bracket with 80% 


or more White non-Hispanic population.  


The second important observation is that farms are 


found in all of these White non-Hispanic categories. In 


other words, populations near a farm do not appear to have 


one particular demographic profile. For each scenario, 


farms are represented in all categories … a pattern that 


would not be expected if farm locations were closely linked 


to a particular racial distribution. … 


The third important observation … is that the White 


non-Hispanic and African American representations 


around the farms vary as the radius of the focal group 


changes from one scenario to another. That is, race and 
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ethnicity measures of the population change depending on 


the size of the specific geographical area being measured. 


However, (Wing’s) studies do not address this issue, as they 


present no measures to show the extent to which their 


results depend on their choice of a three-mile radius to 


define populations that are “near” a farm. 


Resolution concluded, based on the same data used by Wing, that “the 


proportion of African Americans and people of color among the residents living near 


permitted hog farms is generally lower than the proportion of African Americans and 


people of color living farther away within the same general geographic area.” That is, 


there is no evidence of disproportionality in the DEQ permitting of swine facilities in 


North Carolina. It is notable that both Resolution and Wing rely on the same block 


level Census data from 2010, though Wing eliminated from consideration multiple 


government-operated DEQ permitted facilities from his 3-mile radius study without 


ample explanation.  


Drawing from both the Resolution and Wing reports, NCPC provides below a 


summary of the demographics of populations in North Carolina in relation to 


proximity to the location of DEQ permitted hog farms at designated intervals – farms 


that have all been in place and operating for more than two decades. 


 


Category 0.5 Mile 0.75 Mile 1 Mile 3 Miles 5 Miles 10 Miles 


White 52,046 92,298 141,266 563,228 1,168,152 2,594,939 


African-


American 


17,846 34,218 56,318 264,272 612,431 1,149,231 


Other 14,706 26,146 39,768 133,389 261,596 540,413 


Total 84,598 152,662 237,352 960,889 2,042,179 4,284,583 


(Source: Resolution and Wing demographic analyses) 
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A cursory review of the above population data is illustrative of the orders of 


magnitude in differences between populations at 1 mile of a farm or less, where it is 


fewer than 250,000, and those at greater distances, such as an arbitrary 3 miles. The 


data can also be described in percentage terms, as follows. 


Category 0.5 Mile 0.75 Mile 1 Mile 3 Miles 5 Miles 10 Miles 


White 61.5% 60.5% 59.5% 58.6% 57.2% 60.6% 


African-


American 


21.1% 22.4% 23.7% 27.5% 30.0% 26.8% 


Other 17.4% 17.1% 16.8% 13.9% 12.8% 12.6% 


(Source: Resolution and Wing demographic analyses) 


The data shows that the white population near hog farms is greatest, on a 


percentage basis, at 0.5 miles proximity. There, the white population is about 62 


percent of the total population. This declines to 57 percent of the population at 5 miles 


of radius. 


Likewise, the African-American population makes up 21 percent of the 


population at 0.5 miles proximity to hog farms. The African-American population 


increases as you move farther away from the hog farms. Within a 5-mile radius, the 


African-American population makes up approximately 30 percent of the population. 


This data shows that African-Americans and people of color are under-represented 


when compared with non-Hispanic whites in areas nearest hog farms. This is not 


evidence of disproportionate impact in DEQ permitting of swine facilities.  
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Additionally, a basic review of North Carolina county-level demographic data 


shows that the highest proportion African-American population, in terms of 


percentage share or in terms of highest population share, is not located in the 


significant pig and hog producing counties (representing 80 percent of the standing 


stock), as shown below. 


 


(Source: NC OSBM and USDA NASS) 


 


Should another Title VI Complaint be filed against DEQ after final adoption of 
this farm digester general permit, we would urge DEQ to look closely at the evidence 
offered to justify such a claim and to consider performing your own disparate impact 
analysis. 


 


III. Specified comments on the pending draft permit conditions 


Condition I.14 – “Digester design must be in compliance with NC NRCS Standard 
366 Anaerobic Digester and NC NRCS Standard 367 Roofs and Covers effective at the 
time of development/design and initial permit issuance.” 


USDA NRCS Standards are design guidelines, not law. While participants 
utilizing USDA funding programs are required to utilize the Standards to obtain 
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funding, they are not otherwise “required." This wording should be edited such that 
these Standards are incorporated where applicable, rather than required. Further, it 
would also be more appropriate to replace the phrase “in compliance” with “in 
accordance.” Since any design would already require an engineer’s seal, it seems 
reasonable to allow flexibility in design standards so as to not bind an engineer 
unnecessarily to a standard that might not be applicable or that might result in being 
less protective of the environment.  


Condition I.15 – “Upon completion of construction and prior to operation of a new 
Farm Digester System, as-built plans and specifications and the certification, signed 
and sealed by a Professional Engineer, must be submitted certifying that the permitted 
Farm Digester System has been installed in accordance with the submitted design, 
this General Permit, and best engineering practices.” 


Here, “best engineering practices” seems too subjective and could be open to 
different interpretations. Perhaps the word “best” could be replaced with “applicable” 
or “appropriate.” Or, perhaps by deleting the last clause in the sentence so that it 
reads, “…signed and sealed by a Professional Engineer” would be sufficient.  


Condition I.17 – “The waste management system, including the Farm Digester 
System and the spray irrigation system, shall be effectively maintained and operated 
at all times so that there is no discharge to surface waters or any contamination of 
ground waters, which will render them unsatisfactory for normal use. In the event that 
the Farm Digester System fails to perform satisfactorily, including the creation of 
nuisance conditions or failure of the irrigation area to adequately assimilate the 
wastewater, the Permittee shall take immediate corrective actions including those 
actions that may be required by the Division.” 


What does “fails to perform satisfactorily” mean? This also seems too subjective 
and could be open to different interpretations. Does this mean that the system is not 
in compliance with the permit? If so, this condition seems redundant as this is already 
covered elsewhere in the permit (see Condition II.25). We would urge DEQ to evaluate 
whether this permit condition is even necessary. Either the farm is in compliance 
with the permit, or it is not. 


Additionally, how is a “nuisance condition” defined? This also seems too 
subjective.  


Condition III.23 – “The Permittee shall conduct annual biogas leak detection 
monitoring and repair along biogas gathering or collection lines on the permitted 
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facility using appropriate instrumentation (e.g. infrared cameras). Any leaks detected 
shall be repaired within a reasonable timeframe commensurate with the extent of the 
leak and the availability of the necessary personnel and materials to effectuate the 
repair. The Permittee shall document completion of the required leak detection 
monitoring on forms supplied by or approved by the Division.” 


This permit condition is both unnecessary and outside the jurisdiction of a 
water quality permit.  


It is important to remember that biogas has tremendous value and there is a 
great deal of capital being expended to build these systems whose primary purpose is 
capturing that biogas. Leaks will rarely – if ever – occur but even if a leak were to 
take place, it would be detected quickly.  


Additionally, the gathering/collection lines may - or may not - be owned by the 
permittee. But even if the gathering/collection lines are owned by the permittee, this 
is not appropriate for a permit issued by the Division of Water Resources. Such an 
annual assessment of the integrity of the gas lines will likely already occur outside of 
any permit requirement but again, this does not fall under the jurisdiction of a water 
resources permit and should be removed from this permit.  


Condition III.24 - "The Permittee shall conduct wastewater sampling and analysis 
of both the influent and effluent of the digester for the following parameters quarterly. 
Quarterly tests of representative grab samples pursuant to an approved Sampling 
Plan shall be conducted once within each of the following windows with at least sixty 
(60) days between any two sampling events: Quarter 1: Jan-March; Quarter 2: April-
June; Quarter 3: July-Sept; Quarter 4: Oct-Dec. Sample results shall be submitted to 
the Division’s Central Office by the end of the month following sampling. Quarterly 
grab sampling shall begin no later than six months after submission of the Engineer’s 
Certification as required by Condition I.13 and end after eight consecutive quarters of 
sampling." 


This proposed condition is problematic for a number of reasons. First, it is 
impossible to obtain a representative sample, as the influent fluctuates depending on 
the age or size of the animals, the time of year, the outside temperature, or even the 
specific system design. 


We acknowledge that other wastewater permits issued by DEQ may require 
influent testing, but we believe that this may be intended to help system operators 
identify a potential issue early. This may be useful as these other systems are treating 
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or processing waste with unpredictable, highly variable constituents. But in the case 
of animal systems, although the influent fluctuates as outlined above, the input is 
the same because the diets of the animals are consistent. In short, there will be no 
“surprises” for system operators. 


For these reasons, we do not believe that any meaningful data will be obtained 
by requiring a quarterly influent sample. Further, since a sample of effluent is 
already required within 60 days of land application, that information should be 
sufficient, as the primary objective is to know the composition of what will be applied 
to fields.  


Finally, previously issued individual digester permits have not included 
influent testing. We are confused as to why this condition would be important to 
include in a general permit if such testing has not consistently been required across 
permittees. 
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IV. Conclusion 


The benefits of methane digesters on livestock farms are clear, beginning 
with the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. The use of biogas to accomplish this 
objective and protect our environment is a stated goal of the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, the State of North Carolina and North Carolina hog farmers. 
Other valuable benefits of digester systems include the reduction of on-farm odors 
and the flood protection covered lagoons provide. These are both issues of 
importance of the communities where our farms operate.  


The evolution of manure management on North Carolina hog farms is the 
latest effort by our industry to continuously adapt and improve our operations, and 
it is imperative for DEQ to develop a general permit for farms with digester systems 
that is reasonable and practicable. As our written comments detail, the arguments 
against the use of digester systems on livestock farms ignore the proven benefits 
these systems offer and instead rely on false or misleading information.  


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these important issues. 


Sincerely, 


The North Carolina Pork Council 31 


 


 


 
31 The North Carolina Pork Council is a nonprofit North Carolina corporation established in 1962. A designated 
task force of NCPC members approved these submitted comments. The organization is a 501(c)(5) trade 
association with the mission to promote and educate to ensure a socially responsible and profitable North Carolina 
pork industry. The North Carolina Pork Council engages in public policy and advocacy efforts as well as research, 
producer education, promotion, and consumer information programs and services. The majority of the Board of 
Directors is elected by the full membership of the association. In addition to members directly engaged in the pork 
industry, the Board of Directors includes members representing allied industry and meat processors, national 
board representatives, and representatives of N.C. State University, N.C. A&T State University, and the N.C. 
Department of Agriculture. 







From: Maple O
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] factory-farmed methane gas
Date: Monday, May 2, 2022 4:59:51 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Hello:
MAIN POINT:
METHANE wrecks the climate, and these LEAK METHANE
Environmental racism issue: cumulative and disproportionate impacts.
So not be pushed and proliferate in CLIMATE EMERGENCY,
What is needed :  
Strong water quality monitoring, not going to happen because  DEQ budget keeps
getting CUT.
Transparency in the rule-making and in data collection for permitted operations

Preferred term is factory farmed methane gas. Even though it is the preferred regulatory
term biogas is a term that does not illustrate the proper make up of the waste.

Of concern are the environmental impacts of animal methane in general and the
health and safety of people who live near CAFOs, who are being harmed by the
outdated lagoon and sprayfield waste systems that these factory farms use.

The lagoon and sprayfield waste management system in use at industrial hog
operations causes water pollution, dirties the air we breathe, sickens people, and even leads to
premature death. 
DEQ: Protect our water, air, and nearby communities!

mailto:maplemaryann@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Barbara Faison
To: SVC_DEQ.publiccomments; SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Cc: Barbara Faison; Barbara Faison
Subject: [External] Protecting our Air, and Water, From Hog, Farm Pollution
Date: Monday, May 2, 2022 4:56:24 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

As a lifelong resident of Sampson County I have grown up acute to the environmental aspects
around the county.With so many issues where would one start? 

I did not attend the last public comment meeting held at the civic center here in Clinton in
April due to the feeling local residents' opinions were not considered at the hearing for the
plant on HWY 24 for the biogas. 

This time I am putting my comments in writing for the whole wide world to see.

Now we are again with another public hearing and I would like to protect our air and water
from hog waste pollution.from lagoons that will generate biogas untreated waste into our
drinking water. This is an environmental crisis. It is bad for our health. Also this hog waste is
sprayed on fields and the wind takes it in the air and we breath it. Sometimes it runs into lakes
and streams. 

Please include common sense protection guards into these permits to hejp us live normal
healthy lives. I would like for it to be quarterly monitoring by the state.  

If you do this we can at least say you listen.

Sincerely,

Barbara Faison 

mailto:barbfa557@gmail.com
mailto:publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Faison_2@hotmail.com
mailto:barbfa557@gmail.com
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From: annamarie9633=gmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Anita Shaffer
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Protect our air and water from hog waste
Date: Monday, May 2, 2022 4:53:46 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,

Factory farm hog waste is a big problem in North Carolina, and the draft Swine Digester
Waste Management System General Permit threatens to make this problem worse. Animal
Feeding Operation permits must protect our air, water, and communities.

We already have over 2000 hog waste facilities across the state that pollute our air and water
and harm surrounding communities. The antiquated lagoon and sprayfield system pollutes
our water through leaks and overflowing lagoons, emits air pollution that makes local
residents sick, and has a stench so foul that neighbors often can’t open their windows or go
outside.

We need better protections in any general permits for existing AFO expansion. DEQ’s draft
general permit fails to protect our environment or families living nearby these hog
operations, and it does not meet state and federal requirements. The General Permit must add
common-sense protections for our water, air, and nearby communities, including at a
minimum: prohibiting open air lagoon and sprayfield systems, stronger requirements for
preventing runoff or overflows, and a more robust monitoring system so we know when
these facilities are contributing to water and air pollution.

I urge DEQ to protect our water, air, and communities by including these requirements in
general permits for existing AFOs.

Sincerely, 

Anita Shaffer
219 s cheatham st
Franklinton NC, 27525-1501
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mailto:annamarie9633@gmail.com
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From: Joel Porter
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Cc: June Blotnick
Subject: [External] Comments on 2022 Draft Digester System General Permits (AWG400000, 500000, 600000)
Date: Monday, May 2, 2022 4:44:15 PM
Attachments: Blotnick, June - Public Comments re Digester GP.pdf

CleanAIRE NC Digester System General Permit Comments.pdf

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

To Whom it May Concern:

We respectfully submit the attached comments for the record in the 2022
Draft Digester System General Permits public comment period.

Please let me know if you have any issues accessing the attached files,
questions, concerns, or otherwise. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,
CleanAIRE NC JOEL PORTER

Manager, Policy | CleanAIRE NC
O 704.307.9528, Ext. 105 | M 913.271.2899
www.CleanAIREnc.org

  

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF CLEAN AIR ACTION!
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Submitted via email


Ramesh Ravella
Animal Feeding Operations
NC Division of Water Resources
1636 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1636
PublicCommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov


Dear Mr. Ravella:


Comments on 2022 Draft Digester System General Permits (AWG400000, 500000, 600000)


We write in response to the general permits currently under consideration for individuals or
companies who wish to install digester systems on industrial animal operation waste pits.


CleanAIRE NC, as a signatory to the comments produced by the Southern Environmental Law
Center in response to AWG400000, submits these comments separately, and independently of
those.


The lagoon and sprayfield system of waste management has a lock track record of opposition1.
There is a wide body of evidence documenting the environmental and health effects that
industrial animal operations have had on the communities they are located in2. Now, companies
like Duke Energy (through their “Renewable Advantage” program), green-wash bio-methane as
a renewable energy source when an aerobic digestion system is added to a waste lagoon.


With the inclusion of section 23, DEQ clearly acknowledges the impact that digestion systems
have on air emissions. We support and advocate for the inclusion of section 23, the requirement
to monitor biogas loss with an infrared camera or other device, to be included in the final permit.
We would additionally advocate to increase the inspection rate to be biannual or greater.
Furthermore, should a leak be occurring and there is failure to repair, fines should be levied and
permit revoked.


Digestion systems maximize methane production, and instead of solving long-standing issues
caused by industrial animal operations, it entrenches a careless waste management method


2 See: Arbor J.L. Quist, David A. Holcomb, Mike Dolan Fliss, Paul L. Delamater, David B. Richardson,
Lawrence S. Engel, “Exposure to industrial hog operations and gastrointestinal illness in North Carolina,
USA”, Science of The Total Environment, Volume 830, 2022, ISSN 0048-9697,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2022.154823 and Agerwal, Pankaj, Akushevich, Igor, Kravchenko, Julia,
Lyerly, H. Kim. “Mortality and Health Outcomes in North Carolina Communities Located in Close
Proximity to Hog Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations”. North Carolina Medical Journal
Sep 2018, 79 (5) 278-288, https://www.ncmedicaljournal.com/content/79/5/278.full


1 Despite a settlement agreement on the matter, this is evidenced by the ongoing litigation on the subject.
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and the existing issues that come with it. Additionally, digesters change the air emissions profile
and complicate problems drastically.


Further entrenching these systems is the increased use of largely unregulated “offsets” that
monetize emissions. Companies are increasingly purchasing offsets to meet internal or state
mandated climate and emission reduction goals. Offsets are an emission reduction product that
require projects to adhere to a set of ‘protocols’ to measure and ensure greenhouse gas
reduction and/or abatement.3 There are no laws governing the quality of these products.4


The Department of Environmental Quality should set emission requirements to zero, or as low
as possible, to ensure that emission reduction products meet a zero waste gold standard
minimum for offset products. This could include DEQ working in consultation with industrial and
academic partners to determine and establish a minimum quality for liners, pumps, and other
equipment used in digestion systems.


Furthermore, in order to validate offsets, and to ensure digestion systems are adhering to permit
requirements, adequate monitoring for all pollutants should be required. DEQ should update the
Annual Monitoring Network Plan for North Carolina Air Quality to monitor and keep record of all
relevant pollutants including ammonia and formaldehyde.


In the event that DEQ cannot or will not update their monitoring network for industrial animal
operations, facilities must provide records to ensure they are not exceeding toxic air pollutant
emission rates (as required in 2Q .0711). For all facilities subject to 2D .1100, DEQ should
require recordkeeping and monitoring.


With regard to flaring, emissions of NOx, SOx, and other air pollutants, we would re-emphasize
the other air permitting issues addressed in joint comments led by SELC.


As DEQ is aware, organizations such as ours have spent considerable resources building out
citizen science led monitoring programs, and we continue to improve that existing infrastructure.
As citizen science data quality is improved upon, we hope DAQ will utilize citizen science to
benefit and bolster their own monitoring and compliance efforts.


Cumulative Impacts


As was noted in DEQ’s EJ Analysis, many of the Animal Feeding Operations that may or may
not apply for a permit to install a waste digestion system are in low income communities and
communities of color. DEQ should build upon the EJ report with a cumulative impact
assessment that examines how development of waste digestion systems, in conjunction with


4 Lee, Mike; Haire, Corbin. “Booming Offset Industry Could Cut CO2, or Just Line Pockets”. E&E News.
5/2/22 https://www.eenews.net/articles/booming-offset-industry-could-cut-co2-or-just-line-pockets/


3 Kaplan, Sarah. “How do Carbon Offsets Work”. Washington Post, September 23, 2020.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-solutions/2020/09/23/climate-curious-advice/



https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-solutions/2020/09/23/climate-curious-advice/





existing DEQ-permitted activities and community social determinants of health, may or may not
impact public health and the environment.


In the map created by NRDC below (the second map), major sources of emissions are shown
(coal plants in black circles, gas plants in brown) in relation to underserved communities (blue
boundary lines). If you superimpose a map of CAFO sites (the first map below is a screenshot of
DEQ’s Animal Facility Map), one can easily surmise that there is a close proximity to major Title
V’s, synthetic minors, and small sources of emissions. Taken cumulatively, the air emissions in
this region are far higher than what is permitted.


We recommend that NC DEQ and NC DHHS begin work studying the actual levels of emissions
in these areas, the potential health effects that sources of emissions in local communities may



https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=08fa779098a1478db900f00217ec7e68

https://deq.nc.gov/cafo-map





have, the total economic impacts, among other potential data-points. Information from the study
should be incorporated into the general permit to help determine which sites should be applying
for individual permits, and/or DEQ should use the information to ascertain if a permit is even
appropriate.


Waste Management technologies for industrial animal operations continue to evolve. We hope
that NCDEQ will continue to strengthen their permitting processes and remain flexible enough to
ensure that the most environmentally advantageous technologies are being utilized, and the
abatement of negative impacts is maximized.


Thank you for your consideration of these comments and your attention to this important matter.


Sincerely,


Joel Porter
Policy Manager
CleanAIRE NC
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210 Science Dr. • Box 90360 • Durham, NC 27708-0360 
Telephone: (919) 613-7169 • Toll Free: (888) 600-7274 • Fax: (919) 613-7262 


 


May 2, 2022 


 


Via Electronic Mail 


 


Ramesh Ravella, Branch Supervisor 


Animal Feeding Operations 


NC Division of Water Resources 


1636 Mail Service Center 


Raleigh NC, 27699 


 


RE: Draft Swine Farm Digester Waste Management System General Permit 


 


Dear Mr. Ravella, 


 


 On behalf of Waterkeeper Alliance (“WKA”) Watauga Riverkeeper, Green 


Riverkeeper, French Broad Riverkeeper, Broad Riverkeeper, Pamlico-Tar Riverkeeper, 


Waccamaw Riverkeeper, Catawba Riverkeeper, Neuse Riverkeeper, White Oak 


Waterkeeper, Cape Fear Riverkeeper, Yadkin Riverkeeper, Haw Riverkeeper, Dan 


Riverkeeper, Lumber Riverkeeper  and Waterkeepers Carolina (“WKC”) the Duke 


Environmental Law and Policy Clinic (“the Clinic”) respectfully submits comments on 


the North Carolina Environmental Management Commission (“EMC”) and Department 


of Environmental Quality’s (“DEQ”) Draft Swine Farm Digester Waste Management 


System General Permit, permit number AWG400000, (“Draft Permit”). WKA and WKC 


call upon DEQ to fulfill its legal obligation to include sufficient compliance assurance 


measures in the Draft Permit. 


 


In July 2021, the North Carolina General Assembly (“NCGA”) passed the 2021 


Farm Act.1 Pursuant to the 2021 Farm Act, a new definition was added for Farm Digester 


Systems which include “all associated equipment and lagoon covers, by which gases are 


collected and processed from an animal waste management system for the digestion of 


animal biomass for use as a renewable energy resource.”2 A Farm Digester System is part 


                                                 
1 2021 N.C. Sess. Laws 78 (2021) (codified as amended at N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-210C) [hereinafter THE 


2021 FARM ACT]. 
2 N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-213(a)(12a) 
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of an “animal operation” and a part of an "animal waste management system" as those 


terms are defined in G.S. 143-215.10B. The 2021 Farm Act also directed EMC to create a 


new general permit category for animal operations seeking to install farm digester 


systems (“Biogas Digesters”) to capture biogas from animal waste lagoons.3 The 2021 


Farm Act requires the EMC to create a general permit for each type of animal operation 


in the new permit category, including one for swine.4 The draft permit for swine 


published on February 1, 2022 is the subject of this comment. 


 


WKC is a collection of North Carolina-based waterkeeper organizations that 


pursue common goals across the state’s watersheds.5 These goals include protecting and 


promoting healthy, diverse, and ecologically sound watersheds in North Carolina. State-


level affiliate WKC is licensed by WKA, a New York-based national non-profit and 


umbrella organization licensing over 300 waterkeeper organizations and affiliates.6 


Among other initiatives, WKA licensees and WKC members advocate for improving 


water quality around CAFOs in North Carolina.7 WKC members include Cape Fear River 


Watch,8 Mountain True,9 Catawba Riverkeeper Foundation,10 Sound Rivers,11 Coastal 


Carolina Riverwatch,12 Winyah Rivers Alliance,13 Dan Riverkeeper, Yadkin Riverkeeper, 


and Haw River Assembly.14 WKC members are each licensed by WKA.15 


 


WKA and WKC are focused on reducing water quality impacts from animal 


operations, including hog farms.16 North Carolina produces the 3rd highest number of 


hogs of any state.17 The state’s 8 million hogs18 produce millions of gallons of waste 


                                                 
3 2021 N.C. Sess. Laws 78 § 11(b) (2021) 
4 Id. 
5 Our Commitment, WATERKEEPERS CAROLINA, https://waterkeeperscarolina.org/our-commitment (last 


visited Apr. 13, 2022). 
6 Who We Are, WATERKEEPER ALLIANCE, https://waterkeeper.org/who-we-are/ (last visited Apr. 13, 2022). 
7 See Pure Farms, Pure Waters, WATERKEEPER ALLIANCE, https://waterkeeper.org/campaigns/pure-farms-


pure-waters/ (last visited Apr. 13, 2022) (describing WKA’s campaign for increased regulation of CAFOs 


in North Carolina); see also 2021 Pure Farms, Pure Waters Legislative Priorities, Waterkeepers Carolina 


(last visited Apr. 13, 2022) (describing WKC’s commitment to improving water quality around CAFOs in 


North Carolina). 
8 Cape Fear River Watch represents the Cape Fear River Basin. NC Watersheds, WATERKEEPERS 


CAROLINA, https://waterkeeperscarolina.org/nc-watersheds (last visited Apr. 13, 2022). 
9 Mountain True represents French Broad Riverkeeper, Watauga Riverkeeper, Green Riverkeeper, and 


Broad Riverkeeper. Id. 
10 Catawba Riverkeeper Foundation represents the Catawba-Wateree River. Id. 
11 Sound Rivers represents the Neuse and Tar-Pamlico River watersheds. Id. 
12 Coastal Carolina Riverwatch includes White Oak-New Riverkeeper. Id. 
13 Winyah Rivers Alliance hosts Lumber Riverkeeper and Waccamaw Riverkeeper. Id. 
14 Haw River Assembly represents the Haw River and Jordan Lake. Id. 
15 Our South Atlantic Waterkeeper Groups, WATERKEEPER ALLIANCE, 


https://waterkeeper.org/waterkeeper/?region=south-atlantic (last visited Apr. 13, 2022). 
16 Although used interchangeably here, technically, under North Carolina law, most facilities in the state are 


“animal feeding operations” (“AFOs”), permitted under a State General Permit, in distinction from 


concentrated animal feeding operations (“CAFOs”), permitted under the National Pollution Discharge 


Elimination System (“NPDES”). 
17 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Quarterly Hogs and Pigs 6 (2022). 
18 Id. 
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annually. The current hog waste management scheme has contributed to persistent water 


quality and environmental justice issues in the eastern part of the state.19 


 


Biogas digesters threaten local environment and communities with increased 


exposure to pollution above and beyond levels caused by existing swine waste lagoons.20 


However, this draft has proposed inadequate monitoring for these new systems’ impact 


on communities or the environment. Furthermore, this permit fails to assure compliance 


with water quality protections as required under the North Carolina State Law21 and the 


North Carolina Administrative Code.22 Section 11(d) of the 2021 Farm Act not only 


allows heightened compliance assurance measures in the Draft Permit, but it also 


specifically directs the EMC to develop a permit considering additional compliance 


assurance measures.23 


 


Because of these shortcomings, WKA and WKC urge the DEQ and EMC to adopt 


a more stringent general swine digester permit that includes a robust water quality 


monitoring regime to assure compliance with the applicable statutes and regulations. A 


proposed water quality monitoring regime is attached in Appendix A.  


 
I. North Carolina animal operations impair water quality, and biogas digesters will 


threaten greater impairment by concentrating      ammonia in lagoon waste.       


Since the 1980s, the number and size of swine CAFOs in North Carolina has 


grown substantially.24 North Carolina, along with producing the third most pork of any 


state,25 produces the most animal manure per acre of farmland.26 This waste poses 


                                                 
19 See Michael A. Mallin et al., Industrial Swine and Poultry Production Causes Chronic Nutrient and 


Fecal Microbial Stream Pollution, 226 WATER AIR SOIL POLLUTION 407, 407 (2015) (“This research 


shows that industrial-scale swine and poultry production leads to chronic pollution that is both a human 


health and ecosystem hazard.”); see also N.C. Department of Environmental Quality, Title VI: Increasing 


Equity, Transparency, and Environmental Protection in the Permitting of Swine Operations in North 


Carolina Attachment G: Cape Fear River Animal Feeding Operations Monitoring Study: Preliminary 


Report 11 (2020) [hereinafter STOCKING HEAD CREEK (SHC) STUDY] (“Based on the results of this study to 


date, it appears that nutrient and pathogen concentrations are higher for the test stations in the concentrated 


AFO areas as compared to the reference station with no AFOs in the drainage area.”). 
20 See K.B. Cantrell et al., Green Farming Systems for the Southeast USA Using Manure-to-Energy 


Conversion Platforms, 4 J. RENEWABLE SUSTAINABLE ENERGY 041401, 041401-5 (“AD [anaerobic 


digestion] does not significantly reduce the volume of manure or other feedstocks.”); see generally T.L 


Funk et al., Synthetic Covers for Emissions Control from Earthen Embanked Swine Lagoons Part I: 


Positive Pressure Lagoon Cover, 20 APPLIED ENG’G IN AGRIC. 239 (2004) (detailing risks associated with 


pressurization in covered lagoons). 
21 See NCGS 143-215.10C(a1) (prohibiting discharges from animal operations to navigable waters without 


an NPDES permit). 
22 See 15 NCAC 02T .1307(b)(1) (stating that animal waste management systems may not allow for 


discharges of waste through runoff, direct discharge, or seepage). 
23 THE 2021 FARM ACT § 11(d). 
24 D. Lee Miller & Ryke Longest, Reconciling Environmental Justice with Climate Change Mitigation: A 


Case Study of NC Swine CAFOs, 21 VT. J. ENV’T L. 523, 523–24 (2020) (citing Bob Edwards & Anthony 


E. Ladd, Environmental Justice, Swine Production and Farm Loss in North Carolina, 20 SOC. 


SPECTRUM 263, 264, 267 (2000)). 
25 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Quarterly Hogs and Pigs 6 (2022). 
26 N.C. DEP’T OF ENVTL. QUALITY, DIV. OF WATER RES., A COMPARISON OF PAN AND P2O5 PRODUCED 


FROM POULTRY, SWINE AND CATTLE OPERATIONS IN NORTH CAROLINA at 8 – 9 (March 2017) 
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significant adverse impacts to the environment and communities surrounding CAFOs. 


CAFOs and their waste management practices adversely affect ground and surface water 


quality. Livestock excrement contains a wide array of nutrients, including nitrogen, 


phosphorus, copper, zinc, and potassium.27  


 


Biogas digesters alone do nothing to address the release of these excess nutrients 


into the environment. In fact, the process of covering a lagoon and removing biogas 


concentrates ammonia in the liquid waste from the digester by preventing gradual 


evaporation, thus increasing the impact from this highly reactive form of nitrogen.28 After 


waste digests to produce biogas in covered conditions, it is then transferred to an open-air 


lagoon for land application on sprayfields. A number of digester systems failed to meet 


the environmental performance standards set under the Smithfield Foods Agreement 


process because digesters alone do not solve ammonia problems, rather they pass them to 


the next stage of treatment. Vestal Farm was a good example of this problem.29 Ammonia 


is highly reactive, forming other types of nitrogen compounds which are already too 


abundant in many watersheds with large numbers of animal operations. Conserving 


ammonia in wastewater rather than treating it to form inert forms of nitrogen will have a 


greater impact on the environment. In short, biogas digesters increase the amount of 


reactive nitrogen pollution which is impacting watersheds with low dissolved oxygen.  


 


In 1998, DEQ listed the Lower Cape Fear River (LCFR) as impaired due to low 


dissolved oxygen.30 The source of impairment was nutrient-induced eutrophication.      


The adverse impacts of animal waste nutrients on water quality have been documented by 


researchers and agency personnel for decades.31      In 2000, the Natural Resources 


                                                 
https://waterkeeper.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/BasinwideManureProduction-NCDWR-2017-


report.pdf (citing U.S. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY, 820-R-13-002, LITERATURE REVIEW OF CONTAMINANTS IN 


LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY MANURE FOR WATER QUALITY (2013)). 
27 Manure & Nutrient Management Programs, U.S. DEP’T AGRIC., NAT’L INST. FOOD & AGRIC., 


https://nifa.usda.gov/program/manure-nutrient-management-programs (last visited Dec. 13, 2019) 


(“Animal production has the potential to negatively affect surface water quality (from pathogens, 


phosphorus, ammonia, and organic matter); ground water quality (from nitrate); soul quality (from soluble 


salts, copper, arsenic, and zinc); and air quality (from odors, dust, pests, and aerial pathogens).”). 
28 Baines, R. (Edited), Reducing greenhouse gas emissions from livestock production, Taylor & Francis 


Group, London, 145 (2021). 
29 See Viney Aneja, et. al, Characterizing Ammonia Emissions from Swine Farms in North Carolina: Part 


2— Potential Environmentally Superior Technologies for Waste Treatment, 58 J. AIR & WASTE MGMT. 


ASS., 1145, 1156 tbl. 2 (2008)(Vestal had the highest per pig ammonia emissions among 6 ESTs evaluated 


due to high ammonia emissions from the second stage polishing basin feature which was designed as a 


lined, anaerobic lagoon structure) 
30 See NC DENR, 2008 North Carolina Integrated Report Categories 4 and 5 (Impaired Waters List) 


(March 10, 2010), available online at: http://portal.ncdenr.org/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=9f453bf9-


2053-4329-b943-6614bd4e709a&groupId=38364. 
31 LAWRENCE B. CAHOON, JILL A. MIKUCKI, AND MICHAEL A. MALLIN “NITROGEN AND PHOSPHORUS 


IMPORTS TO THE CAPE FEAR AND NEUSE RIVER BASINS TO SUPPORT INTENSIVE LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION” 


Environ. Sci. Technol., 1999, 33 (3), pp 410–415. ROBERT KELLOGG “POTENTIAL PRIORITY WATERSHEDS 


FOR PROTECTION FROM MANURE NUTRIENTS”, available online at: 


http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs143_012227.pdf (Accessed Feb, 17, 2015)  


ROBERT KELLOGG ET AL., “MANURE NUTRIENTS RELATIVE TO THE CAPACITY OF CROPLAND AND 


PASTURELAND TO ASSIMILATE NUTRIENTS: SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL TRENDS FOR THE UNITED STATES”  


available online at: http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs143_012133.pdf (Accessed 
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Conservation Service published two papers identifying trends in animal manure and 


impacts for water quality nationwide.  The first paper documented the excess of manure 


in watersheds compared with land available for application, finding more than two 


million pounds of excess manure nutrients per county through most of eastern North 


Carolina.32 The second paper identified watersheds with potential for nutrient pollution 


from animal manure application to be prioritized by state and federal agencies.33 


Vulnerability to nutrient pollution was assigned based on the volume of manure 


produced, the porosity of soils, the runoff potential as well as excess manure nutrients. In 


this paper, the Lower Cape Fear River watershed was identified as the number one 


watershed with potential for nutrient pollution from manure.34  Biogas digesters do not 


reduce animal waste nutrients, rather ammonia is conserved in the liquid waste passed on 


to the lagoons and sprayfield systems for waste disposal. As of this comment,      DEQ 


has not corrected the dissolved oxygen impairment or implemented a total maximum 


daily load (TMDL) to correct it by eliminating the excess manure nutrients in the LCFR.  


 


Livestock waste also contains numerous pathogens including microorganisms and 


parasites that can be harmful to human and animal health, such as cyanobacteria, E. Coli, 


Salmonella, and Clostridium botulinum.35 Biogas digesters do not treat pathogens in 


lagoon and sprayfield effluents. In fact, since biogas digesters are added to the existing 


animal waste management system, the total volume of waste on each farm site will 


increase significantly. More wet waste storage will be created on site, leading to a large 


volume of wastewater holding capacity at each farm. With more waste to contain and 


handle comes more risk for larger volume of leaks and spills due to pumping between the 


digesters and the second stage lagoons.      These extra pathways for the release of 


pathogenic microbes increase the need for monitoring as new components increase the 


number of systems which need maintenance and can fail, leading to discharges into the 


environment. 


 


These pollutants pose serious threats to the environment when they accumulate in 


the soil or seep into surface or groundwater resources.36 The waste can contaminate 


                                                 
Feb. 17, 2015) MICHAEL A. MALLIN & LAWRENCE B. CAHOON, INDUSTRIALIZED ANIMAL PRODUCTION—A 


MAJOR SOURCE OF NUTRIENT AND MICROBIAL POLLUTION TO AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS, 24 POPULATION 


& ENVT. 369, 376 (2003) (internal citations omitted). 
32 See “Manure Nutrients Relative to the Capacity of Cropland and Pastureland to  


Assimilate Nutrients: Spatial and Temporal Trends for the United States” by Robert Kellogg et al., 


available online at: http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs143_012133.pdf (Accessed 


April 26, 2022). 
33 See “Potential Priority Watersheds for Protection from Manure Nutrients” by Robert Kellogg, available 


online at: http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs143_012227.pdf  (Accessed April 


26, 2022).   
34 Id. at page 9. 
35 HENNING STEINFELD ET AL., U.N. FOOD & AGRIC. ORG., LIVESTOCK’S LONG SHADOW: ENVIRONMENTAL 


ISSUES AND OPTIONS 136 (2006). ARBOR J.L. QUIST ET AL. EXPOSURE TO INDUSTRIAL HOG OPERATIONS 


AND GASTROINTESTINAL ILLNESS IN NORTH CAROLINA, USA 


Science of the Total Environment 830 (2022) available online at 


https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969722019167 
36 Id. at 140–41. 



http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs143_012133.pdf

http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs143_012227.pdf
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surface and groundwater sources by seeping into the soil from waste storage lagoons,37 


through runoff from land application sites,38 or during significant rainfall and storm 


events.39 Excessive land application of swine wastewater can lead to harmful nutrient 


overloading of surface waters, which can cause eutrophication, toxic algal blooms, and 


massive fish kills.40 Water quality is integral to the health of fisheries in the Coastal Plain 


and Outer Banks, which are of important cultural and economic value to Eastern North 


Carolina. Biogas digesters do nothing to address these issues and threaten greater 


impairment. 


 


II. NCGS 143-215.10C(a1), and 15 NCAC 02T .1307(b)(1) require compliance 


assurance. 


Compliance assurance means that a regulatory agency can determine whether a 


permittee abides by the terms of its permits or not. For CAFOs with biogas digesters, 


compliance assurance is especially important because the pathway of pollution is not 


readily identifiable. A recent DEQ report found that, since direct discharges are unlikely 


from CAFOs, “The more likely path of a discharge to surface waters is during spray 


irrigation of waste onto sprayfields due to overspray, ponding and runoff, or infiltration 


into groundwater or underground drain tile.”41 These likely paths of pollution are difficult 


to account for in the absence of a sufficient monitoring regime. Biogas digesters increase 


the harmful potential of waste. Among current and draft TMDLs under DEQ, five are for 


nutrient pollution and four for dissolved oxygen.42 And many more streams are listed on 


the 303(d) list without a TMDL. Therefore, the Draft Permit should include heightened 


compliance assurance measures compared to other animal waste general permits because 


the Draft Permit proposes to cover CAFOs that threaten to release even more nutrients 


into the environment. 


 


North Carolina’s statutes and regulations also require compliance assurance. DEQ 


was directed to inspect each and every animal operation annually. The language imposes 


a specific duty upon DEQ to determine compliance with permits at every operation. It 


reads: 


“The Division shall conduct inspections of all animal operations that are 


subject to a permit under G.S. 143-215.10C at least once a year to 


determine whether the system is causing a violation of water quality 


standards and whether the system is in compliance with its animal waste 


management plan or any other condition of the permit. (1995 (Reg. Sess., 


1996), c. 626, s. 1.)”  


See NCGS § 143-215.10F. Inspections. 


                                                 
37 Mallin et al., supra note 19, at 418. 
38 Id. at 416. 
39 Id. at 409. 
40 Carrie Hribar, Understanding Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations and Their Impact on 


Communities, ENV’T HEALTH 1, 4 (2010). 
41 SHC STUDY at 12. 
42 Draft and Approved TMDLs, North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality, 


https://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/water-resources/water-planning/modeling-assessment/tmdls/draft-and-


approved-tmdls (last visited Apr. 21, 2022). 
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NCGS 143-215.10(a1) states that, “An owner or operator of an animal waste 


management system for an animal operation . . . may not discharge into waters of the 


State except in compliance with an NPDES permit.” North Carolina’s regulations are 


similar. Specifically, NCAC 02T .1307(b)(1) requires that a swine waste management 


system must, “Eliminate the discharge of animal waste to surface waters and groundwater 


through direct discharge, seepage, or runoff.” Explicit in this statute and regulation is the 


prohibition on discharges into groundwater and surface waters. Without adding 


compliance assurance, DEQ is not doing its duty under the NC General Statutes to 


determine whether the system is in compliance with its nondischarge permit conditions. 


This is especially problematic when increasing the wastewater volume handled at each 


and every swine operation. 


 


When an agency enacts a rule or regulation that binds itself and the public, that 


agency has the power to enforce that rule.43 Moreover, an agency must comply with its 


regulations and rules.44 Taken together, an agency not only has the power to enforce its 


regulations, it has an obligation to enforce any regulation binding upon itself and the 


public.45 NCAC 02T .1307 binds the agency and the public, so the Draft Permit cannot 


waive the agency’s obligation to enforce NCAC 02T .1307. Since NCAC 02T .1307 


prohibits discharges to surface waters and groundwater, and the Draft Permit is part of 


the enforcement of NCAC 02T .1307, DEQ is obligated to enforce the terms of NCAC 


02T .1307 through the Draft Permit. The Draft Permit fails to enforce NCAC 02T .1307, 


because it does not have sufficient compliance assurance measure to ensure that CAFOs 


comply with the non-discharge requirements of NCAC 02T .1307.  


 


As governing agency, DEQ has the duty to inspect and determine whether each 


animal operation is complying with its permit conditions, including the nondischarge 


condition. DEQ also has the duty to enforce these explicit prohibitions. Since this statute 


and regulation are implemented and incorporated into North Carolina’s general permit 


system, then any permit, including the Draft Permit, must include sufficient compliance 


assurance provisions so that DEQ’s annual inspection is not a windshield and clipboard 


exercise. Without clear monitoring requirements targeted at identifying discharges to 


groundwater and surface waters, the Draft Permit fails to uphold North Carolina’s 


statutes and regulations. This permit must contain sufficient compliance assurance 


provisions through water quality monitoring requirements. The Clean Water Act 


(CWA)46 supports a similar conclusion. Therefore, the draft permit should add a 


sufficient monitoring regime.47  


                                                 
43 In re Appeal of Fayetteville Hotel Assocs., 117 N.C. App. 285, 288 (1994). 
44 Humble Oil & Ref. Co. v. Bd. of Aldermen, 284 N.C. 458, 467 (1974) (“To be valid the action of the 


agency must conform to its rules which are in effect at the time the action is taken. . . .”). 
45 See In re Fayetteville Hotel Assocs., 117 N.C. App. at 288 (“Since the Commission's rules are binding 


upon the Commission as well as the public, we conclude that the Commission has an obligation and an 


implied power to enforce its rules.”). 
46 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 et seq. (2018).  
47 “The Clean Water Act demands regulation in fact, not only in principle.” Waterkeeper Alliance, Inc. v. 


United States EPA, 399 F.3d 486, 498 (2d Cir. 2005). Recently, the 9th Circuit applied this idea to the Idaho 
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III. This permit fails to address the environmental justice issues posed by CAFOs 


using biogas digesters. 


Residents who live near swine operations have long complained that the 


overwhelming odors emanating from the confinement barns and waste lagoons prevent 


the full use and enjoyment of their properties.48 The noxious gases emitted from the 


barns, waste lagoons, and sprayfields can lead to several adverse health impacts including 


asthma-like symptoms, nausea, vomiting, headaches, stress, heightened blood pressure,      


eye, nose, and throat irritation,49 and acute gastrointestinal illness.50 DEQ has 


acknowledged these environmental justice issues:  


 


Notwithstanding the moratorium and the robust requirements that have existed in 


the Swine General Permit for years, environmental and public health impacts 


from swine operations have continued to be a source of significant public concern 


in North Carolina, particularly for nearby communities that face the greatest 


exposure to these impacts.51 


 


The communities that face the greatest exposure to these impacts are often low-


income and minority communities. In the Eastern Coastal Plain, the connection between 


poverty, race, and proximity to swine operations is striking.52 Comparing 2010 US 


                                                 
permit regime, finding Idaho’s NPDES permit arbitrary and capricious. Food & Water Watch v. United 


States EPA, 20 F.4th 506, 518 (9th Cir. 2021). Specifically, the court stated: 


The Idaho Permit forbids underground discharges from production areas and dry weather 


discharges from land-application areas. However, the Permit contains no monitoring requirements 


for either kind of discharge. Because the Permit does not require monitoring that would ensure 


compliance with its effluent limitations, the EPA's issuance of the Permit was arbitrary, 


capricious, and a violation of law. Id.  


In this case, the 9th Circuit has made it clear that a permit regime can, and in fact must, include compliance 


assurance measures. If the CWA does regulate “in fact, not only in principle,” then this draft permit runs 


afoul of the CWA because it lacks compliance assurance through water quality monitoring. Proper 


compliance assurance means that a regulator can determine if a given facility is violating the conditions of 


the permit or the CWA. This permit contains no sufficient mechanism for determining compliance. Water 


quality monitoring could serve as such a mechanism. Therefore, in its final permit, DEQ and the EMC 


should implement a water quality monitoring regime as required under the CWA. 
48 See Steve Wing et al., Air Pollution and Odor in Communities Near Industrial Swine Operations, 116 


ENV’T HEALTH PERSP. 1362 (2008), 


http://search.proquest.com/docview/222634613/fulltext/CD6B363E54B94295PQ/1?accountid=10598. 
49 Steve Wing, Rachel Avery Horton & Kathryn M. Rose, Air Pollution from Industrial Swine Operations 


and Blood Pressure of Neighboring Residents, 121 ENV’T HEALTH PERSP. 92 (2013) 


https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23111006/.  
50 Arbor J.L. Quist et al., Exposure to Industrial Hog Operations and Gastrointestinal Illness in North 


Carolina, USA, 830 SCIENCE OF THE TOTAL ENV’T 154823, 154823 (2022). 
51 TITLE VI REPORT at 2. 
52 Steve Wing and Jill Johnston, Industrial Hog Operations in North Carolina Disproportionately Impact 


African-Americans, Hispanics and American Indians, THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL 


HILL, DEPARTMENT OF EPIDEMIOLOGY (August 29, 2014), http://www.ncpolicywatch.com/wp-


content/uploads/2014/09/UNC-Report.pdf (using data from the 2010 US Census); see also Nicole, supra 


note 24, at A185; see also, e.g., Earthjustice Complaint; Yelena Ogneva-Himmelberger, Liyao Huang & 


Hao Xin, CALPUFF and CAFOs: Air Pollution Modeling and Environmental Justice Analysis in the North 
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Census data with data on the sizes and locations of industrial hog operations obtained 


from DEQ, researchers determined that “[t]he proportions of Blacks, Hispanics and 


American Indians living within 3 miles of an industrial hog operation are 1.54, 1.39, and 


2.18 times higher, respectively, than the proportion of non-Hispanic Whites.”53 Further, 


for census blocks with 80 or more percent people of color, “the proportion of the 


population living within 3 miles of an industrial hog operation is 2.14 times higher than 


in blocks with no people of color…Adjusted for rurality, the [steady state live weight] of 


hogs within 3 miles of a census block increases, on average, 100,000, 64,000, 243,000, 


and 93,000 pounds for every 10 percent increase in POC, Black, Hispanic, and American 


Indian population”.54 Community organizations have worked to combat this 


environmental injustice through action under Title VI of the Federal Civil Rights Act of 


1964.  


 


In 2014, the North Carolina Environmental Justice Network, Waterkeeper 


Alliance, Inc., and Rural Empowerment Association for Community Help submitted a 


complaint to the EPA Office of Civil Rights.55 In this complaint, the complainants 


alleged that      DEQ issued a general permit for swine operations (“Swine General 


Permit”) in violation of Title VI and EPA implementing regulations, 40 C.F.R. Part 7.”56 


Specifically, the complaint alleged that the state, through its permitting regime, failed to 


address the racial disparities which caused a pollution to have a disproportionate impact 


on communities of color in violation of Title VI of the federal Civil Rights Act.57 The 


EPA accepted this complaint for investigation.58 


 


During its preliminary investigation, the EPA found merit to the complaint.59 In 


2017, the EPA sent a letter of concern to DEQ’s acting director at the time.60 In that 


letter, the EPA stated that based on the preliminary information gathered, its External 


Civil Right Compliance Office (ECRCO) had “deep concern about the possibility that 


African Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans have been subjected to discrimination 


as the result of  DEQ's operation of the Swine Waste General Permit program, including 


the 2014 renewal of the Swine Waste General Permit.”61 After receipt of this letter, DEQ 


                                                 
Carolina Hog Industry, 4 ISPRS INT’L J. GEO-INFO 150–71 (2015), http://www.mdpi.com/2220-


9964/4/1/150/htm#B16-ijgi-04-00150. 
53 Steve Wing and Jill Johnston, Industrial Hog Operations in North Carolina Disproportionately Impact 


African-Americans, Hispanics and American Indians, at 1. 
54 Id.  
55 Miller & Longest, supra note 17, at 532–33. 
56 Id.; see also James H. Colopy, The Road Less Traveled: Pursuing Environmental Justice through Title VI 


of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 13 STAN. ENV’T L. J. 125, 168 (1994) (describing the mechanics of a Title 


VI claim). 
57 Miller & Longest, supra note 17, at 533 (citing Earthjustice Complaint at 3, 12–13). 
58 Title VI Compliance, https://deq.nc.gov/permits-rules/title-vi-


compliance#:~:text=It%20is%20the%20policy%20of,or%20activity%20receiving%20federal%20financial 


(last accessed Feb. 26, 2022).  
59 Letter from EPA External Civil Right Compliance Office, Office of General Counsel, to William G. 


Ross, Jr., Acting Secretary, North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality, (Jan. 12, 2017), 


https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2018-


05/documents/letter_of_concern_to_william_g_ross_nc_deq_re_admin_complaint_11r-14-r4_.pdf.  
60 Id. 
61 Id. 
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settled with the complainants before the EPA completed its full investigation.62 While 


there were many terms of this settlement agreement, some of the most notable terms 


included DEQ’s agreement to develop an environmental justice tool,63 conduct water 


quality monitoring of waterways impaired by CAFO pollution,64 conduct air quality 


monitoring,65 update the swine general permit,66 and take steps to increase public 


participation in the permit process.67 


 


Swine CAFOs pose significant threats to the environment and surrounding 


communities. The Draft Permit fails to adequately address these issues notwithstanding 


the fact that biogas digesters could exacerbate them. Biogas digesters will create more 


concentrated pollution and entrench the lagoon and sprayfield system. The Draft Permit 


must address these environmental justice concerns by implementing compliance 


assurance measures. If this permit contained sufficient water monitoring to assure 


compliance, community members and regulators would be better equipped to bring 


enforcement actions against CAFOs that adversely impact community health and pollute 


water and air. 


 


 


IV. North Carolina’s 2021 Farm Act contemplates the inclusion of compliance 


assurance measures in the Draft Permit. 


The scope of the digester permit set by the Farm Act does not preclude a robust 


water quality monitoring provision. While the Farm Act requires that the Draft Permit 


“contain[s] the same conditions that are included in the currently existing general permits 


for animal operations,” it also contemplates that CAFOs with biogas digesters may 


require a monitoring regime.68 By explicitly considering additional compliance assurance 


measures, the N.C. General Assembly acknowledged that biogas digesters may threaten 


more harm than traditional lagoons. The Draft Permit does not adequately address this 


higher risk. 


 


Biogas digesters will increase the potential harmfulness of stored waste. The draft 


permit’s deficiencies rest in the lack of compliance assurance, which fails to address the 


heightened risks associated with biogas digester systems, and therefore runs afoul of the 


CWA and North Carolina’s statutes and regulations. A properly designed and 


administered water quality monitoring regime69 could mitigate these deficiencies. A 


                                                 
62 Miller & Longest, supra note 23, at 533 (citing Settlement Agreement between N.C. Dep’t. of Envtl. 


Quality et. al. (May 3, 2018),  


https://files.nc.gov/ncdeq/documents/files/Final%20Settlement%20Agreement_attachments%20and%20 


sig.pdf.).  
63 Settlement Agreement between N.C. Dep’t. of Envtl. Quality et. al. (May 3, 2018) at 6,  


https://files.nc.gov/ncdeq/documents/files/Final%20Settlement%20Agreement_attachments%20and%20 


sig.pdf. 
64 Id. at 5. 
65 Id. 
66 Id. at 4–5. 
67 Id. at 7–8. 
68 THE 2021 FARM ACT § 11(d). 
69 An example of a potential water quality monitoring program is attached in Appendix A. 
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water quality monitoring regime could ensure compliance with the CWA and North 


Carolina’s statutes and regulations. By requiring CAFOs to monitor for discharges, the 


Draft Permit could ensure that all CAFOs that fail to comply with the Draft Permit’s non-


discharge requirements are held accountable for their lack of compliance. If the Draft 


Permit published these monitoring reports, community members could aid DEQ in this 


effort.  


 


In short, the Farm Act allows DEQ to include a robust water quality monitoring 


regime in the Draft Permit. Biogas digesters threaten to increase the harms associated 


with the lagoon and sprayfield system. A robust water quality monitoring regime could 


mitigate these harms and give regulators and community members the power to hold 


dischargers accountable. 


 


 


V. Conclusion 


This draft permit continues the legacy of North Carolina’s swine CAFO’s 


environmental degradation and racism. While a properly formed permit that abides by the 


CWA, North Carolina’s general statutes, and North Carolina’s administrative code would 


not redress this legacy of destruction and oppression, it would be a step in the right 


direction. The EMC and DEQ have a chance to make a positive change in how North 


Carolina regulates swine CAFOs by including water quality monitoring provisions in the 


Biogas Digester General Permit. The General Assembly has given the EMC and DEQ 


this opportunity by explicitly allowing for increased monitoring provisions in the new 


permit. For these reasons, WKC and WKA submit this comment in support of a Draft 


Permit with a stronger water quality monitoring regime. A proposal of a sufficient regime 


can be found in Appendix A. 


 


 


 


Sincerely yours, 


 


/s/ 


 


Ryke Longest, Co-Director 


Duke Environmental Law and Policy Clinic 
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Appendix A: Proposed Water Quality Monitoring Regime 


 


Water Sampling Requirements. All Animal Waste Management Systems (AWMSs) 


serving an animal operation or feedlot that employ an anaerobic digester are required to 


conduct surface water sampling.  If an AWMS with an anaerobic digester is not able to 


conduct surface water quality monitoring, then the AWMS shall conduct groundwater 


sampling.  


 


1. Grab Samples of Surface Water. All AWMS covered by this Permit are hereby 


required to collect grab samples, as defined in 15A NCAC 02B .0503(14). All 


samples must be sent to a state-approved certified laboratory that meet the 


specifications set forth under 15A NCAC 02H .0804, to be analyzed for Chloride, 


Nitrate plus Nitrite Nitrogen, Ammonia Nitrogen, Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen, Total 


Phosphorus, Fecal Coliform, and E. Coli. 


 


(A) Sampling Protocol. Prior to the collection of grab samples in 


accordance with the terms of this paragraph, the subject AWMS 


Operator in Charge (OIC) must document on a field data sheet the 


pertinent weather conditions prevalent at the time of sampling. 


These pertinent weather conditions must include, but are not 


necessarily limited to, air temperature, cloud cover, wind speed 


and direction, and precipitation. Weather conditions must be 


reported to the Division. In addition, the AWMS OIC must 


measure and document in the field data sheet water depth at the 


sampling location. Water depth must also be reported to the 


Division. All sampling bottles, labels, chain-of-custody forms, and 


preservation instructions and materials must be obtained in 


advance from the state-certified laboratory performing the sample 


analysis. After collection, all samples must be stored immediately 


on ice in coolers. All practicable efforts shall be taken by the 


AWMS OIC to ensure that samples collected pursuant to this Rule 


are representative, accurate, precise, complete, and comparable. 
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(B) Location. Qualified individuals from the Division’s Regional 


Office shall determine the locations at which each  AWMS with an 


anaerobic digester must conduct surface water grab samples. If the 


Division does not already conduct annual facility inspections at a 


particular AWMS with an anaerobic digester, a qualified 


individual from the Division’s Regional Office shall visit the 


facility separately to determine the locations of surface water grab 


sampling. The Division’s Regional Office shall notify the relevant 


OIC of its decision within 30 days of its annual facility inspection 


or visit.  


2. Grab Samples of Groundwater. If the Division is unable to designate suitable 


upstream and downstream sample collection points to collect grab samples, the 


AWMS with an anaerobic digester shall collect groundwater samples instead. All 


samples must be sent to a state-approved certified laboratory that meet the 


specifications set forth under 15A NCAC 02H .0804, to be analyzed for Chloride, 


Nitrate plus Nitrite Nitrogen, Ammonia Nitrogen, Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen, Total 


Phosphorus, Fecal Coliform, and E. Coli. Samples must be sent within the 


standard accepted holding times for these constituents.  


 


(A) Sampling Protocol. Prior to the collection of groundwater 


samples in accordance with the terms of this paragraph, the 


subject AWMS OIC must document on a field data sheet the 


pertinent weather conditions prevalent at both the time of 


sampling and for the week prior to sampling. These pertinent 


weather conditions must include, but are not necessarily 


limited to, air temperature, cloud cover, and precipitation. 


Weather conditions must be reported to the Division. In 


addition, the AWMS OIC must measure and document in the 


field data sheet the depth below the surface within the 


groundwater well at which the water table begins. Water table 


depth must also be reported to the Division. All sampling 


bottles, labels, chain-of-custody forms, and preservation 


instructions and materials must be obtained in advance from 


the state-certified laboratory performing the sample analysis. 


After collection, all samples must be stored immediately on ice 


in coolers. All practicable efforts shall be taken by the AWMS 


OIC to ensure that samples collected pursuant to this Rule are 


representative, accurate, and comparable. 


 


 


(B) Location. If, during its annual facility inspection, the Division 


determines that the AWMS with an anaerobic digester cannot 


acquire surface water grab samples, qualified individuals from 


the Division’s Regional Office shall determine the locations at 
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which the AWMS with an anaerobic digester must construct 


groundwater wells in order to conduct groundwater sampling. 


If the Division does not conduct annual facility inspections at a 


particular AWMS with an anaerobic digester, a qualified 


individual from the Division’s Regional Office shall visit the 


facility separately to designate the locations of groundwater 


wells to conduct groundwater sampling. The Division’s 


Regional Office shall notify the relevant OIC of its decision 


within 30 days of the annual facility inspection or visit. The 


Division’s Regional Office’s decision shall be based on the 


following: 


 


 


 (3)  Frequency. At a minimum, water samples shall be collected and analyzed three 


times per year. The first of these three sampling events shall be collected between April 


15 and May 31. The second of these sampling events shall take place between July 1 and 


August 31. The third of these sampling events shall take place between September 15 and 


November 15. The date and time each sample is collected shall be specified by the 


Division. The date and time of all samples collected, as well as the date of first waste 


application in each growing season, shall be documented and reported. 
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Cc: Kastrinsky, Josh
Subject: [External] Public Comment on Digestive System Permits
Date: Monday, May 2, 2022 4:19:48 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

I am writing in concern of the residents who will be engulfed and surrounded by the plants of
Smithfield/Dominion-Align Group on BF Grady Rd. and the Montauk/Turkey Creek Ag LLC
coming to Hwy 24, Turkey, NC. Both located 1 mile from each other in Sampson Co. with
Turkey township located in between both companies and both within the ETJ of the town.
With this COVID pandemic being the focus of most government, media and population at
large, it was difficult to turn attention to the local news and what was happening in our current
surroundings. This is my first public comment for any public related topic so forgive me if it is
not in correct format, but this town is near & dear to me as my childhood home, where my
family and friends live, and I know this will have an impact on them in one way or another
and I am passionate about this situation.

Our town located near the border of Sampson/Duplin line near I40 has been established for
many, many years with generations of families and farmers calling this their home for life. In
the last 3-4 years the recent news of not one but Two Digestive System plants (fancy name for
hog manure recycle) want to surround our properties with very little say or consideration from
the residents. Being a low to moderate income town, several residents, being Hispanic and
African American minority decent, may not have access to internet so majority of the resident
were unaware of the Bill 605 passed in 2019 by NC legislation. The public comment meetings
held in April by DEQ were scarcely known and there was no community knowledge of land
that was purchased by the two above large companies within the ETJ of Turkey for the
purpose of turning hog crap into bio and natural gas.

Unfortunately, due to today's deadline of submitting public comment, I have not had the time
to review and research all of the articles and permits like I would normally and some of the
questions below may be answered in line items already but please review following questions
that need to be addressed

Who will be monitoring these systems on a daily, weekly or monthly basis?
Who will be responsible for public contacting in case of emergency relating to system?
Are the farmers themselves responsible for paying for the pipes to connect to the main
system?
Why are these plants and waste pipes located within the ETJ of the town of Turkey?
Is there a 100% guarantee these pipes will not leak or erode or break under pressure?
Will any resident living within the pipeline area be forced to have pipes go through their
property?
Why were all residents located near facility not notified prior to Bill 605 passing and given a
copy by mail? 
What affects may this have on their quality of living including air and drinking water?
What is predicted to happen years down the road to residents when the public attention has
faded from plants?
What about natural disasters. Will these permits protect any leakage or spillage from any
exposed waste?

mailto:nmyersmobley@ec.rr.com
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mailto:josh.kastrinsky@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


Will Hispanic & African American minority groups be monitored for their water quality and if
affected later?
Will the surrounding residents be forced to be the "ginny pigs" of this experimental "hog
waste" natural gas alternative?

It is realized the hard work and background testing so far that has gone into these projects but
is this is all due to the new policies set forth to discover new and initiatives ways to create new
forms of energy. It is well & good but not at the expense of the local citizens air quality and
potentially water quality affecting the entire environment as a whole. Not to say the decrease
in property value. Who would want to live in eastern Sampson County near hog crap plants
and be living on top of underground manure pipelines from local hog farm lagoons?

Speaking of farmers, other than having the lagoons drained which of course is a big problem
at the time, what benefit will it serve our local community? Will these processing plants bring
in more middleclass jobs, more to the economy, more residents to the community? Would you
move Sampson/Duplin County near these plants? In other words, the ones who will be
benefiting the most will be large Smithfield/Dominion-Align group and this new
Montauk/Turkey Ag LLC. So far, according to Montauk engineer who spoke at the December
Turkey Town Meeting only 30 jobs will be created, and these will be engineer and executive
positions. Not many of those in our community. 

We are for the farmers and assisting in the best way possible to help keep farms going nor
against the process if it may work. The biggest concern for this large undertaking is
LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION! These local residents who have generations of
family and farmland in that area have no place else to go. Stricker regulations of all types need
to be engraved in these permits and accountability needs to be implemented. In other words,
MOVE THE PIPES AWAY FROM RESIDENTAL AREAS. 

According to a local non-profit organization office in Sampson Co. a team of experts are
surveying county areas at high risk for the water quality and above-mentioned concerns.
Speaking to the Sampson/Duplin NC representative assistant who initiated Bill 605, when
asked what types of surveys were conducted and if they stayed near hog farms to conduct their
survey, the answer was No. It was asked would they live near the plant, the answer was No. It
was asked could they 100% guarantee there would be no hog manure smell or spillage from
trucks hauling to plants at beginning of process, the answer, No. As it goes, its only different if
it affects someone directly.

Consider the case in CA 1993, when Pacific Gas company involving older underground pipes
contaminated the water due to leakage & corrosion eventually seeped into the air causing
multiple illnesses to local residents including cancer. This resulted from poor monitoring and
safety regulations.
As you know Smithfield has already been in a lawsuit recently over some of these matters.
There should be no other causes or future situations that would cause a division between
community and company. No matter what type of material pipes may be manufactured, it still
cannot surpass the passage of time and wear. Any bills passed and permits adjusted to fit the
needs of the company will have effects of the people eventually. 

Consideration of voters' health & safety from politicians need to be thought of more than
marketing and monetary gain. For this type of undertaking, all permits dealing with hazardous
material should be denied if not as far away from a populated area as possible. See article



grist.org/hogwash.
Some of this information may not relate to the permit division but please pass on to division
that can assist in location of plants. Thank you.

Nicole Mobley
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                Please find EDF’s comments on the draft swine biogas general permit.
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May 2, 2022



Ramesh Ravella 

Department of Environmental Quality 

1636 Mail Service Center 

Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1636 

publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov



RE: Comments on the draft NC DWQ General Permit for Anaerobic Digesters (Permit Number AWG4000, February 1, 2022)



GENERAL COMMENTS



As a result of the Farm Act passed by the NC General Assembly in its 2021 session, NC DWQ is required to develop a General Permit (GP) for the installation of anaerobic digesters (ADs) on swine, dairy and wet poultry operations.  These comments are submitted for consideration by NC DWQ during the development of the Swine General Permit for Anaerobic Digesters.

As we noted in our previous comments submitted in Dec. 2021, but worth repeating, DWQ should undertake a measurement program to determine how the addition of an AD to the swine waste treatment system changes the characteristics of the waste stream in the secondary lagoon (relative to a primary lagoon) and how that might result in the release of additional pollutants, especially ammonia and nitrous oxide.  While these are gaseous emissions, the impact of ammonia emissions not only presents a major health risk due to the secondary formation of PM2.5 but the deposition of ammonia downwind has significant impacts on water quality.  Nitrous oxide is a powerful greenhouse gas and if its emissions are significant, (due to the very low C:N ratio in the digestate) it would decrease or negate the climate benefits of the reduction in methane emissions afforded by the AD.  (See Stauton et al 2015. Coupling nitrogen removal and anaerobic digestion for energy recovery from swine waste through nitrification/denitrification.  https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/10.1089/ees.2015.0057 and Stauton and Aitken 2015. Coupling nitrogen removal and anaerobic digestion for energy recovery from swine waste: 2 nitritation/anammox. https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/10.1089/ees.2015.0063 ) 



Need for a Monitoring Program

Given the lack of data from secondary lagoons receiving digestate, the biochemical functioning of the secondary lagoon receiving digestate are not well understood.  The scheduling the AD GP renewal 2 years from the issuance of the first GP for ADs provides the opportunity to use the intervening 2 years to monitor the aqueous and gaseous emissions from a representative set of secondary lagoons to improve the understanding of its function so that the AD GP renewal can be developed based upon a better understanding of the environmental and public health risks associated with the secondary lagoon. 



SPECIFIC COMMENTS



I. Performance Standards



Section 9.  EDF supports the inclusion of the restrictions on land applications in fields with High PLAT ratings.



Section 11.  EDF supports the inclusion of provision for addition of innovative treatment process on a pilot basis and encourages DWQ, in collaboration with other agencies, to develop ways to incentivize such pilot projects.   



      III.             Monitoring and Reporting Requirements



Section. 11.  EDF recommends that the groundwater monitoring requirements for lagoons in the 100-year floodplain to be expanded to be required of all lagoons and sprayfields whether or not they are in the 100-year flood plain.

 

Section 18.  EDF supports the inclusion of Condition III.18 requiring an Annual Report in this General Permit.



Section 23.  EDF recommends that any detected biogas leaks should be repaired within 1 month of their discovery.  



Section 24. EDF recommends that the quarterly wastewater sampling schedule and analysis criteria for the influent and effluent of the digester should also be required for the liquid in the secondary lagoon which receives the digestate. 



      VII.           Definitions



Anaerobic Digester: The definition of Anaerobic Digester does not discriminate between an enclosed system (which it is meant to define) and a traditional lagoon (which is open to the atmosphere.)  An open lagoon is also a waste management system in which biological treatment breaks down animal manure and other organic material in the absence of oxygen. 



Farm Digester System: This definition as written includes the systems used to process the biogas for use as a renewable energy source even if the gas processing system is located off the farm site and perhaps processes the biogas from a number of farms.  How will the responsibility for the operation of distant biogas processing facilities under normal operation or under disrupted conditions be allocated to the associated farms from which the biogas is collected?   



Thank you for your consideration of these critical issues to ensure the safe and responsible permitting of anaerobic digesters on NC swine operations.



Joseph Rudek, PhD (jrudek@edf.org)

Lead Senior Scientist, Environmental Defense Fund
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Yadkin Riverkeeper Comments to the NC Division of Water Resources Public Hearing on Digester Systems General Permit Requirements

Submitted May 2, 2022



Introduction



Yadkin Riverkeeper (YRK) is a nonprofit environmental advocacy organization based in Winston-Salem with approximately 300 members throughout the Yadkin River watershed. YRK’s mission to protect and enhance the Yadkin River and its lakes and tributaries, including the South Yadkin River. In addition to providing our own comments, YRK has signed onto comments submitted by the Southern Environmental Law Center and Waterkeepers Carolina/Waterkeepers Alliance. 



YRK supports efforts to improve animal waste management systems through best management practices and environmentally superior technologies, but we are concerned adding anaerobic digesters to liquid waste lagoons is not economically feasible for smaller dairies and may lead to more water quality issues in the future. YRK is not anti-agriculture, but we are anti-water pollution and are very concerned about the poor water quality in the South Yadkin River, some of which is directly attributable to agricultural activities in the subbasin. Please see our comments in Section 2 regarding those water quality concerns with the South Yadkin River.



Section 1: YRK Concerns and Recommendations Regarding the Addition of Digesters to Animal Feeding Operations (AFOs) General Permits



I. The one size fits all approach offered by the general permit will not adequately address different digester designs, technologies and site conditions. We appreciate the NC Division of Water Resources’ (DWR) inclusion of NRCS design standards and inspection requirements in the new permit, and strongly urge the NC Environmental Management Commission (NCEMC) to establish detailed individual permit and monitoring requirements to protect public health and the environment.

II. Adding digesters to animal waste lagoons will only exacerbate and perpetuate the use of the lagoon and spray field waste management method, which has not been adequate to protect water quality in the South Yadkin River. 

III. While on the surface it may appear capping these lagoons to capture methane gas would be beneficial in reducing GHG emissions, the placement of these digesters on lagoons will only increase and concentrate methane and other dangerous gases, such as hydrogen sulfide. 

IV. Under certain conditions, capping the lagoons will potentially concentrate ammonia and other nutrients in the liquid waste and sludge and will likely result in the construction of new lagoons. YRK appreciates the inclusion of monitoring requirements for both the influent and effluent from the digester and would recommend sampling for fecal coliform or e. coli as well as part of those requirements.

V. YRK recommends the permit include Section III.11 requiring groundwater monitoring when lagoons are located in the 100-year floodplain and we would recommend extending that to the 500-year floodplain. The permit also should require instream surface water monitoring requirements for nearby streams for facilities within the 500-year floodplain. 



We appreciate the addition of II.25 requiring revision of the CAWMP if effluent sampling determines that additional land area will be needed to meet agronomic rates for nitrogen, but feel that illustrates a fundamental weakness in this approach as it may require additional land area for sludge and liquid waste applications and we know the River cannot take much more. 



We are on record supporting annual reporting requirements and PLAT application for phosphorus, which we strongly recommend be included in the final permit requirements. 



Section 2: Water Quality Concerns in the South Yadkin River Basin



YRK’s primary concern with biogas is the potential impacts to water quality from these projects. This a particular concern for the already impaired South Yadkin River watershed. The South Yadkin watershed includes parts of Alexander, Davie, Iredell, Rowan, Wilkes, and Yadkin Counties. 



As of 2018, the South Yadkin basin contains 39 permitted AFOs, with most of those being cattle or dairy farms with liquid waste lagoon storage facilities. There are 46 “deemed permitted” facilities, with an unknown number of poultry houses producing, according to 2017 USDA Agricultural Census data included in the draft 2022 Yadkin Pee Dee River Basinwide Water Resources Management Plan, more than 6.5 million chickens per year. On a recent aerial surveillance trip, YRK counted more than 125 chicken houses in the South Yadkin watershed. 



Data collected by the state, released in draft 2022 Yadkin River Basinwide Plan, indicates the water quality of South Yadkin watershed has declined due to an influx of sediment, nutrients, and bacteria. Nearly 30% of the monitored streams in the South Yadkin are currently exceeding at least one water quality criterion. 

One of the most common reasons cited by DEQ staff for impairments in the South Yadkin watershed included land disturbance and sedimentation of the streambed. Further  dogester construction in the watershed like that would be required for new pipelines for directed biogas becomes another land disturbing project that conveys more dirt to the already sediment-filled South Yadkin.



Additionally, the state’s SPARROW model indicates fertilizer accounts for 29% of the total nitrogen and 38% of the total phosphorus conveyed into the surface waters of South Yadkin. The 2017 USDA Census of Agriculture also indicates fertilizer application rates in Iredell and Rowan counties are some of the highest in the entire Yadkin watershed. All of these nutrients are conveyed into High Rock Lake and contribute to the growing Harmful Algae Bloom (HAB) problems there and in the Tuckertown Reservoir and Badin Lake. 

The sheer amount of fecal coliform bacteria that that ends up in the South Yadkin from existing AFOs in the watershed has greatly impaired the water quality. The highest bacteria levels in the south Yadkin watershed have been found where cattle farming is prevalent. The rate of exceedances of the fecal coliform standard at state monitored sites has risen from below 20% to over 60% in recent years. The highest reading in the watershed measured 8,000 colonies/100mL, which is 20 times higher than the health standard of 400 colonies/100mL.

While there are several small (less than one million gallons a day) wastewater treatment facilities in the South Yadkin, they are generally well operated on have on had several NOD/NOVs related to fecal coliform levels. 

Yadkin Riverkeeper’s bacteria monitoring site on the South Yadkin at the Cooleemee Riverpark failed to meet bacteria standards 62% of the time in 2020 and 42% of the time in 2021. There has been significant public money invested in the redevelopment of Cooleemee Riverpark as regional water recreation destination. It would be a shame for that time and money to be for naught if the river too polluted with bacteria from livestock waste to be used during the summers.

In the South Yadkin watershed, there are more diaries than swine animal feeding operations (AFOs) that might develop biogas. The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has already cited issues with dairies being non-compliant with existing water quality requirements. These include practices such as stockpiling cow manure in uncovered “wet stacks” that creates a leachate that impacts groundwater or surface water, saturating fields beyond agronomic rates resulting in a nonpoint source discharge into surface water, and lagoons overflowing during heavy rainfall events.  Why should we believe that these facilities will be able to meet future biogas requirements to ensure that the environment is protected when they continually fail to meet existing regulations?

Section 3: Conclusions

Directed biogas projects would further entrench the inadequate waste management system of AFOs that already cause extreme harm to water quality throughout the state, especially in the South Yadkin watershed. Due to the severely impacted South Yadkin River and the cumulative impact of the growing poultry industry in the watershed, AFOs in the basin need to take additional measures to reduce nutrient and bacteria runoff into the River. The NC DWR is initiating an effort to develop a nutrient management strategy for the High Rock Lake watershed, which includes the South Yadkin River in 2022, and it’s just a matter of time until this happens requiring further reductions in nutrient and sediment pollution from AFOs. 

High nutrient levels and warming temperatures due to climate change have resulted in all the Yadkin Pee Dee Lakes seeing an increase in potentially harmful algal blooms or “HABs” prompting local health departments to issue swim advisory warnings for High Rock in 2018. Badin and Tuckertown reservoirs routinely see more than 50 percent coverage with the toxic black mat algae during the summer growing season.



High nutrient and bacteria loadings in the South Yadkin have the potential to further negatively impact Salisbury’s drinking water supply, make swimming unsafe at the River Park at Cooleemee, and impair High Rock Lake for fecal bacteria, potentially limiting its use as a recreational resource, putting millions of dollars tourism, recreation and property values/taxes at risk. While digesters might provide some limited benefits in methane gas reductions, their risk and economic feasibility require additional monitoring and oversight. 



In conclusion, YRK is concerned that this technology will provide unsustainable incentives for dairy farms to expand operations and further exacerbate ongoing water quality issues in the South Yadkin River impacting HRL and communities downstream. YRK urges  you to write the permit with water quality at the forefront of your mind. 



Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 



Submitted by:



Edgar Miller 					Grace Fuchs

Riverkeeper/Executive Director		Riverkeeper Assistant/CAFO Field Technician

Yadkin Riverkeeper				Yadkin Riverkeeper



846 W. 4th Street

Winston-Salem, NC 27101

336-722-4949
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Introduction 


 


Yadkin Riverkeeper (YRK) is a nonprofit environmental advocacy organization based in Winston-


Salem with approximately 300 members throughout the Yadkin River watershed. YRK’s mission 


to protect and enhance the Yadkin River and its lakes and tributaries, including the South 


Yadkin River. In addition to providing our own comments, YRK has signed onto comments 


submitted by the Southern Environmental Law Center and Waterkeepers 


Carolina/Waterkeepers Alliance.  


 


YRK supports efforts to improve animal waste management systems through best management 


practices and environmentally superior technologies, but we are concerned adding anaerobic 


digesters to liquid waste lagoons is not economically feasible for smaller dairies and may lead to 


more water quality issues in the future. YRK is not anti-agriculture, but we are anti-water 


pollution and are very concerned about the poor water quality in the South Yadkin River, some 


of which is directly attributable to agricultural activities in the subbasin. Please see our 


comments in Section 2 regarding those water quality concerns with the South Yadkin River. 


 


Section 1: YRK Concerns and Recommendations Regarding the Addition of Digesters to 


Animal Feeding Operations (AFOs) General Permits 


 


I. The one size fits all approach offered by the general permit will not adequately 


address different digester designs, technologies and site conditions. We appreciate 


the NC Division of Water Resources’ (DWR) inclusion of NRCS design standards and 


inspection requirements in the new permit, and strongly urge the NC Environmental 


Management Commission (NCEMC) to establish detailed individual permit and 


monitoring requirements to protect public health and the environment. 


II. Adding digesters to animal waste lagoons will only exacerbate and perpetuate the 


use of the lagoon and spray field waste management method, which has not been 


adequate to protect water quality in the South Yadkin River.  


III. While on the surface it may appear capping these lagoons to capture methane gas 


would be beneficial in reducing GHG emissions, the placement of these digesters on 


lagoons will only increase and concentrate methane and other dangerous gases, 


such as hydrogen sulfide.  


IV. Under certain conditions, capping the lagoons will potentially concentrate ammonia 


and other nutrients in the liquid waste and sludge and will likely result in the 


construction of new lagoons. YRK appreciates the inclusion of monitoring 
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Please see the attached correspondence for TRC’s comments.
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Dave
 
David L. Elam, Jr.
Vice President and Project Director
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May 2, 2022 
 


Ramesh Ravella, Ph. D. 
Animal Feeding Operations 
NC Division of Water Resources 
1636 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699‐1636 
 
Re: Comments Regarding Draft Digester System General Permits AWG 400000, AWG 500000, and AWG 600000 
 
Dear Dr. Ravella, 
 
TRC Environmental Corporation (TRC) is pleased to offer comments in support of draft digester system General 
Permits AWG 400000, AWG 500000, and AWG 600000 for existing Animal Feeding Operations (AFO) that intend 
to build and operate a digester system. 
 
The management of manure and wastewater at animal feeding operations has been a nationwide challenge.  
Streamlining and standardizing the process to construct and operate a biodigester at swine, cattle, and poultry 
feeding operations enables farmers to advance their manure and wastewater management strategies, while at 
the same time, controlling the generation of biogas produced by anaerobic digestion.  Biogas that is produced 
under controlled conditions can be used directly as a fuel or upgraded to renewable natural gas.  In either case, 
controlled anaerobic digestion with subsequent collection and use of the biogas, significantly reduces the 
release of methane from the uncontrolled anaerobic digestion of animal wastes, which in turn significantly 
reduces greenhouse gas emissions from these operations. 
 
The agricultural production industry has for some years searched for improvements toward sustainable 
production methods and products.  The current technologies and ability to provide farm‐scale biodigesters to 
advance environmental objectives will provide substantial improvement for the environment and communities, 
while rewarding the farmers and providing an added income stream for their businesses.  This will provide 
incentive for continued growth and improvement of the technologies. 
 
We offer the observation that in some cases, a farmer may choose to partner with another business entity to 
build and operate the biodigester with the goal of commercializing the biogas product.  Given that such a 
biodigester will be an integral part of the feeding operation, it seems reasonable to ensure that legitimate 
partnerships seeking to manage animal waste and wastewater, while at the same time generating a valuable 
fuel, be allowed to secure a General Permit. 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment. 
 
Sincerely, 
TRC Environmental Corporation 


 
David L. Elam, Jr 
Vice President and Project Director 
delam@trccompanies.com 
919.622.1846 
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Dear Sirs and Mesdames:

I am writing  to request the modification of the draft general permit for CAFOS that intend to
operate a digester. Unfortunately:
1. This permit does not require clear, safe technology be used to dispose of hog waste. It does
not get rid of open lagoon and spray fields. 
2. The requirements to prevent leaks and overflows need to be strengthened. 
3. Groundwater and surface water monitoring must be more robust. 
Please require: 
1. Robust groundwater and surface water monitoring data at every hog operation to identify
pollution to rivers, streams and groundwater, which is a source of drinking water for many
rural citizens. 
2. Covered secondary lagoons.
3. Injection of waste into soil rather than spray field systems to avoid spreading the waste
through the air.
4. More rapid reporting of major spills. 
5. More protective freeboard requirements such as automated lagoon/storage pond waste-level
monitors and recorders to reduce the likelihood that flooding or inundation of lagoons due to
increasing frequent and severe storms will result in the discharge of the more harmful digester
waste.

Other states have requirements for much cleaner technologies. Why does NC allow pollution
from the large number of CAFOs? My family’s drinking water can be and has been at risk
from CAFO pollution. Please set standards that will guarantee clean drinking water, or, at the
very least, no pollution from CAFOs. 

Sincerely,
Clarice K. Reber
7919 Blue Heron Dr W, 
#305
Wilmington, NC 28411

Clarice Reber
claricereber@icloud.com

mailto:claricereber@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov
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CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
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Thank you for the opportunity to provide public input.

Jeannie Ambrose

mailto:jeanniea@centurylink.net
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov

North Carolina Department of Water Resources 

2022 Digester System General Permits under 2021 Farm Act (Senate Bill 605)

Public Comments 

May 2, 2022



I urge you to support and protect the communities impacted by the proliferation of all commercial animal farms that generate a continuous waste stream problem affecting the health and well-being of the surrounding environment and its inhabitants. More protection is needed to ensure that our farmlands, drinking water wells, and waterways are not further degraded by the waste pollution from the factory farm system. Other criteria should be met in consideration of the general biogas permit:

1. DWR should have the authority to request and be provided information to assess the overall parameters of the gathering pipelines from the biogas facilities to all participating animal farms. Reserve the right to approve or deny individual biogas permits.

2. Transparency on proposed projects is a re-occurring issue that the public wants addressed. Support public hearings/input sessions to learn more from those most affected and/or concerned about the welfare of the environment and people. Landowners should know well in advance if proposed pipeline routes will pass through their property and/or near their drinking water well. Also, there should be a mechanism to alert the public of any operational disruption problems, spills, and leaks–especially, during emergencies or extreme weather events. 

3. DWR should have a steady funding source for the number of inspectors needed to effectively monitor the ever-expanding directed biogas systems to ensure compliance if the permit is approved. Enforcement is critical as well. 

4. The public should be granted timely access to public records and the right to file supporting evidence for legitimate complaints to the DEQ and, if necessary, as exhibits in court decisions. 

5. The locations and contact information for all [wet and dry waste] commercial poultry farms in NC should be disclosed. The highly pathogenic avian influenza virus outbreak, at nine large commercial poultry facilities in NC, has resulted in the disposal of dead/diseased ~481,565 turkey/broiler chickens, https://ncagr.gov/avianflu/newsroom.htm. If buried or composted, decomposition may pollute groundwater or runoff into surface water. So far, one human in the U.S. has contracted H5N1: this is a potential human health risk albeit low for those in the poultry industry. 



After the process of gathering methane from covered lagoons or digesters, the remaining, untreated wastewater goes to unlined open pits that emit ammonia and sprayed on fields threatening water quality due to nutrient runoff. A reliance on methane gas supply from directed biogas digesters may result in the further expansion of the lagoon and sprayfield systems perpetuating the existing water and air pollution problems. Does Montauk Ag Renewables have a viable hog waste disposal process as it claims, https://ncpolicywatch.com/2022/04/05/renewables-company-could-transform-how-millions-of-tons-of-hog-waste-are-managed-in-nc/?



I support strengthening the requirements and protective measures needed in the Certified Animal Waste Management Plan to ensure less harm to the environment and nearby communities. Use clean, safe technology to dispose animal waste. Support smaller, sustainable farms that are independent from harmful corporate practices. A sustainable and equitable future is a demand we must make now to lessen chronic harm to our natural resources and human health.



Thank you for the opportunity to provide public input on the digester systems general permits.



Jeannie Ambrose

Chatham County
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Dr. Ravella,
 
Please find attached comments on DEQ’s draft farm digester general permit. The Southern
Environmental Law Center submits these comments on behalf of over a dozen impacted community
groups and conservation organizations in the state, including the Duplin County Branch of the North
Carolina Conference of the NAACP, North Carolina Poor People’s Campaign, Cape Fear River Watch,
Environmental Justice Community Action Network (EJCAN), North Carolina Conservation Network,
CleanAIRE NC, Waterkeeper Alliance, North Carolina Sierra Club, Sound Rivers, Yadkin Riverkeeper,
Coastal Carolina Riverwatch, Toxic Free NC, Clean Water for NC, Center for Biological Diversity,
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom of the Triangle, Appalachian Voices, and
Vermont Law School Environmental Justice Clinic. 
 
All attachments can be found at this link, which will remain active for a month:
https://southernenvironment.sharefile.com/d-s16fba06702ec4b6d91106bd068e41c30.  I am also
mailing a hard copy of the comments along with a USB with all attachments to the mailing address
provided in the public notice. 
 
Thank you in advance for your consideration of these comments.  Please be in touch with me if you
have any questions or want to discuss these comments further.
 
Sincerely,
 
Blakely E. Hildebrand (she/her)
Senior Attorney
 
Southern Environmental Law Center
601 West Rosemary Street, Suite 220
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
 
Office (919) 967-1450
Direct (919) 391-5153
Fax (919) 929-9421
 
southernenvironment.org
 
This electronic message and any attached files are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the
addressee(s) named above.  This communication may contain material protected by the attorney-client,
work product, or other privileges.
 
Please consider the environment before printing this email.
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May 2, 2022 
Via email and U.S. Postal Service 
Ramesh Ravella  
Animal Feeding Operations  
NC Division of Water Resources 
1636 Mail Service Center  
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1636 
PublicCommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov  
 


Re: Comments on 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000) 


Dear Dr. Ravella, 


The Southern Environmental Law Center (“SELC”) submits these comments on behalf of 


the Duplin County Branch of the North Carolina Conference of the NAACP, North Carolina 


Poor People’s Campaign, Cape Fear River Watch, Environmental Justice Community Action 


Network (EJCAN), North Carolina Conservation Network, CleanAIRE NC, Waterkeeper 


Alliance, North Carolina Sierra Club, Sound Rivers, Yadkin Riverkeeper, Coastal Carolina 


Riverwatch, Toxic Free NC, Clean Water for NC, Center for Biological Diversity, Women's 


International League for Peace and Freedom of the Triangle, Appalachian Voices, and Vermont 


Law School Environmental Justice Clinic on the draft swine digester system general permit 


(“Draft Permit,” “Biogas General Permit” when finalized) issued by the North Carolina 


Department of Environmental Quality (“DEQ”) Division of Water Resources.  The undersigned 


urge DEQ not issue the Draft Permit as currently written.1  The Draft Permit is not protective of 


the people and environment of North Carolina and does not comply with state and federal law.  


DEQ must revise the Draft Permit to require readily accessible, safe waste management systems 


and robust water quality monitoring, and to ensure that pollution authorized by the Biogas 


 
1 The undersigned also adopt and incorporate the preliminary comments submitted to DEQ by SELC on December 
17, 2021.  Letter from Blakely Hildebrand, SELC, to Ramesh Ravella, N.C. Dep’t of Env’t Quality (Dec. 17, 2021) 
(Attachment 1). 
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General Permit does not disproportionately harm Black, Latino, and Native American North 


Carolinians.  


For decades, frontline communities, environmental advocates, scientists, courts,2 federal 


agencies,3 the local and national press,4 and even DEQ’s own Environmental Justice and Equity 


Advisory Board,5 have come forward with evidence that the lagoon and sprayfield system—an 


animal waste management system that involves storing untreated hog urine and feces in open 


cesspits and then spraying it on fields—degrades rivers and streams,6 contaminates groundwater7 


 
2 McKiver v. Murphy-Brown, LLC, 980 F.3d 937 (4th Cir. 2020). 
3 Letter from Lilian Dorka, EPA, to William G. Ross, N.C. Dep’t of Env’t Quality, Letter of Concern (Jan. 12, 2017) 
[hereinafter ECRCO Letter of Concern], https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2018-
05/documents/letter_of_concern_to_william_g_ross_nc_deq_re_admin_complaint_11r-14-r4_.pdf (expressing 
“deep concern about the possibility that African Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans have been subject to 
discrimination as the result of NC DEQ’s operation of the Swine Waste General Permit program”) (Attachment 2). 
This letter of concern was sent in response to a civil rights complaint filed by the North Carolina Environmental 
Justice Network, Rural Empowerment Association for Community Help, and Waterkeeper Alliance.  See Letter 
from Marianne Engleman Lado, Earthjustice, to Gina McCarthy, EPA (Sept. 3, 2014), 
https://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/files/North-Carolina-EJ-Network-et-al-Complaint-under-Title-VI.pdf.    
4 Barry Yeoman, ‘It Smells Like a Decomposing Body’: North Carolina’s Polluting Pig Farms, GUARDIAN (Aug. 
27, 2019), https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/aug/27/it-smells-like-a-decomposing-body-north-
carolinas-polluting-pig-farms; Jamie Berger, How Black North Carolinians Pay the Price for the World’s Cheap 
Bacon, VOX (Apr. 1, 2022), https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/23003487/north-carolina-hog-pork-bacon-farms-
environmental-racism-black-residents-pollution-meat-industry; Melba Newsome, Unchecked Growth of Industrial 
Animal Farms Spurs Long Fight for Environmental Justice in Eastern NC, NC HEALTH NEWS (Oct. 20, 2021), 
https://www.northcarolinahealthnews.org/2021/10/20/environmental-justice-and-industrial-farming-in-eastern-nc/; 
Kendra Pierre-Louis, Lagoons of Pig Waste are Overflowing After Florence. Yes, That’s as Nasty as it Sounds, N.Y. 
TIMES (Sept. 19, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/19/climate/florence-hog-farms.html; Aman Azhar, 
Video: Aerial Detectives Dive Deep into North Carolina’s Hog and Poultry Waste Problem, INSIDE CLIMATE NEWS 
(Jan. 9, 2022), https://insideclimatenews.org/news/09012022/video-aerial-detectives-dive-deep-into-north-carolinas-
hog-and-poultry-waste-problem/.  
5 Letter from N.C. Env’t Just. Equity Advisory Bd. to Sec’y Elizabeth Biser, N.C. Dep’t of Env’t Quality (Oct. 22, 
2021) [hereinafter October EJEAB Letter], https://deq.nc.gov/media/25052/open (Attachment 3); Letter from N.C. 
Env’t Just. Advisory Bd. to Sec’y Elizabeth Biser, N.C. Dep’t of Env’t Quality (Aug. 26, 2021) [hereinafter August 
EJEAB Letter], https://deq.nc.gov/media/21307/download (Attachment 4).  
6 Colleen N. Brown et al., Tracing Nutrient Pollution from Industrialized Animal Production in a Large Coastal 
Watershed, 192 ENV’T MONITORING & ASSESSMENT 515, Jan. 2020, at 1 (tracing nutrient pollution in the Cape Fear 
River Basin from hog waste all the way to the Cape Fear estuary near Wilmington, NC) (Attachment 5); Michael A. 
Mallin & Lawrence B. Cahoon, Industrialized Animal Production — A Major Source of Nutrient and Microbial 
Pollution to Aquatic Ecosystems, 24 POPULATION & ENV’T 369 (2003) (describing the impact of nutrient pollution 
from swine and poultry waste on water quality on vulnerable surface waters of the Cape Fear Watershed) 
(Attachment 6).   
7 See JoAnn Burkholder et al., Impacts of Waste from Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations on Water Quality, 115 
ENV’T HEALTH PERSPS. 308, 308–09 (2007), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1817674/pdf/ehp0115-
000308.pdf (Attachment 7); STEPHEN L. HARDEN, U.S. DEP’T OF THE INTERIOR, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURV., SURFACE-
WATER QUALITY IN AGRICULTURAL WATERSHEDS OF THE NORTH CAROLINA COASTAL PLAIN ASSOCIATED WITH 
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and drinking water wells,8 poisons the air,9 and destroys quality of life for nearby families, a 


disproportionate share of whom are Black, Latino, and Native American.10  Just last year, the 


National Academy of Sciences published a study attributing 178 premature deaths every year to 


fine particulate pollution caused, in part, by ammonia emissions from hog operations in Sampson 


County and Duplin County alone.11  Before that, in 2018, researchers at Duke University 


Medical School published an epidemiological study finding significantly increased mortality and 


illness rates in communities near hog operations.12  The human and environmental costs of 


maintaining the status quo are staggering. 


 
CONCENTRATED ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS 2–4 (2015), https://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2015/5080/pdf/sir2015-
5080.pdf (Attachment 8); R. L. Huffman, Seepage Evaluation of Older Swine Lagoons in North Carolina, 47 
TRANSACTIONS AM. SOC’Y AGRIC. ENG’RS 1507, 1511 (2004) (Attachment 9). 
8 MELVA OKUN, HUMAN HEALTH ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH THE HOG INDUSTRY 15 (1999), 
https://archives.bape.gouv.qc.ca/sections/mandats/prod-porcine/documents/SANTE5.pdf (noting that up to 9.4 
percent of drinking water wells sampled at residences located near intensive livestock operations exceeded the EPA 
drinking water standard for nitrate) (Attachment 10); KENNETH RUDO, N.C. DEP’T OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERV., 
GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION OF PRIVATE DRINKING WELL WATER BY NITRATES ADJACENT TO INTENSIVE 


LIVESTOCK OPERATIONS (ILOS) (1999) (concluding that the percentage of contaminated wells adjacent to intensive 
livestock operations was approximately three times the statewide average) (Attachment 11); Rev. Jimmy Melvin, 
Minister: Hog Operations Have Harmed Sampson-Duplin Church, but NC Legislators Have Turned Deaf Ear, 
FAYETTEVILLE OBSERVER (June 25, 2021) [hereinafter Melvin Letter], 
https://www.fayobserver.com/story/opinion/2021/06/25/minister-hog-operations-have-harmed-sampson-duplin-
church-but-nc-legislators-have-turned-deaf-ear/5332715001/; see Steve Wing et al., Environmental Injustice in 
North Carolina’s Hog Industry, 108 ENV’T HEALTH PERSPS. 225, 225 (2000), 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1637958/pdf/envhper00304-0081.pdf (finding hog operations are 
located disproportionately in communities with higher dependence on wells for household water supply) 
(Attachment 12). 
9 Sarah Kaplan, Air Pollution from Farms Leads to 17,900 U.S. Deaths per Year, Study Finds, WASH. POST (May 
10, 2021), https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2021/05/10/farm-pollution-deaths/; Nina G.G. 
Domingo et al., Air Quality-Related Health Damages of Food, 118 PROCS. NAT’L ACAD. SCIS., 2021, at 1, 
https://www.pnas.org/content/118/20/e2013637118 (Attachment 13); IOWA STATE UNIV., IOWA CONCENTRATED 


ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS AIR QUALITY STUDY: FINAL REPORT 123–24 (2002), 
https://www.iowadnr.gov/Portals/idnr/uploads/air/environment/afo/Iowa%20CAFO%20Air%20Quality%20study.pd
f (discussing ammonia emissions from hog operations and associated public health impacts) (Attachment 14).   
10 Julia Kravchenko et al., Mortality and Health Outcomes in North Carolina Communities Located in 
Close Proximity to Hog Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations, 79 N.C. MED. J. 278, 278 (2018), 
https://doi.org/10.18043/ncm.79.5.278 (documenting physical and mental health risks in communities near industrial 
hog operations) (Attachment 15); ECRCO Letter of Concern, supra note 3, at 3–4 (describing “the loss of 
community that has occurred since industrial hog farms began operating” and physical, mental, and emotional 
impacts upon residents).   
11 Nina G.G. Domingo et al., County Level Data (listing county-level data from 2021 study) (Attachment 16); see 
also Domingo et al., supra note 9.  
12 Kravchenko et al., supra note 10, at 278 (finding higher mortality rates for people living near industrial hog 
operations). 
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Nevertheless, faced with yet another opportunity to address the problem, DEQ has again 


chosen to protect the hog industry and its profits at the cost of North Carolina’s most vulnerable 


waterways13 and overburdened communities.14  As written, the Draft Permit endorses the dirty, 


deadly lagoon and sprayfield system and authorizes industrial hog operations to produce biogas 


in an irresponsible, unsafe manner that worsens pollution when cleaner, more protective 


solutions are available.  DEQ has ignored feedback from impacted communities15 and failed to 


implement even a single substantive recommendation made by its own Environmental Justice 


and Equity Advisory Board.16 


The Draft Permit will apply to currently permitted industrial hog operations who seek to 


modify their existing animal waste management systems to add anaerobic digesters (“digesters”) 


to produce biogas.  Currently, only 17 industrial swine operations have digesters as a component 


of their animal waste management systems17—the Draft Permit would allow over 2,000 


additional hog operations to construct and operate digesters as a component of their existing 


waste management systems.18  Given the scale of this undertaking and the increased 


 
13 NOAA FISHERIES, COMMUNITY BENEFITS OF CONSERVING THE CAPE FEAR RIVER BASIN, 
https://onslow.ces.ncsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/CapeFear-final.pdf?fwd=no (last visited Apr. 19, 2022); 
JOHN HADLEY, N.C. DEP’T OF ENV’T & NAT. RES., AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF RECREATIONAL AND COMMERCIAL 


FISHERIES OCCURRING IN THE MIDDLE AND LOWER CAPE FEAR RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA 1 (2015), 
https://digital.ncdcr.gov/digital/api/collection/p16062coll9/id/252966/page/0/inline/p16062coll9_252966_0. 
14 See Wing et al., supra note 8, at 229–30; see also id. at 225 (“Hog operations are approximately 5 times as 
common in the highest three quintiles of the percentage nonwhite population as compared to the lowest, adjusted for 
population density. The excess of hog operations is greatest in areas with both high poverty and high percentage 
nonwhites. Operations run by corporate integrators are more concentrated in poor and nonwhite areas than are 
operations run by independent growers.”). 
15 None of the substantive recommendations made by community members during DEQ’s stakeholder meetings 
have made it into the Draft Permit. See N.C. Dep’t Env’t Quality, Technical Stakeholder Working Group Meeting 
Summary – Fall 2021, https://deq.nc.gov/media/26431/download?attachment (last visited Apr. 26, 2022) 
(Attachment 17). 
16 October EJEAB Letter, supra note 5, at 4. 
17 N.C. DEP’T OF ENV’T QUALITY, DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE REPORT: BIOGAS DIGESTER GENERAL PERMIT 


DEVELOPMENT 6 (Feb. 2, 2022) [hereinafter DEQ Draft EJ Report], https://deq.nc.gov/media/27116/download?attachment 
(Attachment 18).  
18 2022 Digester System General Permits, N.C. DEP’T OF ENV’T QUALITY, https://deq.nc.gov/digesterpermits (last 
visited Apr. 19, 2022). 
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environmental and public health burden these permits will create for nearby families, it is 


especially critical that DEQ fulfill its statutory responsibility to protect the state’s natural 


resources “in the best interest of all its citizens.”19   


 Instead, the Draft Permit would authorize hog operations to double down on the lagoon 


and sprayfield system and use it to store and dispose of the waste leftover from digesters 


(“digester waste”), which has even greater potential to pollute than hog waste from a 


conventional lagoon and sprayfield system (“conventional hog waste”).  Digester waste emits 


more ammonia (NH3) and has a greater potential to seep into groundwater or runoff into surface 


water than conventional hog waste.20  The Draft Permit allows hog operations to store this more 


polluting digester waste in open-air lagoons and then spray the remaining waste on nearby fields, 


where the more mobile pollutants infiltrate the soil and contaminate groundwater or runoff into 


nearby streams.21  In sum, DWR’s Draft Permit authorizes hog operations to pollute even more 


than before.  This is a step in the wrong direction which will increase the already heavy burden 


that the hog industry imposes on rural North Carolinians, particularly Black, Latino, and Native 


American communities.  


Moreover, biogas production is not a climate change solution.  Digesters generate more 


methane than conventional lagoons, and open secondary lagoons storing digester waste are a 


significant source of greenhouse gas emissions; on-site or off-site venting and flaring of biogas 


emits greenhouse gases and other pollutants; biogas sales rely on destructive fossil fuel 


infrastructure that harms the environment and leaks methane; and biogas-derived “natural gas” 


can displace less expensive, less carbon-intensive generations sources.  When the entire life 


 
19 N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-211(a) (emphasis added). 
20 See infra Part (I)(C). 
21 Id.  
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cycle is taken into account, biogas can unintentionally increase greenhouse gas emissions 


relative to the status quo.22  The Draft Permit exacerbates this risk by allowing hog operations to  


store digester waste in open lagoons where it emits methane, nitrous oxide, and ammonia; use 


high-pressure sprayers to land-apply digestate rather than injection or other methods that 


minimize emissions; and vent and flare biogas on-site without any limitations.23  Multiple studies 


have found that managing digester waste in this irresponsible way has potential to dramatically 


reduce, if not completely eliminate, any climate benefits achieved from biogas.24   


DEQ must do more to protect the people and environment of North Carolina.  To come 


into compliance with state and federal law, DEQ should revise the Draft Permit to include 


conditions requiring permittees to: 


 Use the “practicable waste treatment and disposal alternative with the least adverse 


impact on the environment” as mandated by North Carolina General Statute Section 143-


215.1(b)(2); 


 Demonstrate that pollution from the facility will not contribute to the “violation of water 


quality standards due to the cumulative effects of [DEQ’s] permit decisions,” N.C. Gen. 


Stat. § 143-215.1(b)(2); 


 Commit to utilizing the biogas they produce on-site or selling it, rather than venting or 


flaring the biogas; 


 Apply for coverage under an individual permit when the hog operation is sited in a 100-


year flood plain, near an impaired waterway, near a drinking water well, or has a record 


of permit violations; 


 
22 See infra Part (I)(D). 
23 Id. 
24 Id.  
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 Apply for an individual permit if DEQ determines that pollution from the facility will 


disproportionately harm communities protected by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act; and 


 Conduct additional monitoring, including surface water monitoring, groundwater 


monitoring for all permittees (not just those with waste-holding structures or lagoons in 


the 100-year flood zone) soil sampling, expanded influent and effluent testing, air quality 


monitoring, and an explicit requirement that the results of this monitoring be incorporated 


into the permittee’s Certified Animal Waste Management Plans (“CAWMP”). 


The undersigned further urge DEQ to: 


 Establish a framework for analyzing cumulative effects and determining whether 


permitting additional hog operations would result in a violation of state water quality 


standards; and 


 Explore options for a centralized air monitoring program to monitor and report air 


emissions data near hog operations covered under the Biogas General Permit. 


These recommendations are consistent with the recommendations made by the DEQ 


Environmental Justice and Equity Advisory Board in October 2021.25   


All North Carolinians are entitled to clean air, clean water, and a livable climate.  For too 


long, DEQ has allowed the hog industry’s use of the lagoon and sprayfield system to pollute the 


environment and impinge upon these fundamental rights, and issuance of the Biogas General 


Permit as written would only make things worse.  For all the reasons discussed above, the 


undersigned respectfully request that DWR not issue the Draft Permit as written and adopt the 


recommendations outlined here.   


 
25 See October EJEAB Letter, supra note 5, at 4.  
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I. Factual Background 


The North Carolina General Assembly’s 2021 Farm Act directed DWR to develop a 


Biogas General Permit for existing animal feeding operations that intend to build and operate a 


digester system.26  Once the Draft Permit is finalized, any of the state’s 2,000 existing hog 


operations can apply for a Certificate of Coverage (“COC”) under the Biogas General Permit to 


modify their existing animal waste management systems to install and operate digesters and 


other equipment and produce biogas.  


The lagoon and sprayfield systems used by the vast majority of these 2,000 hog 


operations have wreaked havoc on water quality, air quality, and human health and well-being 


for decades.  The disproportionate impact of the lagoon and sprayfield system on Black, Latino, 


and Native American communities is well documented27; this is a substantial and long-standing 


environmental injustice in North Carolina.  DEQ’s Swine Waste General Permit program, which 


has continued to authorize use of the lagoon and sprayfield system, has been specifically 


identified as the cause of this injustice.  In January 2017, the United States Environmental 


Protection Agency’s External Civil Right Compliance Office issued a Letter of Concern to DEQ 


expressing “deep concern about the possibility that African Americans, Latinos, and Native 


Americans have been subjected to discrimination as the result of NC DEQ’s operation of the 


Swine Waste General Permit program, including the 2014 renewal of the Swine Waste General 


Permit”28  This new Biogas General Permit would authorize many of the same hog operations 


covered by the 2014 General Permit29 to pollute even more:  the biogas production and digester 


 
26 An Act to Make Various Changes to the Laws Concerning Agriculture and Forestry, 2021 N.C. Sess. Laws 78 § 
11.(a) [hereinafter 2021 Farm Act], https://www.ncleg.gov/Sessions/2021/Bills/Senate/PDF/S605v7.pdf 
(Attachment 19).  These comments will focus primarily on the Draft Permit for swine operations. 
27 See Wing et al., supra note 8, at 255. 
28 ECRCO Letter of Concern, supra note 3, at 1. 
29 The Draft Permit is almost identical to the 2014 swine general permit, with the exception of the groundwater 
monitoring, phosphorus tool, annual reporting, and influent/effluent monitoring requirements. 
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waste disposal methods endorsed by DEQ significantly increase ammonia emissions relative to 


the conventional lagoon and sprayfield system, emits methane and nitrous oxide, and is more 


likely to contaminate groundwater and surface waters when it is sprayed on fields. 


Fortunately, readily-accessible solutions are available that facilitate biogas production 


and mitigate the environmental and public health impacts of managing digester waste.  Waste 


management systems that reduce ammonia emissions from lagoons and decrease nitrogen, 


phosphorus, and pathogen levels in digester waste are in use on hog operations throughout the 


United States and the rest of the world.  Many of these less-polluting systems were developed 


and tested on North Carolina hog operations, making them well-suited to the kinds of facilities 


covered by the Biogas General Permit.  If managed appropriately, digester waste can be 


processed into a valuable concentrated fertilizer and additional source of income, rather than 


foul-smelling, pollutant-laden sewage.  Biogas production does not need to come at the cost of 


North Carolina’s communities and environment.   


A. Industrial Hog Production Transformed Eastern North Carolina 


North Carolina is the second-largest pork producer in the United States.30  According to 


the most recent Census of Agriculture, there are currently approximately 8 million hogs housed 


at over 2,000 industrial hog operations in North Carolina.31  The state’s hog industry began 


growing rapidly in the 1980s and 1990s,32 when it started shifting away from the traditional 


 
30 Agricultural and Resource Economics: Swine, N.C. STATE UNIV., https://cals.ncsu.edu/are-extension/animal-
agriculture/swine/ (last visited Apr. 19, 2022).  
31 Quick Stats, USDA, NAT’L AGRIC. STATS. SERV., https://quickstats.nass.usda.gov/#6D9024D3-45BC-
3F9CAFBC-E5725EA69F09 (filter by “census” “animals&products” “livestock” “hogs” “inventory” “state” “North 
Carolina” “2021”) (last visited Mar. 2, 2022); N.C. Dep’t of Env’t Quality, Permit Animal Facilities – 4-1-2020, 
https://deq.nc.gov/permitted-animal-facilities-4-1-2020/download (last visited Apr. 19, 2022).  
32 In 1982, more than 11,000 hog farms raised approximately 2 million animals in North Carolina. U.S. DEP’T OF 


COM., BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, 1982 CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE: NORTH CAROLINA 29 tbl.44 (1984), 
https://agcensus.library.cornell.edu/wp-content/uploads/1982-North_Carolina-1982-01-full.pdf. By 1997, there were 
approximately 2,900 hog farms and the state’s hog population had ballooned to nearly 10 million. USDA, 1997 
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model of small, diversified family farms and towards massive, vertically-integrated operations 


owned by or contracting with large corporations that are primarily engaged in swine 


production.33  From 1997 to 2007 the average size of hog operations in the coastal plain of North 


Carolina grew by over 45 percent.34 


  During this period of significant transformation, the industry also regionally concentrated 


production.  In 1982, with one exception, every county in North Carolina had a commercial hog 


operation; by 1997, 95 percent of hog operations were located in the eastern counties of the 


coastal plain.35  Today the overwhelming majority of these operations continue to be located in 


and around Black, Latino, and Native American communities36 living in the low-lying, flood-


 
CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE: NORTH CAROLINA 34 tbl.31 (1999), https://agcensus.library.cornell.edu/wp-
content/uploads/1997-North_Carolina-1997-01-full-1.pdf.  Much of the animal inventory increase occurred from 
1991–1997, during which the “inventory of swine in the state of North Carolina increased by approximately 300 
[percent].” C.M. Williams, Future of Manure Management in North Carolina, 50TH ANN. N.C. PORK CONF. (2006), 
https://projects.ncsu.edu/project/swine_extension/ncporkconf/2006/generalsessions/williams.htm.  
33 In 1982, more than 57 percent of farms in North Carolina produced fewer than 25 pigs each year, and only 4 
percent produced more than 1,000. U.S. DEP’T OF COM., BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, 1982 CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE, 
supra note 32, at 17 tbl.32. Between 1987 and 1992, North Carolina’s inventory of hogs rose from sixths to second 
in the United States. WILLIAM D. MCBRIDE & NIGEL KEY, USDA, U.S. HOG PRODUCTION FROM 1992 TO 2009: 
TECHNOLOGY, RESTRUCTURING, AND PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH 15 (2013), 
https://www.ers.usda.gov/webdocs/publications/45148/40364_err158.pdf. In 1997, less than 32 percent of 
operations in the state produced fewer than 25 pigs annually, and 49 percent produced more than 1,000. USDA, 
1997 CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE, supra note 32, at 32 tbl.31.  
34 EPA, LITERATURE REVIEW OF CONTAMINANTS IN LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY MANURE AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 


WATER QUALITY 5 (2013), 
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyNET.exe/P100H2NI.txt?ZyActionD=ZyDocument&Client=EPA&Index=2011%20Thru%20
2015&Docs=&Query=&Time=&EndTime=&SearchMethod=1&TocRestrict=n&Toc=&TocEntry=&QField=&QFieldY
ear=&QFieldMonth=&QFieldDay=&UseQField=&IntQFieldOp=0&ExtQFieldOp=0&XmlQuery=&File=D%3A%5CZ
YFILES%5CINDEX%20DATA%5C11THRU15%5CTXT%5C00000008%5CP100H2NI.txt&User=ANONYMOUS&
Password=anonymous&SortMethod=h%7C-
&MaximumDocuments=1&FuzzyDegree=0&ImageQuality=r75g8/r75g8/x150y150g16/i425&Display=hpfr&DefSeekPa
ge=x&SearchBack=ZyActionL&Back=ZyActionS&BackDesc=Results%20page&MaximumPages=1&ZyEntry=1.  
35 Wendee Nicole, CAFOs and Environmental Justice: The Case of North Carolina, 121 ENV’T HEALTH 
PERSPS. A 182, A 185–86 (2013), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3672924/pdf/ehp.121-a182.pdf. 
This concentration persisted into this century. An analysis conducted by Environmental Working Group and 
Waterkeeper Alliance showed that the 47 counties in the North Carolina’s coastal plain are home to 96 percent of the hog 
operations in North Carolina. Exposing Fields of Filth: After Hurricane, First Detailed Look at Flooding of Feces-Laden 
N.C. Factory Farms, ENV’T WORKING GRP. (Nov. 4, 2016), https://www.ewg.org/research/exposing-fields-filth.  
36 Wing et al., supra note 8, at 225. 
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prone coastal plains of eastern North Carolina.37  Duplin and Sampson counties are the top two 


hog producing counties in the United States, despite the fact that Iowa outproduces North 


Carolina by three-to-one.38   


As the industry consolidated and concentrated, so too did the waste generated by 


confined hogs.  Hog operations in North Carolina produce billions of gallons of waste per year.39   


To dispose of this enormous amount of waste, the vast majority of hog operations in North 


Carolina rely on cheap, dirty waste storage and disposal system known as the lagoon and 


sprayfield system.  Instead of allowing carbon present in hog manure to naturally decompose in 


fields—forming carbon dioxide (CO2) and gradually releasing nutrients under aerobic 


conditions—the lagoon and sprayfield system uses water to “flush” the waste into lagoons.  The 


mixture of water and waste creates anaerobic conditions, which produce methane (CH4), a 


greenhouse gas that is far more potent than carbon dioxide.40  The open lagoons also emit large 


quantities of ammonia (NH3).41  The remaining liquid waste is then sprayed on nearby fields, 


 
37 See DWR Animal Operations Permits, N.C. DEP’T OF ENV’T QUALITY, 
https://ncdenr.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=85ae6392d0e94010a305eedf06e3f288 (last 
visited Apr. 19, 2022) (showing, via GIS mapping, that overwhelming majority of permitted hog operations are in 
the coastal plain region of North Carolina).   
38 SOREN RUNDQUIST & DON CARR, UNDER THE RADAR: NEW DATA REVEALS N.C. REGULATORS IGNORE DECADE-
LONG EXPLOSION OF POULTRY CAFOS 3 (2019) https://www.ewg.org/sites/default/files/u352/EWG_NC-
CAFO_Report_C05.pdf?_ga=2.183218982.1871371914.1643903681-234045606.1643732578.   
39 Id.  
40 Basic Information about Anaerobic Digestion (AD), U.S. EPA, https://www.epa.gov/anaerobic-digestion/basic-
information-about-anaerobic-digestion-ad (last updated Sept. 7, 2021). 
41 Viney P. Aneja et al., Characterizing Ammonia Emissions from Swine Farms in Eastern North Carolina: Part 2—
Potential Environmentally Superior Technologies for Waste Treatment, 58 J. AIR & WASTE MGMT. 1145, 1152–55 
(2008) [hereinafter Aneja et al. 2008 Part 2] (showing higher ammonia emissions from swine operation that utilized 
open hog lagoon) (Attachment 20); Viney P. Aneja, Summary of Expert Opinion Compiled by Dr. Viney P. Aneja, 
PhD 1 (Sept. 3, 2021) [hereinafter Aneja Expert Report] (providing summary analysis of increased ammonia 
emissions created by digesters on four individually permitted industrial hog operations) (Attachment 21); John T. 
Walker et al., Atmospheric Transport and Wet Deposition of Ammonia in North Carolina, 34 ATMOSPHERIC ENV’T 
3407, 3416 (2000) (correlating increased ammonia emissions with the increased in the number of local swine 
operations) (Attachment 22); see Burkholder et al., supra note 7, at 309 (“Inorganic N forms are added to the 
atmosphere during spray practices, and both ammonia and phosphate can also adsorb to fine particles (dust) that can 
be airborne . . . . [A] significant proportion of the total ammonium from uncovered swine effluent lagoons and 
effluent spraying . . . reenters surface waters as local precipitation or through dry fallout.”). 
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usually using high-pressure sprayers, emitting more ammonia.42  When the nitrogen- and 


phosphorus-rich liquid waste hits the ground, some of it is absorbed by plants.  The rest of the 


nitrogen and phosphorus stays in the soil, infiltrates the soil and contaminates groundwater, or 


runs off into nearby surface waters.43  Even when operators only spray as much waste as the 


crops can absorb, which is referred to as the agronomic rate, pollutants in the waste can reach 


rivers and streams through leaching and runoff.44  


B. The Lagoon and Sprayfield System Degrades Water and Air Quality and 
Threatens Human Health  


The lagoon and sprayfield system is extremely harmful to the environment and human 


health and wellbeing.  The system pollutes our waterways, causing fish kills and algal blooms, 


threatens drinking water resources,45 and causes people living nearby to get sick and die at higher 


rates from common illnesses than people living farther away.46  This system also diminishes 


quality of life for locals by causing noxious odors, and attracting swarms of flies and buzzards, 


among other nuisances.47   


 
42 Walker et al., supra note 41, at 3415, 3417; Michael Mallin et al., Industrial Swine and Poultry Production 
Causes Chronic Nutrient and Fecal Microbial Stream Pollution, 226 J. WATER AIR SOIL POLLUTION, no. 12, 2015, 
1, 8–11 [hereinafter Mallin et al. 2015], 
https://uncw.edu/cms/aelab/reports%20and%20publications/2015/mallin%20et%20al%202015%20cafo%20pollutio 
n%20wasp.pdf (Attachment 23); Burkholder et al., supra note 7, at 309. 
43 Mallin et al. 2015, supra note 42, at 8; Brown et al., supra note 6, at 15–16; Burkholder et al., supra note 7, at 308. 
44 See Burkholder et al., supra note 7, at 308–09; HARDEN, supra note 7, at 2–4; Mallin et al. 2015, supra note 42, at 
8–11 (documenting pollution from a watershed with a high concentration of industrial hog operations and noting 
elevated levels of many pollutants, including nutrients and fecal bacteria, among others). 
45 See Burkholder et al., supra note 7, at 309 (describing impacts on aquatic species); RUDO, supra note 8, at 414-
415 (describing nitrate contamination of private wells in Robeson, Duplin, Johnston, and Lenoir counties and 
identifying hog operations as being responsible for some of the contamination). 
46 See Kravchenko et al., supra note 10, at 284-86; see id. at 278 (“North Carolina communities located near hog 
CAFOs had higher all-cause and infant mortality, mortality due to anemia, kidney disease, tuberculosis, septicemia, 
and higher hospital admissions/ED visits of [low birth weight] infants”). 
47 See ECRCO Letter of Concern, supra note 3, at 1, 5. 
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1. The lagoon and sprayfield system devastates North Carolina’s 
environment 


The lagoon and sprayfield system has well-documented impacts on surface water, 


groundwater, and air quality.  The Biogas General Permit endorses a waste management system 


that will continue this legacy of pollution and make ammonia pollution from hog operations even 


worse. 


A mountain of evidence, including DEQ’s own sampling data and water quality analyses, 


shows that hog operations pollute waterways.48  Research published in 2020 confirmed this fact: 


utilizing isotopes to mark phosphorus and nitrogen, researchers traced nutrient pollution from 


upstream swine operations all the way to the Cape Fear estuary near Wilmington.49  The study 


documents increased isotopic nitrogen in waterways corresponding with the beginning of 


spraying season.50  As noted by the study “[e]levated nitrogen concentrations and isotopic 


signatures characteristic of swine effluent have entered surface waters throughout the Cape Fear 


River watershed.”51  The study also noted that the widespread nature of the observed nutrient 


pollution likely goes far beyond the fourteen existing discharge permit-holding operations, 


suggesting the need for stronger enforcement generally.52   


 Despite these well-documented environmental impacts, the Biogas General Permit and 


others like it are categorized as “non-discharge” permits, meaning they prohibit “discharge[s] to 


surface waters of the state” by permittees.53  But it is well-established that hog waste pollutes the 


environment in at least four primary ways: (1) runoff of pollutants from sprayfields; (2) leaching 


 
48 See, e.g., Cape Fear River Animal Feeding Operations Monitoring Study: Preliminary Report N.C. DEP’T ENV’T 


QUALITY (May 4, 2020) [hereinafter “Stocking Head Creek Study”] (Attachment 24). 
49 Brown et. al., supra note 6, at 15–16.   
50 See id. 14–16; see also id. at fig. 7.  
51 Id. at 15.  
52 Id. 
53 North Carolina Env’t Mgmt. Comm’n, Dep’t of Env’t Quality, Swine Farm Digester Waste Management System 
General Permit 1, 2 (2022) [hereinafter Draft Swine Digester General Permit], https://deq.nc.gov/media/27073/open.  
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of pollutants into groundwater from lagoons and sprayfields; (3) atmospheric emission and 


deposition of ammonia from barns, lagoons, and spraying; and (4) spills from lagoons and 


flooding of sprayfields due to weather or other failures.  


For example, hog operations are ostensibly required to limit waste application to no more 


than the agronomic rate, which is the rate at which plants can absorb certain nutrients, including 


nitrogen and phosphorus.  When waste is applied in excess of agronomic rates, plants cannot 


absorb the excess pollutants, so these pollutants infiltrate into groundwater or runoff directly into 


surface waters.54  Unfortunately, North Carolina’s agronomic rate applies exclusively to 


nitrogen, allowing hog operations to apply phosphorus and heavy metals at high concentrations 


without any consequences.   


Even for nitrogen, substantial evidence indicates that the state’s agronomic rates 


requirement is inadequate to protect local water quality.  Numerous studies have shown that hog 


operations routinely apply more waste to fields than can be absorbed,55 leading to excessive 


nitrogen and phosphorus in soils, groundwater, and surface water.56  But even when operators 


spray at the agronomic rate, pollutants in the waste often still reach rivers and streams through 


leaching and runoff.57  Eastern North Carolina’s high water table and sandy soil composition 


make the region particularly vulnerable to pollutants leaching into groundwater.58   


 
54 See Burkholder et al., supra note 7, at 308–09; HARDEN, supra note 7, at 2–4; see also Mallin et al. 2015, supra 
note 42, at 8–11.  
55 See, e.g., J.C. BARKER & J.P. ZUBLENA, LIVESTOCK MANURE NUTRIENT ASSESSMENT IN NORTH CAROLINA, 
(1996), http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.532.5169&rep=rep1&type=pdf (Attachment 25); 
ROBERT L. KELLOG ET AL., USDA, MANURE NUTRIENTS RELATIVE TO CAPACITY OF CROPLAND AND PASTURELAND 


TO ASSIMILATE NUTRIENTS: SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL TRENDS FOR THE UNITED STATES, 74–75 (2000), 
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs143_012133.pdf. 
56 Mallin & Cahoon, supra note 6, at 375.  
57 See Burkholder et al., supra note 7, 308–09; HARDEN, supra note 7, at 2–4; see also Mallin et al. 2015, supra note 
42, at 8–11. 
58 See Burkholder et al., supra note 7, at 309; Brown et al., supra note 6, at 3; Mallin et al. 2015, supra note 42, at 2, 
10. 
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Making matters worse, operators often pump down the liquid in lagoons ahead of major 


rainfall events to reduce the risk of lagoon overflows.59  The result of this is that during and after 


these heavy rain events, the land is often oversaturated and the sprayed hog waste runs off the 


field onto neighboring properties and streams.60  Combined, the conditions on the ground in 


coastal North Carolina and the unsafe practices relied upon by hog operators all but guarantee 


contamination of local surface water and groundwater by pollutants from hog waste.  


In the 1990s, researchers found that the majority of lagoons studied in North Carolina 


leached pollutants, including fecal bacteria, nitrogen, and phosphorus, into groundwater.61  Many 


of those lagoons remain in operation today. Pollutants that seep through sprayfields’ soil and 


enter groundwater can also migrate through groundwater into nearby surface waters.62  For 


decades, scientists have documented seepage of contaminants from hog waste lagoons into 


nearby surface and groundwater.63   


Lagoon and sprayfield systems also emit ammonia —a harmful form of nitrogen—into 


the atmosphere, impacting local air quality.64  Ammonia emitted by hog operations is transported 


and dispersed by wind and is deposited on land, where it causes soil acidification,65 and in 


 
59 See, e.g., Brown et al., supra note 6, at 15; Wynne Davis, Overflowing Hog Lagoons Raise Environmental 
Concerns in North Carolina, NPR (Sept. 22, 2018), https://www.npr.org/2018/09/22/650698240/hurricane-s-
aftermath-floods-hog-lagoons-in-north-carolina.  
60 Brown et al., supra note 6, at 2; HARDEN, supra note 7, at 26.  
61 See R.L. Huffman & P.W. Westerman, Estimated Seepage Losses from Established Swine Waste Lagoons in the 
Lower Coastal Plain of North Carolina, 38 TRANSACTIONS AM. SOC’Y AGRIC. ENG’RS 449, 453 (1995) 
https://elibrary.asabe.org/abstract.asp?aid=27852. 
62 HARDEN, supra note 7, at 4–5 
63 See, e.g., T.G. CIRAVOLO ET AL., POLLUTANT MOVEMENT TO SHALLOW GROUND WATER TABLES FROM SWINE WASTE 


LAGOON (1977), https://vtechworks.lib.vt.edu/bitstream/handle/10919/46584/WRRC_Bull_100.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y. 
64 Mallin & Cahoon, supra note 6, at 376; Mallin et al. 2015, supra note 42, at 407; Viney P. Aneja et al., 
Characterization of Atmospheric Ammonia Emissions from Swine Waste Storage and Treatment Lagoons, 105 J. 
GEOPHYSICAL RSCH. 11,535, 11,535 (2000) [hereinafter Aneja et al. 2000] (Attachment 26).  
65 Aneja et al. 2000, supra note 64, at 11,535; Viney P. Aneja et al., Characterizing Ammonia Emissions from Swine 
Farms in Eastern North Carolina: Reduction of Emissions from Water-Holding Structures at Two Candidate 
Superior Technologies for Waste Treatment, 42 ATMOSPHERIC ENV’T 3291, 3292 (2008) [hereinafter Aneja et al. 
2008 Part 1] (Attachment 27). 
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surface waters, where it contributes to algae blooms and low-oxygen conditions.66  Multiple 


studies have modeled the dispersion patterns of ammonia from hog operations in Eastern North 


Carolina.67  Industrial hog operations in the Cape Fear River Basin release approximately 46,050 


metric tons of ammonia per year, much of which pollutes rivers, streams, and soils within sixty 


miles of the source.68  When ammonia directly or indirectly deposits into surface waters it causes 


algal blooms and eutrophication.69  These conditions in turn cause hypoxia—low oxygen 


levels—in rivers and streams that alters aquatic ecosystems and harms fish and other species.70  


Ammonia emitted by hog operations affect areas downstream from where the pollutants are 


released, including estuaries which provide nursery grounds71 and habitat for economically 


valuable fish species.72 


 
66 Jennifer Costanza et al., Potential Geographic Distribution of Atmospheric Nitrogen Deposition from Intensive 
Livestock Production in North Carolina, USA, 398 SCI. TOTAL ENV’T, 76, 77, 85 (2008) (Attachment 28); Viney P. 
Aneja et al., Agricultural Ammonia Emissions and Ammonium Concentrations Associated with Aerols and 
Precipitation in the Southeast United States, 108 J. GEOPHYSICAL RSCH. 12-1, 12-1 (2003) [hereinafter Aneja 2003] 
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/2002JD002271 (Attachment 29). 
67 E.g., Walker et al., supra note 41, at 3407; Constanza et al., supra note 66, at 76. 
68 Memorandum from Dr. Michael Mallin, Univ. of N.C.-Wilmington, to N.C. Div. of Water Res. & N.C. Env’t 
Mgmt. Comm’n, Comment on the Proposed Reclassification of the Lower Cape Fear River and Estuary to Class Sc-
Swamp (Sw) Classification at a-106 (Feb. 9, 2015) (Attachment 30); Costanza et al., supra note 66, at 85 
(“According to our analysis, heavy deposition of reduced N occurs in and near the Northeast Cape Fear River.”); 
Walker et al., supra note 41, at 3409 (estimating that hog operations in North Carolina emit 47,679 tons per year of 
ammonia).  
69 Costanza et al., supra note 66, at 77; Viney P. Aneja et al., Atmospheric Nitrogen Compounds II: Emissions, 
Transport, Transformation, Deposition and Assessment, 35 ATMOSPHERIC ENV’t 1903, 1904 (2001) [hereinafter 
Aneja et al. 2001] (Attachment 31). 
70 Costanza et al., supra note 66, at 77. 
71 Primary nursery areas are areas designated by the N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission and that “provide essential 
habitat for the early development of commercially important fish and shellfish.” 15A N.C. ADMIN. CODE 
02B.0202(44); see also Primary Nursery Areas, Maps for Current Rules, N.C. DEP’T OF ENV’T QUALITY, 
https://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/marine-fisheries/rules-proclamations-and-size-and-bag-limits/rules/maps-current-
rules (last visited Apr. 20, 2022).  
72 See N.C. DEP’T ENV’T QUALITY, 2005 CAPE FEAR RIVER BASIN WATER QUALITY PLAN, §§ 27.3.3, 27.3.4 (2005), 
https://files.nc.gov/ncdeq/Water%20Quality/Planning/BPU/BPU/Cape_Fear/Cape%20Fear%20Plans/2006%20Plan/
CPF%202005.pdf; see also Hans Paerl, Assessing and Managing Nutrient-Enhanced Eutrophication in Estuarine 
and Coastal Waters: Interactive Effects of Human and Climatic Perturbations, 26 ECOLOGICAL ENG’G 40, 43 
(2006), http://www.ecowin.org/pdf/documents/Paerl%201.pdf (linking nutrient loading due to agricultural runoff 
and other sources to increased algal blooms and low oxygen conditions and linking these conditions to adverse 
impacts to the estuarine food chain in the Neuse River Estuary). 
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 Lagoons are also prone to structural failures which result in untreated hog waste flooding 


fields, discharging into surface waters, or leaking into the groundwater.  For example, in 2021, a 


Jones County hog operation that had been cited twice for freeboard violations in the previous 


year, spilled 1 million gallons of untreated hog waste into the Trent River after a lagoon 


breached.73  As illustrated by the Jones County spill, lagoons can fail on sunny days, but the risk 


of catastrophic failure skyrockets during severe weather events.  During Hurricane Floyd in 


1999, 26 hog lagoons ruptured and 45 others sustained damage, while at least 30,000 hogs 


drowned.74  As a result, approximately 120,000,000 gallons of untreated hog waste flooded into 


the Cape Fear, Neuse, New, Pamlico, and Tar rivers, contaminating every river basin in the 


eastern part of the state and leaving the soil in area contaminated with a variety of bacteria.75  In 


2016, Hurricane Matthew saw millions of confined chickens and thousands of confined pigs 


drowned in the floodwaters, while vast quantities of animal waste spilled into the state's 


 
73 See Lisa Sorg, Hog Farm that Spilled 1 Million Gallons of Feces, Urine into Waterways had Been Warned of 
Lagoon Problems, N.C. POL’Y WATCH (Jan. 12, 2021), http://www.ncpolicywatch.com/2021/01/12/hog-farm-that-
spilled-1-million-gallons-of-feces-urine-into-waterways-had-been-warned-of-lagoon-problems/.  
74 Jerad D. Bales, Effects of Hurricane Floyd Inland Flooding, September-October 1999, on Tributaries to the 
Pamlico Sound, North Carolina, 26 ESTUARIES 1319, 1324 (2003), https://www.jstor.org/stable/1353406; JERAD D. 
BALES ET AL., U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, TWO MONTHS OF FLOODING IN EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA, SEPTEMBER-
OCTOBER 1999: HYDROLOGIC, WATER QUALITY, AND GEOLOGIC EFFECTS OF HURRICANES DENNIS, FLOYD, AND 


IRENE 22–24  (2000), https://pubs.usgs.gov/wri/2000/4093/report.pdf; see Steve Wing et al., The Potential Impact of 
Flooding on Confined Animal Feeding Operations in Eastern North Carolina, 110 ENV’T HEALTH PERSP. 387, 387 


(2002).  
75 Jeff Tietz, Boss Hog: The Dark Site of America’s Top Pork Producer, ROLLING STONE (Dec. 14, 2006), 
https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/boss-hog-the-dark-side-of-americas-top-pork-producer-68087/; 
Michael J. Casteel et al., Fecal Contamination of Agricultural Soils Before and After Hurricane-Associated 
Flooding in North Carolina, 41 J. ENV’T SCI. & HEALTH, PART A, TOXIC/HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES & ENV’T ENG’G 
173 (2006), https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10934520500351884.  
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waterways.76  In 2018, Hurricane Florence damaged at least six lagoons and caused many more 


to be inundated to the point of overflowing.77   


Eastern North Carolina is particularly susceptible to flooding and sea level rise due to 


climate change.78  As long as most hog operations rely on the lagoon and sprayfield system, 


these disasters will continue and likely worsen as climate change generates increasingly powerful 


and frequent severe weather events.79  Excavating new lagoons to use as digesters or covering 


one of many existing lagoons at a hog operation will not make the lagoon and sprayfield system 


any more resilient in the face of increasingly severe weather events because pollutant-laden 


waste will still be kept in open secondary lagoons.  


As discussed below in Parts (I)(C) and (D), the irresponsible biogas production methods 


sanctioned by the Draft Permit are likely to increase the risk and magnitude of this pollution 


from existing hog operations.  


2. The lagoon and sprayfield system is harmful to human health   


 Pollution from the lagoon and sprayfield system makes people sick, affects their mental 


health, and can even lead to premature death.  A 2021 study from the National Academy of 


Sciences linked air pollution from industrial hog operations in Duplin and Sampson Counties to 


178 premature deaths annually.80  Likewise, a 2018 study conducted by the Duke University 


 
76 Kelsey Gee & Cameron McWhirter, North Carolina's Poultry, Hog Producers Bail Out from Under Hurricane 
Matthew, WALL ST. J. (Oct. 15, 2016), https://www.wsj.com/articles/north-carolinas-poultry-hog-producers-bail-
out-from-under-hurricane-matthew-1476554376; Nathanael Johnson, Why the Heck are There Pig Farms in the 
Path of Hurricanes?, GRIST (Oct. 19, 2016), https://grist.org/food/why-the-heck-are-there-pig-farms-in-the-path-of-
hurricanes/; Tom Philpott, You Don't Want to Know Where This Pig Poop is Washing up, MOTHER JONES (Oct. 19, 
2016), https://www.motherjones.com/environment/2016/10/how-much-toxic-poop-leaking-north-carolinas-rivers/. 
77 See e.g., Kendra Pierre-Louis, Lagoons of Pig Waste Are Overflowing After Florence. Yes, That’s as Nasty as It 
Sounds, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 19, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/19/climate/florence-hog-farms.html 
(noting that at the time of writing, 110 hog waste lagoons had released or were imminently going to release hog 
waste into rivers and streams in eastern North Carolina).  
78 KENNETH E. KUNKEL ET AL., NORTH CAROLINA CLIMATE SCIENCE REPORT 112, 115, 187 (2020), 
https://ncics.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/NC_Climate_Science_Report_FullReport_Final_revised_September2020.pdf.  
79 Id. at 187. 
80 Domingo et al., supra note 9, at 1; Domingo et al., County Level Data, supra note 11.  
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Medical Center and published in the North Carolina Medical Journal found that people who live 


near industrial hog operations in eastern North Carolina have higher death rates from common 


diseases than residents who live further away from such operations.81  The study also found 


higher rates of low birth weight and infant hospitalization among people who live near industrial 


hog operations.82  Duke University researchers noted that these impacts are not the cause of 


multiple demographic, behavioral, or socioeconomic factors present, but rather are “due to the 


additional impact of multiple [industrial hog facilities] located in this area.”83  Other research has 


linked heavy metal and salt accumulation caused by the lagoon and sprayfield system to cancer, 


hair loss, liver dysfunction, and anemia in humans.84 


Ammonia emissions from lagoons and sprayfields cause eye irritation and other health 


problems and are partially responsible for the operations’ noxious smell.85  Airborne ammonia 


combines with other compounds to create tiny particles less than 2.5 microns in diameter, known 


as particulate matter 2.5 or PM 2.5.86  Particulate matter can lodge in humans’ lungs and 


bloodstream, contributing to disease and premature death.87  Airborne particulate matter is 


associated with a host of respiratory ailments.88  For example, children living near industrial hog 


operations have an increased risk of asthma.89  The National Academy of Sciences study noted 


 
81 Kravchenko et al., supra note 10, at 278.  
82 Id. 
83 Id. at 286. 
84 See ROBBIN MARKS, NAT. DEF. COUNCIL, CESSPOOLS OF SHAME: HOW FACTORY FARM LAGOONS AND 


SPRAYFIELDS THREATEN ENVIRONMENTAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH, 32–33 (2001) 
https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/cesspools.pdf (Attachment 32). 
85 Id. at 18. 
86 Jason Plautz, Ammonia, a Poorly Understood Smog Ingredient, Could be Key to Limiting Deadly Pollution, SCI. 
(Sept. 13, 2018), https://www.science.org/content/article/ammonia-poorly-understood-smog-ingredient-could-be-
key-limiting-deadly-pollution. 
87 Id. 
88 See, e.g., EPA, PARTICLE POLLUTION AND YOUR HEALTH (2003), 
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi?Dockey=P1001EX6.txt.  
89 See, e.g., Kelley Donham et al., Community Health and Socioeconomic Issues Surrounding Concentrated 
Animal Feeding Operations, 115 ENV’T HEALTH PERSPS. 317, 318 (2007), 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1817697/ (Attachment 33). 
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above specifically linked ammonia emitted from industrial hog operations in Duplin and 


Sampson counties to formation of particulate matter 2.5 which causes 178 premature deaths 


annually in our state.90 


Lagoons and sprayfields also emit other pollutants, including gaseous hydrogen sulfide 


(H2S), which causes eye irritation, irritation of the nose and throat, and serious respiratory 


ailments.91  When exposed to oxygen, hydrogen sulfide oxidizes into sulfur dioxide (SO2), which 


is a criteria air pollutant with a range of harmful effects on the human respiratory system.92   


Near constant exposure to pollution and odors are linked to mental health impacts, such 


as greater levels of self-reported depression and anxiety among residents living near these 


facilities.93  Lagoon and sprayfield systems can also disrupt communities, curtail social and 


recreational opportunities, and likely contribute to a loss in generational wealth, particularly for 


people of color.94   


The lagoon and sprayfield system has also been linked to contamination of drinking 


water wells with nitrates95 and pathogens.96  The threat of groundwater contamination is 


particularly serious for communities in Eastern North Carolina, because these communities are 


 
90 Domingo et al., supra note 9; Domingo et al., County Level Data, supra note 11. 
91 See Wing et al., supra note 8, at 225. 
92 Sulfur Dioxide, AM. LUNG ASS’N, https://www.lung.org/clean-air/outdoors/what-makes-air-unhealthy/sulfur-
dioxide (last visited April 26, 2022). 
93 Susan S. Schiffman et al., The Effect of Environmental Odors Emanating from Commercial Swine Operations on 
the Mood of Nearby Residents, 37 BRAIN RSCH. BULL. 369, 371 (1995), https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/7620910/ 
(Attachment 34).  
94 ECRCO Letter of Concern, supra note 3, at 3–4.  
95 OKUN, supra note 8, at 15 (noting that up to 9.4 percent of drinking water wells sampled at residences located near 
intensive livestock operations exceeded the EPA drinking water standard for nitrate.”); RUDO, supra note 8, at 414–
15 (concluding that the percentage of contaminated wells adjacent to intensive livestock operations was 
approximately three times the statewide average).  
96 SHANE ROGERS & JOHN HAINES, EPA, DETECTING AND MITIGATING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF FECAL 


PATHOGENS ORIGINATING FROM CONFINED ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS: REVIEW 35 (2005), 
https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P10089B1.PDF?Dockey=P10089B1.PDF (Attachment 35); Nitrate and 
Drinking Water from Private Wells, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, 
https://www.cdc.gov/healthywater/drinking/private/wells/disease/nitrate.html (last updated July 1, 2015); RUDO, 
supra note 8, at 413. 
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heavily dependent on well water for drinking water.97  A study completed in 2000 found that in 


North Carolina “[a]lmost half of all hog CAFOs are located in block groups where > 85% of 


households have well water.”98  In 1995, the North Carolina Governor’s Office initiated a water 


testing program for residents located near industrial animal operations; by 1998, 1,595 wells in 


57 counties had been tested, over 10 percent of which had nitrate contamination at or above the 


drinking water standard of 10 parts per million.99  Duplin and Sampson Counties had higher 


percentages of contamination: nitrate levels greater than 9.5 parts per million were found in 22.5 


percent of tested wells in Sampson County and in 11.7 percent of tested wells in Duplin 


County.100  The presence of nitrate in wells used for drinking water endangers the health of 


infants, pregnant women, children, the elderly, and others with weakened immune systems living 


near hog operations.101  Nitrates in drinking water is especially dangerous for infants six months 


old and younger as it can cause blue baby syndrome, and may be fatal at high levels.102 


Nitrate pollution continues to contaminate drinking water for families in Duplin and 


Sampson counties.  In 2020, Sampson County warned congregants at Mt. Zion AME Zion 


Church in Magnolia not to drink water from the church because its testing revealed dangerous 


levels of nitrates in the water.103  The church was forced pay $3,800 to dig a deeper well to 


supply clean drinking water.  This church is surrounded by industrial hog operations on three 


 
97 See Wing et al., supra note 8, at 226.  
98 Id. at 228. 
99 RUDO, supra note 8, at 414, 418; see also Kenneth C. Stone et al., Impact of Swine Waste Application on Ground 
and Stream Water Quality in an Eastern Coastal Plain Watershed, 41 TRANSACTIONS AM. SOC’Y AGRIC. ENG’RS 
1665 (1998), https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Pg-
Hunt/publication/43269888_Impact_of_swine_waste_application_on_ground_and_stream_water_quality_in_an_eas
tern_Coastal_Plain_watershed/links/548f1b710cf214269f26363a/Impact-of-swine-waste-application-on-ground-
and-stream-water-quality-in-an-eastern-Coastal-Plain-watershed.pdf (documenting increased nitrate in monitoring 
wells near hog facilities and lagoons). 
100 RUDO, supra note 8, at 418. 
101 Burkholder et al., supra note 7, at 310 
102 RUDO, supra note 8, at 413. 
103 Melvin Letter, supra note 8. 
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sides.  Like many community members, the congregation at Mt. Zion AME Zion Church are 


concerned that biogas development will exacerbate this already pervasive and expensive 


problem: “[The] [b]lanket permission [in the biogas general permit] will just add more to the 


backs of people like our parishioners, who have worshipped in our church for generations and 


also borne so much of the environmental burden of industrial agriculture.”104    


3. The lagoon and sprayfield system disproportionately harms Black, Latino, 
and Native American communities  


Black, Latino, and Native American families in North Carolina disproportionately bear 


the brunt of the pollution and sickness caused by the lagoon and sprayfield system.105  This is 


because industrial hog operations are much more likely to be sited near communities of color 


than white communities.  The 2010 Census data indicates that a disproportionate share of Black, 


Latino, and Native American people in rural North Carolina live within three miles of an 


industrial hog operation as compared to white North Carolinians in rural areas.106 


Table 1. Racial/Ethnic Characteristics of Rural Population Living 
Within Three Miles of Industrial Hog Operation 


Indicator 
Reference - 
Rural NC 


Within Three Miles of 
Industrial Hog 


Operation 
Population 3,233,727 787,800 


Percent people of color 22.5% 35.6% 


Percent Black 15.2% 24.6% 


Percent Latino/Hispanic 6.0% 9.3% 


 
104 Id. 
105 See, e.g., Kravchenko et al., supra note 10 (finding higher mortality rates for people living near industrial hog 
operations); Wing et al., supra note 8, at 227–29 (“These facilities are located disproportionately in communities 
with higher levels of poverty, higher proportions of nonwhite persons, and higher dependence on wells for 
household water supply.”). 
106 U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Decennial Census, Summary File 1 Tbl. P5, 
https://www2.census.gov/census_2010/04-Summary_File_1/North_Carolina/ (last visited May 1, 2022); see 
Summary File 1 Dataset, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, https://www.census.gov/data/datasets/2010/dec/summary-file-
1.html (June 16, 2011).  
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Percent Indigenous 3.0% 4.3% 


Percent white 77.5% 64.4% 


  


 Moreover, people in majority Black, Latino, or Native American census blocks in rural 


North Carolina on average lived 10.15 miles from the nearest industrial hog operation, while 


people in white majority census blocks lived more than twice as far away—nearly 26 miles from 


the nearest industrial hog operation.107  Blocks that are majority Black are on average located 


even closer to the nearest hog facility—only 6.91 miles away.108  These findings are consistent 


with demographic analysis from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s School of 


Public Health finding that the proportion of people of color living within three miles of an 


industrial hog operation was significantly higher than the proportion of non-Hispanic white 


people.109  


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 
107 Id.  
108 Id. 
109 STEVE WING & JILL JOHNSTON, INDUSTRIAL HOG OPERATION IN NORTH CAROLINA DISPROPORTIONATELY 


IMPACT AFRICAN-AMERICANS, HISPANICS AND AMERICAN INDIANS 1 (Aug. 29, 2014), 
https://www.ncpolicywatch.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/UNC-Report.pdf (Attachment 36). 


Table 2. Distance to Nearest Industrial Hog 
Operation 


Block Demographics Average Distance 
(mi) 


Majority People of Color 10.15 


Majority Black 6.91 


Majority Latino 16.74 


Majority Indigenous 24.05 


Majority White 25.55 
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 In addition to the pollution from industrial hog operations, communities of color in 


eastern North Carolina are burdened by several other polluting industries.  North Carolina’s 


poultry production is also concentrated in the eastern part of the state.110  These operations also 


apply waste to cropland111; and like hog operations, poultry operations are often located near 


waterways,112 threatening rivers and streams throughout the state.  In 2016, DEQ reported that 


the poultry industry had overtaken the hog industry as the largest source of nutrient pollution 


from animal waste in the state.113 


In 2017, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) expressed its “deep concern 


about the possibility that African Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans have been subjected 


to discrimination as the result of [] DEQ’s operation of the Swine Waste General Permit 


program, including the 2014 renewal of the Swine Waste General Permit”114  The 2014 General 


Permit applied to the same 2,000 plus hog operations that will be eligible for coverage under the 


new Biogas General Permit.   


During its investigation, EPA found that the stench associated with storing hog waste in 


open cesspits and then spraying it on fields seriously harmed nearby communities:   


Residents, many of whom have lived in these communities for generations, 
described problems caused by their proximity to the industrial hog operations that 
have negatively changed their lives and communities . . . . The residents described 
an overpowering stench, pests – including a constant large number of flies . . . have 
forced residents to keep doors and windows closed and significantly limit any 
outdoor activity.  Residents said the stench permeates homes, cars, and clothes.  
Some residents said the strength of the odor can be so strong it causes gagging, 


 
110 Brown et al., supra note 6, at 1 (“One of the highest concentrations of swine and poultry concentrated animal 
feeding operations (CAFOs) in North America is located on the Coastal Plain of North Carolina.”).  
111 HEATHER PRATT, A COMPARISON OF PAN AND P2O5 PRODUCED FROM POULTRY, SWINE, AND CATTLE 


OPERATIONS IN NORTH CAROLINA 4, 6 (2017), https://waterkeeper.org/wp-
content/uploads/2020/02/BasinwideManureProduction-NCDWR-2017-report.pdf.  
112 Katherine Martin et al., Terra Incognita: The Unknown Risks to Environmental Quality Posed by the Spatial 
Distribution and Abundance of Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations, 642 SCI. TOTAL ENV’T 887, 890 (2018) 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0048969718321430?via%3Dihub (Attachment 37).  
113 PRATT, supra note 111, at 4, 6.  
114 ECRCO Letter of Concern, supra note 3, at 1. 
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nausea, and/or vomiting.  For some residents who live near large numbers of 
industrial swine operations, they said stench is a weekly event lasting several days 
. . . . Some described feeling as though they are prisoners in their own homes. 
 
Residents described the loss of community that has occurred since the industrial 
hog farms began operating.  They report that young adults leave and do not return 
because of the odors, fear of health impacts from the air and drinking water, and 
other impacts.  Prior to the arrival of the hog operations, many of their family, 
community, and church gatherings had been held outdoors.  Now they said those 
events are rarely held outdoors or if attempted outdoors, they are marred or forced 
to end early due to odor, flies, and other impacts.115 


 
EPA also found that people living near hog operations “described increases in cases and severity 


of asthma and other respiratory illnesses, nausea, headaches and other health conditions.”116  The 


severity of this problem is underscored by the 2018 Duke University Medical Center study 


finding that people who live near industrial hog operations in eastern North Carolina have higher 


death rates from common diseases than people who live further away from such facilities.117   


 While the community groups and DEQ reached a settlement in 2018, the unbearable 


conditions that communities living near hog operations endure on a day-to-day basis persist.118  


DEQ has not changed its permitting practices; in fact, the Draft Permit, absent the influent-


effluent testing condition, the leak detection condition, and the three conditions from the 2019 


General Permit that DEQ has not yet committed to including, is almost identical to the 2014 


General Permit that was the subject of EPA’s investigation.  


DEQ’s Draft Environmental Justice Report for this Draft Permit confirms that five years 


after EPA’s Letter of Concern, the Swine Waste General Permit Program continues to 


disproportionately burden communities of color.  The Report indicates that in the five counties 


 
115 Id. at 4. 
116 Id. 
117 Kravchenko et al., supra note 10, at 278.  
118 See, e.g., Stocking Head Creek Study, supra note 48 (documenting continued elevated levels of nitrogen and 
fecal coliform in surface waters). 
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with the highest density for swine, the “Nonwhite and Hispanic or Latino” portion of the 


population is significantly higher than the state average.119  DEQ also acknowledged that the five 


counties with the greatest density for swine have some of the worst health factors and health 


outcomes among North Carolina’s 100 counties.120 


Table 3. Health Outcomes for Top Hog-Producing Counties in NC 
Geography Percentage 


“Nonwhite and 
Hispanic or Latino” 


Health Factor 
Ranking (1 
indicating healthiest) 


Health Outcomes 
Ranking (1 
indicating healthiest) 


North Carolina 39.5%   


Bladen County 46.5% 93 86 


Duplin County 48.8% 85 58 


Robeson County 75.0% 100 100 


Sampson County 49.6% 80 67 


Wayne County 48.7% 70 64 


 


As discussed in more detail below, the Draft Environmental Justice Report does not propose any 


strategies for mitigating the disproportionate impact that DEQ’s permitting of industrial hog 


operations, including the Draft Permit specifically, have on Black, Latino, and Native American 


North Carolinians.    


C. Using the Lagoon and Sprayfield System to Dispose of Digester Waste 
Exacerbates Pollution 


The Draft Permit authorizes hog operations to construct and operate animal waste 


management systems in a way that is highly likely to increase pollution from these facilities.  


Construction and operation of a digester and biogas-collecting equipment fundamentally alters 


 
119 DEQ Draft EJ Report, supra note 17, at 10 tbl.3. 
120 Id. at 38. 
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the make-up of hog waste before it is stored in lagoons and sprayed on fields.  Digester waste has 


more ammonium and a higher pH, emits more harmful ammonia, and contains more soluble 


phosphorus and nitrogen that the waste conventionally stored in lagoons and sprayed on fields.  


If digester waste is stored in open lagoons and sprayed on fields—as the Draft Permit allows in 


direct contravention of expert recommendations121—the already significant pollution and adverse 


public health impacts caused by the lagoon and sprayfield system will worsen.  


The Draft Permit would allow hog operations with existing animal waste management 


systems to construct digesters and modify their existing system to accommodate the new 


digesters and any other equipment required to generate, store, and convey biogas.  The vast 


majority of industrial hog operations in the state rely on anaerobic lagoons where organic waste 


is broken down into methane, carbon dioxide, and other gases.  Digesters optimize and increase 


the total production of methane by creating an environment with even less oxygen than a lagoon 


and using management practices that enhance the methanogenic bacterial population in the 


waste.122  As more organic matter is destroyed and converted to methane, which is siphoned off, 


the digester waste is left with very little carbon and high concentration of ammonium, soluble 


nitrogen, phosphorus, and other nutrients.123  The pH of the digester waste also increases relative 


to the waste of conventional hog waste, driving an increase in ammonia and continued methane 


emissions during open-air storage.124   


Digester waste stored in open lagoons—as authorized by the Draft Permit—emits large 


amounts of ammonia into the atmosphere.  A study co-authored by North Carolina State 


 
121 See infra note 156. 
122 See RICHARD BAINES, REDUCING GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS FROM LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION 144–45 
(Attachment 38). 
123 Id. 
124 Id. 
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University’s Dr. Viney Aneja, found that digester waste stored in uncovered secondary lagoons 


emits more ammonia per-hog than conventional hog waste in a lagoon.  In that 2008 study, 


researchers measured ammonia emissions at six industrial hog operations in North Carolina that 


each deployed different technologies intended to reduce pollution and compared them with 


emissions from two industrial hog operations that used conventional lagoon and sprayfield 


systems.125  One of the hog operations, Barham Farms, included a digester and a nitrification-


denitrification basin.  At the time of the study, Barham Farms’ nitrification-denitrification basin 


was not operating, and the digester waste was simply being stored in an uncovered secondary 


lagoon.  Researchers found that the Barham Farms’ system emitted far more ammonia than a 


comparable operation using a conventional lagoon system.  They calculated the per-hog 


ammonia emissions from the entire hog operation—including open lagoons and barns—and 


found a 12 percent increase in emissions from the operation utilizing digesters compared to the 


operation using conventional lagoons.126   


Dr. Aneja has since further distilled these results and isolated the source of the increase in 


ammonia emissions: he found that emissions from the open lagoon portion of the hog operation 


specifically increased by 66 percent relative to conventional lagoons.127  The conclusion that 


digester waste stored in an open lagoon emits significantly more ammonia than conventional hog 


waste has been substantiated many times over.128  For example, Dr. Lowry Harper and his 


 
125 Aneja et al. 2008 Part 2, supra note 41, at 1145. 
126 Id. at 1156. 
127 Viney P. Aneja, Ammonia Emissions from North Carolina Hog Operations’ Animal Waste Management Systems 
to Produce Biogas, 1, 4 (Jan. 20, 2022) [hereinafter Aneja 2022 Memo] (Attachment 39) (providing further analysis 
of findings from Part 2 of 2008 study on ammonia emissions from hog operations which showed a 66 increase in 
per-hog ammonia emissions from digester waste store in open secondary lagoons compared to per-hog emissions 
from a conventional anaerobic hog waste); see Aneja et al. 2008 Part 2, supra note 41, at 1154–56. 
128 Thomas Kupper et al., Ammonia and Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Slurry Storage – A Review, 300 AGRIC., 
ECOSYSTEMS & ENV’T, 2020, at 1 (“Anaerobically digested slurry shows higher emissions during storage for NH3 
while losses tend to be lower for CH4 and little changes occur for N2O and CO2 compared to untreated slurry.”) 
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coauthors, who studied air emissions from hog waste digesters in Utah, found that hog operations 


with digesters increased ammonia emissions by 46 percent over conventional hog operations.129  


In sum, multiple studies have shown that digester waste emits substantially more ammonia than 


hog waste from conventional lagoons. 


The removal of carbon from a digester makes the remaining nitrogen and phosphorus in 


the digester waste more soluble130 and decreases dry matter in the waste131 both of which can 


increase the ability of pollutants to infiltrate soil and contaminate groundwater.  As a result, a 


leak or overflow of digester waste from a lagoon storing digester waste can be even more 


devastating for the environment than a leak or overflow from a conventional lagoon.   


The heightened risk of water pollution persists when, after being stored in the secondary 


lagoons, the digester waste is sprayed on to fields.  Spraying of waste from high pressure 


hoses—the most common land-application method used on hog operations in North Carolina—


causes significantly greater ammonia emissions than other land-application methods such as 


 
(Attachment 40); see Henrik Moller et al., Agricultural Biogas Production—Climate and Environmental Impacts, 
SUSTAINABILITY, Feb. 6, 2022, at 20 (“The ammonia emission potential of digestate applied in the field was higher 
than that from untreated cattle and pig slurry because of digestates’ higher pH, resulting in an increase in ammonia 
emission.”) (Attachment 41); see BAINES, supra note 122, at 145 (“NH4 [Ammonium] content and pH in digested 
slurry are higher than in untreated slurry. Thus, potential for ammonia emissions during subsequent slurry storage 
are increased. Digested slurry therefore has to be stored in covered slurry stores.”); Lowry A. Harper et al., 
Dinitrogen and Methane Gas Production During the Anaerobic/Anoxic Decomposition of Animal Manure, 100 
NUTRIENT CYCLING IN AGROECOSYSTEMS 53, 63 (2014) (“[w]e find in these studies that a reduction of C causes an 
increase in NH3 [ammonia] emissions”) (Attachment 42). 
129 Lowry A. Harper et al., The Effect of Biofuel Production on Swine Farm Methane and Ammonia Emissions, 39 J. 
ENV’T QUALITY 1984 (2010) (“[E]missions in the biofuel farms increased by 46% over the conventional farms. 
These studies show that what is considered an environmentally friendly technology had mixed results and that all 
components of a system should be studied when making changes to existing systems.” (emphasis added)) 
(Attachment 43). 
130 USDA NAT. RES. CONSERVATION SERV., CONSERVATION PRACTICE STANDARD: ANAEROBIC DIGESTER, at 366-
CPS-6 (2017) [hereinafter USDA Conservation Practice Standard], 
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1254996.pdf (“Land application of digester 
effluent, compared with fresh manure, may have a higher risk for both ground and surface water quality problems.”) 
(Attachment 44); BAINES, supra note 122, at 171 (“During the [anaerobic digestion] process, livestock and poultry 
manure are decomposed through the action of microorganisms into biogas slurry containing proteins, amino acids 
and other water-soluble substances.”). 
131 BAINES, supra note 122, at 145 (“Due to the reduced [dry matter] content, biogas slurry can infiltrate more 
rapidly into the soil[.]”). 
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direct application using a drag hose or incorporation into soil using injection.132  When the waste 


is sprayed, more ammonia volatilizes and enters the atmosphere, where it compromises local air 


quality, drives particulate matter formation, and ultimately deposits in nearby waterways as 


nitrogen or nitrate.133  For these reasons, experts “strongly recommend to apply biogas slurry 


with low-emission techniques near or below the soil surface (e.g. band application or 


injection).”134 


Once the digester waste reaches the ground, the risks of increased soil infiltration and 


runoff of nitrogen and phosphorus due to reduced dry matter135 and more soluble nitrogen and 


phosphorus persists.136   


In sum, modifying the lagoon and sprayfield system to allow for the installation of 


digesters does not address the vast majority of environmental and public health impacts the 


system creates, and in fact significantly exacerbates ammonia emissions, increases risks of 


groundwater and surface water pollution, and continues the emission of greenhouse gases from 


open lagoons and sprayfields.  The Draft Permit fails to account for, much less protect from, this 


increased pollution.  


 
132 Shane W. Rogers, Summary of Expert Opinion ⁋ (1)(I) (Sept. 10, 2021) [hereinafter Rogers Expert Report] 
(Attachment 45); see Moller et al., supra note 128, at 20 (“The ammonia emission potential of digestate applied in 
the field was higher than that from untreated cattle and pig slurry because of digestates’ higher pH, resulting in an 
increase in ammonia emission of 0.14 to 0.3 kg NH3-N ton −1 biomass. The use of low-emissions application 
technology for a larger share of the digestate should limit these higher emissions.”); BAINES, supra note 122, at 145 
(“[T]he increased NH4 content and pH give rise to higher potential for ammonia loss especially after surface 
application.”). 
133 See Aneja et al. 2000, supra note 64, at 11535–36, 11543; Walker et al., supra note 41, at 3408, 3416–17.    
134 BAINES, supra note 122, at 145. 
135 Id.  
136  USDA Conservation Practice Standard, supra note 130, at 366-CPS-6 (“Land application of digester effluent, 
compared with fresh manure, may have a higher risk for both ground and surface water quality problems.”); BAINES, 
supra note 122, at 145 (“Due to the reduced [dry matter] content, biogas slurry can infiltrate more rapidly into the 
soil.”). 
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D. Biogas is not a climate change solution 


Biogas production has been sold to the public as a climate solution: it is not.  Biogas 


generates more greenhouse gases and has more severe environmental impacts than true 


renewable resources such as solar, geothermal, and wind power,137 and in some cases is even 


worse for the environment than fracked natural gas.138  The worst climate and environmental 


impacts associated with biogas production often stem from poor digester waste management 


practices: namely storing digester waste in open lagoons and spraying it on fields.139  As a result, 


researchers have strongly cautioned against or even advocated for prohibiting open storage of 


digester waste, along with more stringent regulation of land-application of digester waste.140  The 


Draft Permit takes the opposite tack, endorsing digester waste management practices that are 


likely to significantly reduce, if not completely negate potential greenhouse gas emission 


reductions achieved by methane capture.  


As noted above, the methane emissions currently generated by the hog industry are not 


inevitable: they can be significantly reduced with different waste management approaches that 


 
137 Alessandra Fusi et al., Life Cycle Environmental Impacts of Electricity from Biogas Produced by Anaerobic 
Digestion, FRONTIERS IN BIOENGINEERING & BIOTECHNOLOGY 1, Mar. 11, 2016, 
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fbioe.2016.00026/full (“If mitigation of climate change is the main aim, 
other renewables have a greater potential to reduce GHG emissions.  If, in addition to this, other impacts are 
considered, then hydro, wind, and geothermal power are better alternatives to biogas electricity.”) (Attachment 46). 
138  Id. at 15; Emily Grubert, At Scale, Renewable Natural Gas Systems Could be Climate Intensive: The Influence of 
Methane Feedstock and Leakage Rates, 15 ENV’T RSCH. LETTERS, Aug. 11, 2020, at 7, 
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/ab9335/pdf (“Under some system leakage rates that have been 
observed for biogas systems, RNG might not even meet the less stringent threshold of outperforming FNG [fracked 
natural gas] from a GHG [greenhouse gas] perspective.”) (Attachment 47). 
139 Fusi et al., supra note 137, at 1. 
140 See, e.g., id. (“Further policy changes should include a ban on open digestate storage to prevent methane 
emissions and regulation on digestate spreading on land to minimize emissions of ammonia and related 
environmental impacts.”); see BAINES, supra note 122, at 145 (“NH4+ content and pH in digested slurry are higher 
than in untreated slurry. Thus, potential for ammonia emissions during subsequent slurry storage are increased. 
Digested slurry therefore has to be stored in covered slurry stores.”); Moller, supra note 128, at 20 (“Digestate 
storage should be covered, and low-NH3-emission technology should be used for field application.”). 
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rely on the natural process of aerobic decomposition rather than anaerobic digestion.141  In an 


aerobic environment organic matter (carbon) predominantly decomposes into carbon dioxide, 


with only small amounts of methane.  In contrast, anaerobic digestion, the process that occurs in 


the conventional lagoons used by most hog operations in our state, creates conditions that favor 


the conversion of organic matter to methane.   


Digesters tip the balance even further towards methanogenesis, and intentionally produce 


more methane than even conventional lagoons.142  Methane is 80 times more potent of a 


greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide.143  As a result, installation and operation of a digester as 


authorized by the Draft Permit significantly increases a hog operation’s methane production. 


While most of the methane is captured and used to power on-site generators or sold to be 


processed and consumed at other locations, whether on-site emissions decrease, and to what 


degree, depends on several factors.  If a hog operation that installs a digester and produces biogas 


eliminates leakage, keeps digester waste in covered storage, uses low-emission land-application 


techniques, and avoids venting or flaring biogas, then the facility’s greenhouse gas emissions are 


likely to decrease.  However, the terms of the Draft Permit make this outcome extremely 


unlikely.   


 
141 Anaerobic Digesters, VT. DEP’T OF ENV’T CONSERVATION, https://dec.vermont.gov/air-quality/permits/source-
categories/anaerobic-digesters#:~:text=by%20the%20AQCD.-
,The%20combustion%20of%20the%20biogas%20in%20an%20internal%20combustion%20engine,and%20various
%20hazardous%20air%20pollutants (last visited Apr. 21, 2022) (“If the baseline manure management practices 
minimized anaerobic decomposition through more pasturing of the animals, or prompt spreading of collected 
manure, then the digester GHG reductions would be less significant because the baseline practice largely avoided 
anaerobic conditions which generate methane, and instead favored aerobic carbon dioxide generation (which is 
approximately 25 times less effective than methane as a GHG).”). 
142 BAINES, supra note 122, at 144 (“Biogas production from animal manures through anaerobic digestion aims at 
maximizing the bio-methane yield.”). 
143 Methane Emissions are Driving Climate Change. Here’s How to Reduce Them, U.N. ENV’T PROGRAMME (Aug. 
20, 2021), https://www.unep.org/news-and-stories/story/methane-emissions-are-driving-climate-change-heres-how-
reduce-them.  
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The Draft Permit does not include any air quality monitoring of greenhouse gas 


emissions from the Hog Operation.144  The closest DEQ comes to require air emission 


monitoring is its requirement that permittees conduct “annual biogas leak detecting monitoring 


and repair along biogas gathering or collection lines on the permitted facility.”145  While this is a 


step in the right direction, leak detection must be monitored far more frequently to be 


meaningful; leak detection should occur on a monthly basis at a minimum.  Moreover, 


monitoring the biogas gathering and collection lines alone completely ignores that the primary 


source of methane emissions from the operations: the open digester waste storage.146     


Studies indicate that the average agricultural biogas plant has a leak rate of 2.4 percent 


and can be as great as 14.9 percent of total methane production.147  These leaks can eat into any 


emissions reductions achieved by biogas capture.  One recent study concluded, “[m]ethane 


leakages can have significant effect on the total climate impact, with 7 percent of the positive 


climate impact being lost for each percentage point of leakage in a manure-based biogas 


scenario.”148  If DEQ is not regularly monitoring for methane emissions from the hog operation 


 
144 See J. Liebetrau et al., Analysis of Greenhouse Gas Emissions from 10 Biogas Plants within the Agricultural 
Sector, 67 WATER SCI. & TECH. 1370, 1378 (2013) (“It has been shown that leakages can cause major emissions 
without recognition by the operators.  Therefore a frequent check for leakage identification is recommended.”) 
(Attachment 48). 
145 Draft Biogas General Permit, supra note 53, at 14. 
146 See Liebetrau et al., supra note 144, at 1378 (“Looking at the overall methane emissions of the plants, it appears 
to be clear that the main emission sources are the open digestate tanks and the gas utilization system.”); id. at 1370 
(detecting methane emissions from open storage of digestates of 0.22 to 11.2 percent). 
147 Charlotte Scheutz & Anders M. Fredenslund, Total Methane Emission Rates and Losses From 23 Biogas Plants, 
97 WASTE MGMT. 38, 38–46 (Sept. 2019), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.wasman.2019.07.029 (Attachment 49); see 
Liebetrau et al., supra note 144, at 1370; see also Phoebe Gittelson et al., The False Promises of Biogas: Why Biogas is an 
Environmental Justice Issue, ENV’T JUST., 2021, at 10, https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/pdfplus/10.1089/env.2021.0025 
(discussing additional leakage from fossil fuel infrastructure) (Attachment 50). 
148 See Moller, supra note 128, at 20. 
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as a whole, it cannot credibly claim that installing and operating a digester reduces greenhouse 


gas emissions from an existing hog operation.149 


While leakage has been identified throughout biogas plants,150 far and away the greatest 


source of on-site greenhouse gas emissions is digester waste storage, and specifically open 


storage.151  Digester waste continues to form methane and nitrous oxide (and ammonia, 


discussed in the previous section) after biogas is collected.152  When the digester waste is held in 


open or non-gastight storage, these greenhouse gasses are emitted into the atmosphere.153  


Researchers found that up to 11.2 percent of methane utilized could leak from digester waste 


storage alone.154  In other words, up to 77 percent of the positive climate impact of capturing 


biogas could potentially be lost due to greenhouse gas emissions from open-air digester waste 


storage exclusively.155  For this reason, experts strongly caution against using open-air storage 


for digester waste.156  The Draft Permit does not require hog operations to store their digester 


waste in closed storage, much less gas-tight storage.  This is unacceptable.   


 
149 See Valerio Paolini et al., Environmental Impact of Biogas: A Short Review of Current Knowledge, 53 J. ENV’T 


SCI & HEALTH, PART A 899, 900 (2018), 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/10934529.2018.1459076?needAccess=true (“The results obtained 
also highlighted that reliable estimates of GHG emissions in the case of electricity production from biogas can be 
only made on the basis of individual monitoring data, for instance: reduction of direct methane emission and 
leakage, exploiting of heat obtained from cogeneration, amount and nature of input material, nitrous oxide emission 
(e.g. from energy crop cultivation) and digestate management.”) (Attachment 51). 
150 See Liebetrau et al., supra note 144, at 1378 (“Typical diffuse leakages appear on gas pipe adapters, the 
connection of the digester foil cover with the digester wall or on inspection windows.”). 
151 Id. at 1378. 
152 See BAINES, supra note 122, at 144. 
153 Liebetrau et al., supra note 144, at 1378, tbl.2 (showing significantly higher methane emissions from biogas 
plants with open or not gastight covered digestate storage tanks). 
154 Id. at 1370.  
155 See Moller, supra note 128, at 20 (stating that “7 percent of the positive climate impact being lost for each 
percentage point of leakage in a manure-based biogas scenario”); Liebetrau et al., supra note 144, at 1370 (detecting 
methane emissions from open storage of digestates of 0.22 to 11.2 percent.). 
156 Fusi et al., supra note 137, at 15 (“Further policy changes should include a ban on open digestate storage to 
prevent methane emissions[.]”); see BAINES, supra note 122, at 145 (“Digested slurry therefore has to be stored in 
covered slurry stores. These should be connected to the gas-bearing system of the biogas plant, because methane is 
still formed after the main digestion phase[.]”); Moller, supra note 128, at 20 (“Digestate storage should be 
covered[.]”); EUROPEAN ENV’T AGENCY, BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT OF WASTE – ANAEROBIC DIGESTION AT BIOGAS 
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The Draft Permit as written also does not contain any requirement that the methane 


generated at each hog operation be sold or used on-site to generate electricity.  Unused biogas is 


generally disposed of through venting or flaring.  Venting involves simply emitting methane, 


carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide (N2O), and various sulfur compounds, notably hydrogen sulfide 


(H2S) and sulfur dioxide (SO2), directly into the air.157  Flaring involves burning the biogas 


without any beneficial use and emitting unburned methane, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides 


(NOX), and various other toxic compounds into the air.158  Nitrous oxide is a greenhouse gas that 


takes 114 years to break down and is 300 times more potent that carbon dioxide and ten to fifteen 


times more potent than methane.159  Sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides can seriously impact 


local air quality and drive formation of particulate matter, which harms the environment and 


nearby communities.160  For this reason, some states require that animal operations installing 


digesters obtain air permits and be required to reduce their emissions.161  If a hog operation 


covered by the Biogas General Permit installed a digester and began operating it without selling 


 
FACILITIES (2019), https://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/emep-eea-guidebook-2019/part-b-sectoral-guidance-
chapters/5-waste/5-b-2-biological-treatment (“It is strongly recommended that digestate is held in a covered store.”); 
Paolini et al., supra note 149, at 902 (“[G]as tight storage should always be advised, since the corresponding GHG 
and ammonia fugitive emissions are even more important those coming from fertilizers.  As mentioned above, 
avoiding leakages and using closed tanks are among the most important ways to reduce the global warming impact 
of biogas plants.”). 
157 See Paolini, supra note 149, at 902.  
158 Id. at 901.  
159 Some Greenhouse Gases are Stronger than Others, UNIV. CORP. FOR ATMOSPHERIC RSCH., 
https://scied.ucar.edu/learning-zone/how-climate-works/some-greenhouse-gases-are-stronger-others (last visited 
Apr. 21, 2022). 
160 Sulfur Dioxide Basics, EPA, https://www.epa.gov/so2-pollution/sulfur-dioxide-basics (last updated Mar. 9, 
2022); Basic Information about NO2, EPA, https://www.epa.gov/no2-pollution/basic-information-about-
no2#Effects (last updated Apr. 26, 2022).  
161 See e.g., Anaerobic Digesters, VT. DEP’T OF ENV’T CONSERVATION, supra note 141; Mass. Dep’t of Env’t Prot., 
Top Case Best Available Control Technology (BACT) Guidelines for Anaerobic Digester Biogas to Electricity 
Facilities (2017), https://www.mass.gov/doc/bact-requirements-for-anaerobic-digester-biogas-to-energy-
facilities/download; Dairy Digester Permitting Resources, SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY AIR POLLUTION CONTROL 


DIST., https://www.valleyair.org/busind/pto/dpag/dairy_digester_permitting_resources.htm (last visited Apr. 
21, 2022).  
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the biogas or generating electricity, it would be forced to vent or flare all the biogas, and would 


significantly increase its greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution for no reason.162   


Even if an animal waste management system that includes a digester is structured and 


operated in a responsible manner that reduces on-site greenhouse gas emissions—i.e., 


eliminating leakage, storing digester waste in gas-tight containers, treating digester waste to 


reduce nitrogen content and thus ammonia emissions, and using low-emission field application 


methods—the total lifecycle impact of biogas production, processing, and consumption may still 


be climate intensive.  And virtually all biogas systems generate higher greenhouse gas emissions 


than true renewable resources.163  


Gas-upgrading facilities emit on average 1.74 percent of the utilized methane.164  


Pipelines that transport methane to processing plants and customers leak an average of 2.3 


percent.165  Even small amounts of leakage can significantly reduce any climate-positive 


impacts: “seven percent of the positive climate impacts is lost per percentage point of leakage in 


a manure-based biogas scenario.”166  As one researcher explained,  


based on consideration of both the source of methane used to produce [renewable 
natural gas (RNG)] and the likely alternative fate of that methane, and using 
reasonable assumptions about likely system methane leakage, it is unlikely that an 
RNG system could deliver GHG-negative, or even zero GHG, energy at scale . . . 
[RNG] can have significant climate impacts associated with system leakage if the 
methane is intentionally produced . . . . [Natural gas] from intentional produced 
methane is always GHG positive unless total system leakage is 0.167   


 
162 BAINES, supra note 122, at 144 (“Biogas production from animal manures through anaerobic digestion aims at 
maximizing the bio-methane yield. Where no biogas recovery system is available, unintended anaerobic degradation 
of organic substances into methane during manure storage should be limited as far as possible, to prevent emission 
to the atmosphere of this strong GHG.”). 
163 Fusi et al., supra note 137, at 15. 
164 Liebetrau et al., supra note 144, at 1376. 
165 Ramon A. Alvarez et al., Assessment of Methane Emissions from the U.S. Oil and Gas Supply Chain, 361 
SCI. 186, 186–87 (2018), https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.aar7204 (finding that the leakage rates in the 
U.S. gas supply chain equaled 2.3 percent of the U.S. gross gas production, 60 percent higher than the EPA’s official 
estimate) (Attachment 52). 
166 Moller, supra note 128, at 20 (emphasis added). 
167 Grubert et al., supra note 138, at 7.  
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As numerous studies have demonstrated that system leakage from biogas production facilities,168 


processing plants,169 and pipelines170 exceed zero, it is unlikely that biogas production at scale 


will benefit the climate. 


Moreover, biogas does not lead to a net reduction in overall natural gas production, rather 


it is a strategy used by investor-owned utilities for offsetting fracking emissions while continuing 


their reliance on dirty fossil fuels.171  According to Dominion Energy’s calculations, mixing just 


four percent of biogas-derived natural gas with 96 percent fracked natural gas “will offset the 


carbon footprint completely.”172  This calculation fails to account for methane leakage, nitrous 


oxide emissions, and displacement of less climate-intensive energy resources in service of 


supporting the company’s fracking ambitions.  As one watchdog organization explained: “[t]his 


amounts to a glorified offset scheme and a way for Dominion to keep investing in new fracked 


gas infrastructure in lieu of electrification, which is the best way to decarbonize buildings[.]”173 


E. Cleaner Alternatives to the Lagoon and Sprayfield System are Effective and 
Accessible 


Excavating a new lagoon or covering an existing one to use as a digester; dumping the 


digester waste into an open cesspit where it emits ammonia, greenhouse gases, and other 


pollutants; and then spraying the waste onto fields where it emits more pollution into the air and 


pollutes streams and groundwater is a uniquely harmful way of producing biogas.  As discussed 


above, scientific literature has found that open air storage of digester waste can increase 


 
168 See, e.g., Liebetrau, supra note 144, at 1370. 
169 Id. at 1376. 
170 Alvarez, supra note 165, at 186–87. 
171 Sarah Golden, The Secret to the Happy Relationship Between Smithfield Foods and Dominion Energy, GREENBIZ 
(Feb. 14, 2020,) https://www.greenbiz.com/article/secret-happy-relationship-between-smithfield-foods-and-
dominion-energy. 
172 Id.  
173 Id. 
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ammonia emissions by as much as 46 percent174 or 66 percent175 relative to conventional 


lagoons.  Digester waste sprayed onto fields is also more likely to pollute groundwater and 


nearby surface waters due to lower dry matter content176 and increased solubility of pollutants.177   


The lagoon and sprayfield system approved by the Draft Permit is not the only way to 


produce biogas and dispose of digester waste—in fact, it is one of the most polluting ways to go 


about producing biogas.  Many less environmentally harmful methods of producing biogas and 


disposing of digester waste exist and are being used in North Carolina and elsewhere.  In fact, at 


least one state, Missouri, has already mandated use of these less polluting systems for some hog 


operations.178   


In North Carolina, several hog operations have successfully employed technologies that 


allow them to manage their waste and produce biogas while minimizing ammonia emissions.179  


Butler Farms, an 8,000-head finishing hog operation located in Lillington, North Carolina 


employed a system that combined anaerobic digestion and nitrification-denitrification of swine 


waste to significantly reduce ammonium (by 97.5 percent), Total Nitrogen (by 82.7 percent), and 


Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (by 81.4 percent) levels in the digester waste.180  Loyd Ray Farms in 


Yadkinville, North Carolina, installed a nitrification-denitrification system at its hog operation 


over a decade ago, which resulted in dramatic reductions in ammonia emissions.181  Based on the 


 
174 Harper et al. 2010, supra note 129, at 1989–90; Kim H. Weaver et al., Effects of Carbon and Nitrogen Emissions 
due to Swine Manure Removal for Biofuel Production, 41 J. ENV’T QUALITY 1371, 1381–82 (2012) (Attachment 
53). 
175 Aneja 2022 Memo, supra note 127, at 4. 
176 BAINES, supra note 122, at 145. 
177 USDA Conservation Practice Standard, supra note 130, at 366-CPS-6. 
178 See, e.g., Murphy-Brown of Missouri, LLC, Quarterly Progress Report April to June 2019 at MB015969–ha 
(June 30, 2019) (Attachment 54).  
179 See Aneja et al. 2008 Part 2, supra note 41, at 1145. 
180 Eric Staunton et al., Coupling Nitrogen Removal and Anaerobic Digestion for Energy Recovery from Swine 
Waste through Nitrificaton/Dinitrification, 32 ENV’T ENG’G SCI. 741, 745 (2015) (Attachment 55).  
181 See, e.g., Loyd Ray Farms, Inc. Innovative Animal Waste Management System Permit No. AWI990031 Permit 
Compliance Semi-Annual Report 1 (Jan. 31, 2019) [hereinafter Loyd Ray Farms 2019 Semi-Annual Report] 
(Attachment 56). 
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Loyd Ray Farms’ system’s pollution reductions, DEQ has designated the system as meeting 


enhanced environmental performance standards for new and expanding hog operations, which do 


not apply to the existing hog operations eligible for coverage under the Biogas General Permit.182   


Smithfield, the largest hog industry integrator operating in North Carolina, has used 


similar nitrification-denitrification technology on its biogas producing hog operations in 


Missouri to reduce nitrogen levels by 50 percent or more.183  Smithfield has acknowledged that 


this same technology would be compatible with its hog operations in North Carolina and would 


reduce ammonia emissions from digester waste and decrease the nitrogen content of the waste.184  


Smithfield’s nitrification-denitrification systems are not as effective at reducing air and water 


pollution as some of the other available technologies, but they are certainly less environmentally 


harmful than the approach the company has been taking at its hog operations in North Carolina.  


More comprehensive modular systems that include solid-liquid separation, nitrification-


denitrification, and phosphorus removal modules were first developed and tested on North 


Carolina hog operations over fifteen years ago.  The systems, originally known by their 


proprietary names—Terra Blue and Super Soils—were initially developed and tested after the 


signing of the Smithfield Agreement in 2000 and were found to be highly efficient at reducing 


ammonia emissions; removing nitrogen, phosphorus, and heavy metals; and decreasing pathogen 


 
182 Id. (“The animal waste treatment system installed at Loyd Ray Farms is designed to meet the Environmental 
Performance Standards set forth by North Carolina law for new and expanded swine facilities through the use of 
nitrification/denitrification and further treatment.”).  
183 Betsy Freese, SF Special: How Smithfield Saved the Worst Hog Farm in America, SUCCESSFUL FARMING (Jan. 4, 
2018), https://www.agriculture.com/livestock/pork-powerhouses/how-smithfield-saved-the-worst-hog-farm-in-
america (describing Smithfield’s Missouri waste management system, which includes separating solids from liquids 
and nitrification-denitrification); Dep. of Kraig Westerbeek in matter of Env’t Just. Comm. Action Network v. N.C. 
Dep’t of Env’t Quality at 173:18–19, 175:13–16 (Sept. 1, 2021) [hereinafter Westerbeek Dep.] (Attachment 57). 
184 Westerbeek Dep., supra note 183, at 172:3–13, 173:16–21, 174:4–21, 176:4–11, 180:13–20. 
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load in liquid waste and sludge.185  Over the next decade, the modular approach was refined and 


improved.  In 2018, United States Department of Agriculture (“USDA”) scientists published an 


updated study regarding the modular system’s effects on water quality at a 5,145-head feeder-to-


finish hog operation in Sampson County finding that the system reduced ammonium and Total 


Kjeldahl Nitrogen by 96 percent, Total Phosphorus by 99 percent, and pathogens by 99.99 


percent.186  Similar results were obtained at a lower cost when USDA scientists replaced the 


traditional nitrification-denitrification module with an ANNAMOX bioreactor, which uses 


specialized bacteria to convert nitrogen into a harmless form.187 So far, these modular systems 


have only been used with traditional lagoons in North Carolina, but have been successfully 


implemented on a 9,500-head hog operation in Brazil that produces biogas.188   


Several systems for managing digester waste can be purchased directly from U.S.-based 


companies.  For example, Digested Organics LLC, a company based in Michigan, markets a 


four-step system for reclaiming digester waste and eliminating pollution.189 First, coarse solids 


are separated out using a screw-press, vibratory screen, or spiral filter.  Next, a stainless-steel 


 
185 Matias Vanotti et al., Development of Environmentally Superior Treatment System to Replace Anaerobic Swine 
Lagoons in the USA, 98 BIORESOURCE TECH. 3184, 3184 (2007) [hereinafter Vanotti et al. 2007], 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0960852406003130?via%3Dihub (Attachment 58).   
186 Matias B. Vanotti et al., High-Rate Solid-Liquid Separation Coupled with Nitrogen and Phosphorus Treatment of 
Swine Manure: Effect on Water Quality, 2 FRONTIERS SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYS., Aug. 2018, at 1 [hereinafter Vanotti 
et al. 2018], https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fsufs.2018.00049/full (evaluating solid-liquid separation, 
nitrification-denitrification, and phosphorus removal system implemented in Clinton, North Carolina) (Attachment 
59); Kyoung S. Ro et al., High-Rate Solid-Liquid Separation Coupled with Nitrogen and Phosphorous Treatment of 
Swine Manure: Effect on Ammonia Emission, 2 FRONTIERS SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYS., Sept. 2018, at 1, 
https://www.ars.usda.gov/ARSUserFiles/60820500/Manuscripts/2018/Man1059.pdf (Attachment 60).   
187 Vanotti et al. 2018, supra note 186, at 4. 
188 Daniela Căndido, et al., Integration of swine manure anaerobic digestion and digestate nutrients 
removal/recovery under a circular economy concept, 301 J. ENV’T MGMT. (2022) (Attachment 78); 
see Deisi Cristina Tápparo, Swine Manure Biogas Production Improvement Using Pre-Treatment Strategies: Lab-
Scale Studies and Full-Scale Application, 15 BIORESOURCE TECH. REPS. 100716 (2021) 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2589014X21000931 (Attachment 61); Marcelo Miele et al., 
Effluent Treatment From Biogas Plants, RUSHTRANSLATE, 2014, at 3 (Attachment 62). 
189 DIGESTED ORGANICS, DIGESTATE MANAGEMENT, https://digestedorganics.com/wp-
content/uploads/2020/02/Digested-Organics-Digestate-One-Pager.pdf (last visited Apr. 21, 2022) (Attachment 63); 
Manure and Digestate Management, DIGESTED ORGANICS, https://digestedorganics.com/manure-and-digestate-
management/ (last visited Apr. 21, 2022). 
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ultrafiltration system is used to remove suspended solids, pathogens, phosphorus, and organic 


nitrogen, and create a high solids concentrate and a transparent permeate.  Next, reverse osmosis 


is performed on the permeate, which leaves it clean enough to be discharged or given to animals 


to drink.  The concentrated nitrogen can be used as a fertilizer or soil enhancer on-site or sold.  


Finally, ultraviolet light can be used to disinfect the water.  This process reduces Total Kjeldahl 


Nitrogen by 46 percent and phosphorus by 97 percent in digester waste.190  The Digested 


Organics system is being used on several dairy operations, including those producing biogas, and 


has been used on at least one large-scale hog operation in Ohio.  In the hog manure pilot test, the 


system was found to reduce Total Nitrogen in waste by 45 percent and Total Phosphorus by 54.5 


percent.  Digested Organics’ system is modular in nature, and users can customize the product to 


match their needs.191  The company sells systems directly to customers but also offers leases and 


long-term pay-by-the-gallon plans, which make financing easier.192  Digested Organics also 


offers contracts for its personnel to help operate the system. 


Another company called Renewable Nutrients LLC, based in Pinehurst, North Carolina, 


uses a system called Quick Wash, originally patented by USDA scientists in 2014193 to recover 


ammonia and phosphorus from agricultural waste.194  Quick Wash uses a gas-permeable 


membrane technology developed by USDA to treat digester waste from hog operations.195  This 


 
190 DIGESTED ORGANICS, DIGESTATE MANAGEMENT, supra note 189. 
191 Id.  
192 Pay-Per-Gallon Plans, DIGESTED ORGANICS, https://digestedorganics.com/service-support/#pay-per-gallon (last 
visited Apr. 21, 2022).   
193 Ariel Szogi et al., Process for Removing and Recovering Phosphorus from Animal Waste, U.S. Patent No. 
8,673,046 B1 (Mar. 18, 2014) https://www.ars.usda.gov/ARSUserFiles/60820500/Manuscripts/2014/pat8673046.pdf 
(Attachment 64). 
194 ARIEL SZOGI ET AL., FROM A PI’S PERSPECTIVE: HOW WE MADE A T2 SUCCESS (2016),  
https://www.federallabs.org/download/file/fid/23631 (Attachment 65).  
195 QuickWash: Nitrogen Removal & Ammonia Recovery, RENEWABLE NUTRIENTS, 
https://www.renewablenutrients.com/ammonia-recovery (last visited Apr. 21, 2022) (Attachment 66); see Matias 
Vanotti, Separation of Ammonia and Phosphate Minerals from Wastewater using Gas-Permeable Membranes, 
WRRI Water Sustainability through Nanotechnology Symp. (Mar. 15, 2017) [hereinafter Vanotti 2017 Presentation], 
https://wrri.ncsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Vanotti.pdf (Attachment 67). 
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technology is even cheaper than the Terra Blue/Super Soils modular systems and allows for both 


nitrogen and phosphorus to be recovered and sold as valuable fertilizer rather than destroyed.196  


After using the technology at waste water treatment facilities, including some in North Carolina, 


Renewable Nutrients conducted its first agricultural pilot of this system on a large hog operation 


in Neoga, Illinois, in 2015.197  In 2017, USDA scientist Dr. Mattias Vanotti explained in a 


presentation that for a 5,200-head swine finishing operation, this system is estimated to cost 


$57,168.47 in capital and operational costs each year, and generate $58,538.63 in revenue from 


sale of phosphorus and nitrogen fertilizer products.198  According to Dr. Vanotti this system 


allows hog operations to operate the system at a profit, without even accounting for revenue from 


the hogs themselves or from biogas, which is significantly greater than revenue from fertilizer 


sales.199  Quick Wash can be used to extract and recover nitrogen, phosphorus, or both.200  


Renewable Nutrients claims that Quick Wash can remove and recover over 95 percent of the 


phosphorus and nitrogen in a waste stream.201  According to the company, Quick Wash’s 


phosphorus removal and recovery system was tested on a Smithfield-owned hog operation in 


North Carolina and achieved 81 percent phosphorus extraction and over 99 percent recovery 


from raw swine manure in a lagoon.202  The system was also tested on a swine waste to energy 


 
196 QuickWash: Phosphorus Extraction & Recovery, RENEWABLE NUTRIENTS, 
https://www.renewablenutrients.com/quickwash (last visited Apr. 26, 2022) (Attachment 68). 
197 Renewable Nutrients Announcements Pilot of Quick Wash Process in the Animal Ag Sector, NAT’L HOG FARMER 
(Aug. 12, 2015), https://www.renewablenutrients.com/_files/ugd/26fcb4_1406465763fa44b7bd2e9965901b5da5.pdf 
(Attachment 69). 
198 Vanotti 2017 Presentation, supra note 195, at slide 58.  
199 Id. 
200 RENEWABLE NUTRIENTS, INNOVATION NUTRIENT RECOVERY TECHNOLOGIES, slide 3 (2020), 
https://www.renewablenutrients.com/_files/ugd/26fcb4_0ad1f8311a2147bc914d9bd20295e70c.pdf (Attachment 
70). 
201 Id. at slides 14, 15. 
202 Id. slide 23. 
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project in Ohio on digester waste, where it achieved 88 percent phosphorus extraction and 99 


percent recovery, according to the company’s materials.203 


Another company, Montauk Renewables, also touts a system to significantly reduce the 


environmental impacts of hog waste management and still produce biogas.  Montauk has been 


testing this technology in Magnolia, North Carolina, for the past five years.204  According to 


Montauk, their technology allows hog operators to send their waste to a central plant, where it is 


processed in a closed-loop system that eliminates air emissions and converts the waste into 


biochar, bio-oil, and biogas.205  This technology could potentially be implemented on individual 


hog operations to mitigate environmental impacts.  


On a more basic level, small operational changes can be made to reduce pollution from 


caused by storage and land application of digester waste.  For example, storing digester waste in 


covered lagoons rather than open lagoons would dramatically reduce methane and ammonia 


emissions from digester waste storage.206  Synthetic covers may alter the microbial make-up of 


the waste.207  Injecting rather than spraying liquid waste on fields reduces ammonia emissions 


 
203 Id. 
204 Lisa Sorg, Renewable Company Could Transform How Millions of Tons of Hog Waste are Managed in NC, N.C. 
POL’Y WATCH (Apr.5, 2022), https://ncpolicywatch.com/2022/04/05/renewables-company-could-transform-how-
millions-of-tons-of-hog-waste-are-managed-in-nc/.  
205 Id. 
206 Rogers Expert Report, supra note 132, ⁋ (4)(A) (citing Kupper et al., supra note 128, at 10); see Moller, supra 
note 128, at 20 (“Regardless the types of biomasses used for biogas production, the following measures are 
important to achieve the potential environmental and climate benefits: CH4 leaks from the biogas installation should 
be minimized . . . Digestate storage should be covered, and low-NH3-emission technology should be used for field 
application.”); BAINES, supra note 122, at 145 (“Digester slurry therefore has to be stored in covered slurry stores.”); 
Kupper et al., supra note 128, at 10 (“The average NH3 emission percent reduction due to covers ranges between 
approximately 50% up to ca. 90% for most cover types[.]”); EUROPEAN ENV’T AGENCY, supra note 156, at 4 (“Rigid 
covers can reduce NH3 emissions from the storage of livestock slurry by about 80%.”); E.J. CARNELL ET AL., UK 


CENTRE FOR ECOLOGY & HYDROLOGY, ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT TO AMMONIA EMISSIONS OF COVERS ON 


SLURRY/DIGESTATE STORES NEAR NITROGEN-SENSITIVE PROTECTED HABITATS IN ENGLAND (Mar. 12, 2021) 
https://nora.nerc.ac.uk/id/eprint/531497/1/N531497CR.pdf (“[F]loating covers can reduce emissions by 
[approximately] 60% and rigid covers by [approximately] 80%.”). 
207 Thomas F. Ducey et al., Differences in Microbial Communities and Pathogen Survival Between a Covered and 
Uncovered Anaerobic Lagoon, ENV’TS, Aug. 6, 2019, at 1–2 (Attachment 71).  
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during land application by 70-90 percent.208  Multiple researchers recommend pairing covered 


digestate storage with low-emissions application technology.209  DEQ could also require hog 


operations to store digester waste in lagoons with synthetic liners, which would limit leaching of 


pollutants into soil and groundwater.210   


Many of these technologies and practices have been successfully implemented, often in 


combination, on other hog operations in North Carolina and elsewhere and have significantly 


reduced the environmental impacts associated with hog waste management.  Several of these 


technologies were developed in North Carolina for the purpose of providing more 


environmentally protective alternatives to the lagoon and sprayfield system.  These solutions are 


commercially available, compatible with digesters for biogas production, and significantly 


reduce environmental impacts associated with hog waste management. 


F. DEQ’s permitting of digesters at hog facilities disproportionately harms 
communities of color and low-wealth communities 


To date, DEQ’s approach to permitting of digesters at hog operations has 


disproportionately impacted Black, Latino, and Native American North Carolinians as well as 


low-wealth communities, making this a significant environmental justice issue.  At a special 


meeting in fall 2021 regarding pollution and adverse health outcomes affecting families living 


near hog operations in eastern North Carolina, members of DEQ’s Environmental Justice & 


Equity Advisory Board adopted a strongly worded recommendation expressing “significant 


concerns about the pollution and public health implications of this general permitting scheme” 


 
208 Roger Expert Report, supra note 132, ⁋ (4)(A).  
209 See, e.g., Moller, supra note 128, at 20 (“Digestate storage should be covered, and low-NH3-emission technology 
used for field application.”); Fusi et al., supra note 137, at 15 (“Further policy changes should include a ban on open 
digestate storage to prevent methane emissions and regulation on digestate spreading on land to minimize emissions 
of ammonia and related environmental impacts.”). 
210 See MARKS, supra note 84, at 34–35.  
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and requesting DEQ to “take steps to protect . . . families, their health, and the environment.”211  


DEQ appears to have ignored these recommendations altogether. 


DEQ’s Draft Environmental Justice Report skirts this fact by only considering whether a 


hog operation with an individual biogas permit is located in a block group that qualifies as a 


“potentially underserved community.”212  DEQ’s methodology ignores the fact that a facility 


may, in fact, impact someone who lives in a different block group.  This is the case when, for 


example, a facility is located near the border of a block group, or the block group containing the 


facility is very small.  This methodology can also falsely include populations not impacted by a 


facility when the block group is very large or is an unusual shape.   


The common consensus among geospatial analysists is to reduce the severity of this 


methodological problem (understood broadly as the modifiable areal unit problem or MAUP) by 


using a distance-based methodology with the smallest geographic unit possible.213  In its simplest 


form, a distance-based methodology draws a circle of a specified distance around the facility, 


then identifies impacted populations as those within the census units intersected by that circle.  


Compared to the methodology used by DEQ, distance-based methods have been shown to 


produce more accurate results and more accurately identify severe environmental burdens among 


communities of color.  DEQ has chosen a methodology that is both inferior to widely used 


methods, and more likely to obscure any disproportionate burden of biogas permits on 


communities of color. 


 
211 October EJEAB Letter, supra note 5, at 1.  
212 See DEQ Draft EJ Report, supra note 17, at 5 (“potentially underserved communities” include both a 
racial/ethnic metric and poverty rate metric and is evaluated on the block-group level; if the share of nonwhite and 
Hispanic/Latino is over 50 percent or the share of nonwhites and Hispanic/Latino is 10 percent higher than the 
county or state share and the share of the population experiencing poverty is over 20 percent and the share of 
households in poverty is at least five percent higher than the county or state share, then the block is considered a 
“potentially underserved community”). 
213 UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST JUSTICE & WITNESS MINISTRIES, TOXIC WASTES AND RACE AT TWENTY 1987–2007 
at 39 (2007), https://www.ucc.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/toxic-wastes-and-race-at-twenty-1987-2007.pdf. 
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Independent analysis of proximity of swine biogas operations with individual permits to 


communities of color using a three-mile buffer shows that the majority of these facilities met 


DEQ’s “potentially underserved” population criteria.214  This analysis differs from DEQ’s by 


employing a three-mile buffer and by using census blocks rather than block groups for the 


analysis of racial/ethnic indicators.215  Since data on race are available at a block level (the 


smallest geographic unit), while poverty measures are only available down to block groups, it is 


preferable to measure race separately with the best available data.  While DEQ’s analysis found 


only four facilities within block groups containing “potentially underserved” populations,216 this 


more granular analysis of the population within three miles of each facility found that 10 out of 


15 facilities217 are located within three miles of “potentially underserved communities.”  


Table 4. SELC Analysis of “Potentially Underserved Communities” 
Permit 
Number 


Percentage of 
population within 3 
miles made up of people 
of color218  
  


Poverty 
rate219 
 
 
  


Name of Facility 


AWI090025 32% 9% Storms Farm Waste to Energy 
Digester Facilities 


 
214 U.S. Census Bureau, 2020 Redistricting File P.L. 94-171, Tbl. P2, https://www2.census.gov/programs-
surveys/decennial/2020/data/01-Redistricting_File--PL_94-171/North_Carolina/ (last visited May 1, 2022); U.S. 
Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 5-year Estimates, 2015-2019, Tbl. C17002, 
https://www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/summary_file/2019/data/5_year_entire_sf/ (last visited May 1, 
2022); N.C. Dep’t of Env’t Quality, Facilities with Permitted Animal Waste Digesters, 
https://deq.nc.gov/media/24719/download?attachment (last visited Apr. 26, 2022) [hereinafter DEQ Individually 
Permitted Digesters] (Attachment 72); see Decennial Census P.L. 94-171 Redistricting Data, P1, U.S. CENSUS 


BUREAU (Sept. 16, 2021), https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/about/rdo/summary-
files.html; American Community Survey Data (2009-2020), U.S. CENSUS BUREAU (Mar. 17, 2022), 
https://www.census.gov/data/developers/data-sets/acs-5year.2019.html (choose “2019”).  
215 See DEQ Draft EJ Report, supra note 17, at 3. 
216 Id. at 4.  
217 Id. at 6; see DEQ Individually Permitted Digesters, supra note 214 (listing facilities that currently permitted 
digester animal waste systems, excluding one dairy biogas facility and an unidentified facility not present in DEQ’s 
list of permitting animal operations producing biogas).  
218 Statewide, the total percentage of people of color is 39.5 percent; highlighting in Table 4 indicates percentage of 
people of color is 50 percent or greater.  See DEQ Draft EJ Report, supra note 17, at 5. 
219 The state-wide poverty rate is 14.7 percent; highlighting in Table 4 indicates a poverty rate of five percent or 
more above the state rate or over 20 percent. Id.  
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AWI310015 70% 24% Magnolia III, DM Section 4 Sites 1-4, 
Section 3 Sites 4-5 


AWI310017 70% 24% DM Farms Sec 2 Sites 1-4 
AWI310035 66% 23% Waters Farm 1-5 M&M Rivenbark 
AWI310039 50% 27% Benson Farm 
AWI310048 69% 25% Stockinghead Creek Farm, LLC Farm 
AWI310077 59% 21% Circle K Farm I & II 
AWI310082 51% 21% Vestal I&II Farm 
AWI430029 40% 14% W. Thomas Butler Farms, LLC 
AWI820466 53% 17% Farm 2037 and 2038 
AWI960067 30% 17% White Oaks Farm Inc 
AWI990031 18% 13% Loyd Ray Farms, Inc. 
AWS310014 77% 24% DM Farms Sec 3 Sites 1-3, Wendy 3-


8 
AWS820005 69% 23% Kilpatrick Farm 1, 2, 4 & 5 & Merritt 


Farm 
AWS820077 57% 23% Magnolia 4, Melville I & II, DELL, 


DM Section 1 Site 4 
 


 Significantly, the only three permitted hog operations with digesters sited in communities 


that are predominantly white and have low poverty rates (under the state average of 14.7 percent) 


are also the only hog operations in the state that produce biogas using innovative waste 


management systems that significantly reduce pollution.  These include Butler Farms and Loyd 


Ray Farms, which are described in detail above, as well as Storms Farm.  Storm Farms Waste to 


Energy Digester Facilities, Permit Number AWI090025, uses barn scrapers and solid-liquid 


separation to minimize liquid waste and reduce odors.220  


In other words, the three facilities operating under individual biogas permits located in 


predominantly white, more affluent communities each employ animal waste management 


systems that are significantly more protective of the environment and local communities than 


those used by facilities located in and around majority Black, Latino, and Native American 


 
220 Scott Bigelow, Farm Finds Power in Hogs, BLADEN J. (Apr. 28, 2017), 
https://www.bladenjournal.com/news/11803/farm-finds-power-in-hogs. 
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communities, and communities with higher poverty levels.  Not only are biogas producing hog 


operations disproportionately sited in and around communities of color and low-wealth 


communities, but the facilities in and around these communities pollute more than those sited in 


whiter, more affluent communities.                          


II. Legal Background 


A. North Carolina Law Authorizes DEQ to Include Additional Protections in 
the Biogas General Permit 


1. North Carolina Water Permitting  


The North Carolina Constitution states, “[n]o person shall be denied the equal protection 


of the laws; nor shall any person be subjected to discrimination by the State because of race, 


color, religion, or national origin.”221  The North Carolina Constitution further provides “[i]t 


shall be the policy of this State . . . to control and limit the pollution of our air and water.”222  The 


N.C. General Assembly declared it is “the public policy of this State to provide for the 


conservation of its water and air resources,” and “to maintain, protect, and enhance water 


quality.”223  It is the responsibility of the state government to ensure the preservation and 


development of water resources “in the best interest of all its citizens.”224  To this end the 


General Assembly set out a water quality program to conserve the state’s water resources and 


“maintain for the citizens of the State a total environment of superior quality.”225 


The General Assembly granted authority to DEQ to “administer a complete program of 


water and air conservation, pollution abatement and control.”226  The General Assembly granted 


the Environmental Management Commission (“EMC”) authority to develop and adopt water 


 
221 N.C. CONST. art. I, § 19. 
222 Id. art. XIV, § 5. 
223 N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-211(a), (b). 
224 Id. § 143-211(a). 
225 Id. 
226 Id. § 143-211(c). 
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quality standards,227 and to “develop, adopt, modify and revoke . . . waste treatment management 


practices as it determines necessary to prohibit, abate, or control water pollution.”228  


The General Assembly directed the EMC to “act on all permits so as to prevent violation 


of water quality standards due to the cumulative effects of permit decisions.  Cumulative effects 


are impacts attributable to the collective effects of a number of projects and include the effects of 


additional projects similar to the requested permit in areas available for development in the 


vicinity.”229  The General Assembly mandated that “[a]ll permit decisions shall require that the 


practicable waste treatment and disposal alternative with the least adverse impact on the 


environmental be utilized.”230  The EMC has established additional rules for animal waste 


management systems operating under “non-discharge” permits, which are supposed to generally 


prohibit pollution of nearby waterways.231  The regulations expressly require these facilities to 


“use the practicable waste treatment and disposal alternative with the least adverse impact on the 


environment in accordance with G.S. 143-215.1(b)(2).”232  


Any facility housing more than 250 swine and using an animal waste management 


system must obtain an individual permit or coverage under a general permit.233  DEQ issued the 


first swine general permit in 1997, and has since renewed the general permit in 2004, 2009, 


2014, and 2019.  Under the general permit program, a swine operation can operate lawfully if it 


obtains a “Certificate of Coverage” under the general permit.234 


 
227 Id. § 143-214.1(a)(1).  
228 Id. § 143-215(a). 
229 Id. § 143-215.1(b)(2). 
230 Id. 
231 See 15A N.C. ADMIN. CODE 02T.0105, .1304 (providing general requirements for non-discharge facilities, and 
adding requirements for animal waste management systems). 
232 Id. at 2T .0105(f).  
233 N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 143-215.1(a)(12), 143-215.10B(1). 
234 15A N.C. ADMIN. CODE 02T .0111(a). 
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North Carolina’s 2021 Farm Act revised provisions of the state’s water permitting 


statutes to order the development of a general permit for farm digester systems.  The Farm Act 


directed the EMC to “develop a general permit for animal operations that includes authorization 


for the permittee to construct and operate a farm digester system.”235  The General Assembly 


specified that “[i]n addition to conditions required to describe and authorize the construction, 


monitoring, and proper operation of farm digester systems, the general permit shall contain the 


same conditions that are included in the” 2019 general permit.236  The Farm Bill gives the EMC 


“discretion [to] require that an animal waste management system, including an animal waste 


management system that utilizes a farm digester system, be permitted under an individual permit 


if the Commission determines that an individual permit is necessary to protect water quality, 


public health, or the environment.”237  


2. Executive Action 


Through executive order, Governor Roy Cooper has directed cabinet agencies to 


prioritize environmental justice and equity in their programs and decision-making and reduce the 


state’s greenhouse gas emissions.  DEQ is a cabinet agency and therefore falls within the 


directives of the governor’s executive orders. 


On January 7, 2022, Governor Cooper issued Executive Order No. 246 (“EO 246”) 


directing state cabinet agencies to prioritize environmental justice in its GHG reduction 


planning.238  The order declares “all North Carolinians, irrespective of economic status, cultural 


heritage, race, religion, or zip code, have the right to enjoy a sustainable environment with clean 


 
235 2021 Farm Act, supra note 26, § 11.(b) (rewriting N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-215.10C(a)).  
236 Id. § 11.(d).  
237 Id. § 11.(b) (rewriting N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-215.10C(a)).  
238 N.C. Exec. Order No. 246, North Carolina’s Transformation to a Clean, Equitable Economy (Jan. 7, 2022), 
https://governor.nc.gov/media/2907/open.  
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air, clean water, and clean soil and that is free from environmental injustice.”239  EO 246 further 


recognizes that “climate change disproportionately impacts people of color, low-income 


communities, and indigenous communities, and responsible solutions to climate change must 


equitably reduce GHG emissions, . . . promote public health and health equity, and ensure fair 


treatment and meaningful engagement in decision-making and implementation.”240  To this end, 


the executive order directs cabinet agencies to “incorporate environmental justice and equity 


considerations and benefits” in implementing carbon reduction goals.241  EO 246 reinforces the 


governor’s commitment to addressing our climate crisis and racial and environmental justice 


through strategies that serve all North Carolinians rather than benefitting a select few.  


B. Federal Civil Rights Law Requires DEQ to Avoid Discriminatory Impacts in 
its Permit Decisions 


1. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 


Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits recipients of federal funds, including 


DEQ, from discriminating against individuals on the basis of race, color, or national origin, and 


provides that, “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national 


origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to 


discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”242  


In 1973, EPA implemented regulations imposing general and specific prohibitions on 


recipients of federal funds.  The general prohibition provides: 


No person shall be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be 
subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving EPA 
assistance on the basis of race, color, national origin, or on the basis of sex in any 
program or activity receiving EPA assistance . . . 243  


 
239 Id.   
240 Id. 
241 Id. § 2. 
242 42 U.S.C. § 2000d.  
243 40 C.F.R. § 7.30. 
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Relevant here, EPA’s specific prohibitions state:  


In administering a program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance in 
which the recipient has previously discriminated on the basis of race, color, sex, or 
national origin, the recipient shall take affirmative action to provide remedies to 
those who have been injured by the discrimination.244   
 


EPA’s regulations further provide:  


(b) A recipient shall not use criteria or methods of administering its program or 
activity which have the effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination because 
of their race, color, national origin, or sex, or have the effect of defeating or 
substantially impairing accomplishment of the objectives of the program or 
activity with respect to individuals of a particular race, color, national origin, or 
sex. 245 
 


EPA’s implementing regulations further provide that EPA “may terminate or refuse to award or 


continue assistance” if a recipient does not comply with Title VI.246  


Title VI applies to the permitting decisions of financial recipients.247  In its Title VI 


Compliance Toolkit, EPA states, “permitting decisions, taken by state agencies funded by EPA 


are subject to federal civil rights laws.”248  Title VI “imposes an affirmative obligation on 


funding recipients to include consideration of Title VI criteria in their permitting decisions.”249  


As such, EPA has issued final findings of discrimination in Title VI complaints that arose out of 


state environmental protection agencies’ issuance of permits.250 


 
244 Id. § 7.35(a)(7) (emphasis added). 
245 Id. § 7.35(b).  
246 Id. § 7.130(a).  
247 Id. § 7.35(c).  
248 EPA, U.S. EPA’S EXTERNAL CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLIANCE OFFICE COMPLIANCE TOOLKIT 2 (2017) [hereinafter 
Title VI Compliance Toolkit], https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2017-01/documents/toolkit-chapter1-
transmittal_letter-faqs.pdf (Attachment 73).  
249 S. Camden Citizens in Action v. N.J. Dept. of Env’t Prot., 145 F. Supp. 2d 446, 476 (D.N.J. 2001) (enjoining 
operation of manufacturing facility until state agency performs cumulative analysis of adverse disparate impacts) 
rev’d on other grounds 274 F.3d 771 (3d Cir. 2001).  
250 Letter from Lilian Dorka, Dir., EPA External Civ. Right Compliance Off., to Father Phil Schmitter 1–2 (Jan. 19, 
2017), https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2017-01/documents/final-genesee-complaint-letter-to-director-
grether-1-19-2017.pdf (“This letter is to advise [complainant] that [EPA ECRCO] has completed its investigation” 
of File No. 01R-94-R5 (Genesee Complaint) “and is resolving and closing this case as of the date of this letter.”).  
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Title VI and EPA’s regulations prohibit recipients from using a “facially neutral policy or 


practice that has adverse (harmful) and disproportionate effect based on race, color, or national 


origin”—this is known as disparate impact.251  The focus in claims of disparate impact is “on the 


consequences of the recipient’s policies or decisions, rather than the recipient’s intent.”252  This 


standard does not require that the neutral policy or practice be formalized in writing or 


affirmatively taken.253  Disparate impact can be found where a recipient failed to take action, or 


to adopt an important policy.254  


Cumulative impacts are considered in determining whether disparate or discriminatory 


impacts have occurred.  EPA guidance defines cumulative impacts as “[t]he harmful health or 


other effects resulting from” the “[t]otal exposure to multiple environmental stressors (e.g., 


chemicals), including exposures originating from multiple sources.”255  Compliance with Title 


VI requires consideration of the impact of multiple stressors, including environmental harms, 


adverse health effects, and non-health harms, such as economic harm, “nuisance odors, traffic 


congestion, noise and vermin.”256 


As a recipient of EPA financial assistance, DEQ must comply with Title VI in its 


permitting decisions.  Therefore, DEQ cannot develop or administer the Biogas General Permit 


in a way that would have the effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination, including 


disparate impacts.  Prevention of disparate impact requires DEQ to consider the cumulative 


impacts of its permitting decisions.   


 
251 Title VI Compliance Toolkit, supra note 248, at 8.  
252 Id. at 9.  
253 Id. at 9. 
254 Id. (citing U.S. v. Maricopa Cnty., 915 F. Supp. 2d 1073, 1079 (D. Az. 2012)).  
255 Draft Title VI Guidance for EPA Assistance Recipients Administering Environmental Permitting Programs 
(Draft Recipient Guidance) and Draft Revised Guidance for Investigating Title VI Administrative Complaints 
Challenging Permits (Draft Revised Investigation Guidance), 65 Fed. Reg. 39,650, 39,665 (June 27, 2000). 
256 Title VI Compliance Toolkit, supra note 248, at FAQ p.4. 
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DEQ has vowed to consider cumulative impacts in compliance with Title VI.  In its 2000 


Environmental Equity Initiative Policy, DEQ committed to “address environmental equity issues 


in permitting decisions for projects potentially having a disparate impact on communities 


protected by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,” and “[d]evelop guidelines for assessing 


the cumulative effects of permitted facilities.”257  To date, DEQ has failed to fulfill this 


commitment, and instead has focused exclusively on adopting public participation practices to 


mask its blatant disregard of its substantive Title VI obligations.  


III. Discussion 


The undersigned respectfully request that DEQ not issue the Draft Permit as written. 


While we appreciate DEQ’s inclusion of certain protective conditions from the 2019 Swine 


General Permit, quarterly influent and effluent monitoring requirements, the annual methane leak 


detection and repair requirement, and the condition encouraging “innovative treatment 


process[es]” under Condition I(11), the Draft Permit as written does not comply with North 


Carolina law or federal law.  The undersigned urge DEQ to consider the revisions described 


below to bring the permit into compliance with the law and ensure that North Carolina’s 


environment and communities are adequately protected.  


First, as provided by state law and DEQ’s regulations, hog operations that seek to use 


their animal waste management systems to produce biogas must employ the least 


environmentally harmful practicable technology and ensure that the cumulative pollution from 


these operations does not cause a violation of state water quality standards.  The Draft Permit 


fails to comply with either of these requirements.  The Draft Permit does not require permittees 


to use the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative, and DEQ did not evaluate 


 
257 N.C. DEP’T ENV’T & NAT. RES., ENVIRONMENTAL EQUITY POLICY 2 (Oct. 19, 2000), 
https://edocs.deq.nc.gov/WaterResources/DocView.aspx?id=483051&dbid=0&repo=WaterResources&cr=1. 
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cumulative effects or include any conditions in the permit that ensure state water quality 


standards are not violated due to the combined effects of multiple polluting activities.  DEQ must 


also develop and implement a cumulative effects framework to ensure that allowing over 2,000 


hog operations to potentially alter their operations to produce biogas does not result in a violation 


of state water quality standards. 


In addition, DEQ must revise the Draft Permit to ensure it complies with federal civil 


rights law.  U.S. Census data paints a clear and stark picture: rural Black, Latino, and Native 


American individuals are disproportionately likely to live in a census block that has a hog 


operation eligible for coverage under the Biogas General Permit and on average live two times 


closer to one of the operations than rural white individuals.258  This means that the pollution 


authorized by the Draft Permit will have a disparate impact on communities protected by the 


Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.  DEQ must not only evaluate the cumulative impacts of its 


permitting decisions on the Black, Latino, and Native American communities where hog 


operations are sited but must also act to address the foreseeable discriminatory impact of issuing 


a Biogas General Permit that authorizes increased pollution in parts of the state that are 


disproportionately populated by communities of color.  Moreover, DEQ must take “affirmative 


action” to provide remedies to North Carolinians who have been injured by DEQ’s past 


discriminatory permitting actions.  To this end, the undersigned urge DEQ consider whether a 


hog operations seeking coverage under the Biogas General Permit would disproportionately 


impact already overburdened communities.  If DEQ determines that pollution from a hog 


operation will disproportionately impact “communities of concern”259  the hog operation should 


 
258 U.S. Census Bureau, supra note 106. 
259 See Letter from Elizabeth Haddix et al. to Christine Lawson, N.C. Dep’t of Env’t Quality, on Draft Swine Waste 
Management System General Permit (AWG100000) at 2 n.3 (Mar 4, 2019) (citing RISK ASSESSMENT FORUM, EPA, 
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be required to obtain an individual permit that includes site-specific conditions to reduce 


pollution.  


DEQ must also take action to ensure that hog operations operating under the Draft Permit 


do not increase their already substantial greenhouse gas emissions.  DEQ should revise the Draft 


Permit to require that all permitted facilities demonstrate that the biogas they produce will be 


utilized or disposed in a manner that does not increase greenhouse gas emissions or air pollution.  


In most cases, this would require the hog operation to have entered into a contract to sell the 


biogas it produces or installed an on-site generator.   


The undersigned commend DEQ for including conditions in the Draft Permit that require 


phosphorus monitoring, groundwater monitoring for hog operations with waste structures in the 


100-year flood-plain, and submission of an annual report.  These conditions, which are carried 


over from the 2019 General Permit, are necessary to mitigate harms to the environment and 


increase transparency.  The undersigned urge DEQ to retain these conditions and to expand the 


phosphorus loss assessment tool (“PLAT”) and groundwater monitoring requirements to better 


protect North Carolina’s environment and people, as explained in more detail in Part (II)(F) 


below.   


The undersigned likewise commend DEQ for requiring permittees to conduct quarterly 


wastewater sampling and analysis of digester influent and effluent and annual leak detection and 


repair, and urge DEQ to require additional monitoring to ensure compliance with state and 


federal non-discharge requirements and prevent deterioration of local air quality due to air 


pollution.  Specifically, DEQ should add conditions to the Draft Permit requiring the permittee to 


conduct groundwater and surface water monitoring to ensure compliance with state and federal 


 
FRAMEWORK FOR CUMULATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT (2003), https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2014-
11/documents/frmwrk_cum_risk_assmnt.pdf) (Attachment 74).  
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requirements prohibiting discharges of pollutants into surface waters.  Given the overwhelming 


body of evidence indicating that hog operations that use the lagoon and sprayfield system pollute 


nearby surface waters, permittees should be required to demonstrate that they are complying with 


the Draft Permit’s prohibition on discharging pollutants into surface waters.  DEQ should also 


require air quality monitoring of methane, nitrous oxide, and ammonia emissions to ensure that 


the permitted systems do not exceed state air quality guidelines or increase their already 


substantial greenhouse gas emissions.  


A. DEQ Must Require Permittees to use the least environmentally harmful 
practicable waste treatment and disposal alternative  


The Biogas General Permit falls squarely into the category of permits for which DEQ is 


required by statute and its own regulations to mandate the “use [of] the practicable waste 


treatment and disposal alternative with the least adverse impact on the environment.”260  


Nevertheless, DEQ has failed to require permittees to adopt the least environmentally adverse 


treatment and disposal alternative to receive a Certificate of Coverage under the Draft Permit.  A 


variety of hog operations that produce biogas in North Carolina, in other states, and across the 


world employ waste treatment disposal systems that are far less polluting than the open-air 


cesspit system endorsed by the Draft Permit.  Multiple researchers have explained that storing 


digester waste in the open and then spraying it in fields is the worst way to produce biogas.261   


DEQ must evaluate potential alternatives, determine which alternative is the “practicable 


waste treatment and disposal alternative with the least adverse impact on the environment,” and 


 
260 N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-215.1(b)(2); 15A N.C. ADMIN. CODE 02T .0105(f). 
261 See, e.g., Fusi, supra note 137, at 15 (“Further policy changes should include a ban on open digestate storage to 
prevent methane emissions and regulation on digestate spreading on land to minimize emissions of ammonia and 
related environmental impacts.”); BAINES, supra note 122, at 145 (“NH4+ content and pH in digested slurry are 
higher than in untreated slurry. Thus, potential for ammonia emissions during subsequent slurry storage are 
increased. Digested slurry therefore has to be stored in covered slurry stores.”); Moller, supra note 128, at 20 
(“Digestate storage should be covered, and low-NH3-emission technology should be used for field application.”). 
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revise the Draft Permit to condition coverage upon use of that alternative.  DEQ could also 


consider designating multiple practicable waste treatment and disposal alternatives that meet the 


“least adverse impact on the environment” requirement and allowing permittees to select the 


alternative that works best with their hog operation. 


DEQ’s regulations require that permitted “animal waste management systems” “that do 


not discharge to surface waters” “shall use the practicable waste treatment and disposal 


alternative with the least adverse impact on the environment in accordance with G.S. 143-


215.1(b)(2).”262  Likewise, the North Carolina General Statute Section 143-215.1(b)(2) clearly 


states that “[a]ll permit decisions shall require that the practicable waste treatment and disposal 


alternative with the least adverse impact on the environment be utilized,” including permits 


authorizing the “construct[ion] or operati[ion] of an animal waste management system.”263  The 


Draft Permit is “issued pursuant to . . . North Carolina Administrative Code Title 15A 


Subchapter 02T” and uses “non-discharge methods of disposal.”264  Further, the 2021 Farm Act 


specifies that “[a] farm digester system shall be considered an agricultural feedlot activity within 


the meaning of ‘animal operation’ and shall also be considered a part of an ‘animal waste 


management system’ as those terms are defined in G.S. 143-215.10B.”265  Section 143-


215.1(b)(2) explicitly applies to “animal waste management system[s].”266   


The Draft Permit falls directly within the category of permits that North Carolina General 


Statute Section 143-215.1 subjects to the alternatives requirement.  This requirement applies to 


 
262 15A N.C. ADMIN. CODE 02T .0101(5), .0105(f).  
263 N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 143-215.1(a)(12), (b)(2). 
264 Draft Swine Digester General Permit, supra note 53, at 1. 
265 2021 Farm Act, supra note 26, § 11.(a) (modifying N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-213).  
266 N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-215.1(a)(12). The alternatives requirement contained in Section 143-215.1(b)(2) of the 
General Statutes is separate and distinct from the performance standards for new or expanding hog operations 
described at Section 143-215.10I. 
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existing hog operations and is not limited to new or expanding operations.  267  Yet DEQ has not 


even attempted to evaluate the availability or practicability of less environmentally harmful 


methods of disposing of hog waste and generating biogas during this permitting process.  268  The 


Draft Permit, as written, blatantly violates the General Assembly’s directive and DEQ’s 


regulations.   


Excavating a new lagoon or covering an existing one to use as a digester, dumping the 


digester waste into a secondary open lagoon, and then spraying the remaining liquid waste onto 


fields is not the least environmentally adverse practicable alternative.  In fact, this method is one 


of the most harmful ways to produce biogas and dispose of digester waste.  Researchers have 


issued multiple warnings against open air storage of digester waste and spraying of digester 


effluent on fields.269  DEQ may not permit such environmentally destructive waste disposal 


systems when a panoply of less environmentally harmful, practicable alternatives for disposing 


of hog waste and producing biogas are available. 


 
267 As described in more detail in Part (I)(C), the operation of a digester, removal of all the carbon from the waste in 
the form of methane, and open-air storage of the digester waste fundamentally changes the chemical and physical 
components of hog waste as compared to a conventional lagoon and sprayfield system.  The construction and/or 
operation of a waste management system, specifically the digester system which is “considered a part of an ‘animal 
waste management system,’” N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-213, authorized by the Biogas General Permit falls squarely 
within the requirements of the N.C. Gen. Stat. § 143-215.1(b)(2) and the 2T regulations. 
268 Id.  A January 2022 order by Administrative Law Judge Donald van Der Var states that Part 1 of North 
Carolina’s water statute, where Section 143-215.1(b)(2) is found, does not apply to animal waste management 
systems for hog operation.  This order suffers from multiple errors in law and is currently on appeal at the New 
Hanover County Superior Court.  If that case is mooted by issuance of the Biogas General Permit and Certificates of 
Coverage for the four hog operations at issue in the case, then the OAH order should be vacated.  Notably, DEQ 
removed reference to Section 143-215.1(b)(2) in the Draft Permit altogether.  See supra note 18. DEQ has included 
Section 143-215.1 as a source of authority for several provisions in the 2019 Swine General Permit and the 
individual permits the agency has issued to hog operations that have installed digesters and related equipment.  See, 
e.g., Permit No. AWI310035, Waters Farm 1-5 M&M Rivenbark (March 31, 2021), 
https://deq.nc.gov/media/18545/download (listing G.S. 143-215.1 as authority for Condition V(10)); see also N.C. 
Env’t Mgmt. Comm’n, Dep’t of Env’t Quality Swine Waste Management System General Permit (April 12, 2019) 
(“This General Permit is issued pursuant to North Carolina G.S. § 143-215 et seq., and North Carolina 
Administrative Code Title 15A Subchapter 02T[.]”). 
269 Fusi, supra note 137, at 15; BAINES, supra note 122, at 145; Moller, supra note 128, at 20. 
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As discussed above in Part (I)(D), many cleaner alternatives that are compatible with 


biogas production are available, affordable, and can be implemented in North Carolina.  These 


include but are not limited to: 


 Nitrification-denitrification systems paired with digesters such as those used at 


Butler Farm in Lillington and Loyd Ray Farms in Yadkinville,270 and on 


Smithfield’s hog operations in Missouri271 ; 


 Modular systems including solid-liquid separation, nitrification-denitrification, 


and phosphorus removal based on the “Terra Blue/Super Soils” technology 


developed in North Carolina272 and deployed alongside digesters elsewhere273;  


 Digested Organics LLC, a Michigan-based company that markets a  system 


involving solid-liquid separation, ultrafiltration, reverse osmosis, and ultraviolet 


light disinfectant for reclaiming digester waste and eliminating pollution;274 and 


 Renewable Nutrients LLC, a North Carolina-based company that markets a 


system called QuickWash, which removes and recovers nitrogen and phosphorus 


from agricultural waste.275   


On a more basic level, small operational changes can be made to reduce pollution from 


caused by storage and land application of digester waste.  This could include: 


 
270 Staunton et al., supra note 180, at 742–44 (studying emissions, influent, and effluent from 
nitrification/denitrification at Butler Farms); Loyd Ray Farms 2019 Semi-Annual Report, supra note 181, at 23. 
271 Murphy-Brown of Missouri, LLC, supra note 178, at MB015973; Westerbeek Dep., supra note 183, at 173:18–
19, 175:13–16, 176: 4–11. 
272 Vanotti et al. 2007, supra note 185, at 3184.  
273 See Tápparo et al., supra note 188, at 1–2.  
274 Manure and Digestate Management, DIGESTED ORGANICS, supra note 189; DIGESTED ORGANICS, DIGESTATE 


MANAGEMENT, supra note 189.   
275 SZOGI et al., supra note 194, at 1.  
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 Storing digester waste in covered lagoons rather than open lagoons to minimize 


ammonia and methane emissions;276 


 Injecting rather that spraying liquid waste on fields to avoid ammonia 


emissions;277 


 Storing digester waste in lagoons with synthetic liners to limit leaching of 


pollutants into soil and groundwater;278 


While none of these changes would qualify as the least environmentally adverse practicable 


alternative, they would help mitigate pollution from hog operations covered by the Biogas 


General Permit.  


These waste treatment and disposal alternatives have been successful implemented, often 


in combination, on hog operations in North Carolina and elsewhere and have significantly 


reduced the environmental impacts associated with hog waste management.  Many of these 


alternatives were developed and tested in North Carolina and were optimized for exactly the 


operational conditions present at hog operations eligible for coverage under the Biogas General 


Permit.279  Others, like Digested Organics and Renewable Nutrients, are commercially 


available—with technical details and information about financing just a click or phone call 


away.280  DEQ has a responsibility to evaluate these and other potentially less environmentally 


means of disposing of hog waste and generating biogas and revise the Draft Permit to condition 


coverage upon usage of the least environmentally harmful practicable alternative.  


 
276 Rogers Expert Report, supra note 132, ⁋ (4)(A) (citing Kupper et al., supra note 128, at 10). 
277 Id. 
278 See MARKS, supra note 84, at 34–35. 
279 See e.g., Vanotti et al. 2007, supra note 185, at 3184.  
280 DIGESTED ORGANICS, https://digestedorganics.com/ (last visited Apr. 25, 2022); QuickWash: Innovative Nutrient 
Recovery, RENEWABLE NUTRIENTS, https://www.renewablenutrients.com/? (last visited Apr. 25, 2022).  
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B. DEQ Should Require Biogas Permittees to Commit to Utilizing the Biogas 
they Produce  


DEQ should not provide coverage to any industrial operation under the Biogas General 


Permit that cannot show that the biogas it generates will be used or disposed of in a manner that 


avoids increased greenhouse gas emissions.  The methane emissions generated by anaerobic 


digestion harm air quality and contribute to climate change; these emissions are not inevitable.281  


Biogas production potentially worsens the existing situation because operators of these systems 


have an incentive to maximize methane production in order to maximize their revenue.  


Likewise, transporting large quantities of methane across new and existing fossil fuel 


infrastructure creates new opportunities for methane leaks.282  Researchers studying the life-cycle 


analysis for biogas have found that too often, these supposedly “climate-positive” fuel sources 


actually contribute to climate change.283 


Nevertheless, DEQ takes the position that more biogas production is good for reducing 


greenhouse gas emissions and combatting climate change.284  For this position to have any 


credibility at all, the Biogas General Permit must ensure that permittees do not operate their 


digesters unless the biogas they produce will actually be used and not just flared or vented. 


  DEQ should require permittees to provide evidence of the presence of an on-site 


generator that will be powered by biogas or the existence of a contract providing for the sale of 


biogas produced on site.  If, after being granted a Certificate of Coverage, circumstances change 


and the permittee no longer has use for the biogas, they must alert DEQ and cease operating their 


digester.  In no case should a hog operation receive coverage under the Biogas General Permit if 


 
281 Anaerobic Digesters, VT. DEP’T OF ENV’T CONSERVATION, supra note 141.  
282 See Scheutz & Fredenslund, supra note 147, at 43; Golden, supra note 171. 
283 Grubert et al., supra note 138, at 1. 
284 See e.g., N.C. DEP’T OF ENV’T QUALITY, NORTH CAROLINA CLEAN ENERGY PLAN 26–27 (2019), 
https://files.nc.gov/ncdeq/climate-change/clean-energy-plan/NC_Clean_Energy_Plan_OCT_2019_.pdf (endorsing 
biogas as having the “potential to significantly reduce [GHG] emissions . . . [and] reduce reliance on natural gas”). 
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it has no plans for handling the biogas generated by the digester.  This is a simple, common-


sense condition that would mitigate the risk of the Biogas General Permit substantially 


increasing on-site greenhouse gas emissions.  


C.  In Making Permit Decisions, DEQ Must Prevent Cumulative Effects From 
Causing Water Quality Violations  


The Draft Permit does not ensure that cumulative effects from up to 2,000 hog operations 


eligible for coverage under the Draft Permit and a plethora of other polluting industries located 


in Eastern North Carolina will not cause a violation of state water quality standards.  To comply 


with N.C. Gen. Stat. 143-215.1(b)(2), DEQ must evaluate the pollution created by the new waste 


management systems authorized under the Biogas General Permit, consider the various other 


sources of pollution in the watershed in which the operation is located, and include permit 


conditions in the Certificate of Coverage that would prevent violation of state water quality 


standards due to cumulative effects.  


The General Assembly mandated that DEQ shall “act on all permits so as to prevent 


violation of water quality standards due to the cumulative effects of permit decisions.”285  The 


General Assembly defines cumulative effects as “impacts attributable to the collective effects of 


a number of projects and include the effects of additional projects similar to the requested permit 


in areas available for development in the vicinity.”286  The North Carolina Attorney General’s 


Office has confirmed that the DEQ has the authority to condition or deny a permit “based on the 


cumulative effects associated with the permitted activity.”287  Therefore, DEQ has the authority 


 
285 N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-215.1(b)(2) (emphasis added). 
286 Id.  
287 N.C. Office of the Att’y Gen., Advisory Opinion: Water Quality Permitting; G.S. 143-215.1, 1996 WL 925158, 
at *2 (N.C.A.G. Apr. 24, 1996), https://ncdoj.gov/opinions/water-quality-permitting/. 
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and the responsibility to evaluate and address cumulative effects of the Biogas General Permit 


and various other sources of pollution on water quality.  


This includes impacts to water quality caused by the Swine Biogas General Permit that is 


the subject of these comments, but also the Poultry Biogas General Permit and Cattle Biogas 


General Permit that are being developed concurrently, as well as pollution from dry litter poultry 


operations and other polluting industries in the vicinity of permitted operations.  Dry litter 


poultry operations, in particular, are concentrated in many of the same counties in Eastern North 


Carolina as hog operations and are known to cause significant water pollution.288  Recently, the 


state’s poultry industry surpassed the swine industry as the state’s biggest source of nitrogen.289 


 Pollution from the lagoon and sprayfield system can lead to violation of multiple state 


water quality standards.  Nitrogen and phosphorus pollution from hog operations is frequently 


associated with algae blooms which cause low dissolved oxygen and chlorophyll-a.290  For 


example, a portion of the lower Cape Fear River that is surrounded by industrial hog and poultry 


operations has been designated as impaired for dissolved oxygen.291  Nitrogen pollution can also 


contribute to violations of the chlorophyll-a water quality standard.292  In addition, excessive 


nitrogen pollution can lead to a violation of the state’s groundwater quality standards for 


 
288 Brown et al., supra note 6, at 1 (“One of the highest concentrations of swine and poultry concentrated animal 
feeding operations (CAFOs) in North America is located on the Coastal Plain of North Carolina.”). 
289 PRATT, supra note 111, at 4, 6.   
290 HARDEN, supra note 7, at 1–2; Costanza et al., supra note 66, at 85. 
291 N.C. Dep’t of Env’t Quality, North Carolina 2020 303(D) List at 20–21, 
https://files.nc.gov/ncdeq/Water%20Quality/Planning/TMDL/303d/2020/NC_2020_Category5_303dlist.pdf (last visited 
Apr. 25, 2022); see also Letter from Onis Glenn, EPA, to Linda Culpepper, N.C. Dep’t of Env’t Quality (July 24, 2018) 
https://www.mitchellwilliamslaw.com/webfiles/07_24_18%20Lower%20Cape%20Fear%20River%20EPA%20Letter.pdf 
(disapproving of the EMC’s attempt to reclassify a portion of the lower Cape Fear River as “swamp waters” under North 
Carolina regulations).  
292 Micah G. Bennett et al., Response of Chlorophyll a to Total Nitrogen and Total Phosphorus Concentrations in 
Lotic Ecosystems: A Systematic Review Protocol, ENV’T EVIDENCE, 2017, at 1, 
https://environmentalevidencejournal.biomedcentral.com/track/pdf/10.1186/s13750-017-0097-8.pdf.  
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nitrate:293 sampling in the 1990s revealed that water from drinking wells near hog operations 


frequently exceeded the state’s nitrate water quality standard.294  The state also has surface water 


quality standards for fecal coliform bacteria, another pollutant associated with hog waste.295  


Stocking Head Creek, a waterway located in a part of the lower Cape Fear River Basin that is 


densely populated with hog operations, was been listed as impaired because it failed to meet 


water quality standards for fecal coliform bacteria.296  


Given the reality that hog operations are frequently associated with surface water and 


groundwater state quality standard violations, DEQ cannot simply assume that because the 


Biogas General Permit is a “non-discharge” permit, the permit prevents pollution of waterways.  


This approach ignores decades worth of research, including DEQ’s own sampling, documenting 


the undeniable adverse impact of industrial hog operations on water quality in eastern North 


Carolina.297  


 DEQ must develop a framework that (1) identifies and analyzes existing sources of 


pollution, (2) identifies reasonably foreseeable sources of pollution, (3) identifies waterbodies 


and groundwaters that are vulnerable to impairment; and (4) determines whether granting a 


Certificate of Coverage under the Biogas General Permit to individual hog operations, or a 


 
293 See N.C. Dep’t Env’t Quality, Groundwater Quality Standards Table at 5, 
https://files.nc.gov/ncdeq/documents/files/02L%20Groundwater%20Standards%20Table%205-21%202013_0.pdf 
(last visited Apr. 25, 2022).  
294 RUDO, supra note 8, at 413–14. 
295 See, e.g., Stocking Head Creek Study, supra note 48, at 4–6 (measuring average fecal coliform near hog 
operations far in excess of state freshwater water quality standards); see also Mark B. Weldon & Keri C. 
Hornbuckle, Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations, Row Crops and Their Relationship to Nitrate in Eastern 
Iowa Rivers, 40 ENV’T SCI. TECH. 3168, 3168 (2006), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2745718/ 
(finding significant, independent correlation between concentrated animal feeding operations, sprayfields, and 
nitrate concentrations in streams in Iowa).   
296 N.C. Dep’t Env’t Quality, 2018 NC Category 5 Assessments “303(d) List” Final at 36 (June 3, 2019), 
https://files.nc.gov/ncdeq/Water%20Quality/Planning/TMDL/303d/2018/2018-NC-303-d--List-Final.pdf.   
297 See Stocking Head Creek Study, supra note 48, at 11 (“Based on the results of this study to date, it appears that 
nutrient and pathogen concentrations are higher for the test stations in the concentrated [animal feeding operation] 
AFO areas as compared to the reference station with no [animal feeding operations]AFOs in the drainage area.”). 
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collection of hog operations, is likely to cause a violation of water quality standards.  If DEQ 


identifies potential water quality violations due to cumulative effects, it must add conditions to 


the Biogas General Permit or Certificates of Coverage issued pursuant to the permit to prevent 


those water quality standard violations.  These conditions could include requiring use of specific 


waste treatment and disposal systems; more protective digester waste storage practices such as 


impermeable liners and/or covers for lagoons; less environmentally harmful land-application 


practices, such as drag hoses or injection to minimize ammonia emissions and drift; larger 


buffers along waterways; more stringent sludge management requirement; or updated animal 


waste management plans. 


Regardless of whether DEQ develops and implements this cumulative effects framework 


before or after issuing the Biogas General Permit, the permit should contain a reopener clause 


that authorizes DEQ to reopen the permit upon a determination that surface waters or 


groundwater near the permitted operations may exceed or has exceeded state water quality 


standards. 


D. Under Federal Civil Rights Law DEQ Must Ensure that Cumulative Impacts 
of its Permitting Decisions Do Not Have a Disparate Impact on Communities 
of Color  


 As written, the Draft Permit is poised to continue DEQ’s shameful legacy of issuing 


animal waste management permits that have a disparate impact on Black, Latino, and Native 


American communities in violation of federal civil rights law.  DEQ ignored all of its own 


Environmental Justice Equity Advisory Board’s substantive recommendations regarding the 


development of the Biogas General Permit.298  Pursuant to federal civil rights regulations, DEQ 


 
298 See October EJEAB Letter, supra note 5, at 3–4 (“[W]e strongly advise DEQ to require the following: [c]leaner 
technology and practices that are compatible with biogas production and address water and air pollution caused by 
the lagoon and sprayfield system . . . ; [r]obust groundwater and surface water monitoring at every hog operation 
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must take affirmative action to rectify the discriminatory impact of its past actions and revise this 


permit to ensure that the Biogas General Permit does not exacerbate disparate impacts on 


communities of color in North Carolina.  Specifically, DEQ should add a condition to the Biogas 


General Permit requiring that upon a determination by DEQ that an operation contributes to 


cumulative and/or discriminatory impacts on already overburdened communities, that operation 


be required to apply for an individual permit. 


DEQ is well aware of the disproportionate harm that its swine waste permitting program 


imposes upon communities of color.  In 2017, EPA’s expressed its “deep concern about the 


possibility that African Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans have been subjected to 


discrimination as the result of NC DEQ’s operation of the Swine Waste General Permit 


program[.]”299  EPA further concluded that “the types of adverse impacts described [in the 


investigation] are being felt by large segments of the [sic] communities of color and are potential 


evidence of system concerns[.]”300   


The Draft Environmental Justice Report for this Draft Permit indicates that in the five 


counties with the highest density for swine, the “Nonwhite and Hispanic or Latino” portion of 


the population is significantly higher than the state average.301  The Report also indicates that 


health factors and outcomes for those same five counties are some of the worst in the state.302  


Robeson County, which is 75 percent “Nonwhite and Hispanic or Latino,” has the worst health 


factors and outcomes of all one hundred counties in North Carolina.303  This is exactly the kind 


 
. . . ; [u]pdated nutrient management plans that account for the changes in the land-applied waste after digestion; and 
[m]ore protective freeboard requirement.” (emphasis added)).  
299 ECRCO Letter of Concern, supra note 3, at 1. 
300 Id. at 11. 
301 DEQ Draft EJ Report, supra note 17, at 10 tbl.3. 
302 Id. at 38. 
303 Id. 
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of evidence of cumulative impacts that DEQ must consider when making permitting decisions in 


order to avoid exacerbating existing disparate impacts based on race. 


More granular census data confirms that people in a majority Black, Latino, or Native 


American census blocks in rural North Carolina on average live 10.15 miles from the nearest 


industrial hog operation, while people in white majority census blocks live more than twice as far 


away—nearly 26 miles from the nearest industrial hog operation.304  People in census blocks that 


are majority Black live on average just under 7 miles away from the nearest industrial hog 


operation.305  These are some of the same communities that Duke University Medical School 


researchers determined experience higher death rates from common diseases and higher rates of 


low birth weight in infants than other North Carolinians “due to the additional impact of multiple 


[industrial hog facilities] located in this area.”306 


Furthermore, to date DEQ’s issuance of individual permits for hog operations with 


digesters has had a disparate impact on communities of color and low-wealth communities.  For 


eleven of the fifteen hog operations currently operating under individual digester permits, the 


percentage of the total population within a three-mile radius made up by people of color is 50 


percent or greater.307  The state average is 39.5 percent.308  And the three hog operations that use 


more environmentally protective waste management systems are the only hog operations 


permitted to produce biogas for whom the population within a three-mile radius is majority white 


and has a poverty level below the state average.309    


 
304 U.S. Census Bureau, supra note 106.  
305 Id. 
306 Kravchenko et al., supra note 10, at 286. 
307 See supra p.49 tbl.4 (documenting demographics within three miles of individually permitted hog operations with 
digesters). 
308 DEQ Draft EJ Report, supra note 17, at 10. 
309 See supra pp.48–49. 
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To comply with Title VI, the Biogas General Permit must not “have the effect of 


subjecting individuals to discrimination because of their race[.]”310  Yet, DEQ’s own data 


indicates that hog operations eligible for coverage under Biogas General Permit are 


disproportionately sited in communities of color,311 that hog operations operating under 


individual digester permits are disproportionately sited in communities of color,312 and that hog 


operations with digester permits sited in majority white communities use waste management 


systems that are more protective of the environment and nearby communities than operations 


sited in communities that are majority people of color.313  Multiple reputable studies show that 


hog operations that use the lagoon and sprayfield system inflict grievous harm upon the 


environment and people nearby.314  Decades of research and EPA’s own pronouncements make 


clear that DEQ’s Swine Waste General Permit Program has long “ha[d] the effect of subjecting 


individuals to discrimination because of their race[.]”315  Given this history, DEQ is required not 


only to issue a Biogas General Permit that does not disproportionately impact communities of 


color, but also to “take affirmative action to provide remedies to those who have been injured by 


the discrimination.”316  


Faced with this mountain of evidence showing that the Swine Waste General Permit 


generally and the Draft Permit specifically “have the effect of subjecting individuals to 


discrimination because of their race,”317  DEQ has chosen to do nothing meaningful about it.  


DEQ did not implement any of the recommendations made by its Environmental Justice and 


 
310 40 C.F.R. § 7.35(b). 
311 DEQ Draft EJ Report, supra note 17, at 7–11. 
312 See id. at 6. 
313 See id. 
314 See supra Part (I)(B)–(C). 
315 See supra Part (I)(B)(3).  
316 40 C.F.R. § 7.35(a)(7) (emphasis added). 
317 Id. § 7.35(b). 
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Equity Board.318  The Draft Environmental Justice Report’s only recommendations were to 


communicate more with local communities and translate documents into Spanish.319  Conducting 


outreach in an accessible and inclusive way is important, but it does not mitigate severe 


environmental and public health impacts nor does it relieve DEQ of its responsibilities under 


Title VI.  


To improve its Title VI compliance, DEQ should add conditions to the Draft Permit that 


alleviate, rather than exacerbate racially disparate impacts.  Specifically, DEQ should add an 


additional provision to page one of the Draft Permit under the section listing “[r]easons for 


requiring application for an individual permit,” that expressly recognizes the agency’s mandate 


to comply with Title VI, as follows: “(h) a determination that the operation contributes to 


cumulative and/or discriminatory impacts on communities of concern.”  The term “communities 


of concern” is based on EPA’s 2003 Framework for Cumulative Risk Assessment guidelines, 


which refer to “populations of potential concern” and “vulnerability” defined by “characteristics 


of individuals or populations that place them at increased risk of an adverse health effect.”320  


EPA considers a number of factors to determine vulnerability, including 


susceptibility/sensitivity, differential exposure, differential preparedness, and differential ability 


to recover.321  In the context of the Biogas General Permit, these factors include the density and 


proximity of hog operations; proximity to other polluting sources, such as poultry operations; 


health factors and health outcomes; and demographic information such as age and race.   


 
318 See October EJEAB Letter, supra note 5; August EJEAB Letter, supra note 5. 
319 DEQ Draft EJ Report, supra note 17, at 40.  
320 Letter from Elizabeth Haddix et al., supra note 259, at 2 n.3 (citing Risk Assessment Forum, U.S. Env’t. Prot. 
Agency, Framework for Cumulative Risk Assessment, EPA/630/P-02/001F (2003)). 
321 Id. 
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EPA is currently developing new guidance on cumulative impacts assessment, which will 


include more resources that DEQ can use to identify communities of concern.322  In the 


meantime, when determining whether pollution from an individual operation would “contribute 


to cumulative and/or discriminatory impacts on communities of concern” DEQ should consider 


the best available data.  This data, some of which is cited in DEQ’s Environmental Justice 


Report, indicates that hog operations eligible for coverage under the Biogas Permit are 


disproportionately sited in and around communities of color that are burdened by pollution from 


a variety of dirty industries,323 that members of these communities have higher rates of 


respiratory illness,324 worse health outcomes,325 and higher death rates326 than communities 


located further away from hog operations, and that many of these communities lack the resources 


required to prevent or recover from exposure to pollution.327  DEQ should consider the collective 


impact of these and other environmental and public health stressors on communities located near 


hog operations seeking coverage under the Biogas General Permit, and require individual 


permits upon a determination that pollution from the applicant facility would contribute to these 


cumulative impacts.  For the purpose of Title VI compliance, DEQ must consider whether these 


cumulative impacts have a disparate impact based on race.  If a permit will exacerbate existing 


inequities, DEQ should deny coverage under the Biogas General Permit and require the facility 


 
322 EPA, EO13985: EPA EQUITY ACTION PLAN 5–7 (2022), https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2022-
04/epa_equityactionplan_april2022_508.pdf (outlining EPA’s plans to release a draft framework for evaluating 
cumulative impacts by the end of Fiscal Year 2022). 
323 See supra pp. 23–24. 
324 Maria C. Mirabelli et al., Asthma Symptoms Among Adolescents Who Attend Public Schools that are Located Near 
Confined Swine Feeding Operations, 118 PEDIATRICS 66 (2006), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4517575/ 
(Attachment 75); Amy A. Schultz et al., Residential Proximity to Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations and 
Allergic and Respiratory Disease, 130 ENV’T INT’L, Sept. 2019 (Attachment 76); see also ECRCO Letter of 
Concern, supra note 3, at 4. 
325 See supra Part (I)(B)(2); see DEQ Draft EJ Report, supra note 17, at 38. 
326 Kravchenko et al., supra note 10, at 278. 
327 See supra Part (I)(F); see DEQ Draft EJ Report, supra note 17, at 9–13, 38. 
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to submit an application for an individual permit that can include site-specific requirements to 


prevent further pollution and adverse public health outcomes.       


Merely reporting environmental injustices while doing nothing to address or mitigate 


those injustices, is insufficient under Title VI.  DEQ must act to prevent or mitigate 


disproportionate adverse impacts to Black, Latino, and Native American communities 


surrounded by industrial hog operations.   


E. DEQ Should Expand and Clarify the Circumstances Under Which Hog 
Operations are Required to Apply for an Individual Permit 


State law provides that DEQ “may require that an animal waste management system, 


including an animal waste management system that utilizes a farm digester system, be permitted 


under an individual permit if [DEQ] determines that an individual permit is necessary to protect 


water quality, public health, or the environment.”328   


The Draft Permit includes a short list of reasons it may “require any person, otherwise 


eligible for coverage under this General Permit, to apply for an individual permit.”329  An 


individual permit is “necessary to protect water quality, public health, or the environment” under 


at least the following additional circumstances: 


 Hog operation has been issued a Notice of Violation within the last five years; 
 Hog operation’s lagoons, waste-storage structures, or sprayfields are located in a 100-


year floodplain; 
 Hog operation has sprayfields, lagoons, or waste-storage structures located near a 


stream that has been designated as Nutrient Sensitive Waters or otherwise placed on 
the 303(d) list for surpassing state water quality standards for dissolved oxygen, 
nitrate/nitrite, or fecal coliform; and 


 Hog operation with sprayfields, lagoons, or waste-storage structures located within 
1,000 feet of residential drinking well. 


 
328 N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-215.10C(a). 
329 Draft Swine Digester General Permit, supra note 53, at 1. 
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The Farm Act provides that “[a]fter the general permit for animal operations that includes 


authorization for the permittee to construct and operate a farm digester system has been issued, 


the decision to require an individual permit shall not be based solely on the fact that the animal 


waste management system utilizes a farm digester system.”330  None of the circumstances listed 


above run afoul of this limitation. 


F. DEQ Should Retain Conditions from the 2019 Swine General Permit that are 
Protective of the Environment 


The undersigned commend DEQ for including conditions from the 2019 Swine General 


Permit that require groundwater monitoring for hog operations located in the 100-year 


floodplain, phosphorus monitoring for certain permittees that pose an especially high risk for 


pollution, and submission of an annual report for all permittees.  These conditions are critical for 


detecting and preventing groundwater and surface water pollution and increasing transparency 


for the public and should be retained in the final Biogas General Permit.   Moreover, without 


these conditions, the Biogas General Permit would contain essentially the same terms as the 


2014 Swine General Permit, which EPA determined likely subjected Black, Latino, and Native 


American North Carolinians to discrimination in violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.331 


The General Assembly mandated that DEQ issue a general permit that “contain[s] the 


same conditions that are included in the currently existing general permits for animal 


operations.”332  The 2019 Swine General Permit is the currently existing general permit. The 


2019 Swine General Permit includes a requirement that permittees monitor phosphorus using the 


Phosphorus Loss Assessment Tool (“PLAT”) (Condition I.9), conduct on-site groundwater 


monitoring for hog operations in the 100-year floodplain (Conditions III.11–III.14), and submit a 


 
330 2021 Farm Act, supra note 26, § 11.(b)(a), N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-215.10C(a).  
331 ECRCO Letter of Concern, supra note 3, at 1.  
332 2021 Farm Act, supra note 26, § 11.(d), N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-215.10C(c1). 
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publicly-accessible annual report (Condition III.18).  DEQ should, at a minimum, retain these 


provisions in the final Biogas General Permit, as is within their authority to do.333   


Moreover, the 2021 Farm Act did not prohibit DEQ from including additional, more 


protective conditions in the Biogas General Permit, and in fact authorizes DEQ to add such 


conditions.  The General Assembly could have specified that the Biogas General Permit must 


contain only the conditions present in the 2019 General Permit, but it did not do so, therefore the 


2019 General Permit serves as the floor, rather than the ceiling.  The 2021 Farm Act also states 


that the Biogas General Permit should contain “conditions required to describe and authorize the 


construction, monitoring, and proper operation of farm digester systems[.]”334  Both the PLAT 


requirement and groundwater monitoring requirement are “conditions required . . . to authorize . 


. . monitoring, and proper operation of farm digester systems[.]”335  DEQ therefore, has authority 


to not only include these three conditions, but also to make them more protective in order to 


ensure proper monitoring and operation of the farm digester systems.   


The EMC’s 2T regulations provide an additional source of authority for requiring these 


conditions.  These regulations provide: 


The Division may require monitoring and reporting requirements, including of 
groundwater, surface water or wetlands, waste, wastewater, residuals, soil, 
treatment processes, lagoon or storage ponds, and plant tissue, if necessary to 
determine the source, quantity, and quality of the waste and its effect upon the 
surface water, ground waters, or wetlands.336 
 


The groundwater monitoring, phosphorus monitoring, and annual report conditions are exactly 


the kind of “monitoring and reporting requirements” that DEQ has authority to require.  DEQ 


 
333 15A N.C. ADMIN. CODE 02T .0108(c).  
334 2021 Farm Act, supra note 26, § 11.(d). 
335 Id. 
336 15A N.C. ADMIN. CODE 02T.0108(c). 
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should exercise this authority in accordance with its mandate to conserve the state’s water 


resources and “maintain for the citizens of the State a total environment of superior quality.”337 


1. Condition I.9: Phosphorus Monitoring  


The undersigned urge DEQ to retain Condition I.9 of the Draft Permit and expand the 


requirement to apply to all permittees.  If DEQ is not inclined to apply the requirement to all 


permittees, DEQ should at least lower the P-index trigger for PLAT from 400 to 100.  


As written, this condition requires that “any land application field with a soil analysis P-


index of 400 or higher” be evaluated, using the PLAT tool, to ensure compliance with North 


Carolina’s NRCS 590 Nutrient Management standard for phosphorus.  In other words, the 


condition ensures that hog operations whose fields exceed healthy phosphorus levels are more 


closely monitored to ensure compliance with state law.   


Liquid hog waste that is sprayed on fields typically contains both nitrogen and 


phosphorus.  Crops planted in the fields uptake as much of the nitrogen and phosphorus as they 


need to grow, and the excess nitrogen and phosphorus remains in the soil, where it often seeps 


into groundwater or runs off into nearby surface waters.338  The more excess nitrogen or 


phosphorus, the greater the risk of pollution.  Excess phosphorus is also harmful to crops—the 


buildup of phosphorus in soil can cause plants to grow poorly or die.339  Land application rates in 


North Carolina are typically based on the nitrogen needs of the target crop, which means that 


crops’ ability to uptake phosphorus is not considered, and as a result, phosphorus is likely to be 


overapplied.  Studies show that when liquid waste is applied according to the agronomic rate for 


 
337 N.C. GEN. STAT. § 143-211(a). 
338 See Larry Cahoon & Scott Ensign, Spatial and Temporal Variability in Excessive Soil Phosphorus Levels in 
Eastern North Carolina, 69 NUTRIENT CYCLING IN AGROECOSYSTEMS 111, 112 (2004) (Attachment 77).  
339 T.L. Provin & J.L. Pitt, Phosphorus – Too Much and Plants May Suffer, TEX. A&M AGRILIFE EXTENSION, 
https://agrilifeextension.tamu.edu/library/gardening/phosphorus-too-much-and-plants-may-suffer/ (last visited April 
21, 2022). 
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nitrogen, the phosphorus content of the land-applied waste is often two to five times greater than 


crop requirements.340  In parts of North Carolina dominated by animal agriculture, there is not 


enough cropland to assimilate the nutrient load, particularly phosphorus, generated from animal 


manure.341  


The PLAT tool was designed, in part, to evaluate the risk of phosphorus discharge.342  


The ability to evaluate such risk is particularly important for digester waste because digesters 


convert organic compounds in the waste into methane, which leaves more of the phosphorus in 


an inorganic form, which is also known as soluble phosphorus.343  Soluble phosphorus is far 


more likely runoff into nearby surface waters or leach into groundwater than organic forms of 


phosphorus.344  While producing biogas does not increase the total amount of phosphorus in the 


manure, it does increase the amount of soluble phosphorus, and as a result, the risk of water 


pollution.  Therefore, it is especially important to minimize phosphorus overapplication for hog 


operations that are operating digesters to produce biogas.  The PLAT requirement included in the 


Draft Permit would allow hog operations and DEQ to better assess risk of phosphorus 


 
340 N.C. STATE UNIV., DEP’T OF SOIL SCI. & BIO. & AGRIC. ENG’G, NORTH CAROLINA PHOSPHORUS LOSS 


ASSESSMENT: I. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND II. SCIENTIFIC BASIS AND SUPPORTING LITERATURE 1 (2005) 
https://docplayer.net/25040459-North-carolina-phosphorus-loss-assessment-i-model-description-and-ii-scientific-
basis-and-supporting-literature.html.  
341 BARKER & ZUBLENA, supra note 55, at 7; N.C. STATE UNIV., supra note 30, at 1; see also Cahoon & Ensign, 
supra note 338, at 111. 
342 “North Carolina agricultural land loses about 10 in. of water each year to surface plus subsurface 
drainage. If this water contained 1 mg P/L, total P loss through drainage water would be 2.2 lb/ac. The 
N.C. Neuse River Sensitive Waters Management Strategy Rules adopted by the Environmental 
Management Commission on December 11, 1997, stipulated that water from wastewater treatment plants 
should not exceed an average of 2 mg P/L (1 mg P/L for expanded wastewater treatment plants) . . . . 
Applying a 2-mg-P/L concentration limit to drainage water from agricultural land would allow 4.4 lb P 
loss/ac, thus the Very High rating was set at greater than 4 lb P loss/ac per year.” N.C. STATE UNIV., supra 
note 30, at 21. 
343 Lagoons also convert some of the carbon in the waste to methane, but digesters are far more efficient at doing so, 
and as a result digestate has barely any organic compounds left.  
344 Mary Berg et al., Phosphorus Behavior in the Environment, N.D. STATE UNIV. (June 2018), 
https://www.ag.ndsu.edu/publications/environment-natural-resources/phosphorus-behavior-in-the-environment. 
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overapplication and mitigate some of the environmental impacts caused by the lagoon and 


sprayfield system.  


2. Conditions III.11-14: Groundwater monitoring in 100-year flood plain 


DEQ should, at a minimum, retain Conditions III.11–III.14, which require groundwater 


monitoring for facilities with lagoons or waste storage structures located in the 100-year 


floodplain.  But DEQ has the authority and the responsibility to require groundwater monitoring 


more broadly and should expand the groundwater monitoring requirement to apply to all hog 


operations seeking coverage under the Biogas General Permit.   


The vast majority of hog operations eligible for coverage under the Biogas General 


Permit are located in the low-lying, flood-prone eastern coastal plain of North Carolina.345  It is 


particularly important for this provision to apply to hog operations that have sprayfields located 


in the 100-year floodplain: spraying waste with extra soluble pollutants on low-lying floodplains 


in an area with a high-water table is a recipe for groundwater contamination.  Unless the 


groundwater monitoring provision is expanded, digester waste could cause serious groundwater 


pollution and DEQ would be none the wiser.  Specific parameters for groundwater monitoring 


are discussed in more detail in Part (III)(F)(4) below. 


3. Condition III.18: Annual Report 


Condition III.18 of the Draft Permit requires operators to submit an annual report to the 


agency detailing basic information about the facility and waste management practices.  This 


minimal annual reporting requirement is a step toward improved efficiency for DEQ during 


annual inspections and increased transparency for the public.  At present, few documents 


regarding the waste management system must be submitted to DEQ, shielding those records 


 
345 See supra pp. 10–11, 17–18.  
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from public scrutiny.  The annual report includes basic information about farm operations and 


waste management practices, and submission of this information to DEQ is consistent with other 


reporting requirements in similar permits and minimizes the burden on permittees.  


G. DEQ Must Require Additional Monitoring to Ensure Compliance with the 
Biogas General Permit’s Conditions 


To ensure that permittees comply with the non-discharge mandate of the Biogas General 


Permit, state law, and water quality regulations, DEQ must require robust and consistent 


monitoring of surface waters, groundwater, and influent and effluent on site.  Moreover, DEQ 


should use its clear statutory and regulatory authority to require monitoring of operations 


covered under the Biogas General Permit to enhance the agency’s knowledge and understanding 


of digester systems and the environmental impact of these systems and to make needed 


improvements to the Biogas General Permit when it is renewed in 2024.  Because of the 


fundamental changes in the waste that will result from the installation of digester systems, 


monitoring data should also be used in real-time to adjust certified animal waste management 


plans (CAWMP) to prevent pollution and adverse health outcomes for nearby communities.  


1. Surface water monitoring 


DEQ must require monitoring of surface waters near hog operations covered by the 


Biogas General Permit.  While this general permit may prohibit “discharge to surface waters of 


the state,”346 such discharges occur and are well-documented.  Decades of scientific literature 


and even DEQ’s own studies indicate that hog operations pollute surface waters though runoff 


from fields; atmospheric deposition of ammonia from barns, lagoons, and sprayfields into 


surface waters; migration of groundwater into nearby surface waters; spills; and structural 


 
346 Draft Swine Digester General Permit, supra note 53, at 1 (citing 15A N.C. ADMIN. CODE 02T, governing 
issuance of permits for systems “that do not discharge to surface waters of the state”).   
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failures.347  The Draft Permit assumes, with no justification and despite a mountain of evidence 


suggesting otherwise, that permitted hog operations will have no impact on nearby surface 


waters.  A surface water monitoring condition would ensure that any impacts on water quality 


are documented and any water quality violations redressed.  


DEQ should revise the Draft Permit to require weekly sampling and analysis of surface 


water, specifically tributaries impacted by hog operations and/or in the flow path of each lagoon 


or sprayfield.348  DEQ sampling protocols should be used.  Samples should be analyzed for 


include Total Nitrogen, Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen, Nitrate/Nitrite, Ammonium, Phosphorus, TSS, 


BOD, E. coli, and fecal coliform. 


2. Groundwater monitoring 


As noted above, the undersigned appreciate DEQ’s inclusion of Conditions III.11-14, 


which require groundwater monitoring for facilities with lagoons or waste storage structures 


located in the 100-year floodplain, but remain concerned that this requirement is too narrow 


given the well-documented risk of groundwater contamination from all hog operations in North 


Carolina coastal plain that use the lagoon and sprayfield system, but particularly those with 


sprayfields located within the 100-year floodplain or with lagoons or digesters for which bottom 


elevation is less than two feet above the water table.  The Draft Permit should be revised to 


expand the groundwater monitoring requirement to apply to these high risk facilities. 


The Draft Permit should also be revised to specify the way groundwater monitoring 


should be conducted for all hog operations located in the coastal plain.  DEQ should require 


groundwater monitoring to be conducted with shallow monitoring wells installed upgradient and 


 
347 See supra Part (I)(B)(1). 
348 DEQ should explore options for expanded ambient monitoring locations in watersheds that are home to numerous 
hog operations to ease the monitoring burden on permittees. 
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downgradient of the digester, secondary storage lagoons, and sprayfields.  A hydrologist must 


approve of all groundwater monitoring well sites.  Analysis of groundwater samples should 


include Total Nitrogen, Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen, Nitrate/Nitrite, Ammonium, Phosphorus, TSS, 


BOD, E. coli, and fecal coliform.  


To ensure that hog operations are not polluting neighboring drinking wells, the Biogas 


General Permit should further require warm and cool season sampling and analysis of all public 


and private drinking water wells greater than 100 feet depth within 2,500 feet of a digester, 


secondary lagoon, or sprayfield. 


3. Soil sampling 


DEQ should also revise Condition III.4 of the Draft Permit to require quarterly soil 


sampling from land application fields.  The samples should be taken at two and ten inches depth 


and analyzed for Total Nitrogen, Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen, Total Phosphorus, Total Organic 


Carbon, Total Carbon, Nitrate/Nitrite, heavy metals, and pH.  


4. Influent and effluent testing 


DEQ should retain and expand Condition III.24 of the Draft Permit requiring quarterly 


sampling and analysis of digester influent and effluent.  There is a broad consensus in the 


scientific literature that use of digesters and removal of organic matter from waste fundamentally 


alter the chemical makeup of digester waste relative to conventional waste lagoons.  In 


particular, the more complete anaerobic digestion achieved by a digester leaves digester waste 


with less dry matter, which increases the rate of soil infiltration,349 and more soluble nitrogen, 


phosphorus, and other elements, which makes pollutants more likely to runoff into surface 


 
349 See BAINES, supra note 122, at 172. 
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waters or contaminate groundwater.350  The undersigned are pleased that DEQ proposes testing 


for Total Nitrogen or Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen, as well as nitrate nitrogen, ammonium nitrogen, 


and total phosphorus.  


We encourage DEQ to add an additional quarterly waste sampling location for digester 


waste that is leaving the secondary storage lagoons(s); this digester waste should be analyzed for 


all of the parameters already listed in Condition III.24.  Alternatively, Condition III.5 should be 


amended to clarify that this waste sampling must be conducted at least quarterly and for all forms 


of nitrogen. 


DEQ should also amend Condition I.4 to require permittees to review and, if necessary, 


amend or revise the operation’s CAWMP based on the results of the quarterly effluent 


monitoring and quarterly soil testing.  As discussed in detail above, the digester waste that will 


be land-applied will be different from waste from a conventional hog waste lagoon and will pose 


an increased threat to groundwater and surface waters.  As a result, the facility’s CAWMP, 


which provides for hydraulic limits and application rates, should be updated based on the best-


available and most up-to-date sampling data.  


5. Air quality monitoring  


The undersigned encourage DEQ to add additional air quality monitoring to the Biogas 


General Permit to track methane leaks from hog operations and the anticipated increase in air 


emissions from open lagoons.  The undersigned appreciate DEQ’s inclusion of an annual leak 


detection and repair requirement in the Draft Permit.351  However, this condition only applies to 


“biogas gathering and collection lines,” and therefore overlooks emissions from open lagoons 


 
350 USDA Conservation Practice Standard, supra note 130, at 366-CPS-6 (“Compounds such as nitrogen, 
phosphorus, and other elements become more soluble due to anaerobic digestion and therefore have higher potential 
to move with water.”). 
351 See Draft Swine Digester General Permit, supra note 53, at 14. 
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storing digester waste, which are far and away the largest source of methane and ammonia 


emissions.352  Further, annual leak detection is not sufficient and would allow substantial leaks to 


spew pollution into the environment for months on end before being detected, much less 


rectified.  This condition should be revised to require, at a minimum, monthly leak detection.  


 Permittees should also be required to conduct air quality monitoring to assess emissions 


of greenhouse gas and other harmful pollutants from their hog operation.  As discussed in 


Sections (I)(B), lagoons and sprayfields are well-documented sources of several pollutants: 


methane, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs), particulate matter, 


and nitrous oxides.  Digesters increase production of some of these pollutants.353  Many of these 


pollutants are harmful to human health or contribute to climate change, and existing monitoring 


requirements and programs do not adequately monitor for these parameters. 


Storage of digester waste in open lagoons also causes increased ammonia emissions, 


which drives particulate matter formation and can compromise local air quality.354  Flaring or 


combustion of biogas on-site is also associated with sulfur dioxide, NOX, VOC, and 


formaldehyde emissions.355  To ensure that these pollutants, which can seriously impact the 


environment and public health, are not being emitted in significant amounts, DEQ should require 


monthly air monitoring for these pollutants on-site. 


IV. Conclusion 


 For decades, DEQ’s General Permit Program has authorized pollution from hog 


operations that poisons our water and air and sickens nearby communities.  Issuing the Biogas 


General Permit as drafted would allow these facilities, which are disproportionately sited in 


 
352 See supra Part I(D). 
353 See supra Parts (I)(B)(1)–(2), (D). 
354 See supra Part (I)(C). 
355 Paolini et al., supra note 149, at 901.  
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Black, Latino, and Native American communities, to pollute even more.  State and federal law 


spells out DEQ’s responsibilities clearly: DEQ must require cleaner waste management systems 


and ensure that pollution from the systems does not degrade the environment or 


disproportionately harm communities of color.  The Draft Permit fails on all these counts, and 


therefore the undersigned respectfully urge DEQ not to issue the Biogas General Permit as 


drafted.  


The Biogas General Permit must require permittees to: (1) use the least environmentally 


damaging practicable waste disposal system; (2) show that the cumulative effects of pollution 


from the facility and other nearby sources will not cause violations of water quality standards; 


(3) apply for an individual permit if their facility is high-risk, has a history of permit violations, 


or will contribute to discriminatory and/or cumulative impacts; and (4) conduct robust 


groundwater, surface water, air, soil, and influent/effluent monitoring and update their animal 


waste management plans in accordance with sampling results.  Moreover, to fulfill its obligations 


under state and federal law, DEQ should establish: (1) a framework for analyzing cumulative 


effects to determine if the combined effect of its permitting actions would cause a water quality 


standard violation; and (2) a comprehensive air-quality monitoring program to ensure that biogas 


production does not worsen on-site emissions. 


For all the reasons stated above, we oppose the Draft Permit as currently written, and 


respectfully request that DEQ adopt the recommendations outlined above.  Please do not hesitate 


to reach out to Blakely Hildebrand (bhildebrand@selcnc.org or 919-967-1450) to discuss this 


matter further.  Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 
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Sincerely, 


 
Blakely E. Hildebrand 
Senior Attorney 
 


 
Maia Hutt 
Staff Attorney 
 


 
Jasmine B. Washington 
Associate Attorney 
 
Southern Environmental Law Center 


 


CC: 
Elizabeth Biser, Secretary, DEQ 
Sushma Masemore, Assistant Secretary for the Environment, DEQ 
Christine Lawson, Environmental Engineer, DEQ 
Jeremy Tarr, Senior Advisor for Climate Change Policy, Office of Governor Roy Cooper 
Jimmie Bellamy, Policy Advisor, Office of Governor Roy Cooper 
 


Submitted on behalf of: 


Robert Moore, President 
Duplin County Chapter of the North Carolina Conference of the NAACP 
 
Kemp Burdette, Cape Fear Riverkeeper 
Cape Fear River Watch 
 
William Barber, III 
North Carolina Poor People’s Campaign 
 
Sherri White-Williamson, Board Member and Co-Founder 
Environmental Justice Community Action Network (EJCAN) 
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Brian Buzby, Executive Director 
North Carolina Conservation Network 
 
Joel Porter, Policy Manager 
CleanAIRE NC 
 
Larry Baldwin, NC CAFO Coordinator 
Daniel Estrin, General Counsel and Advocacy Director 
Waterkeeper Alliance 
 
Erin Casey, Director of Coastal Programs 
NC Sierra Club 
 
Jillian Howell, Pamlico-Tar Riverkeeper 
Samantha Krop, Neuse Riverkeeper 
Sound Rivers 
 
Edgar Miller, Executive Director and Riverkeeper 
Yadkin Riverkeeper 
 
Rebecca Drohan, White Oak Waterkeeper 
Coastal Carolina Riverwatch 
 
Connor Kippe, Policy Advocate 
Toxic Free NC 
 
Amanda Strawderman, Polluter Accountability Program Director 
Clean Water for NC 
 
Hannah Connor, Senior Attorney 
Center for Biological Diversity 
 
Ruthie Lazenby, Staff Attorney 
Vermont Law School Environmental Justice Clinic 
 
Emily Keel, Steering Committee of WILPF Triangle 
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom of the Triangle 
 
Ridge Graham, North Carolina Field Coordinator 
Appalachian Voices 
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Dear Mr. Ravella,
 
Please see the attached petition signed by 746 North Carolina residents urging the NC Department
of Environmental Quality to issue the strongest possible protections, including air and groundwater
monitoring and reporting, in the 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000).
 
Thank you,
Brittany
 
 

Brittany Iery
NC Conservation Network
Online Organizer
brittany@ncconservationnetwork.org
P: 919.857.4699 x 108
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May 2, 2022 
 
Ramesh Ravella 
Animal Feeding Operations, 
NC Division of Water Resources 
1636 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1636 
 
Re: 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000) 
 
Dear Mr. Ravella,  
 
Please see the attached petition signed by 746 North Carolina residents urging 
the NC Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) to issue the strongest 
possible protections, including air and groundwater monitoring and reporting, in 
the 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000). 
 
We urge DEQ to do the following: 
 


• Use all your authority to ensure that the final biogas general permit 
protects neighbors from odor, ammonia, particulates, and drifting fecal 
matter, and keeps additional nitrogen pollution out of groundwater and 
surface waters. 


• Exclude from the general permit facilities in the floodplain, near 
impaired waters, near drinking water wells, or that have a history of 
violating earlier permits. 


• Require strong monitoring of air, surface water, and groundwater 
emissions from all swine farms operating under this general permit. 


 
We urge DEQ not to issue the biogas general permit without these essential 
modifications.  
 
Thank you, 


 
 
Brittany Iery, Online Organizer 
NC Conservation Network 







Dear NC Department of Environmental Quality, 


We the undersigned, urge the NC Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) to issue the strongest possible 


protections, including air and groundwater monitoring and reporting, in the 2022 Draft Swine Digester System 


General Permit (AWG400000). 


We urge DEQ to use all your authority to ensure that the final biogas general permit protects neighbors from 


odor, ammonia, particulates, and drifting fecal matter, and keeps additional nitrogen pollution out of 


groundwater and surface waters. This is particularly essential in communities which are typically low-income or 


communities of color who are already overburdened with impacts from this and other polluting industries. 


We urge DEQ to exclude from the general permit facilities in the floodplain, near impaired waters, near drinking 


water wells, or that have a history of violating earlier permits. Such farms do not belong under a one-size-fits-all 


general permit: they need tailored permit conditions that can only be attached in the individual permit process.  


Finally, we urge DEQ to require strong monitoring of air, surface water, and groundwater emissions from all 


swine farms operating under this general permit. The agency has the authority to do this, and neighbors of swine 


farms cannot protect themselves without this information. Moreover, without this information, DEQ cannot keep 


farmers from over spraying highly-concentrated wastes that damage water quality.  


We urge DEQ not to issue the biogas general permit without these essential modifications.  


Sincerely, 







Re: 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000)


First Name Last Name Address City State Zip


1. Ann Kieffer 86 Herron Ave Asheville NC 28806


2. Kathy Wright 620 Lighthorse Cir Aberdeen NC 28315


3. Mark Cook 1011 N 11Th St Albemarle NC 28001-3554


4. Robert Brown 333 Chinaberry Ln Angier NC 27501


5. Erika Bort 2205 Newleaf Dr Apex NC 27539


6. Douglas Currivan 2308 Eagles Watch Ct Apex NC 27502-6261


7. Ann Scott Thompson 8405 Bells Lake Rd Apex NC 27539-8383


8. Robert Peek 7328 Bedford Ridge Dr Apex NC 27539


9. Stephen Boletchek 1106 Elbury Dr Apex NC 27502


10. Charlotte Speltz 112 Altair Circle Apex NC 27502


11. John Speltz 113 Altair Circle Apex NC 27503


12. David Curtis 10 Southwicke Dr Arden NC 28704


13. James Degrave 35 Yorktown Cir Arden NC 28704


14. Justin Landry 119 Chestnut Pl Arden NC 28704


15. Sarah Skinner 60 Sleepy Gap Rd Arden NC 28704-8703


16. Maggie Bradley 82 Appian Way Arden NC 28704-2702


17. Rea Richardson 1554 Danny Bell Road Asheboro NC 27205


18. Alicia Willard 1554 Danny Bell Rd Asheboro NC 27205


19. Kristiana Van Eyk 632 Mountain Rd Asheboro NC 27205


20. Tucker Bailey 374 Abby Ln Asheboro NC 27205


21. John Freeze 648 Chaney Rd Asheboro NC 27205


22. Charles Jansen 98 Dorchester Ave Asheville NC 28806


23. Claudia Nix 72 Sherwood Rd Asheville NC 28803


24. Katherine Dreyer 3 Glenview Rd Asheville NC 28804


25. Amanda Rodriguez 93 Church St Asheville NC 28801-0069


26. Pamela Culp 42 River Walk Dr Asheville NC 28804-4405


27. Raymond Occhipinti 265 Brooklyn Rd Asheville NC 28803


28. Buck Schall 31 Elizabeth St Asheville NC 28801


29. Carolyn Kanter 118 Maple Dr Apt 1A Asheville NC 28805


30. Wayne Stiles 56 Stamford St Apt 108 Asheville NC 28803-2879


31. Susan Bartlett 4 Lagrange Dr Asheville NC 28805


32. Terry Faulkner 160 Chatham Rd Asheville NC 28804


33. Susan Casar 32 Poplar Creek Dr Asheville NC 28805-9716


1  of 22







Re: 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000)


34. Joan Mahery 527 Rose Hill Rd Asheville NC 28803


35. Mary Farmer 300 District Dr Apt 123 Asheville NC 28803-0242


36. Peggy Olney 100 Wesley Drive Asheville NC 28803


37. Randy Bernard 18 Plateau Rd Asheville NC 28805


38. Sarah Rubin 17 Maywood Rd Asheville NC 28804-2532


39. Marcia Greenstein 15 Oregon Ave Asheville NC 28806


40. Robin Valin 12 Spinet St Asheville NC 28806-9323


41. C. Warren Pope 12 Mountain Site Ln Ext Asheville NC 28803


42. Elena Lange 294 Hillside St Asheville NC 28801


43. Peter Kusek 69 Beaver Dr Asheville NC 28804-1307


44. Miriam Sexton 18 Cedarwood Trl Asheville NC 28803


45. Pat Cole 6 Galahad Pl Asheville NC 28806


46. Andy Cooper 25 Euclid Blvd Asheville NC 28806-4509


47. J.A. Perry 24 Ridge Ave Asheville NC 28803


48. Adrienne Ferriss 27 Pheasant Dr Asheville NC 28803


49. Barbara Sloss 5 Wagon Rd Asheville NC 28805


50. William Drake 105 Morris St Asheville NC 28806-2933


51. Phebe Watson 648 Lakeshore Dr Asheville NC 28804-2226


52. Anne Lanzi 34 Montana Ave Asheville NC 28806


53. Bob Mcelroy 151 Mimosa Blvd Atlantic Beach NC 28512


54. Martha Baggett 25 Triple B Ln Autryville NC 28318


55. D. G. 4430 Emma Cannon Rd Ayden NC 28513-7539


56. Carolyn Turner 7307 Huddlestone Rd Bailey NC 27807


57. Madeline Perkins 1644 Greasy Creek Rd Bakersville NC 28705


58. Charlotte Preswood 631 Shawneehaw Ave Banner Elk NC 28604-9722


59. Victoria Reiser 387 Stoney Fork Rd Barnardsville NC 28709


60. Janice Carter 18 Goose Hollow Ln Battleboro NC 27809-8975


61. Walter Wood 304 Hedrick St Beaufort NC 28516


62. Wilson King 1525 Beech Mountain Pkwy Beech Mountain NC 28604


63. Jim Mitchem 154 Old Spring Rd Belmont NC 28012


64. Janice Raynor 123 Mary Michael Ln Benson NC 27504-6711


65. Kenneth A Morris 2351 Staton Mill Rd Bethel NC 27812


66. Debi Treleaven 111 Mountain Drive Biltmore Lake NC 28715


67. Cynthia Simonds 704 Laurel Ave Black Mountain NC 28711
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Re: 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000)


68. Herschel Flowers 80 Walker Cove Rd Black Mountain NC 28711


69. John Bromer 255 Lakey Gap Acres Black Mountain NC 28711


70. Julia Burr 71 Fortune St Black Mountain NC 28711


71. Gavin Dillard 528 Padgettown Rd Black Mountain NC 28711-9408


72. Robert Swett 301 Montreat Road Black Mountain NC 28711


73. Rosemary Tann 14 Painted Trillium Trl Black Mountain NC 28711-5525


74. Z. Vijay Director 27 Hunting Lodge Dr. Black Mtn NC 28711


75. Nancy Coffey 1018 Payne Branch Rd Blowing Rock NC 28605-9038


76. Sherry Wibberley 1609 Zion Hill Rd Se Unit 2 Bolivia NC 28422-8297


77. Wes Weaver 342 Dogwood Knl Boone NC 28607-8134


78. David Clyde 882 Deck Hill Rd Boone NC 28607


79. Fredrick Milano P.O. Box 1518 Boone NC 28607


80. Marna Napoleon 250 Yarrow Ln Boone NC 28607


81. Mollie Donovan 140 Faculty St. Apt. 11 Boone NC 28607


82. R. Schlagal 120 Highland Ave Boone NC 28607


83. Jaedra Luke 1320 Slick Rock Road Brevard NC 28712


84. Douglas Fisher 116 Slick Rock Rd Brevard NC 28712


85. D Rosengrant 385 Purple Finch Rd Brevard NC 28712


86. Jean Woods 200 S College Row Brevard NC 28712-4667


87. Janet Mcgill 106 Creekside Dr Brevard NC 28712-3473


88. Jennifer Harper 192 Ole Looney Coon Rd Brevard NC 28712-5112


89. Joan Battey 372 Utsonati Lane Brevard NC 28712


90. Marina Little 101 Pender Ln Brevard NC 28712-0074


91. Elana Rojas 4162 Stonecrest Dr Apt 203 Burlington NC 27215


92. Lisa Fisk 325 Tryon St Burlington NC 27217


93. Kristine Garrity 9147 Devaun Park Blvd Sw Calabash NC 28467


94. Dianne Grimes 7907 North Balfour Dr Nw Calabash NC 28467-2478


95. Donald Harland Po Box 2080, 677 N Luther Rd Candler NC 28715


96. Sharon Lewis 11 Brassie Ct Candler NC 28715-0108


97. Sally Stuckey 67 Shuler Rd Candler NC 28715


98. Alice Martin-Adkins 41 Captains Dr Candler NC 28715-9211


99. Lenore Madeleine 700 Vista Lake Dr Apt 308 Candler NC 28715


100. Linda O Jacoby 116 Lousan Dr Cape Carteret NC 28584-9722


101. Amy Sawyer 1602 Bertram Dr Carolina Beach NC 28428-4143
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102. Robert Ponzoni 1201 Canal Dr Carolina Beach NC 28428


103. William Stone 112 Rock Spring Court Carrboro NC 27510


104. James Emery 106 Mary St Carrboro NC 27510


105. Farshid Bondar 128 Castlewood Dr Cary NC 27511-5510


106. Deb Zarcone 507 Giverny Pl Cary NC 27513-1605


107. Olga Bushel 207 Firetree Ln Cary NC 27513-5644


108. Pat Boyle 115 Meadow Dr Cary NC 27511-3933


109. Steve Stallings 317 King George Loop Cary NC 27511


110. Elaine Corbitt 102 Duxbury Dr Cary NC 27513-6270


111. Jason Cashwell 314 Fairfield Ln Cary NC 27511-5408


112. Karen Ferguson 402 Greenwood Cir Cary NC 27511


113. Sarah Warren 921 Brookgreen Dr Cary NC 27511


114. Don Enichen 104 Lochwood East Dr Cary NC 27518


115. Dawn Ehli 129 Lantern Ridge Ln Cary NC 27519-7163


116. Andreas Batz 1007 Manchester Dr Cary NC 27511


117. Douglas Evans 105 Summerwalk Ct Cary NC 27518


118. D. Thalheimer 407 Tynemouth Dr Cary NC 27513


119. Martha Cooper 10014 Whitemark Ln Cary NC 27511-7102


120. Elizabeth Arsenault 115 Brookridge Drive Cary NC 27518


121. Susan Edelstein 308 Heidinger Dr Cary NC 27511


122. Pam Burns 104 Dowington Ln Cary NC 27519


123. Shannon Harper 511 Old Mill Castle Hayne NC 28429


124. Amanda Morgan 105 Mishoe Road Castle Hayne NC 28429


125. Heide Coppotelli 383 Seldon Emerson Rd Cedar Mountain NC 28718


126. Fred Coppotelli 383 Seldon Emerson Rd. Cedar Mountain NC 28718


127. Barbara Benson 104 Deerfield Ct Cedar Point NC 28584


128. Elsa Desrochers 10 Birchtree Circle, Apt 1001 Chapel Hill NC 27517


129. Eric Horlbeck 405 Simerville Rd Chapel Hill NC 27517


130. Suzy Lawrence 8622 Ryan Rd Chapel Hill NC 27516


131. June Kurtz 103 Bridgewater Court Chapel Hill NC 27517


132. Patty Daniel 1904 Jo Mac Rd Chapel Hill NC 27516


133. Dann Carnes 145 Windsor Cir Chapel Hill NC 27516


134. Jen Snider 1011 Bugle Ct Chapel Hill NC 27516


135. Arielle Schechter 440 Bayberry Dr Chapel Hill NC 27517
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136. Tom Crumbaugh 1103 Parchemin Trl Chapel Hill NC 27516


137. Linda Brown 116 Woodbridge Ln Chapel Hill NC 27514-1831


138. Maria Salgado 1 Carolina Meadows, Apt. 307 Chapel Hill NC 27517


139. Gary Richards 601 West Rosemary Street Chapel Hill NC 27516


140. Chris Moses 125 Sprunt St Chapel Hill NC 27517


141. Ruthie Arieti 525 Hillsborough St Chapel Hill NC 27514-3113


142. Fred Lampe 1710 Michaux Rd Chapel Hill NC 27514-7636


143. Kate D Torrey 501 Dogwood Dr Chapel Hill NC 27516


144. Bryna Rapp 6819 Morrow Mill Rd Chapel Hill NC 27516


145. Deirdre Wild 17 Kendall Dr Chapel Hill NC 27517-5646


146. Mike Follman 48 Post Oak Rd Chapel Hill NC 27516-4245


147. A. Bleyman 1818 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd Ste 146 Pmb 146 Chapel Hill NC 27514


148. Thomas De Walle 10013 Fountain Chapel Hill NC 27517


149. Johnny Mayall 86A Willow Way Chapel Hill NC 27516


150. Kristie Mather 709 Emory Dr. Chapel Hill NC 27517


151. Ivy Brezina 120 Red Bud Ln Chapel Hill NC 27514


152. Barbara Thornton 7111 Union Grove Church Rd Chapel Hill NC 27516


153. Eli Celli 407 Legends Way Chapel Hill NC 27516


154. Frank Moore 52 Hill Creek Blvd Chapel Hill NC 27516-0380


155. Margaret Heath Kipling Ln Chapel Hill NC 27516


156. Ann Koppelman 2308 Wabash Rd Chapel Hill NC 27516-5827


157. Rachel Mcmanus 302 Copperline Dr Apt F Chapel Hill NC 27516-0417


158. Margaret Wainwright 2 Carolina Mdws Apt 107 Chapel Hill NC 27517-8509


159. Joy Metelits 411 Cedar Club Cir Chapel Hill NC 27517-7213


160. Michele Clark 109 Shadowood Dr Apt V Chapel Hill NC 27514


161. Janet Tice 310 Umstead Dr Chapel Hill NC 27516


162. Bonnie Krempa 1326 Cavendish Ct Charlotte NC 28211


163. Mary Tuma 4020 Larkspur Ln Charlotte NC 28205


164. Eric Innes 1421 Iris Drive Apt 4113 Charlotte NC 28205


165. Larry Hannon 6823 Needham Dr Charlotte NC 28270


166. Angela Powell 6817 Carmel Road Charlotte NC 28226


167. Shannon Ryan 15046 Deshler Court Charlotte NC 28273


168. Arun Subbanna 544 Manhasset Rd Charlotte NC 28209-2822


169. Nancy Davis 5201 Roundstone Way Apt 103 Charlotte NC 28216-2299
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170. Elizabeth Whitt 1116 Scaleybark Rd. Apt. 116B Charlotte NC 28209-4509


171. Michael Adams 201 Dinadan Dr Apt H Charlotte NC 28217


172. Edward Turner 11226 Coachman Cir Charlotte NC 28277-9173


173. Maria Jackson 3436 Dalecrest Dr Charlotte NC 28269


174. Monika Klein 8215 Shadow Oaks Drive, Apt. 421 Charlotte NC 28269


175. Brandon Williams 7239 Lockmont Dr Charlotte NC 28212


176. Kathe Mcbeth 12202 Pine Valley Club Dr Charlotte NC 28277


177. Rita Mullis 7908 Byrchmont Pl Charlotte NC 28210


178. Cristen Jaynes 7740 Arboretum Dr Apt 204 Charlotte NC 28270-0376


179. R Doty 8419 Timbercrest Cir Charlotte NC 28226


180. Kirsten Minor Po Box 311 Charlotte NC 27713


181. Mary Bowman 1612 Myers Park Dr Charlotte NC 28207-2670


182. Laura Weaver 1421 Delane Ave. Apt. 2F Charlotte NC 28211-2559


183. Wanda Boyd 1524 Beacon Ridge Rd Charlotte NC 28210-3439


184. Warren Tadlock 6322 Kiftsgate Ct Charlotte NC 28226-5576


185. Jean Hopkins 7324 Ricewell Rd Charlotte NC 28226


186. Jordana Molai 1325 University Walk Cir Apt 302 Charlotte NC 28213-4900


187. Cooper Trucks 13833 Jonathans Ridge Rd Charlotte NC 28227


188. Gloria K. 1730 Interface Ln Charlotte NC 28262-2283


189. Fred Martin 3215 Ravencliff Dr Charlotte NC 28226


190. Connor Moore 13230 Ballantyne Corporate Place #411 Charlotte NC 28277


191. Emilie Booker 6332 Rocklake Dr Charlotte NC 28214-2884


192. Meredith Hebden 1911 Graybark Ave Charlotte NC 28205


193. Ann Macon-Ellis 1507 Lynway Dr Charlotte NC 28203


194. Linda Buckel 7732 Hammond Dr Charlotte NC 28215


195. Beth Henry 3019 E Ford Rd Charlotte NC 28205


196. Aaron Levy 550 Sandridge Rd Charlotte NC 28210


197. Lisa Huntting 217 Perrin Place Charlotte NC 28207


198. Jo Sherman 3633 Maple Glenn Ln Charlotte NC 28226


199. Cathy Molligi 8820 Goldfields Dr Charlotte NC 28227-2662


200. Betty Gunz 1409 Maryland Ave Charlotte NC 28209


201. Billie Anderson 3011 Eastburn Road Charlotte NC 28210


202. Lucy Tyndall 144 Elm St Charlotte NC 28260


203. Angela Steinberg 3124 Heathstead Pl. Charlotte NC 28210
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204. Sami Kirdar 5803 Bruntsfield Pl Charlotte NC 28277


205. Ernie Mclaney 6216 Rocky Falls Rd Charlotte NC 28211-5441


206. Ruby Edmondson 2809 Greenbriar Rd Charlotte NC 28209


207. Jessica Motta 22 Yadkin St Clayton NC 27520


208. Chris Dowdle 240 E Walker Woods Ln Clayton NC 27527-9705


209. Lesia Mills Po Box 1183 Clayton NC 27528


210. Lisa Maccaro 420 Hogan Cir Clayton NC 27527


211. Amy Devereaux 512 Contessa Court Clayton NC 27520


212. Bobbie Calgaro 7285 Orchard Path Dr Clemmons NC 27012


213. Joanne Heckel 115 Sir Patricks Ct Clemmons NC 27012


214. Lauren Beard 7001 Tramore Ln Clemmons NC 27012


215. Grace Hepler 1879 Harper Road Clemmons NC 27012


216. Ron Barlow 14245 Cool Springs Rd Cleveland NC 27013-8138


217. Mark Rushing 113 Doris Ave Clinton NC 28328-2976


218. Harriet Bryant 223 Pearson Street Clinton NC 28328


219. Jermia Bryant 417 West Elizabeth St, C Clinton NC 28328


220. Lee Byam 95 Evans Bryant Lane Clinton NC 28328


221. Jerry Bryant 223 Pearson Street Clinton NC 28328


222. Johnny Thompson 103 Walston Lane Clinton NC 28328


223. Helen Bronson 10143 Garland Highway Clinton NC 28328


224. Carolyn Bronson 10069 Garland Highway Clinton NC 28328


225. Barbara Faison 524 Fayetteville St Clinton NC 28328


226. Heidi Haehlen Po Box 1950 Clyde NC 28721


227. Diane Clark 4115 Castleford Dr Colfax NC 27235-9704


228. Helen Voris 615 Laurel Lake Dr Apt A103 Columbus NC 28722-7425


229. Cynthia Bernett 10636 Rippling Stream Dr Concord NC 28027


230. Juanita Carter 904 Sternbridge Dr Concord NC 28025-6926


231. Dianne Miller 910 Woodbrook Pl Ne Concord NC 28025


232. Darla Gottsabend 1651 Wild Turkey Ln Concord NC 28025


233. Glenda Steel 103 Union St N Concord NC 28025-4779


234. Chris Micolucci 20811 Island Forest Dr Cornelius NC 28031


235. Melanie Callihan Po Box 201 Culberson NC 28903-0201


236. George Rector 947 Bo Cove Rd Cullowhee NC 28723-6939


237. Catherine Carter 241 Oak Forest Drive Cullowhee NC 28723
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238. Donna Savage 101 Periwinkle Lane Cullowhee NC 28723


239. Gary Andrew 319 N Downing St Davidson NC 28036


240. Stacey Anderson 18716 Greyton Ln Davidson NC 28036-7807


241. Deborah Fugate 15834 Sharon Dale Dr Davidson NC 28036


242. Joy Nishioka 207 Lakeside Ave Davidson NC 28036


243. Mary Jeffrey 4906 Looking Glass Trl Denver NC 28037


244. Martha Smith 510 W Harnett St Dunn NC 28334


245. Suzanne Melvin 1177 Chicken Farm Rd Dunn NC 28334-5558


246. Vicky Brandt 3318 Coachman'S Way Durham NC 27705


247. Cierra Blakey 509 N Guthrie Ave Durham NC 27703


248. Catherine Sims 1021 Red Hat Ln Durham NC 27713


249. Marcia Mandel 5 Radley Pl Durham NC 27705-6180


250. Christopher Nicchitta 115 Pinecrest Rd Durham NC 27705-5822


251. Philip Johnson 2600 Croasdaile Farm Pkwy C106 Heritage Hall Durham NC 27705


252. Debra Teplin 2211 Hillsborough Rd Durham NC 27705-4154


253. Keval Kaur Khalsa 1215 Carroll St Durham NC 27707-1311


254. Andrew Hefner 709 Pleasant Dr Durham NC 27703-5135


255. Gail Marsh 2713 Mcdowell Rd Durham NC 27705


256. Gary Gartner 6 Scotland Pl Durham NC 27705


257. Marian Dessent 10 Macgregor Ct Durham NC 27705


258. Joe Farrington 3902 Hope Valley Rd Durham NC 27707-5444


259. Patti Rieser 1509 Blount St. Durham NC 27707


260. Roman Shareef 615 Raynor St Apt J Durham NC 27703-2263


261. Sergio Andrade 524 N Mangum St Durham NC 27701-2592


262. Michael Eisenberg 1015 Athena Dr Durham NC 27703


263. Glen Cotten 100 Village Circle Way Apt 922 Durham NC 27713


264. John Wiles 5204 Langford Ter Durham NC 27713-6518


265. Robert Smith 814 Demerius St Apt R2 Durham NC 27701


266. Susan Hindman 14 Willow Creek Cir Durham NC 27705


267. Beth Livingston 1105 Trails End Rd Durham NC 27712


268. Jude Casseday 6 Bair Cir Durham NC 27704


269. Tracy Feldman 5306 Pelham Rd Durham NC 27713


270. Magaretha Herman 5515 S Roxboro St #26 Durham NC 27713


271. Lynn Huang 4225 Larchmont Rd #922 Durham NC 27707
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272. Anne Brown 7006 Pine Hill Rd Durham NC 27707


273. Claudia Kaplan 4911 Victoria Dr. Durham NC 27713


274. Deborah Pedersen 1212 Gardengate Dr Durham NC 27703-0780


275. Marcia Oneal 3004 Stepping Stone Ln Durham NC 27705


276. Susan Saenger 6 Scotland Pl Durham NC 27705


277. Diane Thomas 110 Pinecrest Rd Durham NC 27705-5813


278. Carol Young 5808 Williamsburg Way Durham NC 27713-2636


279. Patricia Brown 209 Landsbury Dr Durham NC 27707-2413


280. Casey Therrien 614 Glen Hollow Dr Durham NC 27705-5675


281. Kristian Sheehan 4801 Buttonbush Dr Durham NC 27712


282. Betsy Smith 11 Blue Bottle Lane Durham NC 27705


283. Julia Jessop 2713 Mcdowell Road Durham NC 27705


284. Susan Ricker 135 Montclair Circle Durham NC 27713


285. Anne Whitefield 4301 Regis Ave Durham NC 27705-1745


286. John & Paula Compton 404 W Knox St Durham NC 27701-1638


287. Betty Whisnant 203 Tennwood Ct Durham NC 27712-8952


288. Karla Brown 3208 Waterbury Dr Durham NC 27707


289. Dale Mckeel 3559 Hamstead Ct Durham NC 27707


290. Anne Tooley 4402 Bradford Ridge Rd Efland NC 27243


291. Hart Palmer 4919 Silver Fox Ln Efland NC 27243


292. Nancy Scheiber 345 N Bridge St Elkin NC 28621-3462


293. Anne Cassebaum 3469 Amick Road Elon NC 27244


294. Louisa Dang 1236 Jamestowne Drive Elon NC 27244


295. William Kenneke 402 Holly St Emerald Isle NC 28594


296. Jane Decoursey 207 Windjammer E Emerald Isle NC 28594-2232


297. Carole Newsome 7211 Emerald Dr Emerald Isle NC 28594


298. Karen Mazza 50 Ivy Cove Rd Fairview NC 28730


299. Larissa Bowman 425 Flat Top Mountain Rd Fairview NC 28730


300. Deborah Swanson 568 Garren Creek Rd Fairview NC 28730-7608


301. Marilyn Hamer 220 Dye Leaf Rd Fairview NC 28730


302. Raymond Harris 210-D Tiffany Ct Fayetteville NC 28301


303. Bretton Little 2711 Bennington Rd Fayetteville NC 28303-5235


304. Joe D 422 Alfred Street Fayetteville NC 28301


305. David Nikkel 2641 Lockwood Rd. Unit 102 Fayetteville NC 28303
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306. Laura Faber 6346 Pawling Ct Fayetteville NC 28304-5566


307. Walt Dietrich 429 Summerlea Dr Fayetteville NC 28311-1171


308. Wanda Schwerer 300 Winding Meadows Dr Flat Rock NC 28731-9572


309. Ruth Parlin 102 Boyd Drive, Apt 2B Flat Rock NC 28731


310. Michael Wechter 46 Fox Briar Dr Fletcher NC 28732-7821


311. Sharon Van Horn 45 Pine Hill Rd Franklin NC 28734-3708


312. Corinne Benbow 2736 Cedar Falls Rd Franklinville NC 27248


313. Cynthia Reimel 5125 Northgreen Dr Fuquay Varina NC 27526


314. Michael Lewandowski 3049 Willow Ranch Dr Fuquay Varina NC 27526-3961


315. Susan Galante 5209 Red Wing Ct Fuquay Varina NC 27526


316. John Koneski 2128 Maizefield Ln Fuquay Varina NC 27526


317. Edward Gillim 817 West 2Nd Street Garland NC 28441


318. Rachel Wendel 920 Open Field Dr Garner NC 27529


319. Lisa Lewis 112 Carrington Dr Garner NC 27529


320. Helen Cleereman 1018 Northview St. Garner NC 27529


321. Nic Duon 3009 Daimler Gastonia NC 28052


322. Carla Smith 721 S. New Hope Rd Gastonia NC 28054


323. Richard Mccrary 1759 Yellowstone Ct Apt I Gastonia NC 28054


324. Catherine Byrd 600 East Forest Hill Drive Goldsboro NC 27534-1820


325. Thomas Blanton 2228 Russell Dr Granite Falls NC 28630


326. Mitchell Ward 1403 Whilden Pl Apt B Greensboro NC 27408


327. Jerald Leimenstoll 629 S Elm St Greensboro NC 27406-1327


328. Lou Harned 16 Snowgoose Cv Greensboro NC 27455-1361


329. Judy White 4005 Waldenbrook Ct. Greensboro NC 27407


330. Ronald Mcirvin 605 W Market St Unit 210 Greensboro NC 27401-2244


331. Aaron Beversdorf 1509 Seminole Dr Greensboro NC 27408


332. Michael Sileno 1509 W Cornwallis Dr Greensboro NC 27408


333. Elizabeth Watkins 409 S Lindell Rd Greensboro NC 27403


334. Michael Dunn 1304 Valleymede Road Greensboro NC 27410


335. Anne Jones 2304 Brandt Village Greensboro NC 27455


336. Lenore Dorsey 6320 Old Oak Ridge Rd Greensboro NC 27410-9243


337. Lee Andrews 4204 Enchanted Ln Greensboro NC 27406


338. Bertram Montgomery 1623 Alice Ave Greensboro NC 27401


339. Darci Gold 420 Fisher Park Circle Greensboro NC 27401
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340. Alicia Lee 1606 17Th St Apt F Greensboro NC 27405


341. Julie Ann Cooper 1314 Westridge Forest Ct Greensboro NC 27410


342. Linda Stroupe Po Box 10037 Greensboro NC 27404


343. Jasmine Greenwood 1741 Kay St Greensboro NC 27405


344. William Butterbrodt 4709 Andorra Court Greensboro NC 27410


345. Carol Simpson 3000 W Cornwallis Dr Greensboro NC 27408-6730


346. Tamara Imperiale 103 Shore Lake Dr Apt H Greensboro NC 27455


347. Rebecca Harrison 5002 Lancaster Rd Greensboro NC 27410-4307


348. Ann Steighner 1218 Lakewood Dr Greensboro NC 27410


349. Donald Rumph 3238 Quail Pointe Dr. Greenville NC 27858-7335


350. Michael Fleming 2910 Mulberry Ln., Unit D Greenville NC 27858


351. Stephen Koska 3517 Rockwood Court Greenville NC 27834


352. Susan Howell 513 Plymouth Dr. Greenville NC 27858


353. Susan Snellings 1427 Saddlewood Dr Greenville NC 27858


354. Frederick Mayer 214 Hickory Ln Hampstead NC 28443-2531


355. Karen Hall 15841 Us Highway 17 Apt H2 Hampstead NC 28443-3071


356. Ella Mainor 94 Quincy Reese Lane Harrells NC 28444


357. William Austin 4142 Town Center Rd Harrisburg NC 28075


358. Sandra Cooke 937 Baker Dr Haw River NC 27258-9755


359. Philip Moore 3190 Tusquittee Rd Hayesville NC 28904-7592


360. Chris Mitchell 149 Cold Springs Rd Hendersonville NC 28792


361. William Terrell 35 Muley Hollow Ln Hendersonville NC 28792-7455


362. Beth Pensiero 128 Exeter Ct Hendersonville NC 28791


363. Deborah Dobson 32 N Clear Creek Rd Hendersonville NC 28792


364. Joyce Dye 10 Rivoli Blvd Hendersonville NC 28739


365. Laura Bannister 11 Surrey Run Hendersonville NC 28791


366. George Phillips 1140 Carousel Ln Hendersonville NC 28792


367. Linda Camp 522 Woodfield Ln Hendersonville NC 28791


368. Virginia Voedisch 3033 Middleton Way Ct Hendersonville NC 28791-1844


369. Johnny Rice 613 Allstar Ln Hendersonville NC 28739


370. Carol Rios 150 Rork Dr Hendersonville NC 28739-4529


371. Phillip Saarinen 972 Harper Rd Hendersonville NC 28792-5567


372. Nathaniel Grubbs 827 Hillcrest St Hendersonville NC 28739


373. Brian Blackwell 128 N Main St Unit A Hendersonville NC 28792-5065
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374. Walter Kross 32 Imperial Dr Hendersonville NC 28792


375. Wendell Capes 622 Willow Rd Hendersonville NC 28739-7981


376. John Mahan 1224 Pinebrook Cir Hendersonville NC 28739


377. Karen Waltman 517 Burge Mountain Rd Hendersonville NC 28792


378. Jacqueline Knable 878 Sandburg Ter Hendersonvlle NC 28791


379. Lynn B. Spees 280 28Th Avenue Pl Ne Hickory NC 28601


380. Jennifer Dimarco 1715 Kool Park Rd Ne Hickory NC 28601-8276


381. Marian Erikson 4228 3Rd Street Ln Nw Hickory NC 28601-6910


382. Chrisanne Mitchell 379 7Th St Nw Hickory NC 28601-4828


383. Abbygale Huffman 2506 22Nd St Ne # Hick Hickory NC 28601


384. Diane Arbour 3409 6Th Street Drive N.W. Hickory NC 28601


385. William Garrard 472 22Nd Ave Ne Hickory NC 28601-1520


386. April Ingle 6240 Spurgeon Way High Point NC 27265


387. Sarah Charles 1701 Gentry Ct High Point NC 27265


388. Kathy Fruge 4336 Poplar Creek Ln High Point NC 27265


389. Laurie Tapia 3561 Gardner Parson Pt High Point NC 27260-2715


390. Devon Seltzer 1719 Oberlin Dr. High Point NC 27260


391. George Neste 4437 Garden Club Street High Point NC 27265


392. Kay Warren 627 Fieldale Pl High Point NC 27265-1321


393. Micah Moody 6121 Hedgecock Cir Apt 2D High Point NC 27265


394. Barbara Dornbush 41 Fox Falls Ln Highlands NC 28741


395. Dick Millonzi 315 Rubrum Dr Hillsborough NC 27278-8129


396. Don Wells 308 Mitchell St Hillsborough NC 27278


397. Paula Price 1300 Meadow Wind Ln Hillsborough NC 27278


398. Donna Warshaw 520 Mitchell St Hillsborough NC 27278-2278


399. Angela Calabrese 232 Clubhouse Dr Sw Holden Beach NC 28462


400. Debby Hanks 1703 Farm Lake Dr Holly Springs NC 27540


401. Lynne C. 6032 Kentworth Dr Holly Springs NC 27540


402. Miriam Youngquist-Thurow 6209 Thurlow Ct Holly Springs NC 27540


403. Casey Clark 201 Sawleaf Ct Holly Springs NC 27540-8791


404. Mel Hanks 1703 Farm Lake Drive Holly Springs NC 27540


405. C Grimes 6317 Rustic Rdg Hope Mills NC 28348


406. Anita Pownall 3736 Cherry Blossom Ln. Hope Mills NC 28348-2729


407. Janet Fortner 10505 Kerns Road Huntersville NC 28078
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408. Harry Gedney 15026 Skypark Drive Huntersville NC 28078


409. Helen Mason 17025 Carlton Way Rd Huntersville NC 28078-8087


410. Elizabeth Ennis 15514 Waterfront Dr. Huntersville NC 28078


411. Brenda Mchugh Cross 8802 Summer Serenade Dr. Huntersville NC 28078


412. Mark Sullivan 4016 Logan Cir Indian Trail NC 28079


413. Bjarne- Ann Hansen 4007 Logan Circle Indian Trail NC 28079


414. Roy Devane 2210 Ivanhoe Rd Ivanhoe NC 28447-9737


415. Donna Myrick 1309 Rehoboth Church Rd Jackson NC 27845-9580


416. Patrick Libby 405 Carole Drive Jacksonville NC 28540


417. Ronald Sigrist 4383 Creekridge Ln Kernersville NC 27284


418. Althea Taylor Jones, Phd 1469 Country Meadows Ln Kernersville NC 27284


419. Lei Zhang 557 Doe Run Dr Kernersville NC 27284-8080


420. Diane Wallace 2503 Nc Highway 66 S Kernersville NC 27284


421. Deedee Fulp 1349 Colington Rd #36 Kill Devil Hills NC 27948


422. Paul Williams 236 Logan Ct King NC 27021


423. Anne Ruggiero 2038 Dogwood Lane Kinston NC 28504


424. Jacqueline Kosnik 1208 Amber Acres Ln Knightdale NC 27545


425. George Ann Ricks 1001 Barmkin Pl Knightdale NC 27545


426. Aimee Donaton 224 Seawatch Way Kure Beach NC 28449-4808


427. Donna Dupree 158B Jb Ivey Lane Lake Junaluska NC 28745


428. Katherine Solomita 1010 Leesburg Dr Leland NC 28451-9386


429. Reuben Paz 3993 Carriage Ln Leland NC 28451-9710


430. Mark Spinner 2258 Curly Maple Wynd Ct Leland NC 28451-6451


431. Jack Balsinger 1312 Taswell Leland NC 28451


432. Jeanie Ahrens 4108 Kestrel Ct Lenoir NC 28645


433. Helen Fisher 506 Jefferson Ct Lenoir NC 28645


434. Judith Williams 16 Vance Cir Lexington NC 27292


435. Stacee Taylor 3183 Riverside Drive Lexington NC 27292


436. Wanda Buckmaster 3895 Randolph Church Rd Liberty NC 27298


437. Sara Ryals 5807 Loop Rd Linden NC 28356-9615


438. Gary Williams 937 Long School Rd Littleton NC 27850-7908


439. Trenia Pevia 2124 7Th St.. Apt.C5 Lumberton NC 28358


440. Charles Edwards 2403 Riverwood Ave Lumberton NC 28358


441. Ryuu Nishikawa 2900 Freedom Drive Lumberton NC 28358
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442. Katherine Williams 2102 Bryant St Madison NC 27025


443. Tina Burris 1042 Us Highway 64 Manteo NC 27954-9666


444. Kay House 44 E Glenview St Marion NC 28752-4725


445. Alisa Vargas Po Box 1868 Marion NC 28752-1868


446. William Cloninger 77 Pinecrest Dr Marion NC 28752


447. Laura Boggess 501 Bailey St Mars Hill NC 28754


448. Becky Brookshire 3187 Anderson Branch Rd Marshall NC 28753


449. Pat Momich 7839 Nc 208 Hwy Marshall NC 28753


450. Carol Marshall 1216 Lightwood Dr Matthews NC 28105-3881


451. Harvey Morrow 2820 Bumble Bee Drive Matthews NC 28105


452. Frank Stroupe 329 Raintree Dr Matthews NC 28104


453. Laura Lathan 1312 Gateshead Lane Matthews NC 28105


454. John Bryan 3323 Carnegie Lane Mattthews NC 28105


455. Richard Partridge 503 Brushy Creek Drive Mcleansville NC 27301


456. Courtney Hadam 6520 Lynch Store Rd Mebane NC 27302


457. Erin Brandon 5961 S Wilson Hill Rd Mill Spring NC 28756-7744


458. Samuel Todd 8801 Brigadier Ln Mint Hill NC 28227


459. Deborah Steiner 10102 Mountain Apple Drive Mint Hill NC 28227


460. Dane Bowen 8740 Blair Rd Mint Hill NC 28227


461. Jolanta Lewtak 211 Parsley Ln Mocksville NC 27028


462. James Smiley 309 Knoll Crest Rd Mocksville NC 27028


463. Rick Mchenry 499 Forest Lake Est Moncure NC 27559-9015


464. Jeff Botz 404 S College St Monroe NC 28112-5494


465. Bart Dunn 505 South Hayne Street Monroe NC 28112


466. April Sperling 417 W Main St Mooresboro NC 28114


467. Edie Kello 2478 Brawley School Rd Mooresville NC 28117


468. Matthew Rawlins 131 Torrence Chapel Rd Mooresville NC 28117-7337


469. Barbara Burns 524 Reed Creek Rd Mooresville NC 28117-8033


470. Christi Dillon 175 Forest Ridge Rd Mooresville NC 28117-6519


471. Dr. Greg Rice 104 S 28Th St Morehead City NC 28556


472. Teresa Rice 105 S 28Th St Morehead City NC 28557


473. Donna Gilbert 572 Robin Rd Morehead City NC 28557


474. Sam Hay 108 Wildwood Dr Morganton NC 28655


475. Barbara Hersey 1581 Old Dry Creek Rd Morganton NC 28655
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476. Janet Harris 202 Salem Rd Morganton NC 28655


477. Barbara Ward 108 Walker St Morganton NC 28655-3113


478. Henry Belada 1971 Sunnyside Dr Morganton NC 28655


479. James Corrigan 3608 Davis Drive Morrisville NC 27560


480. Susan Mctighe 1644 Legendary Lane Morrisville NC 27560


481. Betsy Webster 14230 Nc Highway 801 Mount Ulla NC 28125


482. Julie Finn 101 Hermanï¿½S Court Moyock NC 27958


483. Julie Byrd 809 Spring Ave Murfreesboro NC 27855


484. Ann Vanderlaan 520 Brasstown Rd Murphy NC 28906


485. Ginny Nolan 3204 S Memorial Ave Nags Head NC 27959


486. Tracey Devlyn 1025 Grandview Peaks Dr Nebo NC 28761-0272


487. William Haacker 4903 Woodbrook Dr New Bern NC 28562


488. Deanna Kaller 3008A Westminster Dr New Bern NC 28562


489. Brian Hallquist 6016 Cardinal Dr New Bern NC 28560


490. Dixbell Morris 3217 Austin Ave New Bern NC 28562


491. Sam Love 212 King St. New Bern NC 28560


492. Anthony Bond 108 Doe Lane New Bern NC 28562


493. Deborah Fox 102 Balboa Court New Bern NC 28560


494. Michael Genovese 1355 Twogreen Ln Newton NC 28658-8872


495. Alicia Tucker 1101 K St North Wilkesboro NC 28659


496. Edward Barkley 4770 Robinson Trl Northwest NC 28451-4040


497. Kandace Williams 1122 E Dolphin Dr. Oak Island NC 28465


498. Sybil West 6523 Zack Rd Oak Ridge NC 27310-9738


499. Terrell Shortsleeve 6367 Havencrest Drive Sw Ocean Isle Beach NC 28469


500. Amanda Brewer 735 Ann Rd Orrum NC 28369


501. Pamela Johnston 2015 Coweeta Church Rd Otto NC 28763-9291


502. Holly Potthoff 306 N Country Club Dr Oxford NC 27565-2820


503. Eva Mask 1236 E Green Springs Rd Parkton NC 28371


504. Sally Rogers Po Box 48 Penland NC 28765-0048


505. Andra Eich 3263 Grandview Club Road Pfafftown NC 27040


506. Wendy Glen 4625 Vienna Dozier Rd Pfafftown NC 27040


507. Mary Lynn Carubba 10 Short Rd. Pinehurst NC 28374


508. Cathleen Pritchard 4 Georgia Court Pinehurst NC 28374


509. Glenn Ahrendt 140 Winged Foot Rd. Pinehurst NC 28374
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Re: 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000)


510. Lynn Anamasi 13612 Jacks Ln Pineville NC 28134-6477


511. Roberto Morales 111 Reid Ln Apt 1J Pineville NC 28134-6339


512. Julie Irwin Po Box 1197 Pisgah Forest NC 28768


513. Sandra Phillips Yaggy 143 Fearrington Post Pittsboro NC 27312


514. Susan Kelemen 90 Quartz Hill Rd Pittsboro NC 27312


515. Thelma Sharon Garbutt 595 Pokeberry Ln Pittsboro NC 27312-5408


516. Elizabeth Andrews 23 Hawks Spiral Way Pittsboro NC 27312


517. Ke Wilkerson 600 Millbrook Dr Apt 118 Pittsboro NC 27312


518. Teresa Ladd 601 Jamestown Rd Pittsboro NC 27312


519. Josephine Webb 7239 Nc Highway 87 N Pittsboro NC 27312


520. Sean Sullivan 267 Baldwins Xing Pittsboro NC 27312


521. Alicia Berry 495 Buck Branch Rd Pittsboro NC 27312


522. Jeff Kleaveland 495 Buck Branch Rd. Pittsboro NC 27312


523. Sally Bassett 929 Berry Patch Ln Pittsboro NC 27312


524. Sylvia Britt 800 E Main St Plymouth NC 27962-1510


525. Brittany Iery 1116 Holburn Pl Raleigh NC 27610-1016


526. Anne Kepplinger 2844 Wycliff Raleigh NC 27607-3035


527. Elizabeth Kearse 2113 Oakcrest Ct Raleigh NC 27612


528. Timothy Throndson 7437 Capstone Drive Raleigh NC 27615


529. John Parker 7609 Gold Mine Ct Raleigh NC 27615-6007


530. Cindy Levey 8012 Clear Brook Dr Raleigh NC 27615


531. Brandon Whitesell 408 Culpepper Ln Raleigh NC 27610


532. Robert Hearn 1082 Nichols Dr Raleigh NC 27605


533. Jackie Franklin 11504 Hyde Place Raleigh NC 27614


534. Slee Arnold 6008 Wild Orchid Trail Raleigh NC 27613


535. Victoria Crouse 3101 Poplarwood Ct., Suite 300 Raleigh NC 27604


536. Ann Winstead 607 Okelly St Raleigh NC 27607


537. Lia Mcneilly 8613 Lakewood Dr Raleigh NC 27613


538. Joe Bearden 1809 Lakepark Drive Raleigh NC 27612


539. John Franklin 11504 Hyde Pl Raleigh NC 27614


540. Terry Schuster 4408 Marriott Dr Raleigh NC 27612


541. Mary Anne Howard 313 West Martin Street Raleigh NC 27601


542. Elaine Minier 4145 Lake Lynn Dr Apt 108 Raleigh NC 27613-3454


543. Ernie Pounds 1120 Urania Dr Raleigh NC 27603
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Re: 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000)


544. Kelly Davis 6404 Archwood Ave Raleigh NC 27616


545. Mary Davis 513 Princeton Street Raleigh NC 27609


546. Ken Bosch 4404 Quail Hollow Dr Raleigh NC 27609


547. Cathy May 8742 Courage Ct Raleigh NC 27615-8205


548. Tomas Franklin Castillo 5409 Cedarwood Dr Raleigh NC 27609-3904


549. Lynn Lyle 700 N East St Raleigh NC 27604


550. Rhiannon Buchman 821 Handsworth Ln Raleigh NC 27607


551. Barbara Gerlach 2737 Rosedale Ave Raleigh NC 27607


552. Donald Fuchs 4609 Wee Burn Trl Raleigh NC 27612


553. Jeff Kulp 5417 Oldtowne Rd Raleigh NC 27612


554. Ray Derrickson 3607 Glenraven Dr Raleigh NC 27604-2523


555. Tina Shoaf 1304 Father And Sons Dr Raleigh NC 27613-7373


556. Ken Broome 1209 Filmore St Apt C Raleigh NC 27605-1278


557. Michael Voigt 7404 Valley Lake Dr Raleigh NC 27612


558. Kay Reibold 4108 Yates Mill Pond Rd Raleigh NC 27606


559. Tom Winstead 7905 Tulip Cir Raleigh NC 27606


560. Vickie Penninger 711 Kimbrough St Raleigh NC 27608


561. Catherine Marie 3612 Morningside Dr Raleigh NC 27608


562. Joanne Loktu 1127 Hardimont Rd Raleigh NC 27609


563. Shannon Wylam 3405 Victor Pl Raleigh NC 27604


564. Amy Popp 6905 Pinnacle Ridge Rd Raleigh NC 27603


565. Joanne Studders 2317 Byrd St Raleigh NC 27608


566. Greg Raschke 2412 Wentworth St Raleigh NC 27612-4761


567. Doris Jackson 5405 Wheatcross Pl Raleigh NC 27610


568. Tameka Davis 1511 Pinewinds Dr Apt 203 Raleigh NC 27603


569. Laurie Dominy 5443 Wade Park Blvd Apt 1101 Raleigh NC 27607


570. April Wilson 1704 Sorrell Brook Way Raleigh NC 27609


571. Karla Heinen 408 Northclift Dr Raleigh NC 27609


572. Joan Dulberg 555 Pine Ridge Place Raleigh NC 27609


573. Kathleen Mcquaid Po Box 6027 Raleigh NC 27628


574. Nick Dicolandrea 6325 Dry Fork Lane Raleigh NC 27617


575. Chris Huddleston 2005 Stonepond Ln Raleigh NC 27603-8979


576. Soilan Lama 4017 Grimstead Ln Raleigh NC 27613-2016


577. Dale Batchelor 5508 Swiftbrook Cir Raleigh NC 27606
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Re: 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000)


578. Shannon Price 121 Henderson Street Raleigh NC 27607


579. Eve Vitaglione 720 Davidson St # T Raleigh NC 27609


580. John Gerwin 1008 Ravenwood Dr Raleigh NC 27606


581. Melanie Kaufman 5808 Turner Store Lane Raleigh NC 27603


582. Robin Hammond 416 Latimer Road Raleigh NC 27609


583. Bobbi Mullins 1403 Van Page Blvd. Raleigh NC 27607


584. Emmy Moore 2110 St Mary'S Street Raleigh NC 27608-1334


585. Jenafur Maher-Bernard 4323 Mantua Way Raleigh NC 27604


586. Valerie  & Jed Moyer 5252 Vann St Raleigh NC 27606-1532


587. Emily Brown 1502 Springmoor Cir Raleigh NC 27615-5704


588. Chris Conley 4800 Walden Ct Apt B Raleigh NC 27604


589. Cynthia Hughey Po Box 12334 Raleigh NC 27605-2334


590. Chris Magri 4501 Pike Rd. Raleigh NC 27613


591. Elizabeth Fensin 1936 Betry Place Raleigh NC 27603


592. Marcee Silver 1025 Harvey St Raleigh NC 27608


593. Marilyn Stevens 2632 Churchill Road Raleigh NC 27608


594. Jacquelyn Hough 305 Andrews Rd Red Springs NC 28377


595. Linda Santell 310 Maple Avenue Reidsville NC 27320


596. Mary Treacy 806 Lawndale Dr Apt 59 Reidsville NC 27320


597. David Cox 306 Modica Street Robersonville NC 27871


598. Gillian Iery 608 Short Spoon Circle Rocky Mount NC 27804


599. Charli Johnson 269 Walnut Branch Dr Rocky Point NC 28457


600. Donna Thompson 14591 Elkin Highway 268 Ronda NC 28670


601. Sonjia Puckett 101 Evans Rd Apt 3F Saint Pauls NC 28384


602. Kendrick Miller 218 Park Gq Ave Salisbury NC 28146-2341


603. Jeff Mcinnis 575 Old Cress Rd Salisbury NC 28147


604. Robert Hunt 415 Idlewood Dr Salisbury NC 28144


605. Linda Voelker 330 Crowell Ln Salisbury NC 28146


606. Stacey Cannon 1903 Stokes Ferry Rd Salisbury NC 28146


607. Cindy Shoaf 225 Playground Ln Salisbury NC 28146-7534


608. Barry Smith 120 Hampton Cir Salisbury NC 28144


609. Don Clapp 567 Greenville St Saluda NC 28773


610. Alice Summey 144 Church Street Saluda NC 28773


611. Lura Guerard 820 Thomas Kelly Rd Sanford NC 27330-0723
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Re: 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000)


612. Tereza Hall 801 Buckberry Dr # 2165 Sapphire NC 28774


613. Harry Phillips Po Box 361 Saxapahaw NC 27340


614. Angela Anthony 1017 Branch Chapel Church Rd Selma NC 27576-8284


615. Randall Dail 495 River Bluff Dr  Unit 3 Shallotte NC 28470


616. David Campbell 1007 Brookhaven Dr Shelby NC 28152-8617


617. David Marshall 930 W Warren St Shelby NC 28150


618. Bonnie Zotos 2223 Whiterock Ct Sherrills Ford NC 28673


619. Diana Hales 528 Will Be Lane Siler City NC 27344


620. Karen Mallam 810 Buckner Springs Rd Siler City NC 27344-8219


621. Cynthia Willis 516 Caswell St Apt E Smithfield NC 27577-3965


622. Anne Baldwin 107 Lobster Ln Sneads Ferry NC 28460


623. Donald Barker 23 13Th Ave Southern Shores NC 27949-3209


624. Sheina Kalinchak 1950 Gastonia Rd Southport NC 28461-9316


625. Nadine Southard Murray 171 Orchard Falls Dr Spring Lake NC 28390


626. Roxanne Newton 4090 Hickory Hwy Statesville NC 28677


627. David J Stewart Jr 438 Armfield Street Statesville NC 28677


628. Dagmar Williams 1750 Wade Stedman Rd Stedman NC 28391


629. Kenneth Crews 3589 W Thollie Green Rd Stem NC 27581


630. Rebecca Witter 831 Old Us Highway 421 Sugar Grove NC 28679-9551


631. Jory Froggatt 5411 Ashbey Ln Summerfield NC 27358


632. Stephanie Benson 6808 Palomino Ridge Ct Summerfield NC 27358


633. Scott Grumelot 977 A Great Egret Circle Sunset Beach NC 28468


634. Craig Brown 670 Kings Trail Sunset Beach NC 28468


635. Michael Mcconney 907 Wyndfall Dr Sw Sunset Beach NC 28468


636. Martin Hazeltine 7614 Dunbar Dr Sw Sunset Beach NC 28468


637. Susan Brown Swannanoa NC 28778


638. Peri Satterthwaite 3002 Cherry Hill Church Rd Tarboro NC 27886


639. Susan Barry 112 Lambeth Road Thomasville NC 27360


640. John Olson 5842 Woodsway Dr Tobaccoville NC 27040


641. Daniel Daugherty 140 Coventry Hills Ln Troutman NC 28166


642. Krissa Johnson-Sotomayor 345 Melrose Ave Ext Tryon NC 28782


643. Clarence Kammerer 100 Vista Ter Tryon NC 28782


644. Kim Adams 516 Melrose Avenue Ext Tryon NC 28782


645. Langdon Long 36 Hunting Country Trails Tryon NC 28782
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Re: 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000)


646. Leah Moran 211 Coney Island Rd Union Mills NC 28167-8567


647. Jerry Pearson 2617 Us 70 E Valdese NC 28690


648. James Davidson 136 Charlie Thompson Rd Vilas NC 28692


649. Matthew Hoh 339 E Pine Ave Wake Forest NC 27587-2656


650. Lisa Lambert 1136 Mauldin Circle Wake Forest NC 27587


651. John Godfrey 709 Montville Ct Wake Forest NC 27587


652. Dianne Sacchetti 335 Barn Hill Ln Wake Forest NC 27587-7934


653. Karen Purcell 6200 Bayview Dr Wake Forest NC 27587-8687


654. Stephen Welgos 1081 Woodland Church Rd Wake Forest NC 27587


655. Mary Alden Hanson 7412 Rocky Ridge Rd Wake Forest NC 27587


656. Doug Franklin 383 Boundary St Waynesville NC 28786


657. Carol Brennan 285 Assembly Street Waynesville NC 28786


658. Leigh-Ann Renz 278 Apple Creek Rd Waynesville NC 28786-9291


659. Janet Clark 416 Park Dr Waynesville NC 28786-5956


660. Danna Mclintock 920 Tumbling Fork Rd Waynesville NC 28785


661. Evelyn Coltman 90 Evergreen Cir Waynesville NC 28786


662. Cathy Nieman 312 Ivy Hill Rd Weaverville NC 28787-9652


663. Anne Mosser 120 Water Leaf Dr Weaverville NC 28787-0585


664. Marion Danforth 9 Williams St Weaverville NC 28787


665. Michael Harris 29 Checkerberry Ct Weaverville NC 28787-0377


666. Keely Brennan 96 Weaver View Circle, Unit 308 Weaverville NC 28787


667. Tina Vazquez 50 Compass Park Dr Weaverville NC 28787


668. Evangeline Soter 1208 Parkhill Court Weddington NC 28104


669. Todd Fields 1725 Acorn Creek Lane Wendell NC 27591


670. James Bengel 20 Canterbury Ct Wendell NC 27591


671. Kayleigh Wachter 991 7 Lks N West End NC 27376-9752


672. Patricia Griffin 106 Brown Bark Rd. West End NC 27376


673. Joan Parks 1102 Rockdale Rd Whittier NC 28789


674. Stuart Wilson 140 Country Club Hills Ln Wilkesboro NC 28697


675. Patricia English 313 Deer Creek Lane Wilkesboro NC 28697


676. Iris Carman 327 Lakewood Dr Wilkesboro NC 28697


677. Catherine Goldman 6616 S Tribute Ct Willow Spring NC 27592


678. Kimberly West 1912 Washington St Wilmington NC 28401


679. Sean Milton 114 So. 3Rd Street Wilmington NC 28401
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Re: 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000)


680. M Stanley 126 Central Blvd Wilmington NC 28401


681. Peggy Fry 115 Pine Cone Rd Wilmington NC 28409


682. Brock Ternes 225 Cedar Branch Ln Unit 114 Wilmington NC 28403-1593


683. Renee Ertischek 539 Windstar Ln Wilmington NC 28411


684. Sonja Barton 2210 Oleander Dr # B Wilmington NC 28403-3909


685. Stephen Roberts 202 S 3Rd St Wilmington NC 28401


686. Elizabeth Bauereis 416 Black Diamond Dr Wilmington NC 28411


687. Clarice Reber 7919 Blue Heron Dr W Apt 305 Wilmington NC 28411


688. Kimberly Lewis 2556 Flint Dr Wilmington NC 28401


689. Laura Moore 242 Long John Silver Drive Wilmington NC 28411


690. Ishtar Sunstar 928 Bonham Ave Wilmington NC 28403-4260


691. Sondra Vitols 8208 Bald Eagle Ln Wilmington NC 28411


692. Katherine Hill 509 Whiting Cv Wilmington NC 28412-0942


693. Lori Caddell 6741 Cable Car Ln Wilmington NC 28403


694. Olivia Fennell 6302 Gadwall Ct Wilmington NC 28403


695. Nicole Wolf-Camplin 125 Cheyenne Trl Wilmington NC 28409


696. Dan Spilman 1102 N 8Th Street Wilmington NC 28401


697. Ryan Macmorris 1010 Nutt St 4240 Wilmington NC 28401


698. Andrew Marhevsky 5017 Dockside Dr Wilmington NC 28409


699. Monica Rolquin 901 Nutt St Apt 126 Wilmington NC 28401


700. Esther Murphy 7235 Darden Rd. #127 Wilmington NC 28411


701. David Biesack 3671 Echo Farms Blvd Wilmington NC 28412


702. Robert Mcartor 2312 Blythe Rd Wilmington NC 28403


703. Christine Sibona 726 Forest Hills Dr Wilmington NC 28403


704. Shelley Anthony 3950 Sweetbriar Rd Wilmington NC 28403-5439


705. Eugenie Lancaster 210 Bellamy Parke Way Wilmington NC 28412


706. Terri Lefler 305 Martin St. Wilmington NC 28401


707. James Zizzo 2304 Wrightsville Ave Wilmington NC 28403


708. Sherri Basnight 803B Chestnut St Wilmington NC 28401


709. Connie Marhevsky 5017 Dockside Drive Wilmington NC 28409


710. Peter Finlay 141 Sound View Dr Wilmington NC 28409-3570


711. Miles Murphy 5052 Park Ave Wilmington NC 28403


712. Maryleigh Preston-Mcclure 1527 Village Drive Apt 1, Glenmeade Village Wilmington NC 28401


713. John Hinnant 503 Mount Vernon Drive Nw Wilson NC 27893
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Re: 2022 Draft Swine Digester System General Permit (AWG400000)


714. Benjamin Miller 242 Ridge Forest Ct Winston Salem NC 27104-3552


715. Richard Marter 3250 Midkiff Rd Winston Salem NC 27106-3030


716. Ruby Coughenour 2705 Saint Johns Pl Winston Salem NC 27106-3800


717. Charles Moore 126 Vintage Ave Winston Salem NC 27127-2054


718. Kimberly Nelson 501 Commonwealth Dr Winston Salem NC 27104


719. Elizabeth Wilson 1177 Edgebrook Dr Winston Salem NC 27106


720. Donna Pellett 5578 Pinebrook Ln Winston Salem NC 27105


721. Kenneth Hoglund 5037 Cobblestone Rd Winston Salem NC 27106


722. Darlene May 675 Bridlespur Ct Winston Salem NC 27106-6265


723. Rebecca Williams 3880 Whitehaven Rd Winston Salem NC 27106


724. Don Bergey 144 Greenvalley Rd Winston Salem NC 27106-4811


725. Caitlin Burke 455 Ashbry Run Winston Salem NC 27106


726. Gerry Hoots 3627 Dewsbury Rd Winston Salem NC 27104-1749


727. Cama Merritt 1244 Arbor Rd Apt 224 Winston Salem NC 27104


728. Marshall Gravely 1010 Huntingdon Rd Winston Salem NC 27204


729. Elizabeth Pierce 237 North Sunset Drive, Apartment 4 Winston Salem NC 27101


730. Sandy Petteway 465 Collingswood Dr Winston Salem NC 27127-3149


731. Heather Jones 2542 Lullington Dr Winston Salem NC 27103


732. Pablo Cardozo 960 Buckhorn Ct Winston Salem NC 27104


733. Donald Johnson 210 Harmon Ct Winston Salem NC 27106-4613


734. Loray Blair-Britt 450 Rock Cliff Ct Lot 1 Winston Salem NC 27104-3787


735. Matilda Phillips 185 Driftwood Ln Winston Salem NC 27104


736. Jesse Mackenzie 5722 Judy Ln Winston Salem NC 27127-9827


737. Jeff Bohan 900 Teague Rd Winston Salem NC 27107-6933


738. Debora Horning 3619 Marlowe Ave Winston Salem NC 27106


739. Marilyn Schendel 2718 London Ln Winston Salem NC 27103


740. Willie Malone 1156 Salem Lake Rd Winston Salem NC 27107-1551


741. John Calhoun 1416 Brookstown Ave Winston Salem NC 27101-1127


742. Joy Rochester 2840 Regency Dr Winston Salem NC 27106


743. Tom Adkisson 1398 Hannaford Rd Winston-Salem NC 27103


744. Robert Schwartz 748 Oaklawn Avenue Winston-Salem NC 27104


745. Elizabeth Carlson 3303 Buena Vista Road Winston-Salem NC 27106


746. Sheila Jones 144 E. Fleming Farm Drive Youngsville NC 27596
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From: Ricky Harper
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Digester Systems General Permit
Date: Monday, May 2, 2022 10:29:43 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

To whom it may concern,

My name is Ricky Harper and I am a resident of Duplin County, NC.  I own a farm which is
adjacent to a swine farm with a lagoon which can be very smelly, especially in the summer
time.  I understand the general idea of the digester system and the encapsulation of the hog
waste and I am very much in favor of permitting the encapsulation of the swine waste lagoons
in NC to improve the quality of our farm environment.

Thank you for your work!

Ricky J. Harper

mailto:rickyharper42@hotmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: judy mattox
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Comment on biogas general permit
Date: Sunday, May 1, 2022 10:04:12 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Sirs:
I am very concerned about the impact of hog waste lagoons and sprayfield
methods on the surrounding people who live there and the environment.

Biogas is NOT a clean energy source; it is outdated and harmful.

Please put monitoring provisions in the permit to evaluate the impact of the
biogas operation on people and the environment.

 Please put monitoring for groundwater & surface water to ensure compliance
with the "nondischarge" requirement. 
Please prevent leaks and overflows.
Please require that modern, up-to-date technology be used to deal with the hog
waste.

Sincerely,
Judy Mattox
15 Morninig Star Dr.
Leicester, NC 28748

mailto:judymattox15@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Maryjane Myers
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Farm digester animal waste management system State general permits
Date: Sunday, May 1, 2022 9:25:04 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Concerning General Permit #AWG400000, #AWG500000,  #AWG600000

  I am a dairy farmer in Iredell County who attended public meeting on  April 19, 2022 at Statesville Civic
Center, Statesville, NC.

  I now understand how it feels to be "gaslighted" by groups of people who do not appear to have an
understanding of the regulations we are required to operate under

  and do so diligently. Our mission is to provide top quality, local milk using best management practices.
We are a sustainable fourth generation dairy farm who's 

  employers and employees believe in leading the way to conserving and improving our animal husbandry
as it pertains to soil, water, and air.

  Clean water is essential to our business. The addition of farm digesters have been proven to provide
renewable energy without any detriment to water quality.

   Therefore, I humbly submit that we are not the "bad guys" some make us out to be. Barry C. Myers,
President of  Myers farms, Inc.

  

  

mailto:moomom53@yahoo.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Suzanne Wheatcraft
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Cc: Rebecca Drohan
Subject: [External] 2022 digester system general permits
Date: Sunday, May 1, 2022 1:49:46 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear DEQ,

As a taxpayer of NC, I am writing to urge you to consider the voices of our citizens OVER the
voices of paid lobbyists and business owners/operators who stand to gain financially on this
issue. It is these entities who should, in face, be footing the bill for all the environmental
protective measures that NCDEQ needs to put into place to create a system of operating these
digesters in a way that considers the safety and health of ALL of us, especially those who are
disenfranchised and side-lined by more powerful neighbors. 

In addition to paying taxes and living here in NC, I also volunteer for the local Sierra Club
chapter, the Coastal Carolina Riverwatch chapter, the NC Coastal Land Trust and Cape
Lookout National Seashore. I recognizthe value of a safe, healthy and clean NC. 

Suzanne Wheatcraft
585 738 9085

mailto:suzannewheatcraft@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:rebeccad@coastalcarolinariverwatch.org
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Albert Rubin
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Digester operations
Date: Sunday, May 1, 2022 9:48:15 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Upon issuance of coverage of the general permit those operating the digester should receive appropriate training and
associated certification. The other members of the operator training and certification commission agree that the
certified operators should receive training.

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:rubin@ncsu.edu
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Cherie Vick
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Comments on Biogas Draft Permit
Date: Sunday, May 1, 2022 8:30:02 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Thank you for carefully considering my comments below.

As a member of the Sierra Club, Capital Group, I spoke to DEQ last December about the issue of
permits for biogas at CAFOs.

My objection to granting water permits was based on the likely runoff harming rivers and streams,
and drinking water in the area. A secondary concern was that we do not need methane produced
from hog waste. Methane gas, were it to escape from a pipeline, is a much bigger threat to our
climate than emissions from gas-powered vehicles, and we are already threatened by that.

Since DEQ will grant these digester permits, I now express my concern about some of the standards
and especially about the enforcement of permit regulations.

Concern about performance standards:

·       In Section I, item 12, the permit specifies that there are required distances of 25, 50 and
75 feet between swine animal operations and rivers, streams, or canals with the distances
based on the date of the site installation. Please consider making all these distances 75 feet,
since the older installations are most likely to fall into disrepair and pose the greater hazard.
·       In Section I, item 17, the permit specifies that if the digester system creates nuisance
conditions the permittee must take corrective action as you specify. Perhaps that section
needs to address specific penalties for failure to comply.

I cannot comment on the digester specifications in Section II because I am not an engineer.
However, I understand from staff at the Sierra Club that there are new and better technologies to
handle this. I would urge DEQ to investigate those and consider sunsetting this technology as soon
as possible.

Concerns about enforcement:

Section III is critically important. The regulations specify that

“An inspection of the waste collection, treatment, and storage structures, and runoff control
measures shall be conducted and documented at a frequency to ensure proper operation
but at least monthly and after all storm events of greater than one (1) inch in 24 hours.”

 

Yet this is a self-inspection and report by the OIC. The same is true of item 23 where the permittee
conducts an annual biogas leak detection. My concern is that the OIC is hired by the owner and
accountable to him/her and not to the public. DEQ is responsible to the public, but there is no
mention of your staff conducting inspections on the regular basis. You simply reserved the right to
do so at any time.

Will you have the staff and budget to monitor compliance?

As a recent widow, I frequently visit Oakwood Cemetery. As I drive through that neighborhood I see
signs that read, “Drive as if your children lived here.”

I respectfully ask DEQ to regulate as if your children and grandchildren played on the farms adjacent
to the digester systems.

mailto:cherieannvick@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


-- 
Cherie Ann Vick, MSW, MEd
linkedin
storybycherie

https://urldefense.com/v3/__http://linkedin.com/in/cherieannvick__;!!HYmSToo!etsx3Qkeb9C8adO78ZuuVOsEJqpE9HxggrDDyFv26R1WVUGHYSJFkGFwowf8JgrrlQ5RN31sSIpr3YfGipu-VAE9ZcVN_hBd$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http://storybycherie.com__;!!HYmSToo!etsx3Qkeb9C8adO78ZuuVOsEJqpE9HxggrDDyFv26R1WVUGHYSJFkGFwowf8JgrrlQ5RN31sSIpr3YfGipu-VAE9ZbLbmtjK$


From: Ann Karson
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas protections.
Date: Saturday, April 30, 2022 6:58:06 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

I have ome to understand that regulations proposed to protect the environment and people from the effects of biogas
produced in the course of hog farming are grossly inadequate for their purpose; and protect the industry more than
those who might be harmed by it.

This matters because many of our more vulnerable people live near these places. They should be protected to the
highest possible standard. But all of us have an interest in healthy water and air. And with climate change occurring,
this all becomes more urgent and significant.

Please strengthen these regulations and give them teeth.

Ann Karson,
5 Oak Court,
Candler, NC 28715.

mailto:akarson57@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Vada Williams
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Proposed digester
Date: Saturday, April 30, 2022 7:23:59 AM
Attachments: DEQ hog houses.docx

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

mailto:vada.m.williams@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov

To: DEQ Representative

Date: April 28, 2022

Re: Animal Feeding Operations

I am writing to voice my concern about the proposed digester general permit that is under consideration by the NC Department of Environmental Quality. I urge DEQ to not approve the permit as it is written. 

I am a life-time resident of Sampson Count living near a combination of swine and poultry operations, as well as the 1400-acre landfill here. I am sending this e-mail in hopes that DEQ will actually listen to affected communities for a change.  The record of decisions that DEQ has made about our communities has resulted in my community not feeling that attending public hearings are worth our time; even when we learn about these meetings. The meeting in Clinton was poorly attended because there was very little effort by DEQ to distribute information about the meeting. Some in our community learned about it through the efforts of a local organization-not by any efforts on DEQ’s part to notify us.

I am very concerned that DEQ is considering issuing a permit that will not protect the health of my community and adjoining communities that are predominantly African American. We are directly impacted by the air that we breathe and often the water that we drink. Most residents living near these large hog farms are still using well-water. I am afraid that water will be more affected by the addition of these digesters to the nearby lagoons. This is not an acceptable condition for our communities.

Sincerely,

Eddie and Vada Williams

412 Isaac Road 

Clinton, NC 28328
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Dear Department of Environmental Quality,

Factory farm hog waste is a big problem in North Carolina, and the draft Swine Digester
Waste Management System General Permit threatens to make this problem worse. Animal
Feeding Operation permits must protect our air, water, and communities.

We already have over 2000 hog waste facilities across the state that pollute our air and water
and harm surrounding communities. The antiquated lagoon and sprayfield system pollutes
our water through leaks and overflowing lagoons, emits air pollution that makes local
residents sick, and has a stench so foul that neighbors often can’t open their windows or go
outside.

We need better protections in any general permits for existing AFO expansion. DEQ’s draft
general permit fails to protect our environment or families living nearby these hog
operations, and it does not meet state and federal requirements. The General Permit must add
common-sense protections for our water, air, and nearby communities, including at a
minimum: prohibiting open air lagoon and sprayfield systems, stronger requirements for
preventing runoff or overflows, and a more robust monitoring system so we know when
these facilities are contributing to water and air pollution.

I urge DEQ to protect our water, air, and communities by including these requirements in
general permits for existing AFOs.

Sincerely, 

Dorothy Lee
62 Salem Rd
Weaverville NC, 28787-9417
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To whom it may concern
 
I am a pork producer from Wayne County, NC and I support the comments submitted by the
North Carolina Pork Council.
 
Thank you,
 
Denise Waller Mason
 
 
 
Denise Waller Mason
Training and Development Coordinator
HR Support
919-853-7774 (direct line)
919-738-0339 (cell)
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Attached, I am submitting comments on the swine digester draft permit.

Thank you,

Jared Porter
Porter Farms,Inc

mailto:jporter83@live.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov



 


Ramesh Ravella 
Animal Feeding Opera3ons 
NC Division of Water Resources 
1636 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1636 


Via Email - PublicCommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov 


Dear Mr. Ravella – 


My name is Jared Porter. My family owns swine and poultry farms in Cabarrus County, where we 
also raise caNle, crops and nursery plants, and host agritourism events. In addi3on to our 
farming opera3on, I serve as the president of the North Carolina Pork Council. I appreciate the 
opportunity to share comments on the draQ Swine Digester permit AWG400000. 


Our family farm has been in opera3on since 1972. My father and grandfather started the farm 
with 200 acres raising fescue hay and beef caNle. In 1990, we added contract swine produc3on. 
In 1992 We added contract poultry produc3on. Today, we produce 44,000 pigs per year, 125,000 
chickens per year and market approximately 250 head of beef caNle. 


For as long as I can remember, the goal on the farm was to be just a liNle bit beNer at everything 
we do each and every day. Some call that a commitment to con3nuous improvement. We call it 
doing things the right way. That commitment has led us to look for new and innova3ve ways to 
expand our farming opera3ons and to decrease the impact we have on our neighbors.  


Our mul3-genera3onal family farm con3nues to adapt to the world around us. Located near 
CharloNe, we saw a tremendous demand for agritourism venues – especially event spaces that 
could host family reunions and weddings. We opened our first event barn in 2012. The demand 
was great, so we built a second, larger barn in 2017. These event venues – which are operated 
by my wife, sister and sister-in-law – are booked with weddings or other large events 48 
weekends out of the year. And these facili3es are located in the middle of our farming 
opera3ons. People don’t complain about the farm, they embrace the bucolic se]ng. 


Last month, we hosted our eighth annual Spartan Race on the farm. The Spartan Race is an 
outdoor race involving cross country running and built-in obstacles for the par3cipants to 
overcome. The course winds through our farm and par3cipants run past our swine and poultry 
barns. This race has a large following and par3cipants come from all over the na3on and world 
to compete. This year, there were more than 6,000 par3cipants and an addi3onal 1,000 
spectators at our farm. 



mailto:PublicCommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov





In 2021, we converted some old poultry buildings that were not being used into greenhouses 
and we’ve started selling our annual and perennial plants to local residents.  


I share these innova3ons and adapta3ons on our farm to demonstrate our commitment to 
sustainability. Sustainable in our world includes profitability. If we aren’t profitable, we cannot 
be sustainable.  


The idea of conver3ng exis3ng methane into renewable natural gas using on-farm digesters is 
intriguing. We know covering lagoons or installing a new methane digester would reduce odor 
and greenhouse gas emissions.  


However, before we can do a meaningful assessment of whether these opportuni3es are right 
for our farm, we need certainty in the permi]ng process. This digester general permit would 
provide that certainty by establishing permit condi3ons up front. Further, unlike the current 
individual permits that are used to cover these systems, a general permit would have a more 
reliable 3meline for issuance.  


As a family farm commiNed to con3nuous improvement, we struggle to understand those who 
oppose progress simply because it is not “enough” progress. Today we use limited 3llage 
cropping prac3ces and recycle water whenever possible. We use land applica3on of effluent to 
reduce demand for commercial fer3lizer and have implemented new technology to reduce 3me 
in the fields. There are no perfect solu3ons to deal with the many challenges we face daily as 
farmers. But we embrace even the smallest change that might improve our farming opera3on 
and reduce our impact on the world around us. We recognize the solemn task of feeding a 
growing popula3on and we are commiNed to the challenge. 


I recognize that the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality has undertaken an 
unprecedented public input process in conjunc3on with the development of this permit. I 
appreciate the 3me and effort DEQ has invested to capture public comment making this a very 
open and transparent process. 


On behalf of Porter Farms and thousands of hog farmers across the state, I encourage the 
adop3on of the swine digester permit as draQed. 


Sincerely, 


  


Jared Porter 
Porter Farms
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Dear Department of Environmental Quality,

Factory farm hog waste is a big problem in North Carolina, and the draft Swine Digester
Waste Management System General Permit threatens to make this problem worse. Animal
Feeding Operation permits must protect our air, water, and communities.

We already have over 2000 hog waste facilities across the state that pollute our air and water
and harm surrounding communities. The antiquated lagoon and sprayfield system pollutes
our water through leaks and overflowing lagoons, emits air pollution that makes local
residents sick, and has a stench so foul that neighbors often can’t open their windows or go
outside.

We need better protections in any general permits for existing AFO expansion. DEQ’s draft
general permit fails to protect our environment or families living nearby these hog
operations, and it does not meet state and federal requirements. The General Permit must add
common-sense protections for our water, air, and nearby communities, including at a
minimum: prohibiting open air lagoon and sprayfield systems, stronger requirements for
preventing runoff or overflows, and a more robust monitoring system so we know when
these facilities are contributing to water and air pollution.

I urge DEQ to protect our water, air, and communities by including these requirements in
general permits for existing AFOs.

Sincerely, 

Anthony Ladd
120 Creekview Circle
Carrboro NC, 27510-1278

mailto:aladd=loyno.edu@mg.gospringboard.io
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Dear Department of Environmental Quality,

Factory farm hog waste is a big problem in North Carolina, and the draft Swine Digester
Waste Management System General Permit threatens to make this problem worse. Animal
Feeding Operation permits must protect our air, water, and communities.

We already have over 2000 hog waste facilities across the state that pollute our air and water
and harm surrounding communities. The antiquated lagoon and sprayfield system pollutes
our water through leaks and overflowing lagoons, emits air pollution that makes local
residents sick, and has a stench so foul that neighbors often can’t open their windows or go
outside.

We need better protections in any general permits for existing AFO expansion. DEQ’s draft
general permit fails to protect our environment or families living nearby these hog
operations, and it does not meet state and federal requirements. The General Permit must add
common-sense protections for our water, air, and nearby communities, including at a
minimum: prohibiting open air lagoon and sprayfield systems, stronger requirements for
preventing runoff or overflows, and a more robust monitoring system so we know when
these facilities are contributing to water and air pollution.

I urge DEQ to protect our water, air, and communities by including these requirements in
general permits for existing AFOs.

Sincerely, 

Catherine Nisselson
307 W Palmetto St
Kill Devil Hills NC, 27948-7868
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To whom it may concern.  I am writing in support to include the covering of existing manure lagoons
and installing digestors in the General Permit for existing farms. These modifications will reduce the
current emissions that are released to the air and are an important part of moving our existing
energy consumption to more environmental responsible source. 
 
Thank you,
 
Lukas Sorensen
Director, Field Services
 

T 303-697-6959 | C 406-850-5168
 
LinkedIn | Twitter | Blog | TRCcompanies.com
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Dear Division of Water Resources,
 
On behalf of the NC Chamber, please find the attached letter of support for the 2022 Draft Animal
Waste State General Permits for animal operations with Farm Digester Systems: AWG400000 - Swine
Operations, AWG500000 - Cattle & Dairy Operations, and AWG600000 - Poultry Operations.
 
Thank you for your service to the state and thank you for the opportunity to provide written
comments.
 
Regards,
 
Peter Daniel, Jr.
Director of Government Affairs
 
919-825-1139 (o)
919-830-2774 (c)
701 Corporate Center Drive, Suite 275
Raleigh, NC 27607
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April 29th, 2022 
 
NC Department of Environmental Quality 
Attn: Division of Water Resources 
217 West Jones St.  
Raleigh, NC 27603 
Subject: Support of Animal Waste Digester System General Permit 
 
 
Dear NC DEQ Division of Water Resources, 
 
On behalf of the NC Chamber and statewide agribusiness community we are writing to express our 
support of the draft animal waste State General Permits for operations with Farm Digester Systems 
including: AWG400000 - Swine Operations, AWG500000 Cattle & Dairy Operations, and AWG600000 
Poultry Operations. 
 
These permits support the partnerships between the Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) industry and farmers 
to install digester systems that generate renewable natural gas in a safe and effective manner. Our 
support stems from the following: 
 


• Environmental and sustainability benefits: Digester systems can generate a significant 
amount of renewable natural gas (RNG), which adds capacity to our existing critical natural gas 
supply. Dairy and swine manure in particular yield high-value RNG which gas distributors seek 
out to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. RNG is a market-based solution that can reduce 
carbon emissions in a viable and sustainable way. Specifically, anerobic digesters prevent 
methane from entering the atmosphere and capture more emissions from a farm than are 
discharged from end-users of RNG. Biogas is recognized as some of the cleanest carbon 
negative fuels available domestically from our leading animal agriculture industries. 
Implementation of this permit would provide North Carolina with a more diverse and sustainable 
natural gas supply that is locally sourced. 
  


• Clear permitting rules incentivize farmers to implement this technology: The draft permit 
clearly defines the state’s strictest water quality measures and provides a clear mechanism for 
farmers and farm operations to implement this advanced technology. The NC Chamber has 
historically advocated for an “all-of-the-above” energy position for the state of North Carolina, and 
the clear regulatory guidelines in the general permits support the expansion of anaerobic 
digesters for farmers to voluntarily adopt with clear guidelines for permitting. The predictability laid 
out in this plan is attractive to the North Carolina agribusiness community, particularly to family 
cattle, dairy, and swine farmers who benefit from a clear and defined permitting process. 
 


• Economically supports rural North Carolina: North Carolina ranks among one of the highest 
methane-producing states in the United States, which provides a significant economic advantage 
and opportunity for our state’s rural communities if the technology is implemented. NC agriculture 
contributes $91.7 billion to our state’s economy per year, which is income our rural communities 
rely upon to survive. Turning animal waste into renewable energy means new income 
opportunities by way of jobs and the establishment of new businesses. In fact, it’s estimated that 
developing North Carolina’s biogas supply chain would support approximately 2,200 new jobs per 
year. Rural North Carolina is uniquely positioned to be a leader in this industry. New RNG 
projects by way of these General Permits will bring millions of investment dollars to rural 
communities and support family farms. They will also ensure North Carolina’s animal agriculture 
industry is not only positioned to feed growing populations but also provide a diversified energy 
source to our critical natural gas supply for growing demand at the residential, commercial, and 
industrial levels.  



https://energync.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Biogas-Working-Group-Overview.pdf





 


We thank the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality and the Division of Water Resources 
for your time and consideration of this matter and thank you for the opportunity to provide comments. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Peter Daniel Jr. 
Director of Government Affairs 
NC Chamber 
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Good morning.  Please find, attached, comments regarding the General Permit documents for Farm
Digesters.  We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments, and the efforts of DEQ staff to
facilitate this process.  Please contact me at your convenience if you have any questions or wish to
discuss our comments.  Thank you.
 
Regards,

 

Gus Simmons, P.E.
Director of Bioenergy
O: 877-557-8923 C: 910-619-0072
www.CavanaughSolutions.com  
 

Bio | Twitter  | LinkedIn
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www.CavanaughSolutions.com 


April 28, 2022 


VIA ELECTRONIC DELIVERY AND MAIL 


Ramesh Ravella 
Animal Feeding Operations, 
NC Division of Water Resources 
1636 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1636 
Phone: 919.707.3702 
 
Re: Comments to State Farm Digester General Permits for Animal Operations  


 AWG400000 - Swine Operations 


Dear Mr. Ravella: 


 


Cavanaugh & Associates, P.A. appreciates the opportunity to provide the North Carolina 


Department of Environmental Quality, Animal Feeding Operations (AFO) comments for 


consideration during the public comment period regarding the subject general permit.  Our 


comments are informed as an active participant in the design of digester systems serving 


animal feeding operations in North Carolina, and , and advocate of, the biogas and renewable 


natural gas industries in North Carolina, and having participated in the application for permits 


from the appropriate regulatory bodies for such digester projects.  For over 25 years now in 


North Carolina, our firm has assisted farmers, food processors, utilities, and municipalities in 


the design, permitting, and construction management of anaerobic digester systems for 


improved management of undervalued and underutilized organic materials we often term 


“waste”.  Our home state of North Carolina is rich in organic resources, stemming from its 


sizeable population, thriving biotech sector, and very strong agricultural contributions to the 


state’s economy. 


First, it is paramount to acknowledge the well-known and documented benefits of anaerobic 


digestion for managing organic “wastes”.  According the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 


EPA AgStar Manure digester systems can help: reduce odors from livestock manure, protect 


animal and human health by reducing pathogens, provide energy to the local grid that can help 


meet growing local energy demand with locally sourced renewable energy, and reduce 


greenhouse gas emissions by capturing methane gas that may otherwise have been lost to the 


atmosphere and by displacing fossil fuel energy use. 
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North Carolina is recognized nationally1 as having the third richest biogas resources in the U.S., 


and the largest pool of biogas resources in the eastern U.S.  This means we have an incredible 


opportunity to become a clean energy exporter, rather than just an energy-fuel importer as we 


are today.  Capitalizing on this unique and valuable in situ source of clean energy improves the 


energy fuel supply resiliency for North Carolina and provides protection against natural gas 


supply disruptions for our State’s critical facilities.  These important benefits to North Carolina, 


and more, are consistent with, and advance, several State initiatives2 of our State Leadership. 


We continue to observe that farms implementing anaerobic digester systems gain benefits 


from updating to advanced technologies for manure collection, manure conveyance, and 


treatment processes that are ancillary to the construction of the anaerobic digester.  Our 


engineers have led the designs of these systems that advance manure management 


innovations used on North Carolina swine farms for over two decades.  This work has included 


scientific examination of the benefits of anaerobic digestion of swine manure, many of which 


have been documented and published by numerous universities and federal agencies, such as 


the U.S. EPA, USDA, and DOE.  Given our first-hand observations and experiences, and 


indisputable scientific data we have gathered in partnership with the aforementioned 


institutions, we whole-heartedly support the development of this General Permit to further 


facilitate the adoption of anaerobic digester systems for manure management in North 


Carolina.  


Upon review of the permit documents published by DEQ for review and comment, we have 


noted the following for your attention and request that the final version of the permit 


documents be amended or modified to improve the documents: 


• I. Performance Standards: 
o 14.  USDA NRCS Standards are design guidelines and recommended practices for 


general conditions but are not law.  Participants utilizing USDA Funding programs 
are required to utilize the Standards to obtain funding, as the Standards provide 
a degree of quality control and standardization to provide additional assurances 
on the use of public funds; but they are otherwise not “required”.  That said, we 
take no exceptions to Standards 366 or 367, in general, though both have certain 
provisions that are not directly applicable for all farm digesters for North 
Carolina.  For example, 367 requires “pressure relief” fail safes – i.e., automatic 
vents – that aid in managing biogas storage in the digester.  However, in the case 
where the biogas may be used for fueling an electricity generator or if the biogas 


 


1 “Biogas Potential in the United States”, National Renewable Energy Laboratory NREL/FS-6A20-60178, 
October 2013 
2 Executive Order 80: North Carolina's Commitment to Address Climate Change and Transition to a Clean 
Energy Economy; Executive Order 246: North Carolina's Transformation to a Clean, Equitable Economy; 
Session Law 2021-165 House Bill 951 Energy Solutions for North Carolina; and more. 
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is going to be upgraded to renewable natural gas, such emergency vents can 
interfere with some of the sensors used by downstream equipment or lead to 
contamination of the biogas by ambient air.  The wording of this section of the 
permit should be edited to state that these Standards should be incorporated 
where applicable, rather than required, and it is up to the Professional Engineer 
responsible for the design of the system to determine the applicability. 


o 15. The term “best engineering practices” implies that someone is responsible 
for determining the threshold of whether any practice is “the best” among, 
perhaps, many plausible engineering solutions.  We think “applicable 
engineering standards” is a better choice of words. 


o 17. How is “satisfactory” performance determined?  It would seem this is plain; 
either the system is being operated in compliance with the permit or 
not.  “Satisfaction” is subjective, and the compliance should be the determining 
factor. 


• II. O&M Requirements 
o 8. The Professional Engineer in responsible charge of the design should be 


capable of determining the appropriate manner of managing condensate, if any, 
rather than specifying any such liquids be routed to the digester.  Condensate 
should be able to be directed to the digester and/or other permitted storage 
lagoons, where applicable. 


• III. Monitoring & Reporting 
o 23.  Biogas leak detection would not seem to be a water quality matter and 


would seem to be inappropriate to include in this General Permit.  Is the Division 
saying that a biogas leak is a contradiction of applicable water quality rules or 
regulations? We recommend biogas leak detection be removed from the 
monitoring requirements from a water quality permit. 


• VII. Definitions 
o Farm Digester System – The General Permit should be available to farmers that 


wish to install an anaerobic digester system for manure management, regardless 
of the use of any biogas resulting from the anaerobic digestion of the feedstock.  
The permit should not state that the digester is for “renewable energy 
generation”, as the farmer could choose to use the biogas for heating or other 
purposes that differ from some definitions of “renewable energy”. 


 


In summary, we support the State’s implementation of a General Permit for farm-based 


anaerobic digestion of livestock manures, and request the Division incorporate our suggestions 


listed above in its finalization of the permit documents.  In addition to the reasons provided 


above, the growing national demand for the carbon-negativei energy products derived from the 


biogas created through anaerobic digestion can be a very important contributor to our state’s 


economy and our state’s ability to achieve its emissions reduction and energy goals as stated in 


multiple planning documents.  We appreciate the efforts on the part of Division staff 


throughout the public review and comment process, relative to this General Permit.   
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If you have questions regarding the comments and suggested edits we have provided, please 


feel free contact me via the contact information provided below. 


 


Respectfully submitted, 


William G. “Gus” Simmons, Jr., P.E.   on behalf of 


Vice President, Dir. of Bioenergy Services  M. Steve Cavanaugh, P.E. – President, CEO 


Cavanaugh & Associates, P.A.    Will Jernigan, P.E. – Vice President, CFO 


(877) 557-8923 ext. 401    Tory Wagoner, P.E. – Vice president, COO 


gus.simmons@cavanaughsolutions.com 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


i “Carbon-negative” refers to the determination by the California Air Resources Board that the capture of 
methane from the anaerobic digestion of livestock manure, and use of such biogenic methane to 
displace the use of conventional fossil fuels, results in a significant net reduction in total carbon 
emissions. 
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From: Rocky Creek
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Emailing: Waste management system letter RCD
Date: Thursday, April 28, 2022 2:12:06 PM
Attachments: Waste management system letter RCD.pdf

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link
attachments:

Waste management system letter RCD

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent
sending or receiving certain types of file attachments.  Check your e-mail
security settings to determine how attachments are handled.
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From: Webb, Jim
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Comments from Utah Local Government Officials
Date: Thursday, April 28, 2022 10:18:44 AM
Attachments: ATT00001.png

4978_001.pdf

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Please accept the attached comments on the draft farm digester general permit submitted on behalf
of Nolan Davis, Mayor of Milford City, Utah; Matt Robinson, Mayor of Beaver City, Utah; and Wade
Hollingshead, Commissioner, Beaver County, Utah. These elected community leaders have direct
experience with digesters in their communities.

 

Jim Webb
Sr. Director -SFD Renewables
p: (435) 387-6046 x46046 c: (435) 691-0825
e: jwebb@smithfield.com

341 S Main St
Milford, Utah 84751

smithfieldfoods.com

 

This communication (including any attachments) is confidential and is intended to be privileged pursuant to applicable law. If
you are not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, then you
are hereby notified that the dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is prohibited. If you received this
communication in error, please notify Smithfield Foods, Inc. immediately by telephone (+1 757-365-3000) and then delete this
communication and destroy all copies thereof.

mailto:jwebb@smithfield.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov
tel:(435) 387-6046 x46046
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From: DEBBIE MILKOWSKI
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] RE: NC DEQ general permit for lagoon and sprayfield system
Date: Wednesday, April 27, 2022 6:26:05 PM
Attachments: Biogas.docx

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Hello - please see the attached letter that I have written in regards to the proposed
general permit for the lagoon and sprayfield system. Thank you for considering my
comments. 
Deborah Milkowski
New Bern, NC 28562

mailto:debmilkowski@centurylink.net
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov

Dear Sir or Madam: 

[bookmark: _GoBack]

I would like to leave a public comment today regarding the general permit that is being considered for the lagoon and sprayfield waste management system that is in use at industrial hog operations in North Carolina. 



The current system does not do enough to protect North Carolina residents from the effects of the water and air pollution caused by these concentrated animal facilities. According to the National Academy of Sciences, ammonia pollution from hog operations in eastern North Carolina is responsible for over 175 premature deaths every ear in Duplin and Samson Counties alone. This is completely unacceptable. A general permit that will add digesters to these operations without additional protective measures will cause even more damaging ammonia emissions. The DEQ’s current draft of the general permit fails to protect our rivers, streams and groundwater. Furthermore, the draft of the general permit does not protect families living in close proximity to these hog operations. The General Permit must be strengthened by adding additional measures to protect our air and water and to protect residents living nearby. The following requirements must be added:

1. Clean, safe technology must be used to dispose of hog waste.

2. The requirements for preventing leaks and overflows must be made much stronger.

3. The industry must have in place effective monitoring to ensure that all concentrated animal operations are in compliance with all safety standards.



The NC Department of Environmental Quality should consider looking at other states that do not use the lagoon and sprayfield system. This system is the dirtiest system in place to store the urine and feces that these animals excrete. As we have seen during major storms (which are only becoming more frequent) the lagoons overflow into our waterways creating massive contamination of our drinking water. Furthermore, “biogas” will not help our state or our country move towards cleaner energy. Capping one lagoon while leaving the other lagoons open will only exacerbate the pollution caused by this current system. We all deserve safe drinking water and clean air!  It is time to move towards a more sustainable system. Thank you for considering my comments.



Deborah Milkowski 

New Bern, NC 







From: Ben Barnes
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Draft Biogass General Permit
Date: Tuesday, April 26, 2022 7:41:39 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

I would like to express my opposition to issuing a general permit for  biogas generators at
CAFO's.  If approved I think each site should be issued its own unique permit. Each site has
its own particular conditions. There are better methods to deal with the animal waste, I don't
believe the digesters are the most effective method of protecting water quality, air quality and
controlling odors. 

Thank you,

Ben Barnes
Elm City NC
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From: Debra Johnston
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas draft permit needs to do more!
Date: Tuesday, April 26, 2022 2:26:38 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

US PUBLIC COMMENT NCDEQ-DWR,

Our actions today affect future generations of humans and non-humans alike. 
The draft general permit for industrial hog facilities producing biogas does not provide enough
protection from pollution.

It is the responsibility of the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality to ensure any
permits issued are protective of our resources and communities. We know that just because a
permit is in place, does not mean it prevents pollution, and the draft general permit is not much
more robust than the current general permit for swine facilities. Stronger requirements for
water-quality sampling must be included in the general permit to ensure these facilities are not
discharging waste into our waterways.

The draft permit also needs to be more selective in which facilities are eligible to apply for
coverage: facilities with a history of violations, that are not abiding by the current permit, should
not be eligible to be covered by this permit.

Thank you for your consideration, 
Deb and John Johnston

Debra Johnston 
giraffe0613@outlook.com 
119 Hill Creek Rd 
Blounts Creek, North Carolina 27814

mailto:giraffe0613@outlook.com
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From: Leonard S Bull
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR; Kastrinsky, Josh; Leonard S Bull
Subject: [External] Comments on Animal Waste Digester General System Permit
Date: Monday, April 25, 2022 1:55:29 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

TO:            NCDENR, c/o Josh Kastrinsky:
FROM:      Leonard S Bull, PhD, PAS, (Retired) Emeritus Professor of Animal
Science, NCSU and Assoc Director, NCSU Animal and Poultry
                       Waste Management Center
                        homebull@aol.com, 919-491-3317
                        Wilmington, NC 28412
SUBJECT: Animal Waste Digester General System Permit

As the former Associate Director of the NCSU Animal and Poultry Waste
Management Center during the period 2000-9, which coincides with the efforts made
to identify and evaluate new and superior technologies for handling swine waste, I
would like to provide observations on the efforts to alter the General System Permit.
Some of my comments will fall outside of the specific language of the Permit,
but are intended to provide perspectives as I see the need for them, and to
result in support for addressing such environmental issues as may occur
associated with the production systems for swine used in Eastern North
Carolina. 

In 2022 we are seeing a very much enhanced and appreciated effort to address
climate change and environmental issues on a National scale (as well as Global). I
totally support that set of goals. I am currently and have been for many years involved
with these efforts on a broad scale.  However, I  choose to address swine waste
management as noted above, with SUGGESTIONS that I would propose be
considered to help retain and maintain the swine production system in Eastern North
Carolina as a MAJOR contributor to the economy of the region. While at the same
time CONTRIBUTE to broader efforts to insure that such production is TOTALLY
compatible with the surrounding communities, and their economic health, while as
well contributing to the protection of the total (air, water and land) surrounding
environment. Such a goal is consistent with SIGNIFICANT interest at the national
level to achieve these same goals. It therefore is also consistent with access to
resources to assist in  creating the swine production system that we ALL would
like to see moving into the future. This results in the proverbial "win/win" condition!

My comments relevant to the written draft of the permits are relatively few. And they
relate primarily to what I personally think is the need to add Phosphorus to the
existing requirement to address Nitrogen need for the production of whatever crops
are being fertilized by residuals from the anaerobic digestion of swine waste. Many
states that are significant swine producers already have this in place and the work
done at NC State by Professor Joe Zublena and others many years ago established
the mechanism for that to happen. To NOT include it in the proposed permit

mailto:homebull@aol.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:josh.kastrinsky@ncdenr.gov
mailto:homebull@aol.com
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


considered here is a MAJOR oversight and I encourage it to be reconsidered. I also
feel that this needs to be included in ALL OTHER permits for ALL sources of animal
and poultry waste used in North Carolina. While sulfur analysis is also suggested, I
feel that this is related to the significant contribution that sulfur containing compounds
make to the odors that may be emitted from swine waste as currently managed rather
than as a soil nutrient issue. (That is a personal consideration only and will indirectly
be addressed below.)

What follows is my personal suggestion or suggestions for ways that this permitting
process could, but taking advantage of the NATIONAL concern about animal
agriculture in the emissions of green house gases (GHG), primarily methane and to a
lesser extent nitrogen containing compounds in developing a COMPLETE waste
handling system that addresses virtually ALL of the areas of concern by the public
and climate concern groups. 

My ideal swine production system would be as follows (I would be glad to
expand on any of these points below in a different venue at your request):
   a. All swine waste primary digestion lagoons would be covered as this permit
specifies, and as the requirements spell out; 
   b. Biogas from the primary lagoon will be collected, and transported by LOW
pressure pipeline to a scrubbing facility for production of pipeline
      quality gas which can be immediately injected into a natural gas pipeline (priority),
or/and if necessary natural gas storage tanks under pressure 
      for transport and used as natural gas elsewhere; the biogas will be scrubbed of
carbon dioxide, ammonia and volatiles at the transfer or storage
      center;
 c. The scrubbed carbon dioxide can be used for industrial purposes or sequestered
for retention as carbon in soil or other removal processes from
      the atmosphere, and the ammonia can be captured for use as fertilizer; the
volatiles can be captured and destroyed by a variety of methods but
     in the process eliminated as a source of odors.
 d. The effluent leaving the primary digestion lagoon would be held in a retention
lagoon or pond, COVERED to collect any residual gases, which               would be
transferred to the scrubbing facility as part of the transfer from the primary digestion
lagoon; liquid from that lagoon would be recycled to
     the flush tanks in the animal barns to flush the waste to the digestion lagoon on a
cycle of 6-8 times per day;
 e. Land application of the liquid from the retention lagoon (d.) would be land applied
by direct injection or if surface applied (at a distance of 2-4
     inches from the surface) be incorporated immediately by soil tillage;
spray/sprinkler systems would no longer be allowed; this would
     SUBSTANTIALLY eliminate odors in surrounding areas, 

Please contact me if you wish to discuss or pursue. 
Thank you!

Leonard S Bull, PhD, PAS



From: hansenforest@aol.com
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Hog Waste Biogas Permit Draft AWG400000 Swine
Date: Monday, April 25, 2022 1:25:01 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

I am very concerned that the draft permit for hog waste biogas production does nothing to
implement cleaner technologies for managing hog waste at CAFOs in North Carolina.  Instead,
the design of the biodigester system will lock in place the antiquated system of hog waste
management using open lagoons and sprayfields that often results in ground and surface
water pollution and harm to nearby communities affected by the airborne drift of the hog
waste sprayed on fields.

As you know there are alternate cleaner technologies that have been tested in NC.  And other
states like Missouri are implementing cleaner hog waste management systems. Since biogas
will be another source of profit for CAFOS, this is a good opportunity to require less polluting
technology be used to dispose of the hog waste after the biogas is collected.

If the open lagoons remain in place, please consider:

Strengthen requirements to prevent leaks and overflows from the open lagoons.
Require waste-level monitors.  Increase fines for violations.
Require CAFOs with biodigesters to implement robust monitoring of ground and surface
water to identify pollution and promptly report to DEQ.  This is especially important
since the concentration of ammonia will be higher in the waste leaving the digesters. 
The land application plans may need to be adjusted to prevent excessive nutrient
loadings to our waters. 
Replace spray fields with direct injection of waste into fields to reduce the airborne
spread of hog waste to nearby residents.     

Please ensure that the biodigester permit protects the health of our waterways, our
groundwater, and nearby communities.  

Thank you.

Beth Hansen
3722 Amber Drive
Wilmington, NC 28409   
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From: Janet Parkins
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Saturday, April 23, 2022 3:11:30 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Janet Parkins 
4285 Gilbert St
Oakland, CA 94611
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From: Joyce Frohn
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Friday, April 22, 2022 9:48:47 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Joyce Frohn 
425 Congress Ave
Oshkosh, WI 54901
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From: Tarrant, Gabby M
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] The need to strengthen draft permits for biogas digesters at hog CAFOS
Date: Friday, April 22, 2022 4:05:20 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

To whom it may concern, 

I'm a concerned citizen of North Carolina, and am outraged by our state's antiquated system of
hog waste management using open lagoons, often unlined, and spray fields. This ignorant
disposal of waste is not only an environmental threat but also a  public health hazard,
disproportionality affecting the communities around these CAFOs, many of these
communities are already marginalized making the negative effects of hog waste even worse
for them.

The lack of care for disposal reflects the state's lack of care for environmental justice
communities. If this pollution were affecting more affluent communities, the state would be
quick to jump into strengthening these hog waste management systems. The technology is
available and being enforced and used in other states for hog waste. 
So why isn't North Carolina trying to improve its disposal techniques, when technology is
already available to do so? Is the health of your citizens worth less than the bottom dollar? 

This draft of the NCGA 2021 Farm Act calls for a general permit for CAFOS to require and
operate a digester, now this is a great step in the right direction as it captures methane to use
for energy instead of it being released into the atmosphere. However, this is NOT ENOUGH.
This draft also needs to address how the remaining waste from the anaerobic digester will be
transferred to a secondary open lagoon and the spray field system will still be used with all the
water pollution and health impacts on nearby residents.

After this draft is passed, it will be even more challenging to get these requirements in place. 

Please consider the following and include having covered secondary lagoons, the injection of
waste into soil rather than spray field system to avoid spreading the waste through the
air, more rapid reporting of major spills and of course, Cleaner technology and practices that
are compatible with biogas production and address water and air pollution caused by the
lagoon and spray field system, particularly given the increased ammonia pollution associated
with open storage of biogas digester waste.

You are putting your citizens at risk by allowing this abuse of the environment to continue.  

Best,

A rightfully concerned citizen 
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From: Steven Vogel
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Friday, April 22, 2022 3:49:14 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Steven Vogel 
449 Hampton Ct
Falls Church, VA 22046

mailto:steven.j.vogel@earthlink.net
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From: I. Engle
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Friday, April 22, 2022 2:36:25 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
I. Engle 
605 Bosque St
Tularosa, NM 88352
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From: Eileen Juric
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Friday, April 22, 2022 2:00:22 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Eileen Juric 
511 Adams St
Raleigh, NC 27605
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Subject: [External] Draft Permit AWG400000 Anaerobic Digester
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Attachments: Comments on Draft Permit.docx

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Attached
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[bookmark: _GoBack]Amy Geraldine Bailey Gray (Jeri Gray)

2406 Stafford Ave

Raleigh, NC 27607



919-906-0012



Re: Draft Permit AWG400000 (Swine General Permit for anaerobic digester)



I draw attention to I.14 Performance Standards and to VII. Definitions-Anaerobic Digester in the draft permit.  Both of these refer to NC NRCS Standard 366 Anaerobic Digester, effectively adopting this standard by reference. 



I recommend that the entire text of NRCS Standard 366 be included in the final  permit. The text that currently composes the draft permit is hardly more than the text of the current permit. All the new requirements and recommendations for the anaerobic digesters are contained in Standard 366.  Adopting the standard by reference obscures the risks of this technology to the public, neighbors of farms that adopt the technology, the farmers using the technology, and their families and workers. The State of North Carolina should provide complete transparency about these risks. 



Quoting Standard 366:

Biogas is flammable, highly toxic and potentially explosive.

Post “Warning flammable gas” and “No smoking signs”.  

Install a fence and post warning signs to prevent using it for purposes other than intended.

Provide appropriate fire protection equipment.

Install a flare for the anaerobic digester system.”

Install equipment to properly monitor the digester and gas production. 

Use explosion-proof motors, switches and other spark-producing devices on all biogas blowers or other equipment where biogas is present.

Locate the digester as far from neighboring dwellings or public areas as practical. 



All these precautions would not be required if there were not significant risk of explosion. In fact, numerous explosions of anaerobic digesters have been documented, including one on a dairy farm. Neighbors and emergency services in nearby towns and in counties should know before hand the dangers of anaerobic digesters. Regarding location of digesters, “practical” is a vague term, open to interpretation. “The final permit should establish a minimum distance between any digester and dwellings as well as public spaces, such as schools and parks.  

 





From: Tim Holder
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] NC DEC Public Meeting on Digester System General Permits
Date: Friday, April 22, 2022 10:46:06 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Regarding: NC DEC Public Meeting on Digester System General Permits (virtual) for
swine, cattle, and chicken animal feeding operations, April 21, 2022
 
I was no able to testify because the reverberation on the microphone which I couldn't
figure out how to stop. Therefore I am submitting these written comments.
 
I support in both letter and spirit the comments of Jeri Gray, Emily I. Keel, Kay
Reibold, Lib Hutchby, Nicole Gaines, Larry Baldwin, Elizabeth Whiting, Samantha
Krop, Danielle Koonce, Bryant Madison, Rebecca Drohan, Shelby Cline, Amanda
Strawderman, and Cathy Buckley.
 
Comment by Tim Holder, 7601 Quail Woods Rd, Wilmington NC 28411, 571-346-
9758
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From: Elsa Petersen
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Friday, April 22, 2022 9:20:11 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Elsa Petersen 
2560 Judge Fran Jamieson Way
Melbourne, FL 32940
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From: John Phillips
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Friday, April 22, 2022 8:16:59 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
John Phillips 
14540 Fairfax Pl
Davie, FL 33325
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From: West, Taylor Elise
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Comments regarding the Digester System General Permit
Date: Thursday, April 21, 2022 9:19:06 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

To the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality Division of Water Resources, 

Thank you for hosting a series of public meetings regarding the Digester System General Permits. I
was able to attend the virtual meeting this evening and it was very insightful to hear the range of
arguments. One commonality across comments that really struck me was the shared desire to do
what is best for the communities of North Carolina.  

For historically marginalized communities in places such as Sampson and Duplin counties, one
resounding sentiment is a desire to eliminate the antiquated lagoon and sprayfield waste
management systems that have long been proven to be harmful for the environment and public
health. They are not necessarily opposed to the industry itself, but rather the pursuit to capitalize on
the lagoon and sprayfield system for further profit, which merely perpetuates and exacerbates the
demand for this system to continue. For factory farmers and the stakeholders within the hog
industry, their comments evoked aspirations to innovatively mitigate climate change by reducing
methane emissions from CAFO operations through anaerobic digesters. With that sentiment in
mind, I am shocked to hear these same people call for removal of “tedious” monitoring protocols to
ensure that their operations comply with regulations that seek to protect water and air quality and
surrounding communities. If their argument in favor of biogas production is to truly enhance
communities, then it seems like a no-brainer that they would favor stipulations in the General Permit
that ensure their farms are in compliance with measures that enforce protections and promote
cleaner operations. 

With that said, this is a pivotal moment for a transition to clean energy in this country. We know for
a fact that biofuel is not a truly renewable resource and that the proposal to pipe methane for
processing poses additional risks to communities who already bear the burden of polluting
industries. We have also seen the negative impacts from such operations in places like Colorado and
Nebraska, and it would be foolish not to consider those lessons. We also know that biogas is more
expensive than renewable energy sources such as wind and solar and that the cost will simply shift
to utility customers... And at the end of the day, those living in the path of these destructive
industries will pay the ultimate price for this thoroughly greenwashed approach through increased
health problems and decreased quality of life. If we are truly going to strive for an equitable and just
transition to clean energy to mitigate climate change without causing further harm to the
environment and communities, it is essential that we center the voices and experiences of those
who have been dealing with the fallout of industrial agriculture for decades and who will be most
impacted by the issues that inevitably arise from biogas production. 

At the minimum, I urge you to modify the General Permit to include commonsense requirements
such as utilization of environmentally superior technology, compliance with air and water quality
monitoring protocols, and increased reporting, transparency, and public engagement. At a
maximum, please revoke the General Permit entirely and focus on rectifying the primitive lagoon
and sprayfield system once and for all. 

Governor Cooper, NC DEQ, Smithfield, industry stakeholders, and factory farmers alike are quick to
espouse values about economic development, environmental sustainability, and community
wellbeing, and it is time that they collectively step up and creatively collaborate with those most
impacted by their decisions to honestly live up to those values and do what is truly best for ALL
North Carolinians. 

Sincerely, 

mailto:twest4@unc.edu
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


Taylor West



From: Carolyn Pilgrim
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Hog Waste
Date: Thursday, April 21, 2022 8:02:11 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

My name is Carolyn Pilgrim; I’m a member of the North Carolina Sierra Club and I
represent over 66,000 members and supporters statewide who believe in environmental
justice, climate action, and an equitable transition to clean energy. Thank you for the
opportunity to express my thoughts today.

 I ask DEQ to include the following in the biogas general permit:

* Monitoring provisions in the permit that effectively evaluate the impacts of biogas
operations on the environment and public health. Since the general permit is intended to
protect water quality, groundwater monitoring and surface water monitoring is critical to
ensure compliance with the “nondischarge” requirement.
* A requirement that environmentally superior technology be used to dispose of hog waste
* Stronger requirements for preventing leaks and overflow

 * Robust and transparent monitoring requirements to ensure compliance.

Biogas is being greenwashed by industry to disguise what it really is: the perpetuation of an
outdated, inefficient, and irresponsible method of waste management. The truth is that
biogas from industrial hog operations isn’t clean and it isn’t climate friendly. This general
permit must include robust protections for water, air and communities.

I’m concerned about the environmental impacts of biogas AND the health and safety of
people who live near CAFOs; innocent people who continue to be harmed by the
antiquated lagoon and sprayfield waste systems still in use at these facilities.

I’m worried about the growth of biogas in communities that are already suffering from
pollution from industrial agriculture and I implore DEQ to ensure that the general permit
includes protections for these communities and for our environment.

 

Thank you,

Carolyn Pilgrim

Waynesville, NC

mailto:crpilgm@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
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From: ladylibertyusa
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Comment on Digesters
Date: Wednesday, April 20, 2022 11:55:48 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

The current lagoon and sprayfield system for hog waste is outdated, pollutes the environment,
creates a nuisance for nearby neighbors, robs them of use of their property,  and causes public
health problems.  NCDEQ to apply protective measures for these digesters to ensure these issues
won't become worse.

Karen Mallam
Siler City, NC.

Sent with ProtonMail secure email.

mailto:ladylibertyusa@protonmail.com
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From: Hope Shand
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] public comment on permit to capture hog-waste methane emissions
Date: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 3:47:42 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear DEQ:
I write to submit comments on the proposed permit to capture hog-waste methane emissions. 
I oppose the permitting of  a biogas permit for capturing hog waste methane emissions in
Duplin, Iredell and Sampson counties.  Although it sounds like a positive step, it is actually
a POLLUTION-ENHANCING technology that furthers the presence of environmentally
destructive large-scale hog farms in Eastern North Carolina.  These hog farms are major
polluters of air, water and soil, and are disproportionately located near communities of color. 
Please do NOT promote unsustainable farming practices by enabling the greenwashing of
methane capture. 
I urge you to REJECT biogas permits for capturing hog waste methane emissions. 
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Sincerely,
Hope J Shand
915 Virgie St
Durham NC 27705

mailto:hope.shand@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Andrew Whelan
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Protect Our Air and Water from Hog Farm Pollution
Date: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 2:05:09 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear NC Department of Environmental Quality,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent cumulative
impacts from pollution sources such as concentrated animal operations, coal plants, and other
industrial emission sources. Compliance assurance is also critical and must include robust
monitoring.

We hope DEQ will be innovative and use every tool available to support North Carolina’s
agricultural sector, prevent pollution, and protect environmentally impacted communities.

We all deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Andrew Whelan
710A Greenwood Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

mailto:andrew@cleanairenc.org
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
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From: Raoul Rebillard
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Hog Waste
Date: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 8:56:39 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

We support covered secondary lagoons, injection of waste in soil rather than spray
and more rapid reporting of major spills, cleaner technology to control biogas
production and better groundwater and surface water monitoring data at every hog
facility as well as monitoring of wells of those who live near them. 

 Basically we support all of the detailed comments submitted by the Environmental
Justice and Equity Advisory Board for DEQ submitted back in October to the DEQ 
Secretary.

Raoul and Priscilla Rebillard
Wilmington, NC

mailto:billandcill@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Pierce, Elizabeth
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas permit for animal waste-to-gas operations
Date: Monday, April 18, 2022 12:26:00 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear DWR,

I'm writing to make a public comment on the general biogas permits being drafted for swine,
cattle, and poultry waste. I would prefer no such general biogas permits existed at all. I think
all proposals for biogas digesters should be subject to a special permit process and public
comment. The meat industry in North Carolina has proven too untrustworthy, too unconcerned
with public health, to be trusted with a general permitting process. These permits should be
issued on a case by case basis if at all.

The permits contain a great many rules for protecting nearby ecosystems and communities
(laudable). Unfortunately, these rules strike me as easy to break (for instance, by applying
manure right before a rainstorm or when the ground is frozen) and hard to enforce (how many
employees does the DEQ plan to hire to monitor these permits?). Given the meat industries'
track record in the region, a general permit just seems like a very bad idea.  

If there is to be a permit system (and I don't think there should be) inspections need to happen
more frequently than currently stipulated. Rain gauges should be checked more regularly than
every 5 years given how many other decisions depend upon them. Also, all record keeping
should be digitized. All the records and documentation which farms are required to keep--
regarding discharges, waste levels, waste chemistry, etc.--should be filed online, so that the
DEQ can seem immediately if the farmer has failed to update some or any portion of the
required documents. These should be available online so that some intern or even a bot can
continuously monitor their submission and consistency and flag problem areas. The safety (if
it is at all possible) of these systems depends on their being excellently maintained. The DEQ
needs real time updates on the state of these facilities' upkeep. These documents should be
available to the public for ongoing review. Neighbors should be able to read a local facilities
report card in a way that is similar to the safety reports of restaurants. 

Many thanks,
Elizabeth Whiting Pierce

-- 
Elizabeth Whiting Pierce, Ph.D.
Director of Interdisciplinary and Engaged Learning in the Professional Schools
Program for Leadership and Character
Wake Forest University
She/Her/Hers

mailto:piercee@wfu.edu
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From: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: FW: [External] General Permit for Biogas
Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2022 3:08:54 PM

 
 

From: J H <becojh@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2022 8:44 AM
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments <DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: [External] General Permit for Biogas
 
CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

 
To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

Joshua Hardison,Burgaw N.C.

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management
Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of
biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the
proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of
renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable
farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s
potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes
an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will
ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the
capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not
impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our
economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for
farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration. 

mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
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From: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: FW: [External] General Permit for Biogas
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 3:45:44 PM

 
 

From: Jennifer Kendrick <jenkendrick5@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 12:43 PM
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments <DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: [External] General Permit for Biogas
 
CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

 
To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

I support generating renewable natural gas on hog farms and I urge you to develop a practical
permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes
an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will
ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the
capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not
impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our
economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for
farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration,

Jennifer Kendrick
Raleigh NC

mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
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From: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: FW: [External] General Permit for Biogas
Date: Monday, April 11, 2022 12:34:03 PM

 
 

From: John Sargent <bullcreekfarmsllc@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2022 12:18 PM
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments <DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: [External] General Permit for Biogas
 
CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

 
To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:John Sargent, Clinton, North Carolina:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management
Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of
biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the
proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of
renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable
farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s
potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes
an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will
ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the
capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not
impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our
economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for
farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.

mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Lorna Chafe
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Directed Biogas
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2022 4:16:37 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Good People,

I am very concerned about the dangers posed by methane, which is a greenhouse gas
that will hasten climate change. To send this "biogas" through a low-tech series of pipes, and
then spray the hog waste onto fields is dangerous to people living nearby, and when the hog
waste is held in unlined lagoons, it can leach out into the groundwater and provide an even
more dangerous environment for those living nearby.

We should be promoting renewable energy solutions like solar, wind and wave power, or
hydropower, and finding a better way to store hog waste and regulate that industry more
sensibly. Climate Change is the worst thing that is happening in the world, and will make the
lives of our grandchildren far more difficult, and the world far less livable. 

Thank you so much for your service. We are depending on you for sensible leadership in this
challenge.

Lorna Chafe
member, Women's International League for Peace and Freedom 

mailto:lornachafe1@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
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From: Liz Evans
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Important comments
Date: Friday, April 8, 2022 9:07:21 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

I would like to comment on the use of general permits for digesters on industrial
farms. We unquestionably do not need to increase the production of
methane by covering waste lagoons thus converting them to digesters.
Being the horrendous greenhouse gas that it is, methane produced in such a
covered waste pit and then piped to a facility miles away is a danger to the
atmosphere and the safety of all nearby. Pipes leak and methane is highly
flammable as well as destructive of our atmosphere. A number of leaks,
which is likely, will completely negate any of the “proposed” climate
benefits that energy companies suggest. It is shocking to think that methane
is not regulated under law so I foresee that any leakage is not going to be
considered a problem to the energy company.  We must move away from
directed biogas due to multiple hazards and towards true renewable energy
sources such as wind and solar.  There have been promises made in the past
to find cleaner technology to deal with the huge magnitude of waste created
by factory farms but the cost was said to be too great.  Tremendous money
is going into the processing of methane and piping of gas around the state
which is just further entrenching this process that puts community members
in proximity in grave danger of health problems and social disruption. 
Please do not allow this use of digesters and piping the extracted methane
to continue and put so many at risk.

mailto:lizziemevans@gmail.com
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From: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: FW: [External] General Permit for Biogas
Date: Friday, April 8, 2022 1:29:05 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jane Brewer <brewfarm525@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 8:04 AM
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments <DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: [External] General Permit for Biogas

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Ronnie Brewer, Clinton, NC:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating
renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General
Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe
and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to
provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s
AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North
Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site
inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems
are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane
gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal
Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and
feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our
neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
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From: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: FW: [External] General Permit for Biogas
Date: Friday, April 8, 2022 1:29:01 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jane Brewer <brewfarm525@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 8:03 AM
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments <DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: [External] General Permit for Biogas

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Jane Brewer, Clinton, NC:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating
renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General
Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe
and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to
provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s
AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North
Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site
inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems
are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane
gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal
Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and
feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our
neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
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From: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: FW: [External] General Permit for Biogas
Date: Friday, April 8, 2022 1:28:53 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jane Brewer <brewfarm525@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 8:02 AM
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments <DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: [External] General Permit for Biogas

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Ronnie W. Brewer:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating
renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General
Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe
and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to
provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s
AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North
Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site
inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems
are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane
gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal
Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and
feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our
neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
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From: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: FW: [External] General Permit for Biogas
Date: Friday, April 8, 2022 1:28:48 PM

 
 

From: Robin Seitz <robinseitz@rocketmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 8:06 PM
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments <DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: [External] General Permit for Biogas
 
CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

 
To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: From:Your Name, City, State: I
support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management
Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of
biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner. With more than 2,000 permitted hog
farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial
benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s
AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane
gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas. The
draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an
on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure
that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions. The opposition to
digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane
gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting
of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits. North Carolina’s swine farmers
have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our
families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our
neighbors and our environment. Thank you for your consideration.
 
Robin Seitz
Pender County NC

mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
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From: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: FW: [External] General Permit for Biogas
Date: Friday, April 8, 2022 1:28:21 PM

 
 

From: JEFF RUSS <phillipjruss@embarqmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 7:12 PM
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments <DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: [External] General Permit for Biogas
 
CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

 
To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: From:Your
Name, City, State: I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog
farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General
Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on
North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner. With more than 2,000 permitted
hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to
provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of
renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester
systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean
Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas. The draft permit
maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an
on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These
safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing
harmful emissions. The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that
are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of
renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal
Waste Management Digester System General Permits. North Carolina’s swine
farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our
economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable
opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment. Thank you for
your consideration.
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From: Lawson, Christine
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: FW: [External] comments
Date: Friday, April 8, 2022 10:41:37 AM

.
 

From: Geno Kennedy <agrimentservices@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 8:09 AM
To: Lawson, Christine <Christine.Lawson@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: [External] comments
 
CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

 

Christine,
 
these were some of my generic comments last night.  I did not get
the email to submit them so if you could please forward to the
proper email these comments below.  thx
 
 
My name is Geno Kennedy. I am a certified technical specialist and
hold certifications/designations in most all aspects of manure
management including monitoring, sampling, and land application.
I am president of operations for Agriment Services, a waste
management consulting company with over 400 clients, most of
which are swine operations. I have worked in this industry for over
28 years.

 

Methane digesters on farms is well-understood. It is not a new
technology. As DEQ knows, it is a safe, effective and proven way
to capture methane gases, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and
produce renewable energy.

 

The digestion process converts the nutrients from swine manure
into a form that is more accessible for plants, which results in
increased crop productivity and yield.

 

mailto:Christine.Lawson@ncdenr.gov
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Methane digesters also significantly decrease on-farm odor. Not
only is the anerobic breakdown of the manure happening under a
cover, once that manure flows into a secondary storage pond, the
digested manure is biologically stable, which means the manure
can be stored and land applied with less odor. Some studies have
shown odor reductions by as much as 85% in digested manure. 
You must realize that the investments being made is taking one of
the most heated discussions in the past related to odor and
turning this odor into renewable energy in the biological process
odor is lost.  Major past issue  being solved by this biological
process is ironic but acceptable.

 

When opponents talk about digester projects having a negative
impact on the community, it makes me think that they do not fully
understand or appreciate the beneficial biological changes that are
happening with the addition of a lagoon cover. I would encourage
them to make a greater effort to understand these systems before
speaking out against them.

 

I also believe that some folks are confused about the nitrogen
cycle and believe that somehow there is more nitrogen created in a
methane digester. This would obviously be biologically
impossible.

 

As other technical specialists have already mentioned, there are a
few minor changes that would improve the current permit draft. I
urge DEQ to consider making those changes to the final permit.
 

 
 
With Kind Regards,
Ronnie "Geno" Kennedy Jr.
President of Operations
Agriment Services, Inc.
PO Box 1096 Beulaville, NC 28518
Office (252)568-2648 Fax (252)568-2750 Mobile (910)289-0395



www.agrimentservices.com
 
 
This electronic message contains information generated by
Agriment Services Inc. and is solely for the intended
recipients. Any unauthorized interception of this message or
the use or disclosure of the information it contains may
violate the law and subject the violator to civil or criminal
penalties. If you believe you have received this message in
error, please notify the sender and delete the email
immediately.
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From: Frank Johnston
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas draft permit needs to do more!
Date: Friday, April 8, 2022 1:56:40 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

US PUBLIC COMMENT NCDEQ-DWR,

The draft general permit for industrial hog facilities producing biogas does not provide enough
protection from pollution.

It is the responsibility of the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality to ensure any
permits issued are protective of our resources and communities. We know that just because a
permit is in place, does not mean it prevents pollution, and the draft general permit is not much
more robust than the current general permit for swine facilities. Stronger requirements for
water-quality sampling must be included in the general permit to ensure these facilities are not
discharging waste into our waterways.

The draft permit also needs to be more selective in which facilities are eligible to apply for
coverage: facilities with a history of violations, that are not abiding by the current permit, should
not be eligible to be covered by this permit.

Thank you for your consideration,

Frank Johnston 
surfdingking@gmail.com 
700 Northgate Drive 
Washington , North Carolina 27889
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From: Sterling Bowen
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas draft permit needs better protections
Date: Thursday, April 7, 2022 5:24:12 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

US PUBLIC COMMENT NCDEQ-DWR,

The draft general permit for industrial hog facilities producing biogas does not provide enough
protection from pollution.

It is the responsibility of the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality to ensure any
permits issued are protective of our resources and communities. We know that just because a
permit is in place, does not mean it prevents pollution, and the draft general permit is not much
more robust than the current general permit for swine facilities. Stronger requirements for
water-quality sampling must be included in the general permit to ensure these facilities are not
discharging waste into our waterways.

The draft permit also needs to be more selective in which facilities are eligible to apply for
coverage: facilities with a history of violations, that are not abiding by the current permit, should
not be eligible to be covered by this permit.

Thank you for your consideration,

Sterling Bowen 
wildstar74@gmail.com 
109 N King Charles Rd 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27610

mailto:wildstar74@gmail.com
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From: Taylor, Shawn A
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: General Permit for Biogas
Date: Thursday, April 7, 2022 3:02:56 PM
Attachments: External General Permit for Biogas.msg
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Please see the attached comments sent to the DAQ public comment email inbox regarding the
general biogas permit.
 
Thanks,
Shawn
 
Shawn Taylor, he/him
Public Information Officer, Division of Air Quality
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[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Carol Rich

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Carol Rich, Archdale, NC

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.
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CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From: Hugh Passingham, Maple Hill, NC





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.








Sent from my iPhone








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From
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CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





I support allowing farmers to install digester systems that generate renewable natural gas.  As a person who has added a $65,000 solar system that saves just $200.00 each month on my electric bill, I can say firsthand that utilizing solar to generate power is a waste of resources and a waste of money.  My system will never pay for itself within it's expected lifespan.



 


Rob Newcomb


P.O. Box 40


Alexander, NC 28701


(828) 772-0038


To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Your Name, City, State:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.
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To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From:  Freddy Langston  Newton Grove NC





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.








Sent from my iPhone
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To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From:Your Name, City, State:





Bonita Cuthrell,   Creswell, NC





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.





Bonita Cuthrell


Sent from my iPhone
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To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From:Your Name, City, State:





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.








Sent from my iPhone
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To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From:Your Name, City, State:





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.








Sent from my iPhone
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To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: From: Josh Welborn from Wilkesboro, NC: I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner. With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas. The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions. The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits. North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment. Thank you for your consideration. 





I am an owner operator of a trucking company and having more areas that could produce natural gas that could be used in turn to supply the vast transportation of this country would assist in the reduced need of diesel.  The electric grid of our country is not ready for the massive amounts of electric trucks that our politicians want to implement.  Natural gas though is a great solution until our grid can be improved.  





V/r


Josh Welborn
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To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From: Chris and Amy Rhodes Beulaville, NC





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.
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To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: <BR> <BR>From:Your Name, City, State: <BR> <BR>I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner. <BR> <BR>With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas. <BR> <BR>The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions. <BR> <BR>The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits. <BR> <BR>North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment. <BR> <BR>Thank you for your consideration.








Sent from my iPhone
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To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: From Michael Hardy, Snow Hill,NC  I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner. With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas. The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions. The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits. North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment. Thank you for your consideration.
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To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: From: David Moretz of Belhaven, NC: I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner. With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas. The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions. The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits. North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment. Thank you for your consideration.








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Phyllis Dail

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From:Your Name, City, State:





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.








Sent from my iPhone








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Dugba Prince

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: 


From: Prince Dugba, Magnolia, NC: 





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner. With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas. The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions. The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits. North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment. Thank you for your consideration.








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Tony James

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: From:Tony James, Rose Hill NC. I support North Carolina%2��s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
 by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.
 With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA%2��s AgSTAR program touts the
 benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina%2��s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state%2��s potential to produce biogas. The draft permit maintains the state%2��s stringent water quality standards and appropriately
 includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions. The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that
 are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits. North Carolina%2��s swine farmers have a long
 history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment. Thank you for your consideration.





Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Harvey rouse

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From: Harvey L Rouse Jr, Trenton, NC





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.








Sent from my iPhone








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Gaye D. Crowther

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From:  Gaye D Crowther  1200 Big Ave  Tabor City, NC  28463





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.





Gaye D Crowther


Seawright Farms, Inc.











[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		charles boles

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From: Charle Boles


785 Ararat Longhill Road


Pilot Mountain, NC





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.





Charles Boles


Sent from my iPhone








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Pat Jones

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: From:Your Name, City, State: I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner. With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas. The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions. The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits. North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment. Thank you for your consideration.








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Suzy linton

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: 






From:Suzanne Linton, Mount Olive,  NC:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner. 

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas. 

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions. 

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits. 

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment. 

Thank you for your consideration. 





Sent from my U.S.Cellular© Smartphone
Get Outlook for Android








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Suzy linton

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: 






From:AJ Linton, Mount Olive,  NC:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner. 

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas. 

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions. 

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits. 

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment. 

Thank you for your consideration. 





Sent from my U.S.Cellular© Smartphone
Get Outlook for Android








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Rod Smith

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:






From: Rodney D. Smith, Jr., Pink Hill, NC:






I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration. 








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		kingdarryl718

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From: Darryl King, Rose Hill, N.C.:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration. 





DARRYL








Sent from my U.S.Cellular© Smartphone











[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		J M

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Your Name, City, State:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Will Bryan

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From:Will Bryan, Mount Olive, NC





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.








Will Bryan


wbryan@hogslat.com

















[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Mark Pearson

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From:Your Name, City, State:





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.








Sent from my iPhone








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Gina Brown

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Gina Brown Walnut Cove NC
I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Tracie Parker

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From:Your Name, City, State:





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.








Sent from my iPhone








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Jennifer Daniels

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Jennifer Daniels, Autryville, NC 28318

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration. 





Sincerely, 


Jennifer Daniels








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Charles Hilton

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From: Charles D. Hilton, PO Box 535, Elizabethtown, NC 28337

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Charles Hilton

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Your Name, City, State:Charles  D. Hilton 


P.O. Box 535,  Elizabethtown, N.C. 28337

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Jane Alligood

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From:Your Name, City, State:





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.








Sent from my iPhone








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Benjamin Oates

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Benjie Oates Clinton NC

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.








[External] General Permit for Biogas
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		Jeff Warren

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From:Your Name, City, State:





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.








Sent from my iPhone








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Kendal Williams

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From:Kendal Williams, Kinston, NC:





Please allow incremental change. Doing nothing does not allow the industry to improve nor the neighbors to see positive changes.





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.








Sent from my iPhone








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Faulkner, Cindy

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: 





From: Cindy Faulkner  247 Summner Tree Court Clinton NC





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long 
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[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Lexi Beall

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From: Lexi Beall, Wilmington, NC:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Michael Mclamb

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Your Name, City, State:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.  


Scott Mclamb








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From
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		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Your Name, City, State:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration. 














Sent from my U.S. Cellular® Smartphone











[External] General Permit for Biogas
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		Justin Murphy

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients
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CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.








Justin Murphy








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Rick Fulford

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From: Richard Fulford, Pinetops NC

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		DAVID QUINN

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





 





From:Your Name, City, State:





 





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





 





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





 





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





 





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





 





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





 





Thank you for your consideration.





 





DAVID L QUINN





BEULAVILLE NC 28518











[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		esholloman

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From: Elaine Holloman Washington NC

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.








Elaine Holloman 


esholloman@aol.com


252-947-1901


Sent from my iPhone








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Austin Adams

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Austin Adams, Wilmington, NC:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration. 








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Randy Hingson

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Your Name, City, State:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration. 








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Randy Hingson

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Cc

		Dean Hingson

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov; deanhingson@gmail.com



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:Your Name, City, State:

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration. 








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Emily Thomas

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: 





From Emily Thomas, Lone Star Enterprises, Inc. 46731 SD HWY 44, Lennox, South Dakota 57039: 





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





Regards – For North Carolina,





 





Emily Thomas





Administrative Assistant











46731 SD HWY 44





Lennox, SD  57039





Office: 605-647-3001 ext. 0 





Fax: 605-647-1966 





Cell: 605-368-0068





 





CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  This electronic transmission contains confidential information belonging to the sender, which is legally privileged and is covered by the Electronic Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. 2210-2521. The data is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this electronic transmission is strictly prohibited. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately.
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[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		johnsmith3982@embarqmil.com

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>








To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:





From:Your Name, City, State:John C Smith Jr, Pink Hill NC





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.





With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.





The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.





The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.





North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.





Thank you for your consideration.





  John C Smith








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		John Prestage

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From:  John Prestage  Prestage Farms  PO Box 438 Clinton, NC  28329

I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Jamie Carrick

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:

From: Jamie Carrick, Stanly County,  NC
I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Stack, Heather

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations:






From: Heather Stack, Laurel Hill, NC






I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration. 





"Prepare the child for the road, not the road for the child." -unknown


Have a wonderful day! :-) 


Heather Stack


Laurel Hill Elementary School








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Peter Yurgel

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: From:Your Name, City, State: I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner. With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas. The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions. The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits. North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment. Thank you for your consideration.








[External] General Permit for Biogas

		From

		Hannah Dawson

		To

		SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments

		Recipients

		DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov



CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to Report Spam.





To the NC Division of Water Resources /Animal Feeding Operations: 





I support North Carolina’s pork industry and those who want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by generating renewable natural gas on hog farms. As you finalize the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permit, I urge you to develop a practical permit that encourages the use of biogas on North Carolina farms in a safe and effective manner.

With more than 2,000 permitted hog farms across the state, the use of digester systems has the proven ability to provide substantial benefits, including the generation of a significant amount of renewable natural gas. The EPA’s AgSTAR program touts the benefits of digester systems that enable farmers to capture methane gases, and North Carolina’s Clean Energy Plan highlights the state’s potential to produce biogas.

The draft permit maintains the state’s stringent water quality standards and appropriately includes an on-site inspection of all digester systems before they begin operations. These safeguards will ensure that digester systems are safe and effective in reducing harmful emissions.

The opposition to digester systems is largely based on issues that are completely unrelated to the capture of methane gases and the production of renewable natural gas. These arguments should not impact the drafting of the Animal Waste Management Digester System General Permits.

North Carolina’s swine farmers have a long history of supporting our rural communities, growing our economy, and feeding our families. The use of digester systems is another valuable opportunity for farmers to protect our neighbors and our environment.

Thank you for your consideration.





Hannah Dawson, LaGrange, North Carolina











North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality
919.707.8446 (Office)
919.816.6086 (Cell)
Shawn.Taylor@ncdenr.gov
 

 
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
 
 

mailto:Shawn.Taylor@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Brazil
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas
Date: Thursday, April 7, 2022 10:08:33 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Good Morning,
        I would like to formally submit public comment on the campaign for Biogas as a “solution” to the damage
CAFOS and hog farms cause to the environment. I do not support them. They are greenwashing at its finest. It will
not improve water quality conditions, it will likely make things worse. The only thing it will do is allow hog farms
to continue making money while degrading the environment we all live in. These should not be publicly funded or
allowed in general. There has to be a better way.
Sarah Brazil

mailto:sbrazil41@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Tom Riggins
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Pig gas
Date: Thursday, April 7, 2022 9:04:45 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Please do not make biogas an option for the pig farms--it causes more envionmental
problems !

-- 
Regards , Tom Riggins

mailto:oopstom@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Aurelie Ward
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Thursday, April 7, 2022 1:31:55 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Aurelie Ward 
1409 Forest Park Dr
Statesville, NC 28677

mailto:health@wardgroup.net
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Aurelie Ward
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 12:15:20 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Aurelie Ward 
1409 Forest Park Dr
Statesville, NC 28677

mailto:health@wardgroup.net
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Iris Carman
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 11:05:20 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Iris Carman 
327 Lakewood Dr
Wilkesboro, NC 28697

mailto:icarman@2carmans.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Catherine Sims
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 10:36:03 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Catherine Sims 
1021 Red Hat Ln
Durham, NC 27713

mailto:cassys@vt.edu
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: jwgentry@ncgrange.com
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] FW: Message from "RNP002673E3F05F"
Date: Monday, April 4, 2022 2:25:38 PM
Attachments: 20220404142615616.pdf

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

-----Original Message-----
From: Jimmy <kegreene@ncgrange.com>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 2:26 PM
To: Jimmy <jwgentry@ncgrange.com>
Subject: Message from "RNP002673E3F05F"

This E-mail was sent from "RNP002673E3F05F" (MP C4504ex).

Scan Date: 04.04.2022 14:26:15 (-0400)

mailto:jwgentry@ncgrange.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov







From: Jude Pasqualini
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Friday, April 1, 2022 4:21:44 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Jude Pasqualini 
354 Davis Creek Rd
Candler, NC 28715

mailto:jjpasq@comcast.net
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Eileen Juric
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2022 9:57:28 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Eileen Juric 
511 Adams St
Raleigh, NC 27605

mailto:eileenjuric@att.net
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Shirley Galbrecht
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Hog Waste Disposal
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 9:35:18 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

To whom it may concern,

I’m weighing in on the issue of hog waste and other livestock waste that contaminates our
water and especially hurts communities and neighbors near these disposal areas. Let’s have
vision and realize that what is not handled well now will lead to a bigger problem of clean up
later and a general reduction of quality of life for all of us. It’s like when you leave a house in
disrepair. Eventually, and usually sooner than you think, you have to make a huge investment
all at once or even have to tear the structure down. NCDEQ needs to apply protective
measures for these digesters to ensure these issues won't become worse. It hurts a
little now to address this issue but it will hurt a lot more later.

Thank you for hearing my opinion and considering my desire to protect our beautiful
state and keep it that way. 

Sincerely,

Shirley Galbrecht

mailto:sag@embarqmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: traceylasz@aol.com
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External]
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 4:48:45 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Here in North Carolina, and in the Cape Fare River basin specifically, we have
the highest concentration of pig factory farms that pose a grave environmental threat.
The manure from mass scale pig factories is enormous and the waste cannot be
absorbed by the land and instead it runs off into waterways and creates serious
pollution. I am ware that the factory farming industry is proposing biogas as a so
called solution to this problem. However, this is NOT a viable
solution. Scientists are clear that biogas is likely to make water quality even worse,
while generating even more profit for factory farms.  I urge you to NOT side with
factory farming industry, Instead pleas stand against biogas.

Tracey Laszloffy, PhD
4414 Worthylake Run
Wilmington, NC 28412

mailto:traceylasz@aol.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Cheryl McGraw
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] STAND FIRM FOR OUR SUSTAINABLE FUTURE AND SMALL FARMERS
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2022 10:46:18 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

As a salesperson for a North Carolina printing company back in the late 1980’s and early
1990’s I printed a brochure touting the New, Amazing Hog Waste System of Lagoons for
dealing with hog waste . . . a memory I don’t cherish now.

PLEASE, strengthen the permit process and require hog production corporations to pay their
fair share of the danger and cost of poisoning our waterways. Remember Flood Floyd?
WATER Is the new oil - a dwindling resource VITAL to sustaining life on this planet. Don’t
be short sighted. We must have the tools to adjust for coming unpredicable conditions with the
weather, climate and human conditions. 

Do not approve a general permit. It is a shortcut that allows regulatory approval of any project
which meets a set of general standards, without a case-by-case review of other circumstances
or potential problems. North Carolinians NEED CASE-BY-CASE-REVIEW. 

In essence, this mandate gives an official blessing to the retention of liquid waste lagoons
which are fitted with a system for collecting the methane gas generated by the decaying hog
waste. Strategically, it is intended to JUMP-START a market for captured methane from hog
waste THAT DOES NOT NOW EXIST. It’s an economic BOON for the BIG hog production
CORPORATIONS, NOT INDIVIDUAL FARMERS. It has also been portrayed as a way to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, but it does nothing to address the severe pollution threat
to nearby communities’ air and groundwater. IT STYMIES AND PREVENTS A
TRANSITION TO RESTORATIVE AGRICULTURE. 

Environmental advocates vigorously opposed the change, and expressed disappointment that it
was passed by the legislature and signed into law by the governor. Among them was the
Southern Environmental Law Center (SELC), which pointed out the adverse impacts of
continuing the lagoon and spray-field system “are disproportionately borne by Black, Latino,
and Native American families in eastern North Carolina.”

Thank you, 

Cheryl McGraw 
Raleigh

mailto:chrrlgrrl@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov
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From: Frank Johnston
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas draft permit needs to do more!
Date: Friday, March 25, 2022 3:43:21 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

US PUBLIC COMMENT NCDEQ-DWR,

The draft general permit for industrial hog facilities producing biogas does not provide enough
protection from pollution.

It is the responsibility of the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality to ensure any
permits issued are protective of our resources and communities. We know that just because a
permit is in place, does not mean it prevents pollution, and the draft general permit is not much
more robust than the current general permit for swine facilities. Stronger requirements for
water-quality sampling must be included in the general permit to ensure these facilities are not
discharging waste into our waterways.

The draft permit also needs to be more selective in which facilities are eligible to apply for
coverage: facilities with a history of violations, that are not abiding by the current permit, should
not be eligible to be covered by this permit.

Thank you for your consideration,

Frank Johnston 
surfdingking@gmail.com 
700 Northgate Drive 
Washington , North Carolina 27889

mailto:surfdingking@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Greg
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Fw: swine pollution
Date: Friday, March 25, 2022 11:05:30 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

 

-----Forwarded Message-----
From: <cypressmooninn@mindspring.com>
Sent: Mar 25, 2022 11:03 AM
To: <publiccommentsdwr@ncdnr.gov>
Subject: swine pollution

 

Greetings, I will submit that NC has a real image and pollution problem with
Industrial pork production.

This method of pig farming is dirty and cruel.  As a hotel owner on The Outer Banks
I am against it.  

The situation is giving NC a bad name.  

Sincerely, Greg Hamby, Owner of The Cypress Moon Inn, Kitty Hawk NC

 

mailto:cypressmooninn@mindspring.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Jack Hollingsworth
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas draft permit needs to do more!
Date: Friday, March 25, 2022 8:04:46 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

US PUBLIC COMMENT NCDEQ-DWR,

The draft general permit for industrial hog facilities producing biogas does not provide enough
protection from pollution.

It is the responsibility of the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality to ensure any
permits issued are protective of our resources and communities. We know that just because a
permit is in place, does not mean it prevents pollution, and the draft general permit is not much
more robust than the current general permit for swine facilities. Stronger requirements for
water-quality sampling must be included in the general permit to ensure these facilities are not
discharging waste into our waterways.

The draft permit also needs to be more selective in which facilities are eligible to apply for
coverage: facilities with a history of violations, that are not abiding by the current permit, should
not be eligible to be covered by this permit.

Thank you for your consideration,

Jack Hollingsworth 
marjack5lori@gmail.com 
5 Lori Ln 
Oriental, North Carolina 28571-9705

mailto:marjack5lori@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Laura Rastl
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas draft permit needs to do more
Date: Friday, March 25, 2022 7:11:08 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

US PUBLIC COMMENT NCDEQ-DWR,

The draft general permit for industrial hog facilities producing biogas does not provide enough
protection from pollution.

It is the responsibility of the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality to ensure any
permits issued are protective of our resources and communities. We know that just because a
permit is in place, does not mean it prevents pollution, and the draft general permit is not much
more robust than the current general permit for swine facilities. Stronger requirements for
water-quality sampling must be included in the general permit to ensure these facilities are not
discharging waste into our waterways.

The draft permit also needs to be more selective in which facilities are eligible to apply for
coverage: facilities with a history of violations, that are not abiding by the current permit, should
not be eligible to be covered by this permit.

Thank you for your consideration,

Laura Rastl 
laura.rastl0@gmail.com 
127A Cathleen Way 
Southern Pines, North Carolina 28387

mailto:laura.rastl0@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Billie Anderson (billiemayanderson@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2022 8:43:57 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Billie Anderson
3011 Eastburn Road
Charlotte, NC 28210
billiemayanderson@gmail.com
(980) 579-9453

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:billiemayanderson@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Doris Jackson
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas draft permit needs to do more!
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2022 8:10:40 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

US PUBLIC COMMENT NCDEQ-DWR,

The draft general permit for industrial hog facilities producing biogas does not provide enough
protection from pollution.

It is the responsibility of the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality to ensure any
permits issued are protective of our resources and communities. We know that just because a
permit is in place, does not mean it prevents pollution, and the draft general permit is not much
more robust than the current general permit for swine facilities. Stronger requirements for
water-quality sampling must be included in the general permit to ensure these facilities are not
discharging waste into our waterways.

The draft permit also needs to be more selective in which facilities are eligible to apply for
coverage: facilities with a history of violations, that are not abiding by the current permit, should
not be eligible to be covered by this permit.

Thank you for your consideration,

Doris Jackson 
djdiva528@gmail.com 
5405 Wheatcross Pl 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27610

mailto:djdiva528@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Michelle Trajanovska
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas draft permit needs to do more!
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2022 7:48:50 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

US PUBLIC COMMENT NCDEQ-DWR,

The draft general permit for industrial hog facilities producing biogas does not provide enough
protection from pollution.

It is the responsibility of the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality to ensure any
permits issued are protective of our resources and communities. We know that just because a
permit is in place, does not mean it prevents pollution, and the draft general permit is not much
more robust than the current general permit for swine facilities. Stronger requirements for
water-quality sampling must be included in the general permit to ensure these facilities are not
discharging waste into our waterways.

The draft permit also needs to be more selective in which facilities are eligible to apply for
coverage: facilities with a history of violations, that are not abiding by the current permit, should
not be eligible to be covered by this permit.

Thank you for your consideration,

Michelle Trajanovska 
malny07@yahoo.com 
3813 Woodridge Court 
Clayton , North Carolina 27520

mailto:malny07@yahoo.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Robert Harris
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas draft permit needs to do more!
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2022 5:09:40 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

US PUBLIC COMMENT NCDEQ-DWR,

The draft general permit for industrial hog facilities producing biogas does not provide enough
protection from pollution.

It is the responsibility of the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality to ensure any
permits issued are protective of our resources and communities. We know that just because a
permit is in place, does not mean it prevents pollution, and the draft general permit is not much
more robust than the current general permit for swine facilities. Stronger requirements for
water-quality sampling must be included in the general permit to ensure these facilities are not
discharging waste into our waterways.

The draft permit also needs to be more selective in which facilities are eligible to apply for
coverage: facilities with a history of violations, that are not abiding by the current permit, should
not be eligible to be covered by this permit.

Thank you for your consideration,

Robert Harris 
ebb4@bellsouth.net 
1201 Ebb Court 
Raleigh, NC, North Carolina 27615

mailto:ebb4@bellsouth.net
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Carol collins
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas draft permit needs to do more!
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2022 4:54:59 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

US PUBLIC COMMENT NCDEQ-DWR,

The draft general permit for industrial hog facilities producing biogas does not provide enough
protection from pollution, esp. as it seems business as usual regarding open lagoons and
spraying of fields. Citizens will seem to have less of a say than they do now in how to protect
themselves from harm. Moreover, these operations most heavily affect people with the fewest
resources to defend themselves. Why must the poorest be chosen to sacrifice for the greater
good? And the sacrifice is their most precious possession: their health!

The North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality is charged with ensuring any permits
issued are protective of our resources and communities. Clearly, just because a permit is in
place, does not mean it prevents pollution, and the draft general permit is not much more
robust than the current general permit for swine facilities. Stronger requirements for water-
quality sampling and enforcement must be included in the general permit to ensure these
facilities are not discharging waste into our waterways.

The draft permit also needs to be more selective in which facilities are eligible to apply for
coverage: facilities with a history of violations, that are not abiding by the current permit, should
not be eligible to be covered by this permit.

Thank you for your consideration,

Carol collins 
collinsc@ecu.edu 
1311 Fantasia St 
Greenville, North Carolina 27858

mailto:collinsc@ecu.edu
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Ann Tarbet
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas draft permit needs to do more!
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2022 4:15:35 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

US PUBLIC COMMENT NCDEQ-DWR,

The draft general permit for industrial hog facilities producing biogas does not provide enough
protection from pollution.

It is the responsibility of the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality to ensure any
permits issued are protective of our resources and communities. We know that just because a
permit is in place, does not mean it prevents pollution, and the draft general permit is not much
more robust than the current general permit for swine facilities. Stronger requirements for
water-quality sampling must be included in the general permit to ensure these facilities are not
discharging waste into our waterways.

The draft permit also needs to be more selective in which facilities are eligible to apply for
coverage: facilities with a history of violations, that are not abiding by the current permit, should
not be eligible to be covered by this permit.

Thank you for your consideration,

Ann Tarbet 
annmichele00@yahoo.com 
7337 Bryn Athyn Way 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27615

mailto:annmichele00@yahoo.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Stacey Cannon (staceycannon1313@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2022 11:05:14 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Stacey Cannon
1903 Stokes Ferry Rd.
Salisbury, NC 28146
staceycannon1313@gmail.com
(704) 209-1213

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:staceycannon1313@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: DaveyAnne McEvers (damcevers@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Monday, March 21, 2022 6:55:12 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

DaveyAnne McEvers
1140 12th Street Dr SW
Hickory, NC 28602
damcevers@icloud.com
(941) 587-0784

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:damcevers@icloud.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Charles Russell
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Monday, March 21, 2022 12:24:28 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Charles Russell 
2860 N Main St
High Point, NC 27265

mailto:tunnel18ster@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Tim Mengel (timzoobo@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Monday, March 21, 2022 11:43:02 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

Protect the Environment, protect Humanity!

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Tim Mengel
6118 Branson Davis Rd
RANDLEMAN, NC 27317
timzoobo@yahoo.com
(336) 434-5496

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:timzoobo@yahoo.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: thomas pridgen (pridgen.t@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2022 12:12:05 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

show some courage:  put livability ahead of economic interests

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

thomas pridgen
5126 branchview way
Denton, NC 27239
pridgen.t@yahoo.com
(336) 857-9998

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:pridgen.t@yahoo.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: emily keel
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] comments on digesters for CAFO"s
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 10:53:32 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

I am opposed to the uniform permitting of the use of digesters on the ponds of
animal waste on AFO's.  The process of  piping gas from animal waste to points for
processing is not a renewable energy project.  This perpetuates the sprayfield
system that has led to life changing injuries to health for employees and community
members.  The creation of more methane under covered lagoons has even more
extensive effects on the air quality than the uncovered ponds. We must have more
investment in truly renewable energy sources that do not damage our atmosphere
and cause irreversible health problems for communities.  There are great strides
made in solar and wind energy that are renewable and safe.  Let's not give this
encouragement to an outdated and dangerous misuse of animal waste. 

mailto:ekkeel2me@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Karen Langelier (klang4678@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 1:30:46 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Karen Langelier
3613a Saint Johns Ct
Wilmington, NC 28403
klang4678@gmail.com
(603) 340-6097

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:klang4678@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Eileen Juric
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 12:40:22 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Eileen Juric 
511 Adams St
Raleigh, NC 27605

mailto:eileenjuric@att.net
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: I. Engle
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 12:22:23 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
I. Engle 
605 Bosque St
Tularosa, NM 88352

mailto:1ieengle@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Virginia Goldrick (vmgoldrick@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 10:12:40 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Virginia Goldrick
1625 S. 17th St, Apt 245
Wilmington, NC 28401
vmgoldrick@aol.com
(708) 989-9019

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:vmgoldrick@aol.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Carolyn Moore (20daisy09@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 9:59:31 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Moore
1022 S Main St
Wake Forest, NC 27587
20daisy09@gmail.com
(919) 302-5188

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:20daisy09@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Richard Burke (rickburke04@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 9:47:16 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

Loose hog farm regulations that 'worked' in the past need to be updated to protect the environment for future
generations.

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Richard Burke
220 E Park Dr
Raleigh, NC 27605
rickburke04@gmail.com
(609) 529-3371

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:rickburke04@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Adriana Crisan (moonshine331@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 9:40:54 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Adriana Crisan
74 Moser Place
Clayton, NC 27520
moonshine331@aol.com
(561) 542-5662

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:moonshine331@aol.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Susane Boukamel (stelliboukamel@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 9:05:59 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Susane Boukamel
200 Fox View Pl
Cary, NC 27511
stelliboukamel@gmail.com
(919) 439-2468

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:stelliboukamel@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Marian and Thomas Wenink (twenink@email.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 8:13:15 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Marian and Thomas Wenink
1034 Prestwick Court
Clemmons, NC 27012
twenink@email.com
(336) 778-9273

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:twenink@email.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Mary Buttitta (mary.buttitta@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 7:21:32 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Mary Buttitta
411 Periwinkle Drive
Asheville, NC 28804
mary.buttitta@gmail.com
(802) 373-0113

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:mary.buttitta@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Stephen Weissman (sweissman4@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 6:14:03 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Stephen Weissman
8 Oak Ct, Candler, NC 28715
Candler, NC 28715
sweissman4@gmail.com
(828) 255-5206

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:sweissman4@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Rosalyn Sloan (rnrosalyn@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 6:09:50 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Rosalyn Sloan
751 PROPSTON ST NW
CONCORD, NC 28025
rnrosalyn@gmail.com
(704) 776-8514

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:rnrosalyn@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Deborah Norton (doctordebnorton@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2022 4:11:53 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

Making use of hog waste to generate power could be a win-win for both farmers and the environment, but only if
implemented correctly.  Please take the time now to build in needed protections.  Be sure that you create a system
you would be willing to live next door to.  Spend some time in homes bordering farms, so you understand what
protection your constituents need.  They depend on you.

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Deborah Norton
5805 Baird Drive
Raleigh, NC 27606
doctordebnorton@earthlink.net
(919) 414-4630

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:doctordebnorton@earthlink.net
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Ann Bullock (akbullock2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 11:39:22 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Ann Bullock
PO Box 1266
Whittier, NC 28789
akbullock2@gmail.com
(828) 788-4472

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:akbullock2@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Laurene Rapoza (laurenerap@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 10:36:31 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Laurene Rapoza
125 Glendale drive,
Wilmington, NC 28401
laurenerap@hotmail.com
(910) 232-5713

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:laurenerap@hotmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Joe Bearden (chickadeebirders@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 10:06:02 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Joe Bearden
1809 Lakepark Drive
Raleigh, NC 27612
chickadeebirders@outlook.com
(919) 844-9050

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:chickadeebirders@outlook.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Catherine Sims (cassys@vt.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 9:33:02 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The biogas general permit needs better protections for air, water and communities!

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Catherine Sims
1021 Red Hat Ln
Durham, NC 27713
cassys@vt.edu
(757) 478-1588

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:cassys@vt.edu
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Fred Stanback (stanbackf@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 9:11:16 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Fred Stanback
220 Stonewall road
Salisbury, NC 28144
stanbackf@aol.com
(704) 647-1551

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:stanbackf@aol.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Ken Bosch (ken.bosch.us@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 8:18:20 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Ken Bosch
4404 Quail Hollow Dr
Raleigh, NC 27609
ken.bosch.us@gmail.com
(919) 855-0900

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:ken.bosch.us@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Joanne Purnell (rojo@ec.rr.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 8:10:45 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Joanne Purnell
3060 weatherby ct
Wilmington, NC 28405
rojo@ec.rr.com
(910) 660-8299

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:rojo@ec.rr.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: George Phillips (nctrack@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 8:03:19 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

George Phillips
1140 Carousel Ln
Hendersonville, NC 28792
nctrack@gmail.com
(999) 999-9999

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:nctrack@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Cynthia Simonds (cjsimonds4@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 7:48:02 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Simonds
704 Laurel Ave
Cynthia, NC 28711
cjsimonds4@gmail.com
(540) 525-0489

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:cjsimonds4@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Alyssa Elliott (alyssaventimiglia@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 7:38:11 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Alyssa Elliott
5022 Wineberry Dr
Durham, NC 27713
alyssaventimiglia@gmail.com
(252) 341-7407

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:alyssaventimiglia@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Alisa Vargas (easter678603@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 7:25:57 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Alisa Vargas
Po box 1868
Marion, NC 28752
easter678603@gmail.com
(828) 652-2009

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:easter678603@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Dawna Knapp (dawna.knapp@sierraclub.org) Sent You a Personal Message
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] Biogas General Permit Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2022 7:02:27 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as
an attachment to Report Spam.<mailto:report.spam@nc.gov>

Dear  Animal Feeding Operations,

The industrial hog industry in North Carolina has gone to great lengths to avoid its responsibility to the environment
and to the communities that surround its farms. The general permit for biogas could be another opportunity for the
industry to slide past its legal and moral obligations if we fail to hold these facilities to the highest standards.

A  one-size-fits-all permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and Indigenous families at
disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions, such as those that are reducing pollution
and harm to communities in other states.

We ask that commonsense protections are incorporated into the general permit  for the health of our water, air, and
people. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from industrial hog operations,
along with robust monitoring and transparent data-sharing to ensure compliance.

You have the opportunity to help all North Carolinians experience cleaner air and water. Please make the biogas
general permit as protective as possible.

Sincerely,

Dawna Knapp
7251 Lillivale Court
Citrus Heights, CA 95621
dawna.knapp@sierraclub.org
(415) 320-2213

This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with NC Sierra
Club. If you need more information, please contact Margaret Lillard at NC Sierra Club at
margaret.lillard@sierraclub.org or (919) 833-8467.

mailto:dawna.knapp@sierraclub.org
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Alyssa Florwick
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2022 7:51:59 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

The fact of the matter is that poor oversight is the reason why the industrial hog industry has
been polluting eastern NC for over three decades. The lack of regulations or regulation
enforcement from the fed, state, and your office is because corporate lobbying is extremely
effective and NC state legislators are happy to accept a piece of that pie (pie is money in case
you didn't understand my metaphor). They do not care that primarily low income POC are
poisoned, that waterways are polluted. 

Smithfield was ordered to fix this 20 years ago, and they let those faulty lagoons sit there
leeching and flooding right up until now, when biogas was cheap enough to outfit and so they
could make the biggest returns. I've honestly heard that with best practices biogas can be a
great solution for dealing with industrial animal waste. But Smithfield has never given us
BEST practices.

It's odd. The residents fund your paychecks, but the state assembly signs them. The legislators
may feel threatening to you, but you work for US. Don't fast track the biogas permits. Let
residents stay involved, have a chance to comment on each situation. Each farm is different,
and it makes sense to be sure that they are outfitting for and intend to uphold the very safest
standards to protect all of their neighbors. History tells us this oversight is absolutely
necessary.

We need you all to act with integrity and impact. 

P.S. Regulate and enforce poultry waste better while you're at it. It's untenable that we can't
even track how many farms there are.

Regards, 
Alyssa Florwick 
2204 Oak Ridge Blvd
Durham, NC 27707

mailto:aflorwick@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Catherine Sims
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Monday, March 14, 2022 3:46:48 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Catherine Sims 
1021 Red Hat Ln
Durham, NC 27713

mailto:cassys@vt.edu
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Patricia Derrough
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Friday, March 11, 2022 6:35:59 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Patricia Derrough 
61 Rolling Hills Rd
Mills River, NC 28759

mailto:trderrough@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: David Caldwell
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Friday, March 11, 2022 10:43:15 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
David Caldwell 
540 Belwood-Lawndale Rd
Lawndale, NC 28090

mailto:david@mountaintrue.org
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Staris Morgan
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Friday, March 11, 2022 7:17:48 AM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Staris Morgan 
101 Oakwood St Apt S
Goldsboro, NC 27530

mailto:starispmorgan@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Elizabeth Hinshaw
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Thursday, March 10, 2022 10:24:02 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Elizabeth Hinshaw 
1214 Providence Church Rd
Randleman, NC 27317

mailto:ehhinshaw20@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov


From: Rand Lines
To: SVC_publiccommentsDWR
Subject: [External] We deserve better hog waste solutions
Date: Wednesday, March 9, 2022 1:48:21 PM

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an
attachment to Report Spam.

Dear Animal Feeding Operations Ramesh Ravella,

Industrial hog operations are making North Carolinians sick and can lead to premature death.
You can help.

A fast-tracked, cookie-cutter permit for the facilities that continue to put Black, Latino, and
Indigenous families at disproportionate risk is not the answer. We want better biogas solutions
that are already reducing pollution and harm to communities in other states.

Please incorporate commonsense protections for our water, air, and people into the biogas
general permit. This includes, at a minimum, stronger requirements to prevent pollution from
industrial hog operations and robust monitoring to ensure compliance.

We deserve clean water and to breathe easier. Thank you.

Regards, 
Rand Lines 
1558 Newton Ave SE
Atlanta, GA 30316

mailto:wkcj34@gmail.com
mailto:publiccommentsDWR@ncdenr.gov
mailto:report.spam@nc.gov



